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Introductory Words

I would like to dedicate this book to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The souls of all my compatriots, who had perished on their
journey to Freedom.
The future generations of Vietnamese Americans, who
wonder why their ancestors had left their motherland.
Lon, my Cambodian guide, who had courageously taken
me through the “Killing Fields
The late Honorable Norman Lent, Congressman of the
United States, District of New York who had supported my
family coming to America.
Dr. Florence and Seymour Gellerman, who had
sponsored my resettlement to the United States.
Professor Pierre Catala, who accepted with grace my
request for assistance.
Professor Varee Vichayanonta, who had visited me in
Camp NW 9.
Dr. Vu Thi Thoa, especially, who had partly financed the
printing of this book.
Mary Hilke, and Tom Uriarte, who had proofread my
manuscript’s draft.
And last but not least, my wife and my children, and
especially my grandchildren, first-generation of
Vietnamese-Americans in my family, born and grown up in
this land of Freedom.

I also want to thank YOU Reader, for choosing to go over my
memoir and witness the tragic events that have haunted my
soul for more that twenty years, since the days I experienced
Communism and decided to walk the Cambodian killing fields
searching for my salvation.
With my humblest regards,
Dinh Trinh
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Mr. Dinh Trinh, author of these memoir pages, was a member
of the Faculty at the University Of Saigon School Of Law, a
colleague of mine, until the Republic Of Vietnam fell to the
hands of the communists, in 1975. During the years he
worked at the Saigon School of Law, he was a dedicated
instructor who helped me to restructure the school activities,
especially the student testing system so that the school could
reach the same rigor level as it was at the time the French
transferred the school to the Vietnamese
Unfortunately, Mr. Trinh and his family were trapped in Saigon
after 1975. They lived under the communist regime until he
successfully escaped in 1981. This was his second attempt to
escape the Vietnamese communist regime, this time by land,
going across Cambodia to reach Battambang, from there to
cross the jungle area to arrive at the Thai border and hope to
arrive at the refugee camp set-up for land refugees at the
border. At the first attempt to escape a couple of years earlier,
he took his family with him on a boat, and left the country via
the Vam Lang estuary in Tien Giang province. The boat
engine failed, the entire family was arrested, and the
communist coast guards robbed them of whatever they had
and put them in jail in My Tho.
This memoir intends to give a detailed account of his escape
from the communist regime, which was reigning in his
beloved country. It contains enough data to justify why he
decided to leave the country in secret with his family at the
risk of his life and the lives of his wife and his children.
In fact, the implementation of both the Marxist Leninist
ideology and the Stalinist measures with all their aspects of
savagery and cruelty has reduced the population in the South
to the rank of animals. The adoption of policies aimed to
impoverish the people in order to realize social equality has
paralyzed the people. The policy of controlling people by
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stripping them off of all their rights has rendered life
unbearable. This document contains vivid descriptions of how
the life of each individual has been affected, especially the life
of the intellectual, such as the author; lives of young girls
became prostitutes in order to survive; lives of kids such as
his own children; the results were social disintegration and
moral decline. The book also portrays some human
specimens, creation of the socialist regime, such as Hai Hoc,
a cunning individual who swindled people to make money;
Trung, the former student who defrauds his teacher, Quang,
and his teacher’s friends in his moneymaking scheme before
disappearing from the scene. These individuals are socialist
models who had to resort to stratagems to deceive other
people or to protect themselves.
Life under Communism must be miserable at its climax to
force people to decide to risk their lives in a dangerous
escape, encounter many dangers, such as arrest, thirst and
hunger stricken death, or land mine explosion. Nothing is
more pathetic than the advice a father gave to his 12 year-old
son before fleeing the country: “ I told him that in the event he
is arrested and I am not I would continue to go ahead.
Conversely, if I am arrested and he is not, he should continue
his trek. We cannot wait for each other. If both of us are
arrested, we should not declare that we are father and son.
One of us can step on a mine and die, the other still has to
proceed.”
Before he left, like any other escapee, he knew that he had
nine chances to die and only one to survive, and he was still
ready to confront death so as to find life. To that effect, the
regime must have mistreated its citizens at such an excessive
level as to force them to accept that kind of choice. In both
attempts to escape Communism, the author encountered
scores of difficulties and perils. Several times, he was so
close to death, just to be rescued, such as in his first escape
by boat on Tien Giang River. That time, the Viet Cong border
patrol arrested him and his family. They shot at the boat
people and robbed them of everything they had. Alternatively,
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during his trip from Chau Doc to Phnom Penh when he stayed
under the cover of pineapples in the crypt of the boat. During
the treacherous trip from Phnom Penh to Battambang and
another time, during the journey to the Thai border, he was
detained but ran away with his assailants in pursuit shooting
AK rifles. He survived to carry on his border crossing
operation for the second time, got lost in the Cambodian
jungle, and tried to find his way out by circling the hilly area
near the border.
The reader can easily imagine the feelings of an individual
who fled the communist regime leaving his wife and children
behind, having with him only the older son who was 12 at the
time and losing track of the boy when he reached the border
region of Sisophon. At the end, he was the only one to arrive
at the refugee camp in Thailand.
The author described the many inner conflicts he experienced
when he had to cope with daily happenings. Before his first
escape, he was afraid of going to jail; when he was
incarcerated in My Tho, he prayed and wished to be released
to avoid having to suffer in Viet Cong prison. However, after
he got out, a feeling of hopelessness and despair filled his
heart as he witnessed the facts of life and he wanted to go
back to jail. After he overcame so many dangers and almost
found death in the escape from the hands of the communist
Khmers near the Thai border, he got lost before being able to
arrive at the refugee camp in Thailand. Once safe in the
camp, he suddenly felt remorseful and wanted to be back in
Saigon with his family. The book recounts many occasions
when the author stumbled upon such contradictory feelings.
This is the state of mind that he labels “abnormally
conflicting”.
The author was very lucky: he escaped death several times
and finally was reunited with his family. Although at the
beginning he suffered some hardship in rebuilding his life, he
succeeded in his career and later became administrator of a
large educational institution in California. His children
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graduated and got solid positions in their refuge land. The
oldest boy who was missing in Sisophon, near the Thai
border during the escape when he was just 12, found his way
back home. Now he has a family and a solid career in the San
Francisco Bay area.
While in quest of freedom, the author came across some
generous individuals but these did not come from a socialist
system: Lien and Dung, the two openhearted women who
helped him empty-handedly return to Battambang, and Lon,
the loyal and devoted Cambodian guide whose brother-in-law
was killed in the expedition. They are exemplary models that
could only come from a democratic society.
This is a living document of high value. The author provides a
detailed account of what he saw, what he heard, what he has
experienced, and what he had in his mind while living in a
communist system and while attempting to leave the country
in search of Freedom. This masterpiece is of real value as it
expresses the sorrowful reality that our nation had to suffer
under a regime set up by Ho Chi Minh and his comrades. This
book should be kept in the home library of each of us as a
reminder of what the Viet Cong did to our nation; it also helps
our future generations to understand the indelible crime
committed by the Vietnamese communists.
Stanford University on November the 22nd, 2003
Dr. Nguyễn văn Canh, fellow
Hoover Institution on War and Peace
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Nong Chan

NW9

Panatnikhom

Chau Doc

Galang -----> Singapore -----> SF ----> NY

The long and perilous road to Freedom
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Crossing the Cambodian Killing Fields
A Memoir of Escape from Communist Vietnam
•

Foreword
In 1975, communist leaders in Ha Noi, blinded by what they
called “The Great Spring Victory” and by their overconfidence,
believed that they would be able reorganize and rebuild the
country. Although armed with the dialectic Marxist logic, they
could not envision the many difficulties that Vietnam was
facing after decades of ravaging war.
Their focus on controlling the people in South Vietnam led
them to adopt a policy of political despotism and terrorism,
and their lack of economic development expertise, added to a
closed-door foreign policy toward western countries, caused a
disintegrating economic situation in South Vietnam. The
South Vietnamese, used to a high standard of living, suffered
incommensurable miseries caused by food and goods
shortage. As economic hardship and political terror had
rendered life impossible, they started to leave the country
clandestinely. From 1975 to the early 80’s, hundreds of
thousands escaped, by boat and by land, resettling in free
countries all around the world. For Vietnam, this exodus
revealed to be costly because the majority of escapees were
intellectuals, the technological and scientific human resources
that the country desperately needed to ensure the
development and administration of Vietnam’s recovery plans.
Several factors had contributed to the departure of the South
Vietnamese:
• The communist regime did not trust administrators and
professionals in the south: Instead of keeping them at
their original posts and using their professional skills
and experience, Ha Noi sent them to reeducation
camps. The few who escaped reeducation remained
at their posts but did not have any power, waiting to be
soon replaced by communist cadres. The large
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number of intellectuals, feeling displaced and
insecure, sought the opportunity to escape the
country.
The communists showed lack of experience and ability
to manage the development of the country’s post-war
economy. People, especially in the countryside,
responded negatively to the harsh measures taken by
the new government (nationalization of means of
production, government appropriation of personal
properties, organization of production into collectives,
and transfer of much of urban population to new
economic zones.)
There was a general sense of hopelessness: Added to
the bad economic situation was the stripping off of all
civil and human rights. The Provisory Revolutionary
Government of the South was dissolved in 1976 and
power was centralized in Ha Noi. The de-privatization
of all means of production and the nationalization of
industry and business resources forced the middle
class to leave the country.

In the late 80’s and early 90’s Ha Noi realized the impact of its
policies on the development of the country and to bail out of
the stagnant situation, it resorted to open its borders to the
West and to adopt more liberal strategies. The government
allowed people to do private business and farmers to own
their land. The de-collectivization of means of production and
business activities opened a new era for the population in the
South and the exodus slowly dwindled and stopped. At the
same time, the closure of the refugee camps in South East
Asian countries discouraged people from leaving.
The escape to freedom had been detrimental to the nation.
One out of two who left by boat had perished on the high
seas, being either killed by pirates, drowned at sea, or
stricken by hunger and thirst. In horrendous escapes by land,
such as the one recounted in this book, the proportion of
escapees who survived the trek was even smaller.
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This book is intended to educate future generations of
Vietnamese living abroad about the reason why their
ancestors had to live in exile and to help them search for their
identity and their roots.
The story was written, originally in Vietnamese, in memory of
all those who unfortunately did not reach the freedom shores,
those who hopelessly died while searching for their rights to
live as a human being. Almost three decades had passed but
their deaths still haunt me as if it were yesterday. I hereby
light a few incense sticks and pray for their souls.
Dinh Trinh
San Francisco, 2005
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Chapter One

The Years before 1975
I was born in Ha Noi, North Vietnam, three years before the
first government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam led by
Ho Chi Minh was established in 1945, after the French
temporarily gave up its colonial power. I was too young to
understand the meaning of independence, and was not aware
of the famous declaration he proclaimed in Ba Dinh during a
national celebration, a declaration of independence copied
from the American one. That independence did not last long,
and in 1946, after the Japanese surrendered to the British
troops and the French reestablished its government in Ha
Noi, Vietnam entered the first episode of anti-colonialist war
that lasted thirty years, until 1975.
I did not have many fond memories of Ha Noi. The only
picture I still keep in my mind was the one of the times my
father allowed me to go out to dinner with him and his friends
at French restaurants in the city. My father had a Peugeot
bicycle and on weekends, we went out to various eating
places located around the Hoan Kiem Lake. On the way back,
there was no light on the streets, and my father pushed the
button on the dynamo to let it roll against the bicycle wheel to
produce the electricity needed to light the headlight. Sitting on
the back seat of my father’s bicycle, I listened to the soft
purring sound of the dynamo and looked around to see the
light flows coming from other bicycles. In the darkness of the
night, they made a black and white picture pretty enough to
excite the little boy that I was.
I was seven or eight when my family left the capital to move to
Hai Phong, a port city 80 miles away. My father, a post office
inspector, a high ranking position in the French Protectorate
government of North Vietnam, was promoted to director of
Hai Phong post office. Hai Phong became the city of my
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childhood, the place I had spent my elementary school years
and my first two years of high school. I still remember my far
away past, the time I was an adolescent boy, and old
memories pop up in my mind. I still have the peaceful feeling
of the days I carried my bag and went to school and I struggle
to find in my subconscious the images of some old friends
whose names I do not remember anymore.

morning with water mixed with kerosene. This image came
back to me as if it were yesterday. I was a little boy dreaming
of driving the car. I sat in the driver’s seat and put my two tiny
hands on the wheel drive, my mouth emitting the running
sound of the engine and the “pim pim” of the horn. My right
hand held the gearshift cane that came up from the car’s floor
and faked to move it as if the car was rolling on the road.

Hai Phong with its one-story homes painted in yellow, the
French-style villas, the front of which had a large yard planted
with banana trees and water palm trees, was the cradle of my
naïve adolescence, the garden of my unforgettable souvenirs.
We had a happy life and although a war was being fought
between the French troops and the Viet Minh, it never
affected our peaceful life. Hai Phong had been left untouched.
As a child, I did not understand the meaning of war and its
atrocity and I had looked at soldiers as the symbol of heroism
and bravery. In my naivety, I had dreamed to grow up fast
and to enroll in the military. Many times I saw my brother, a
major in the French army, come home in his paratrooper
uniform with his red beret and his double-wing and parachute
insignia on his chest next to his many medals. He came back
from the most atrocious battles of Ninh Binh, Hung Yen and
Savannakhet, a town in Laos. The time he came back from
Dien Bien Phu on a stretcher, it was a few days before the
battle ended in the defeat of the French. He was severely
wounded but survived.

May 7th 1954, the infamous day for the French colonialists as
it ended their occupation of Vietnam, was also infamous to
the Vietnamese people because it gave birth to the Geneva
Accord dividing our beloved country into two parts, the
communist North Vietnam and the free South Vietnam. My
family stayed in Hai Phong until the last days of the French
occupation, and we left the North in May 1955 on an Air
Vietnam flight to move to Saigon, just before the Viet Minh
troops came to take over control of the city from the hands of
the French. More than two millions people from the north had
evacuated North Vietnam and gone south to flee communism.

My father’s earnings were more than sufficient to provide for
our family. We lived in a five bedroom-apartment on the
second floor of the building. Life was easy at that time and our
family had several servants, including a cook and a chauffeur,
provided by the colonial system. I still remember when I was
ten, going from Hai Phong to Ha Noi or to Do Son, an ocean
resort 35 kilometer away, sitting in the car driven by the
chauffeur and counting the round-headed milestones painted
in white that I had seen on the road as I went with my father
on his monthly inspection trips. We rode in our black Citroen
Traction 15, a French car that our chauffeur polished every
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The day we left Hai Phong for Saigon, I was only thirteen. I
was not conscious of the pain that the division of our country
had caused to our nation, a division that would later generate
the terrible war and its destructive influence on the mind of
the Vietnamese. I still miss Saigon, my dearly loved city, the
place that holds so many of my wonderful life memories, so
many dreams about the road to idealism, to magnanimous
goals, to a bright future. Yet all of these are gone, all the
things that I have dearly cherished deep in my heart and my
soul; gone the dazzling image of a time that has passed, a
time that will never return, a time that is gone forever.
1955, we arrived in Saigon and stayed for a year in an
apartment in a complex on Hong Thap Tu Street where all the
families of post office officials lived. My brothers and I enrolled
in Lycee Chasseloup Laubat (later renamed Lycee Jean
Jacques Rousseau as the name Chasseloup Laubat evoked
the colonialist control of the country), a French high school,
located on the same street, and every morning and afternoon,
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we walked to and from school. War had recessed for a few
years and we breathed the air of peace and happiness. On
the hot long summers, the paradise flower trees on the Hong
Thap Tu Street were blood red and the strident cicadas sound
resounded in the air, annoying our ears. During breaks, we
went looking for paradise flowers in the yard of our school and
played our fight-game, locking the round-headed pistil arms
and pulling to see which one’s head fell. And we laughed and
shouted. These tense minutes of inoffensive fight-time had
left in my mind so wonderful memories of the time I was little
and simple-minded, the time worries had not affected my life
yet. And during the monsoon season, on stormy days, when
forceful winds blew and heavy rain poured down like
waterfalls, we went home drenched like rats, our pants
pockets filled ripe tamarind fruits that we had picked as they
fell on the sidewalks. Fifty years later, I am still mindful of
these childish experiences as if they were yesterday, these
memories reflecting the short time of peaceful life after the
communists won the northern part of our fateful country.
A year later, my father became director of the post office in
Cho Lon, the Chinatown of Saigon. Again, we lived in a fivebedroom apartment in the upper floor of the building and
again we had a chauffeur to drive us around and maids to do
household chores. My brothers and I went to school in a fancy
British-made Ford. I graduated high school in 1961.
In 1965, I finished my studies at the Academy of Pedagogy, a
school that prepared high school teachers for the country.
Graduated in the rank of 6th out of class of thirty-five, in my
French subject area, all I had to choose from was a far away
post in the provinces. All the good ones, such as in Saigon,
Tan An, My Tho, Vinh Long, Bien Hoa, Vung Tau, had
already been selected by my higher ranked peers. I chose
Sadec, near a nest of Vietcong named Cao Lanh, because it
was the closest post to Saigon compared with others in
Longxuyen, Can Tho, Tra Vinh, Soc Trang, Bac Lieu, Chau
Doc, Rach Gia, Kien Giang, Ca Mau, Ha Tien, and Phu Quoc
that were too far and therefore difficult for me to commute
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weekly from Saigon. I had at the time a fiancée, and needed
to return to Saigon on weekends. In addition, life in the
province was monotonous and after five days, I had had
enough and wanted to look for something exciting that did not
exist in the place I was. Saigon was the place where I could
bring my girl to dancing clubs, have good food and good wine,
take her to fancy movie theaters or to shopping centers. After
days of wrestling with my teenage students, I was tired and I
needed some fun to regain my strength.
At the age of twenty-three, I was too young to be a serious
teacher. I had spent much time with my students outside the
classroom, mostly seniors who were almost my age at the
time. In the countryside, upper grade students, besides going
to school also had to work in the fields to help their parents.
That was the reason many were behind in their studies and
when they reached their senior year, they were 20 or 21,
almost as old as their teachers were. Female teachers, just
fresh from college, had trouble controlling these virile young
men and even themselves, as many of these males were
strong and handsome. Anyway, I had good times with them
and marvelous souvenirs, as we often went to their villages or
their farms to eat and drink rice wine until we were all drunk.
After they drank, they sang their traditional love songs called
Vong Co∗ in which they expressed their lost love. Many boys
had beautiful voices and they were passionate artists. I loved
Vong Co and I wished I had a good voice to sing it too! By
nature, I was a sensitive man and listening to their love
laments sent me to an extraterrestrial world of sentimental
relationships where both men and women were blissfully
happy.

∗

Vong Co means “Reminder of the old time”, comparable to American folk songs,
were appreciated by old generations in the cities but loved passionately by both
young and old in the countryside. Each song is seven sentences long and is sung
almost the same way. The instrument to accompany the singer was mostly an
especially transformed guitar, but other traditional instruments are also used in
performances such as the uni-cord and an instrument that has dozens of cords called
“dan tranh” which sounds like the harp.
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My students looked like angels in their white traditional long
dress. They were seventeen or eighteen, and beginning to
acquaint themselves with love.*∗ Teacher and students met
on some days**∗ and missed each other on the others as both
were young and had romantic dreams about each other. I
regretted having a fiancée too soon and could not have any
romance. Platonic relationships, I had so many, at a time I
was filled with passion for both human beings and my
country. I had so much hope about the future and so many
dreams about my career. I was having a beautiful life and was
using all my abilities and my opportunities to make it even
better.
Some memories about Sadec that I still keep in my
subconscious are enjoyable ones. I remember the mornings,
before classes began, Khoi, a teacher of French and a
colleague of mine, and I made a tour of the schoolyard as if
we went on a watch tour. In fact, it was for us to look for
young female teachers in their elegant traditional long
dresses of purple or yellow color that clung to their vibrant-oflife bodies. We watched them, filled with contentment. I still
remember Nham, a short young female colleague, as pretty
as a woman in a dream, which we had especially liked to
watch as she often wore a designer long dress that went up a
little higher on her sides. She exhibited a small triangle of rosy
flesh between her black satin pants and the two flaps of her
dress. I still remember Oanh, on the Sunday early evenings,
when we were stuck at My Thuan Ferry Station waiting long
hours for a bus. The sky was filled with fireflies and she went
after them laughing with joy, trying to catch a couple of the
insects to put them in the middle of my two hands put
together. We sat head by head watching the small fire of the
captive insects glowing intermittently in the dark between the
*∗ In Vietnam at the time relationship between boys and girls started very late, most
often after graduation of high school. Vietnamese tradition did not allow teenagers to
date, especially to have sexual relationship. Most high school love stories were
innocent ones in which teenagers expressed only their platonic feelings.

** ∗ High school student schedules consist of meetings with teacher only once or
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slits of my fingers and we giggled with happiness. These
memories were so inoffensively wonderful and how much I
would love to live them again.
Unfortunately, there were also some sad memories, I
remembered that Monday morning, when I arrived at my
school on my bike and saw students in a stir in front of the
school gate, refusing to enter the yard. I was both surprised
and anxious and I had the premonition that something serious
had happened. I had asked one of my students standing in
the crowd and he said:
“Last night the Viet Cong murdered two of our students
and exposed their bodies in our school yard!”
I heard the bad news and thought I was going to faint, so
much had the horror of the crime touched me. Shaking, I
entered the school office to see my colleagues convened in
the small room. All our faces showed fear, anger, and
sadness. Kim, our assistant principal in charge of curriculum
with whom I shared the apartment walked towards me. He
murmured to my ear:
“The National Liberation Front came last night to display
their colors and two bodies in the front yard of our
school to scare our students who had refused to
collaborate with the Front and also to demonstrate their
presence in the area.”
Our high school was located in a deserted area on the
outskirts of the town of Sadec. The local government had
been informed of the bad news and would send an official to
calm our students and find some way to counter the Vietcong
terrorist act. Looking at all the faces imbued with anxiety, I
had the premonition that our fate had been decided, that half
of the country that still bore some freedom and democracy
would terminate somehow some time in the future. It was in
1967, eight years before the miserable war ended in chaos
terminating the regime that had struggled to fight
Communism. It was one of the fateful days I would never
forget.

twice a week, sometimes for two hours in a row.
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On Sunday mornings, when I took the bus to go back to
Sadec, I had to pass by the province of Cai Lay. I witnessed
long lines of trucks and buses stopped on both sides of a
Vietcong-built mined mud barricade, which ran across the
road. They waited for authorities to come and clear the traffic
obstacle by destroying the mine hidden inside. Merchants on
the buses became impatient and swore at the authorities
blaming them for the trouble created by the Vietcong but they
did not dare insult the Vietcong for fear of retribution. The
invectives these women made aloud annoyed me; I did not
like them because they were ruthless and one-sided. These
people did not fairly look at the problem. The lack of support
the people gave to the government of the South had helped
the communists to expand their activities and later create
what they called the National Front of Liberation of the South
(NFL).
These barricades across the road were built with big chunks
of earth taken from the rice paddies, with a mine hidden
underneath. Some other times it was just simply a few
branches or some pieces of wood accumulated on the road
with hidden grenades hung inside. Many bold bus drivers,
tired of waiting or furious because some irresponsible
passengers kept wailing and urging them to go ahead, would
tell people to get out of the vehicle and then drive it over the
20-inches-high barrier. People standing on the two sides of
the road would clap their hands and shout out of joy while
they watched the feat, as if they were at a circus or some
other spectacle. Most of the time, nothing happened. The bus
just went ahead and passengers would re-board the vehicle,
which quickly resumed its voyage. Then the following buses
would do the same, some would pass without trouble and
then one would go atop the land mine, which would explode
killing and maiming dozens of people and damaging a few
buses. That was a dangerous game comparable to Russian
roulette.
I often saw these mud barricades across the road aimed to
stop the buses or to display some cadavers, belly wide open
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or throat slit and a sign scribbled with the words “enemies of
the people.” These were communist means of propaganda or
terrorist threat, a way to keep the people in South Vietnam
aware of the communist presence and of the insecurity of the
country. They were the omen of future ravages of the war and
destabilization of the free and democratic government of
Saigon.
The last days of the 1967 and beginning days of 1968, the
final months of my assignment in the provinces before my
transfer to Saigon, I had indirectly witnessed the atrocious
battles between the Vietcong and the troops of the Army’s
Ninth Division. On Friday afternoons, after I completed my
weekly teaching assignment, I took the bus to go back to
Saigon and on my way to My Tho, I saw on both sides of the
road innumerable bodies of the Vietcong killed by the Armed
Forces of the Republic of (South) Vietnam during the previous
night’s military operations. The killings gave me so much pain
that I had tears in my eyes and my heart throbbed. I could not
understand the reason for this fratricide war, which had
become more and more violent and bloody. However, the
terrorist acts and the merciless killings of the ordinary people
by the Vietcong had pushed my anger to the extreme. I could
not comprehend why they could ignore their human
conscience and kill babies and pregnant women just in order
to fulfill their deterrence and propaganda mission. When the
communist troops invaded Saigon on April 30 1975, I looked
at the innocent face of the teenage North Vietnamese soldiers
and I was more puzzled.
In 1966, I married a girl that I met in college. In a splendid
wedding party organized for hundreds of family members and
friends, champagne flowed, live music played, guests enjoyed
regal food and the happy atmosphere of a joyous celebration.
My wife came from an aristocratic family, her father was one
of the first Vietnamese architects and her mother was a third
year medical student who had to abort her career because of
a heart illness. One of her two uncles was the dean of the
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University of Ha Noi school of Sciences and the other was a
foreign minister in the Ngo Dinh Diem cabinet.
Two years later, in 1968, the year the Viet Cong organized
their infamous Tet offensive∗, we had our first baby girl that
we named Bao Nga (Precious Ivory), and the year after my
wife gave birth to our first boy, Dinh Jr. Our second boy, Xuan
Son (Spring Mountain), was born in 1971, the year I started
my graduate studies at the school of Law.
In 1975, my wife was pregnant with our third boy, Xuan Huy
(Spring Splendor), and she was due to give birth to the baby
in mid April but did not deliver the baby until April 28th, the day
the Viet Cong started bombing and shelling Saigon. In the
chaos of the surrendering of the South to the North, my wife
and I took the baby home from the hospital while the Vietcong
tanks rolled into Saigon and the population of the South had
not recovered from the anguish of losing the war. The last
days of April 1975, I haggardly watched many of my relatives
and friends take their families to the port of Saigon or to Tan
Son Nhat Airport to flee the country as I was inept, waiting for
my wife to give birth to our baby. We lost our chance to leave
the country in 1975 and I stayed behind six years
experiencing communism.
For fifteen years, from 1966 to 1981, my wife had been the
catalyst, the primer to stir me up, to stimulate me. She was
the reason for me to try hard, the cause pushing me to move
forward and prevent me from going backwards. She forced
me to continue to go on the road that I had chosen. Without
her, I might not be able to do much. Because of her, I had to
∗

The Viet Cong took advantage of the cease fire in observance of Tet
(Vietnamese New Year) to attack all major cities in South Vietnam. In
Saigon, they entered the US embassy and controlled some part of the city
for a short period time before being pushed away. In Hue, the old capital
city, they captured and killed tens of thousands of people they buried in
mass graves. Everywhere, they sowed terror by murdering both local
officials and inoffensive people. They retreated after several days of
fighting, leaving behind ten thousands of casualties.
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achieve, to perform to the best of my ability. I had been proud
of her and she had been proud of having me on her side. It
could have been our destiny. God had wanted me to have
her. Without her, I would not be myself. She had come to me
and had changed my life by making it more meaningful. I had
never imagined my life without the person that I loved most in
the world. Our life had been intertwined by fate; there could
not be her or me alone. It had to be us, the two of us as a
single entity, a common entity, the two of us as one.
My father was the first to suffer from the communist invasion.
He had been a staunch and honest man in his entire life.
When he was director of the post office, he had many
opportunities to get large amounts of illicit money and become
rich but had never done so. My brothers and I was very proud
of having him, a model father. He had given us a rigid
education based on the oriental conception of the world and
life. As a result, we had all become frank, proud, and honest.
We had inherited the honest character of my father. In a wartorn troubled society where materialistic enjoyment was
prevalent, my father and later we, ourselves, were considered
stupid or abnormal people who did not know how to profit
from the murky situation. When corruption was everywhere,
when the majority of the people took advantage of their
position to accept briberies and get rich, those who persisted
in being honest and straightforward were labeled fools.
Because of his honesty, my father was not financially secure
after he retired. And when the communists invaded the South,
they robbed him of all his possessions: his retirement
pension, and his entire life savings while they implemented
the deceiving currency exchange program in 1976. All the
money he brought to the exchange post was confiscated and
he was given only a small amount of money in the new
currency, the rest was “kept by the new revolutionary
government for security reason.”
After that repulsive
experience, my father was consumed by anger and hatred.
He died a few months later. We considered his death
propitious because if he had lived, he would be suffering more
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afterwards, when the country entered the period of dire
economic downturn and the entire population in the South
had to live on spoiled cassava, yams, worm-eaten flour, and
cattle food that were donated by the Soviet-Union. My father
was used to smoking American cigarettes, and drinking
French cognac, and Scotch whisky. How could he stand the
bestial life that we all had during these long years that the
communists had euphemistically called “the liberation years?”
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All the prospects of a better future that the South had
envisioned, every plan of developing the country and make it
stand as a modern South East Asian state, the dream of
having an urbanized and industrialized society, all had
suddenly crumpled with the arrival of the communists. As one
of the millions of victims in South Vietnam, I suffered the
torment of the reversal also. My life was suddenly ruined, my
dreams faded away, and my future bleak.

And I think about the wonderful life we had before April 1975.
Saigon had become a beautiful city with shiny new cars rolling
on large clean streets, lined with large buildings and new
modern manufactures and factories of all sorts. Saigon had
started to show the economic development of the country.
The people in the South had also developed new skills
needed to accommodate the social transformation in
technology, sciences, and behavioral sciences. Workers and
technicians had learned to adapt themselves to the progress.
They were the cleverest ones, compared with those in other
South East Asian countries. Young intellectuals who were
sent abroad to get their higher education had returned from
western countries with a baggage of modern and advanced
knowledge. They were ready to exert a change in the
production process and in the management of operations,
using new technologies and applying new methods of
business development. Public administration had also
improved based on American experience, rules and policies.
In the domain of services, striking improvements had been
seen, as modern human management techniques had
allowed the training of the people and bettered the processes
of providing services to customers. Higher education had also
transformed and developed to accommodate the needs of
social, economic, and technological changes of our society.
New modern private universities staffed with young instructors
trained in the United States had opened their doors to allow
young people to acquire their educational development and
satisfy their learning and training needs.
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Chapter Two

Six Years Living under Communism
Both my material and mental lives under the new regime had
been horrific as I was stricken by the political, social,
economic and emotional changes. Like anybody else, I
suffered from the downturn of the economy: prices had gone
up and living conditions had worsened, as there were no jobs
for most people. My family was subjected of terrorist practices
as the local government wanted to send us to New Economic
Zones (NEZs)∗. Two of my brothers were sent to re-education
camps because of their involvement in the “puppet military
forces and puppet government” of South Vietnam. Many of
my relatives and friends went to prison for participating in anticommunist activities or for being suspected by the new
authorities. Many were arrested for attempting to escape the
country and jailed for “following the footsteps of the American
neo-colonialists.”
For countless days and nights, I lived under constant terror
instigated by the local authorities. Innumerable night
investigations had been organized; numerous search-andeliminate operations had been deployed; frequent general
inspection maneuvers had been proclaimed and implemented
to look for “enemies of the people”. I lived in perpetual fear
because anybody could be a target. At night, I would go to
bed with the fear of being awakened in the middle of the night
by a group of thugs carrying guns and flashlights knocking at
their doors. In their somnolent state, I would be questioned,
mentally tortured, while some of the thugs looked at every
corner of my house to see where precious things were
hidden. During these night assaults called “administrative
inspections”, the eyes of these hungry wolves were catching
∗

See the Epilogue chapter at the end of the book for an extensive
discussion on NEZs (p. 334) in South Vietnam
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all the objects of value that people had in their home. After the
tally, some of these villains would come back and softly ask
for a “negotiation”. If I surrendered them some of the things
they wanted, I would be left alone for a while, a while and the
next time they conducted another “administrative inspection” I
would be asked for other items. Moreover, these house
inspections allowed the government to assess my family’s
wealth and classify me into various categories, such as little
bourgeois, big bourgeois or bourgeois comprador. In the
following campaigns to eliminate the bourgeois, the petty
ones were sent to new economic zones, the big ones would
go to jail, and the bourgeois compradors would go to the
scaffold or the guillotine, or more practically to the firing
squads.
In the years 1975-77, twice a week, my wife and I had to go to
neighborhood meetings to get “political training” and
accustom ourselves with Socialism, the Party, and the State.
Communist cadres tried to fill our brain with the socialist rules
and new government policies that were going to dictate our
lives. They attempted to persuade us to leave the city and go
to new economic zones established in far away jungle areas.
They forced us to demonstrate our collective spirit by doing
every weekend what they called “socialist labor”. We had to
go to rural areas to dig or clean irrigation canals, build thatch
huts and dirt roads using our own hands and some simple
tools such as picks and shovels. Their propaganda
maintained that reactionaries against the socialist system
were attempting to demolish our socialist structure and we
had to be on constant alert. Our duties were to find these
enemies of the people and denounce them to the authorities
so that the government could quickly stop the insurgency.
They threatened us that if we did not denounce the insurgents
we would be considered as their accomplices and would be
sent to jail for life. We were all treated as potential enemies of
the people because we had lived under the capitalist regime
and had been impregnated with bad ideas and accustomed
with bad habits. We all had committed some crimes against
the people and we needed to quickly “be conscious of the
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revolution”, participate fully, and contribute to the socialist
government. We had to “perform our duties in atonement of
our crimes.”
The South Vietnamese society totally changed: belief in
freedom rights∗, democracy, and nationalism had collapsed
and the social order had reversed. Those who used to be at
the top of the social ladder moved to the bottom and viceversa. Because of personal interests, some considered the
enemies as their friends and their friends as enemies. Many
families disintegrated because of the “life change”, as many
women left their penniless husbands to marry rich communist
officials in order to be able to continue enjoying an easy life.
Many impatient wives remarried because their husbands were
in re-education camps and the day they would be freed was
unpredictable. Alone and fearful, these desperate women
could not struggle against their life difficulties and their
miseries. They had been happy homemakers before 1975
and had not had to work to make a living. As their husbands
were in prison, they had to take care of not only themselves
but also their children. They did not have anything to sell
except their body and only communist cadres had both power
and money to buy these attractive but destitute women. They
knew that their husbands were in prison and wanted to take
advantage of the opportune situation to steal their enemies’
wives. It was another victory for them. It was a deed they
could feel proud of*∗. That kind of life change had been
painful as it broke the hearts of many people in the South.
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with the Saigon intelligentsia. He was considered a “reformed”
intellectual because he had surrendered to the proletariat and
had accepted the control of the Communist Party. One of the
first Vietnamese to get a doctorate in Law in France, he
returned to the country in 1945 and engaged in the
Communist Front. He came from an aristocratic family and
after he graduated and was back home, his parents found him
the daughter of a rich family in Ha Noi to marry and gave him
a house to live in. However, he chose to participate in the
revolution, not knowing that the communists did not trust
intellectual bourgeois like him. Therefore, after years of
sacrifice for the revolution, he had not been accepted in the
ranks of the leaders of the Party. I did not know whether he
was a member of the Communist Party. I only knew that he
was given the titles of President of the Socialist Party and
Member of the National Assembly, two insignificant titles
without any power because in the communist regime, there
was no other party beside the Communist Party and no law to
need an Assembly. To make the regime look like a
democracy, the communists had invented the Socialist Party
and the Assembly, two political entities that had only names
and no valuable activities. As so, my cousin had big titles but
he could not do anything good for the people. He was just a
puppet of the party and the state. I wondered how he could
use his knowledge of the bourgeois law in a lawless
communist society.

The first time I heard the expression “life change” was from
the mouth of Do San, one of my maternal cousins, the person
whom my father insisted that I meet in 1975, after the
invasion of the South by the North Vietnamese. San was a
“reformed” intellectual that Ha Noi sent to the South to meet

He was lucky to get the dummy titles, not because of the
power he got from these titles but because of the monthly
stamps that allowed him to go to the state store and buy
some groceries at cheap prices. At least while the population
was hungry, his wife and kids were not. He was also lucky for
not being eliminated during the “One hundred flowers
blooming” and “Humanist Literary Publication”∗ campaigns

∗

∗

See the Epilogue chapter at the end of the book (p. 329) for a discussion
on freedom rights in Communist Vietnam
∗
* See the Epilogue chapter at the end of the book (p. 344) for an extensive
analysis of the social disintegration in South Vietnam
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These two campaigns were organized in 1957 in North Vietnam to detect
the intellectuals and the writers who had offensive ideas against the
government and the party. The campaigns encouraged people to write
about what they thought about the Party and the government and what
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coordinated by the Communist Party to lure the intellectuals,
enemies of the Party, into the trap and eliminate them from
the revolution’s ranks. Many intellectuals had suddenly
realized that the Proletarian Revolution was not for them, and
after many years of sacrifice, after dedicating the best of their
lives they had been cast off. They sadly recounted their
experiences to their friends in “the liberated South” and
opened the eyes of the Saigon intelligentsia.
I did not know if San had realized that he was head of a
bogus party and member of a phony Assembly but he
seemed to be proud of these insignificant titles. I came to talk
to him because my father wanted him to tell us his
experiences with communism and help us fare with the new
situation. My father expected that he, as a family relative,
would give us some honest advice. I had not wanted to see
him but my father thought that as a lawyer I was the right
person in the family to speak to him, since he was a lawyer
also.
After some cold greetings from both sides, I asked him the
question for which my father wanted to have the answer:
“What should my parents, my brothers and I do now to
suit ourselves best to the tragic situation?”
I would never forget his wide grin and his tainted-with-politics
answer:
“All of you need to perform a life change!”
Then he explained that both my father and every one of us in
the family had to forget all about the past, give up our
bourgeois life and our bourgeois way of thinking and quickly
absorb the new socialist way of life. Regarding me, he said
that I had to discard all the knowledge I had acquired in the
capitalist school, forget that I had been a lawyer, and
abandon my old life to begin a new life, the life of a genuine
ideas they had to promote democracy in the Communist society. The
Communists put hundreds of writers and intellectuals who wrote their
offensive ideas in prison for years.
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worker, using my hands and my physical force to make my
living.
Before April 1975, I was a researcher and member of the
teaching staff at the school of Law in Saigon. A doctoral
candidate in International Commercial Law, I was ready to
defend my thesis. Immediately after Saigon fell to the hands
of the communists, the school of Law temporarily
discontinued its teaching activities. I was assigned to
participate in a year-long intensive course in Marxism and
Communism∗. I got paid just to attend the brainwashing
program aimed to indoctrinate me with Socialism and its
higher form, Communism. High-ranking political instructors
from the School of the Labor Party in Ha Noi instructed me to
understand, analyze and evaluate the Marxist theory and its
practices.
During that period, constantly I learned to self-criticize, to
self–evaluate, and to self-incriminate. I was taught that
capitalism had poisoned me with false concepts of
democracy, freedom, and independence. I eulogized
Communism and glorified Ho Chi Minh, my worst enemy. In
order to demonstrate that I had become progressive I had to
incriminate the former government of South Vietnam, blame
Capitalism and the Americans. Every week, I wrote a report
about what I had learned, how much I had assimilated from
what I had been taught. I tried to show that I had “truly and at
my full extent” changed from bad to good, from being the
“enemy of the people” to becoming the “servant of the
people.” On discussion group days, I voiced out loud my past
crimes, my past wrongdoing and thanked the “party and the
state” for giving me the opportunity to reform, to become a
member of the “new intelligentsia”, to be converted to
socialism, and to accept the control of the proletariat, accept
the domination of the party.

∗

See the Epilogue chapter at the end of the book (p. 325) for an extensive
analysis of Communism in South Vietnam
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The brainwashing program had caused me fear and
submission, terror and acceptance. I was afraid that if I were
not judged as being completely “reformed”, I would be sent to
re-education camps, and forced to do hard labor for long
years.
Fortunately, the School of Law dissolved in 1976 and its
faculty disbanded. I performed all kinds of odd jobs, mostly
manual work, in order to survive. A year later, I got the help
from an uncle who found an opening for me to teach medical
French at the School of Medicine. I did it for two years and
then attempted to flee the country, first with wife and my kids,
then only with my oldest son, Dinh Jr., who was 12.
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him up the slope. It was a dangerous thing to do for a child
but circumstances had compelled him to do so.
I still remember the chores he had to do to help his mother.
He had spent hours waiting in line in front of the
neighborhood government office to get the rationed portion of
food allotted to our family. He sat hours at home to chop the
spoiled ends of yam and cassava root that were given to us
by the government or to sift the tiny black insects that looked
like fleas from the flour so that we could take it to the bakery
and exchange it for bread or noodles. For years, we did not
have rice to eat. Nor did we have the comfort that we had
enjoyed.

Dinh Jr., who would participated with me in the escape via
Cambodia, had grown up within the misery that the entire
population of South Vietnam had to suffer for many years.
From that difficult experience he had acquired many good
characters, such as the courage to endure dire living
conditions, the ability to make his own decisions, to control
oneself, self confidence and a sense of independence. He
was only 12 but he already knew how to be responsible, to
fulfill his duties, to help his brothers and sister and to obey his
parents. He understood the value of work and labor and he
always took seriously his assignments and did them well. He
had to help his mother in performing many chores, taking care
of his little brothers, and never complained. In our distressing
time, my wife and I were lucky to have him in our family
because he was the symbol of a pious child. When he was
only ten, every morning he had to carry his little brother to
school on the back seat of his small bike and in the afternoon,
bring him back home. Both of them went to Tran Qui Cap
elementary, a school about two miles from home. On the way
there, he had to go over a bridge. I still cannot realize how he
could cross the bridge carrying a brother on his bike. I can still
visualize his little legs and his feet pedaling with all his
strength to climb the slope. Later, when he was a little older, I
saw him grope the bar of a “lambro to have the vehicle pull

Before 1975, I had gas and kerosene stoves in my kitchen.
After the “revolution”, gas and kerosene were in little supply, I
used coal as I did twenty years earlier or wood as my parents
did fifty years before. Later, in the early eighties, even
charcoal and mineral coal became too expensive, I only used
wood or sawdust to burn. Circumstances had forced people to
be inventive, and special stoves were invented to use
sawdust∗ instead of wood. Truck engines were also modified
to use coal or wood to run on. Sawdust stoves and trucks
running on coal and wood were two of the many strange
things that I saw for the first time in my life. I felt that South
Vietnam was pushed back thirty years, going against the
historic time flow of social development to return to some form
of the far away past.
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These stoves were very easy to make. People cut a big aeration hole on
one side near the bottom of a large empty can. They put a jar, smaller than
the can, in the middle and pour sawdust in the space between then using
their hand push the sawdust down to make it as compact as possible. They
removed the jar, put an old newspaper in the center hole and lit it. After a
two or three minutes the sawdust was heated and started to burn with a
blue flame and the air coming from the hole at the bottom made the flame
flare up above the “stove”
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Gasoline was rationed to a couple of liters per household per
month, it was impossible for me to drive my car as gasoline
on the black market costs abnormally high. There was also
the risk of being noticed by the authorities. Sometimes I used
my little 50 cc motorcycle but with one or two liters of gasoline
I could not go very far. Therefore, like anybody else, I had a
bicycle. The streets of Saigon were filled with bicyclists. I
almost never saw a car running anymore. Bicycle
manufacturers got rich quickly and there was a demand for
bicycle service. At every corner on the streets of Saigon and
along the boulevards, unemployed people opened bicycle
repair stations and they could make much more money than if
they had kept their old jobs. I still remember the days my little
brother and I, we went to the corner of Cong Ly and Phan
TTrung Gian Streets at rush hour to repair bicycles. We
brought with us boxes of tools, manual air pumps, water
basins, and containers of gasoline. These days were so
meaningful to me. They gave me both sorrow and joy, They
made me understand better the downturn of my life, the
feelings I had, the tears I shed, and the struggle I had to
survive, to survive with pride and honor.
In that time of dire economic crisis, the communist
government needed gold, as it used gold in place of foreign
currencies to import goods. In order to obtain the gold that
were in the hands of the rich class of bourgeoisie, it allowed
rich Chinese Vietnamese to pay ten or twelve pieces of gold
per person as the price to be authorized to leave the country
“semi-officially”. Rich Vietnamese bourgeois and intellectuals∗
took advantage of the program to leave also. They bribed the
communist officials who were in charge of implementing that
departure program and got false Chinese identities to get out
of the country.
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The “Semi-official Departure” program was two-fold beneficial
to the communist government. At a time when Vietnam was in
conflict with China and scuffles were happening at the border
between the two countries, it could get rid of the Chinese,
their “internal enemies∗*” and at the same time collect their
gold. As for the Vietnamese intellectuals and the bourgeois,
the government got their gold also while the officials who let
them go got the bribes and the properties they left behind
such as large completely furnished homes and cars. Because
in order to get their permission to board the boats and leave,
both Chinese and Vietnamese had to sign papers transferring
their property ownership to the officials who had authorized
them to go. It was corruption to the extreme, stark robbery,
hidden under the form of legalized donation. When the “Semiofficial Departure” program ended in 1979, a class of newly
rich was born, consisting of high-ranking Party members and
government officials,
Foreign observers had compared the sending away of
Chinese people, Vietnamese bourgeois, and Vietnamese
intellectuals as a “human export” because the communist
Vietnamese government was able to collect large quantities of
gold that they could use to correct the trade imbalance of the
country at the time. Although Vietnam had exported large
quantities of products to the “Western Communist Brother
countries”, these exports were to repay its war debts and
therefore did not bring foreign currencies back to Vietnam.
Without foreign currencies, Vietnam could not import raw
materials and oil to continue its production of goods.

After 1975, South Vietnamese intelligentsia was organized into a
reformed class called “patriotic intellectuals”. See the Epilogue chapter at
the end of the book (p. 338) for more information on these patriotic
intellectuals.

*∗ On February 17, 1979, a Sino-Vietnamese war broke between the two
former brother countries at the northern border between Vietnam and
China. The reason of this short-timed war was the dissension about
Cambodia. China wanted to teach its little brother country a lesson but did
not succeed in doing so. Vietnam still invaded Cambodia in December
1979 and its troops stayed there until 1989. Even before the war broke, as
a security measure the Vietnamese government wanted all the Chinese to
leave Vietnam. Hence, the implementation of the Semi-official Departure
program for the Chinese-Vietnamese.
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The desperate economic situation in the late seventies and
early eighties added to a political policy based on hatred,
distrust, and oppression and a closed-door foreign policy was
disappointing to me who had believed in the rebuilding of a
strong nation after the war ended. I did not see any hope for a
better Vietnam. I knew that it was time to leave the country. I
had found out that I would be of no use to my motherland and
that if I stayed I would harm my future and the future of my
children.
I had hoped in the national reconciliation and was
disillusioned by the negative attitude of the government,
which had sent hundreds of thousands of South Vietnamese
officers and officials to re-education camps. I heard that reeducation program would last three weeks but in fact the
detainees stayed many years and some, like my oldest
brother, stayed thirteen or more years, a time longer than the
length of the actual war that went from 1964 to 1975.
Vengeance and hatred had lasted until 1981 when I left the
country.
The situation had deteriorated also because there were not
many skilled managers and professionals left in the South to
warrant the smooth operation of the industry and the
administration. Most of intellectuals and former government
cadres had departed the country before the communists
arrived. By 1981, when I escaped, production had ceased
because raw materials and gasoline reserves that were left by
the then-defunct Saigon government had been used up.
Agricultural production also dwindled seriously because
farmers had to enter collaborative farms and pay high taxes.
Discouraged, they had stopped working hard on the lands
that had ceased to belong to them. To add more trouble to
these somber realities, a large part of raw materials, gasoline,
and modern machinery that were recently imported by Saigon
industrial owners in early 1975 had been transported to the
North to satisfy the hungry needs of the victors.
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I remember a sad experience that I had in 1980. I needed a
pair of prescription glasses. In order to buy my glasses at the
official price, I had to go to a state optical shop with a letter of
recommendation and a medical prescription and wait several
weeks. In order to have the recommendation letter, I had to
be employed by public institution. As I did not work for the
government, I had asked my brother who worked for a
government-owned drug manufacturing company to get a
paper of recommendation. With the paper bearing his name, I
went to Saint Paul Hospital in Saigon to see an optometrist
and get a glass prescription. I took the two papers to a stateowned optical store on Duy Tan Street, the same street the
School of Law was on.
The saleswoman, a Chinese-Vietnamese young girl in her
early twenties, looked at me, looked at the paper of
recommendation, looked at the prescription, and slowly told
me:
“I am sorry. We do not have the lenses that you need.
Why don’t you go to another store?”
She was well dressed and wore make-up. Her lips were red,
her fingernails were red, and she was polite when talking to
me. The only inconvenience was that she did not have the
glasses for me. I knew that if I went to another store I would
encounter the same problem. After seven years living in a
socialist society, I knew all the new rules and practices. In
order to get want I wanted, I had to be patient; I had to insist,
to beg for a favor from the person I talked to, or to bribe him
or her. So I patiently waited until it was almost time for the
store to close, when all the other customers had gone, and I
approached the pretty saleswoman and adopting a pitiful
face, I engaged a dialogue with her:
“I am a worker and I am seriously near-sighted.
Without glasses, I cannot see. It is a terrible thing not
to see. My salary allows me just to survive. I do not
have the money to buy my glasses on the black
market. Please help me!
The pretty young woman looked at me and said dubiously:
“You, a worker?”
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“Before 1975, I was a high school teacher. I lost my
job and now I work in a factory.” I answered
As to express her sympathy with me, she said:
“Before the revolution, I was a high school student. I
was preparing the Baccalaureate∗ to go to college.
Unfortunately, I had to leave school and work to help
my parents. Anyway, come back Monday. There will
be glasses arriving and I will reserve a pair for you.”
I thanked her and left. The following Monday at eight o’clock,
when the store just opened, I was already there. When she
saw me, she smiled and I approached the counter.
“Here are the different colors that you can choose for
your lenses. Just pick one.”
She showed me a paper on which there were a dozen of
colored boxes marked from 1 to 12. I was surprised. I did not
expect to buy colored lenses.
“I do not need sunglasses. I just need regular glasses
with clear lenses.”
“I have to tell you the truth. All clear lenses were gone
long time ago and we do not have new imports. You
must feel very lucky to get a pair of glasses even
though the lenses are colored.”
Only fifteen dongs for a pair of glasses! It was a very good
price. Unfortunately, the lenses were colored. If I bought them
on the black market, I would have to pay at least ten times
that price. I would rather not wear colored lenses but I had no
choice. There were not even enough glasses to sell to every
customer. In a few months, the stock of colored lenses would
be depleted and nobody would be able to buy glasses at the
official price. That was one of the thousands of silly things
happening in a socialist society. The government had guns to
∗

Baccalaureate is the name given to the high school exit exam. In order to
go to college, student must pass the exam and get a Baccalaureate
diploma. Before 1975, students had to take the first part of the exam at the
end of the junior year and the second part the senior year. After, the exam
was simplified and high school students take only one exam at the end of
their senior year.
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distribute to young people to go to war in Cambodia but it did
not have glasses to sell to students who needed them.
Before 1975, for a pair of glasses with Zeiss or Stigmal*∗
lenses I paid 3500 old dong or 7 new dongs and I was
welcome to buy them in any store where I could get them in
an hour or two. After the revolution, I was “liberated”, I was
not anymore exploited and had become “collective owner” of
the country but in order to buy a pair of glasses, I had to go
through a long process and when I arrived at the end of it I did
not get what I wanted. For a price double of the price I had
paid, I got a pair of glasses the lenses of which had to be
colored and the frame of inferior quality. And yet, the entire
country was moving up to the socialist society, a higher form
of society in which everybody is happy, have what they want,
do the work they like.
Living in such a destitute environment, I was myself a victim
of social decadence. I had no more inner strength to fight the
terrible sadness that slowly killed me. I had lived with my grief
and my unhappiness for so long that I felt like I could not live
without the help of the cheap booze they sold on the streets. I
was addicted to that cheap stuff to forget my life misery and
enter a world that only belonged to me. I had consumed much
alcohol, half a liter of rice wine every day after work before
going home. I used alcohol to boost my spirit, to plunge into
oblivion and unconsciousness. I would wake up and recover
my full consciousness to see clearer than ever the reality and
to feel sadder. That was the vicious circle that I fell into and
my life had become a roller coaster, drunk and happy then
sober and sad, then drunk and happy again, then sober and
sad again. It had been a series of somber days, days when I
felt no reason to live, no joy to carry on my agonizing life. I
knew that alcohol was not going to save me from grief and
sorrow but I did not have any other recourse. I was
deliberately ruining my life and could not relieve myself from
∗*

Stigmal was the brand name for lenses sold in Vietnam at the time.
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deep mental depression. I had completely lost all my courage
and my will, I had lost my combative spirit that was innate to
me, I had lost my soul and I had changed from a proud man
into a human piece of scrap, letting my life drift according to
my destiny. I had put myself in a situation that had no way to
get out.
I was also in constant fear of being sent to jail as jail meant
more suffering for my wife and my mother. I had always
learned to endure and consider my sufferings mine. I had
learned to stand the miseries of life and I had always believed
in predestination. To overcome the shortcomings of my fate, I
had learned to be stoic; I had learned to be courageous and
to fight against my destiny. I had conceived that bad things
eventually had to go away and brighter days had to come
back.
Once I was so drunk that I lay half unconscious for three
days. I kept waking up for a few minutes to look at my wife’s
face and her anxiety and then fell back into oblivion for hours.
After three days of coma, my wife had told me:
“You will not be alive for long if you stay. You have no
other choice than leave the country. You have to go
before you die miserably!”
I was stuck in a no-way-out situation. I was trapped like a rat.
I found no means to escape. The long days of misfortune and
anger burdened my spirit and drove me down the abyss of
sufferings. I was also stuck in a dilemma. I wanted to go but I
did not want to leave my family. I wanted my wife and my kids
to go with me but we did not have enough resource. The
struggle between my desire and my capability was
overwhelming and I did not know what to do. For some time, I
could not persuade myself to escape until the day I heard Hoa
say that her husband had arrived at the Thai border safe and
sound with their son and I was tempted. Impulsively, I decided
to get involved in a similar escape, an escape which would
take me across the “killing fields” to the Thai border.
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Chapter Three

A Failed Escape by Boat
I had once dreamed of having a boat and living the life of a
nomad going here and there. In mid 1977, I went to Vinh Long
in an attempt to become a partner in a business plan devised
by my brother-in-law. We planned to buy a boat to go
catching shrimp and to do some trade. I visualized a new life
on the boat, the life of anglers living at the mouth of rivers and
on large waterways, which led to the ocean. I created in my
mind the image of myself, muscular and tanned, accustomed
to the wind that blew on the rivers and the ocean, accustomed
to the night dew and the moonlight. Afterwards, I changed my
mind. I did not want to participate in that project because I
was impatient to leave, I could not wait for the opportunity to
take our boat to the ocean and leave for Thailand or Malaysia.
I did not have the fortitude and the patience. Besides I did not
believe that we could safely take our fragile boat to the high
sea. For that reason, I had given up my dream of living on a
boat and going places, living the life of gypsies on rivers. With
the decision not to put the money in to buy a boat, I thought of
escaping the country alone, I accepted my destiny and
consented to leave my wife and my kids behind and go look
for my own deliverance.
In late 1977, I had attempted to organize another escape by
boat with some of my friends. We met a former student,
Trung, whose birthplace was Cat Lai, a small town thirty miles
away from Saigon located in the province of Long TTrung.
Trung had invited us to a luncheon party in commemoration of
an anniversary of death in his family. Somehow, during the
luncheon, we talked about doing business together as we saw
that Trung had a boat and that we could use the boat to go to
the provinces, buy goods, bring them back to Saigon and
resell them for profit. The boat he had was 12-meter long and
had an F10 engine. After we finished eating and drinking,
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Trung took us on a tour on the river and we arrived at a large
island in the middle of the large Dong Nai River, a property
that belonged to his family.
Trung was married at the time and he lived with his wife and a
child on that island. Before 1975, he taught auto shop in
middle school, and for that reason, he was skilled in diesel
engines. As he had grown up in the countryside and was
skilful in river navigation he said he could assume the piloting
of the boat when we went on our business trips. When we
arrived at the island, it was 4:00 pm. The wind blowing on the
river was fresh and we were in a state of elation as we had
drunk quite a bit of rice wine that afternoon. The island was
beautiful, the paddy fields were of a golden color and the
scent of ripe rice was so good to smell. The sugar cane fields
and the large pond where Trung cultivated fish and water
prawns delighted us. Next to the pond was the habitat for
hogs and poultry of all kinds. It was marvelous; it was a world
external to the actual world of humans. We lay down on the
hay next to the rice fields and we talked, we laughed, we were
in bliss.
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by the soul. We had the impression that we were living some
place else, in peace and happiness, next to nature and the
ever beautiful scenery of our country. We were only
connected to reality by the topic that we discussed that
evening. In the exaltation of our soul triggered by the alcoholladen dinner, we talked about working together on a business
plan that would allow us to earn money to help our family to
live more comfortably.
Trung told us that in Cat Lai many people could get a permit
from the local government to use their boat to go to other
provinces to buy goods that the local government needed.
The business was lucrative because the people operating the
boat could buy extra merchandise and sell it on the black
market. In order to do so, the boat owner had to sign a
contract that stated that the local Office of Business and
Trade had commissioned him to go to other provinces to
purchase merchandise for the local authorities. The contract
would give permission for the boat to travel on the rivers and
get to different places.

Consequently, we had in Cat Lai a wonderful evening far
away from reality, far away from the misery of our daily life.
We had been separated from Saigon, not by the distance but

Our goal was not to do business with the local authorities. In
fact, the local authorities did not need our help. The office of
business and trade did not need to have the merchandise as
it did not care providing people with goods. If it had some
goods, it would distribute them to local consumers. If not, it
just closed its doors and waited for better times. The people
could always complain, but in a socialist society, their voice
had no effect on government agencies. People were used to
living under the communist regime and would not complaint
anyway. They learned to live without the help of the
government. Whoever thought they could depend on the
communist government to survive would either be foolish or
end up dead of hunger. In theory, under the socialist system,
the state managed the production and distribution of goods
produced; the government ensured the happiness of people’s
lives. But that was the theory, and only the theory. In practice,
the Office of Business and Trade was only a screen to hide
the secret illicit operations made by the authorities to take
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Trung and his wife were preparing dinner as they invited us to
stay on the island overnight. We had refused their invitation
but they had insisted and we could not refuse extending our
happiness into the night. In addition, Trung and his wife had
been warm and sincere in their welcoming us.
Spending the night in Cat Lai was risky though and we had
accepted the invitation without thinking carefully as the
enjoyment had blurred our mind. We were excited and
ebullient, and we had forgotten the realities of our life. We had
lived two years in a suffocating atmosphere in Saigon; our
minds had been under constant pressure, as we had so many
problems and concerns.
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advantage of the system loopholes and extort people’s
money. In fact, the authorities always sold to the people a
portion only of the goods they received, the rest they put on
the black market to make a profit. By giving permits to people
who wanted to go to other provinces to buy goods for them,
the authorities first got bribes from the boat owners because
they must pay to get their permits signed, and afterwards they
must share their profits in order to keep their permits which
would be otherwise revoked.
We had planned to apply for a contract to deliver dried fish
and fish sauce to the local Office of Business and Trade. Our
goal was to go to Rach Gia, a seaside province in the
southern part of the country, or to Phu Quoc, an island also in
the South, so that we could one day easily find our way of
escape. The effect of the rice wine had made our
conversation more inflamed. We had numerous ideas and
propositions. In our inebriated state of mind, we all thought
that we were clear-minded and we drafted several plans of
action. After discussing business and money, we start talking
about our plan of evasion.
We talked about the changes that we would have to make to
the boat so that it would be able to stand the trip on the sea,
as the boat was made to go on the river only and would not
be able to endure the sea waves. As if we were professionals,
we talked about building extra fortification to the hull,
transforming the prow so that it would be able to cut the
waves, adding more equipment, such as an extra motor,
water pump, piloting equipment, headlight, etc. Then,
somebody talked about the route of escape and we all tried to
figure out which way to exit to the sea, what to do when we
reached the high sea, how to find the directions, which
destination we would want to get to, who would be the
person to analyze the escape route on the rivers, and so on.
In our group of four, only Quang and I were unemployed and
would be assigned full-time to the mission. We were
voluntarily jobless as we had quit our teaching jobs because
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they were not remunerative enough. Therefore, the group
agreed to let the two of us take care of the implementation of
the plans. We would supervise the transformation of the boat
and would take care of the signing of the contract with the
local office of business and trade. A cousin of Trung, named
Xa would apply for the travel permit that would allow us to
navigate on the rivers and go to other provinces. As Xa was
knowledgeable about boat equipment, he was also assigned
to prepare the boat so that it would be able to stand the sea
trip in the future. We also talked about the financing of the
operation. It would take one thousand Dongs to get the
contract with the office of business and trade and the travel
permit, two thousand Dongs to buy the equipment for the boat
and three thousand Dongs to use as capital in the trade
venture.
According to Trung’s projections, each trip would take from
four to seven days depending on the number of stopovers.
We had planned to buy goods in one province and sell them
in another. Each trip would bring back an amount of profit
between one thousand to fifteen hundred Dongs. We all
thought that it was miraculous because in no circumstances
could we make such an amount of profit just by doing ordinary
work. As teachers, we worked an entire month just for sixty
Dongs. It was not without reason that we were so excited
about our plan and we all wanted to implement it as soon as
possible. However, when it came to put in our money, we all
refrained ourselves from being that ebullient. We discussed
and asked who would put the money first and how much.
Quang was the most responsible in our group. He agreed to
spend two thousands of his money on the changes to make to
the boat and he ensured that the work would not take longer
than two months. Next was the application for the permit and
the signing of the contract. Trung said that it would take at
least two weeks and only after we got the paper would we
have to pay the one-thousand-Dongs bribe. The capital would
be Hung’s and my responsibility. We projected to sell our
scooters to get the money for the venture.
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When the dinner ended, we were high, high due to the effect
of alcohol but also high with our feeling of success. We
considered the result of our meeting as our victory over our
fate, our victory over circumstances. It provided us with the
beginning of a bright future. Quang concluded our discussion
with a statement to which we all agreed. He declared:
”If we will not be able to implement our escape, at least
it will be an opportunity for us to do something that will
give our families the means to live and wait for the
chance to leave the country.”
We went to bed with the elation of having had an evening of
drinking, eating, and achieving a task that we had not
anticipated. However, my elation did not last long because it
was based on an unsupported decision, a decision that we
had reached without thinking seriously. In a moment of
excitement and enthusiasm, we had looked only at the good
and positive side of the problem. We had overlooked the
negative part of it, the part that would annihilate the plan. In
fact, the factors that we had analyzed were not without a
basis nor were they superficial. They were crucial to the plan.
Our plan relied on facts, not just on our imagination. It was a
good plan and could lead to success. It was not irrational or
detached from reality. We had thought properly, we were
realistic. However, we had failed to analyze the human factor;
we had forgotten that the good implementation of a plan was
also crucial. We did not have any business skills, we did not
have any trading experience, and we had never dealt with
business people. Would we be able to succeed? We also
forgot to look at the trust factor. In a communist world, it was
difficult to trust other people, as financial gain could even
blind friends and acquaintances, and in some instances, even
member of the same family.
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reactionary. We could be stopped before we did anything. Cat
Lai was the place where many escapes by boat had been
organized and many people had been arrested for attempting
to leave the country. Many people had noticed our coming to
Trung’s house and when we were planning our business,
security agents could have already known our intention. If we
kept coming, we might be watched or followed. But my friends
said that we had a reason to come here. We intended to do
business, and our secret goal, the escape, was hidden under
the contract that we would sign with the local Office of
Business and Trade. They laughed at my apprehension, and
said that if I wanted to do business, I should be prepared to
take the risk and should not be afraid of being arrested.
Up to that moment, I had not experienced the suffering of a
communist prison. As a result, I was not so apprehensive
about being put in jail. I just did not want to be arrested before
we could do anything. It would not make any sense to me. I
wanted to look at all the aspects of the project before we
acted, so that we would not waste our time, our energy, and
especially our money. Since 1975 it had not been easy for us
to make money. I also had compassion for Quang and his
wife who had put much of their money and their hope into this
project. They had to sell so many things in their home to get
that amount of money and Quang had gone through
countless nights brainstorming to see what to do and what he
may have missed in the preparation of the boat for the “grand”
voyage.

Right at the beginning, I had demonstrated my reservation
and advised my friends to carefully assess the problem before
arriving at a consensus. In this plan, there was a security
factor because we might be arrested, accused of organizing
an escape, and charged with treason or with being

Every few days, we convened to listen to Quang. He would
relate the progress we had made and tell us what else he
would have to do, when he would finish a phase, when we
would start the next. We anticipated when the agreement with
the Office of Business and Trade would be signed, when we
would have the travel permit, when the first trip would be.
Every time we met, there was again some eating and
drinking. We were living with the hope of a brighter tomorrow.
We awaited with enthusiasm the success of our plan. Quang
also let us know that his wife was from Long Xuyen and he
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had communicated with her relatives in Rach Gia to look at
the prospect of a departure from there.
We were elated with the explanations; we were stimulated.
We all had visualized a picture of the day we will depart on
our boat and arrive safely at our destination. We would be five
families together in a refugee camp somewhere in South East
Asia. Although the plan was risky, we did not have any other
choice. It was the only thing that we could do to save our
families and ourselves. Quang had done all the calculations.
The trip would take no more than a week and would require a
certain quantity of diesel. We would be thirty persons and
would need a certain food items and amount of water. What
we would need to bring, who would be in charge of
representing the group when we reached our destination, how
we would go to Rachgia where we would meet in Rachgia,
etc. We discussed and discussed, all questions were raised
and answered, all problems solved eventually. Then we
looked at the failed escapes of our friends to find out the
reasons for their failures and the means to circumvent their
mistakes. From those who had successfully arrived at their
destinations, we could not learn anything as they were
already gone. We got some information on what route to take
to avoid Thai pirates, how to deal with these thugs if we
encountered them on the high seas, what to do when we
arrived at a country of refuge, etc… Most of these pieces of
information were hearsay, rumors that went from mouth to
mouth, or just inventions from the sick imagination of some
people who were too desperate about not being able to go
and wanted to brag about their knowledge.
On the day close to the first trip, we got the permit to go only
up to Vinh Long instead of Rach Gia or Phu Quoc but we
considered it as the first step to build our trust with the local
authorities. We consented to go to Vinh Long to bring back
the goods that the Office of Business and Trade of Cat Lai
wanted us to provide it with. Quang was very confident that
we were going on the right track and that finally we would get
permission to go to Rach Gia. He exhorted us to be patient as
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patient was what we had to be in a communist country. The
day we planned to do the first trading voyage, I was sick and
could not participate. Only Quang, Trung and Xa were on the
boat for the first trial. Hung and I anxiously waited in Saigon
for Quang to come back and bring the roll of bills, the profit
we would earn the first time we did business in our lives.
Then, the unavoidable happened. Four days later, Quang
came back from My Tho on a bus. He was in a hurry and
fearful. He recounted that the boat was going into My Tho pier
to sell part of the load they bought from Vinh Long and buy
some other items to bring back to Cat Lai. The local
authorities had stopped it and kept it under arrest. He had to
come back to get the money to pay for its release. When
Hung asked why we were arrested when we had official
papers from Cat Lai, Quang said he did not know. He could
not ask the local authorities that question and would not want
to argue with them for fear they would become upset and
confiscate the boat. The only way was to bribe and they
asked for five hundred Dongs. We could negotiate and the
minimum Quang thought it could be was three hundred
Dongs.
The following day he came back to My Tho with the money
but the boat had been released and was on its way back to
Cat Lai. Quang, tired and upset by the events, returned to
Saigon. He planned to go to Cat Lai the following day to find
out what happened. When he arrived at Cat Lai the following
day, Trung and Xa had sold part of the merchandise in Long
Thanh and they had delivered the rest to the office of
Business and Trade in Cat Lai. When Quang asked why they
did not wait for him, Trung said the fruits had started to spoil
and had to be sold immediately and the rest had to be
delivered as it was due date. Trung said that we did not make
any profit and that we might even have lost some money
because of the trip expenses. It was lucky that we did not
have to bribe the authorities in My Tho, he added.
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It was a hard failure for all of us. The disappointment had
brought us back to reality, with the difficulties that we had not
anticipated, as we did not have the experience. We were very
discouraged. Listening to Quang, Hung and I were sad and
we were quiet. It was so disheartening for all three of us! How
were we going to explain this to our wives? They had
supported the plan reluctantly as they were well aware that
we were not business people and did not know anything else
beside holding a piece of chalk in hand and standing in front
of a chalkboard to teach students. Not one of the three
women had thought that we would be able to manage the
business venture. They had all looked at us with an air of
suspicion as we estimated costs and profits. Short of
convincing them, we had told them:
“Honey! You will see! We will only win. We cannot lose
and you and the kids will have a better time. What I do is
for all of us!”
But they thought that we should rather have a not-too-good
time than lose the money that we had. They considered
money too precious to lose as there was no way for us to
make it up.
As to my wife, she had never wanted me to do something that
she knew I could not do. She had been very reluctant but I
was in a desperate situation and she was willing to let me try
my luck hiding her lack of enthusiasm. Even when I
announced the bad news, she was still encouraging. She said
to me:
“It was luckily not a big loss! Don’t be sad! We have to
bear the fruit of our action!”
After that incident, I knew that my friends and I were not born
to be merchants and would not be able to continue with our
plan. Doing that business was not simple. I also thought that
planning the escape would be even more complicated. At a
minor mistake, the communists would send all our families to
jail, would confiscate our homes, and we would have to pay
for our release. I realized that it was easy to see other people
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do things but when it came to us to do something, trouble
popped up from everywhere.
However, I kept my thoughts for myself and did not dare
share them with Quang and Hung. I did not want to
discourage them further as we had already been engaged in
this affair. I also did not want them to label me a defeatist and
to say that a single failure had already convinced me to
surrender! Nevertheless, I found out later on that I was not the
only one to be discouraged, Quang and Hung also were but
none of us had confided in the others.
The prospect of an escape together on that boat had
vanished from my head. I did not believe that we could
organize the trip anymore and I saw my dream evaporate in
the air. In my mind, many images appeared preventing me
from sleeping at night. In my insecure sleep, I often had
nightmares. I dreamed that I was floating on the high sea
alone, far away from my family, and then I was arrested and
put into a dark cell. Then I saw my wife and my kids on a
small boat drifting on the high sea hungry and thirsty. I woke
up in the middle of the night, alarmed and terrified. When I
saw my wife still sleeping next to me I calmed down. I realized
that it was simply a horrible nightmare.
Since then I wanted to leave with my entire family and at the
same time I had the apprehension that a terrible catastrophe
might happen to us. As I heard stories about tragedies that
killed dozens of boat people and accounts of pirates sinking
entire boats after robbing men and raping women, I was more
apprehensive and I became indecisive.
When Quang, Hung, and I went to Cat Lai to prepare the
second trip, we did not see Trung. Xa told us that after the
first trip, the family of his wife, whom we knew then was the
owner of the boat, had forbidden him to take the boat out to
further business trips. They feared that authorities in other
provinces might arrest and confiscate the boat. Xa told us that
Trung had gone to Saigon and was probably looking for us to
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talk about money that he still owed us after the first trip. We
were surprised to hear that and Quang began doubting
because he had found out that we should have made a profit
from the first trip. Quang had made the calculations and he
suspected that Trung, his former student, had made up a
scheme to deceive us and steal our money. He was very
upset but could not do anything. He wanted to find out the
truth. He asked Xa to take us to the island where Trung lived.
When we arrived, we saw Trung’s motorcycle in the front of
his house and knew that he was at home and in hiding. We
spoke to Trung’s wife. She assured us that Trung would sell
all the new equipment that was on the boat to pay us back.
He would also sell his motorcycle and her jewelry to have
extra money. We believed that she was honest and we went
back to Saigon a little calmer, waiting for the day Trung would
bring the money to us.
However, the truth was not so. We learned afterwards that
from the beginning he had conspired with his wife and her
parents to swindle us. We waited one week in Saigon then
returned to Cat Lai but we could not find Trung or his wife. I
knew that there was no more hope to get back the money that
we had invested in the plan.
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As for me, I continued to find ways to leave the country. I met
with several people in Ba Ria and Vung Tau to look for an
opportunity there. There was no week that I did not go to a
province near the coastline to try my luck. However, God did
not fulfill my wishes and, contrarily to the French saying
“Vouloir, c’est pouvoir!” (If you want to do something hard
enough, you will be able to do it), it was the Vietnamese
saying "nhân tính, thiên định"* (People plan but God decides)
that prevailed.
I did not get any tangible result after six months of painful
search. I thought it was because I wanted to participate in the
organization of the escape to be sure that I would not be
cheated or betrayed. I did not want to be a passive
participant. Moreover I did not have the means to participate
in an escape organized by other people asI would not be able
to afford to five pieces of gold per person. In addition, there
were more deceitful organizations than reliable ones, and did
not want to risk to lose my money.

In Oriental culture, the relationship between student and teacher was
characterized by loyalty, respect, and gratitude. In Vietnam, after the
Proletarian Revolution, circumstances had sullied that tradition. Students
do not show loyalty, respect and gratitude to teachers as they did.

I felt that I did not have the predestined fortune to escape and
I did not think of leaving the country anymore. In other terms, I
had to control myself. Still I was tortured by the desire to
escape as it came back at night to haunt me. Whenever I
heard that a friend had escaped, and had arrived at a refugee
camp, I broke down and I felt as if I would like to die. I wished
I could to die somehow so that I would not have to suffer
anymore. When I received a letter of a friend recounting his
life in refugee camp, I felt my heart constrict as if it was going
to stop beating and my lungs stopped breathing and my mind
stopped thinking. I felt as if I was slowly dying. I felt so
unhappy, unfortunate, and powerless. I thought I was doomed
by destiny. I longed to leave as a young man longing to
implement his dreamed plans of youth. I aspired to escape
my country as a young woman aspired to marry the man she
loved. I was as desperate to go away as a spinster was to find
somebody to love. I kept wondering whether I would have to
bury my life in that uncompromising place. I felt as if I was
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That was it! What a terrible mistake we had made! I realized
that were naïve and we trusted people too easily. What hurt
Quang most was that his former student betrayed him∗; it was
something that he did not anticipate. It was rumored later that
Trung had used his boat to deceive many other people,
saying that he was organizing an escape by boat and inviting
people to participate with a “symbolic” price of one or two
pieces of gold. He never organized the promised escapes and
never returned the gold to participants.
∗
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slowly crawling toward my death. I would die in suffering and
shame. I would never see the day I could be proud of myself,
proud of my achievements. I had sacrificed a dozen years for
a day of victory over my destiny but I would never live that
day. I had no more dreams, no more ambition. I closed my
eyes and looked at the past; I looked at the years I had
striven to climb up, the years of struggle, the years of
invincible vigor and I felt bad for not having the chance to
cross the finish line.
But in April 1979, my wife and I decided to participate in an
escape by boat. The tip came from a friend of my wife and we
paid 24 pieces of gold (6 pieces per adult and 3 per child) to
buy our seats on the boat. We used small sampans right on
the Saigon River to go to the boat.
From the time we boarded the large boat to the time we
arrived at sea, it took us eight hours during which we had to
suffer the inhalation of smoke coming out from the defective
engine. All of us had been hidden in the hold next to several
barrels of potable water and the enormous engine, which kept
spitting out smoke continuously. We were so distressed at not
being able to do anything to help our poor kids who could
breathe normally because of the heat and the smoke. I
thought they were going to faint and I almost panicked. My
wife had to use a wet towel to wipe our kids’ face continuously
and keep them alert while I used a fan to blow the smoke
away. The smoke had invaded the entire space of the hold
and all of us had tears in our eyes. Moreover, the heat was
unbearable. I had to take off our kid’s clothes leaving only
their underwear. Eighty people packed that narrow 10 ft by 17
ft space and breathed the mixture of confined air, smoke, and
flesh smell of people. I had told the mechanics to turn off the
lights and open some windows to let the outside air come in
and the smoke get out but they had stubbornly refused. They
said that they needed the light to control the engine and did
not want to open the windows fearing that the boat would be
seen. Several times, I had to take my children to the small
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cracks on the wall of the boat to let them breathe the little
fresh air that came in from the outside. There were only a few
cracks and all the parents wanted their kids to get some life
saving air. For that reason we had to take turns. Never in our
life had we believed that air was so precious.
Beside air, drinking water was also considered a precious
item. We had heard horrendous stories about boat people
who had spent weeks adrift on the high seas without food and
water. My wife had bought lot of sugar, maybe twenty pounds
of it, and hundreds of lemons; we had cut the lemons and
squeezed the juice over the sugar then dried it under the sun.
Once dried, we put the sugar in Guigoz∗ cans. She had been
told that on the high seas boat people had survived from thirst
putting that sugar in the mouth and let it melt slowly in the
throat. Consequently, we prepared dozens of cans of that
sugar and brought them with us. Water was more
indispensable than food to survive on the high seas. Never
ever had water been so precious to keep human beings alive.
The same plain water that normally cost almost nothing had
become priceless. After sharing the last spoons of water,
these people had to lie down on their back at night, open their
mouth and stick out their tongue to catch the tiny drops of
water coming from the sky at night as mist or smog. We did
not have that experience because our trip did not last more
than two days, the engine on our boat died and our escape
failed.
So many thoughts in my head, so many images from the past
still pop up in my mind and so many abstract notions such as
life and death, destiny, misery, and misfortune assail me. I
can still visualize these Guigoz cans full of lemon juice-laced
sugar. And so many other images which come out from my
subconscious, such as the picture of that 17m long brand new
∗

Guigoz was a Swiss dry milk brand name on the market at the time, which used
pretty-looking aluminum containers that people recycled and used for different
purposes.
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boat, some places still unpainted, with shiny new cables
hanging on the cabin ceiling, a new sturdy boat but equipped
with a used 6-block engine. I never realized that the engine
was in such a bad shape. I had heard that this 17m long
brand new boat would board sixty or seventy people, and I
trusted the person who took our money. My wife and I had
hoped so much we had put in the entire fortune we had. We
had gambled once forever. After that trip we had nothing left,
nothing for our family to make a second attempt. By burning
our chance, we had burned our future. When we got out of
jail, our house was seized, our papers were confiscated, and
we were not even allowed to live in Saigon anymore. Nor
were we allowed to live anywhere else in our own country,
except in far away jungle areas called New Economic Zones.
For several months following our release from jail, local
authorities, who wanted to make money from our misfortune,
constantly harassed us. We had to bribe them regularly in
order to stay in Saigon. We did not want to go to the NEZs
because of the hard life we would encounter there.
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flee the country. Vam Lang made people’s flesh creep and
people’s hair bristle. The secret police there was demoniacal,
fiendish swine who sometimes let one or two boats get away
to tempt those who still thought naively they could do
business with the crooks they were. The days I was in My Tho
prison, I heard so many horrendous anecdotes on Vam Lang.
Sometimes, escapees had faster boats and the secret police
could not chase after them. Instead, they used machine guns
to fire at the escapees killing dozens and wounding men,
women, and children. Sometimes they used B40 antitank
guns to sink an entire boat killing everybody on it.
Vam Lang estuary was one kilometer wide and had many
hidden places on the two sides of the river. Police speedboats
waited patiently there, watched for their prey to appear, and
chased them. They also had radio messages from inland that
informed them about boats coming out so that they could
prepare to catch them. Out of 100 boats that attempted to get
out, they caught 95. On the beach, in the port of Vam Lang,
there was a cemetery where they buried the dead. They did
not allow families to take the dead victims home.

From the time of the departure until the time the engine failed,
the boat had only made it to the high seas. As it drifted back
to the Vam Lang estuary on the following morning, we were
arrested. We were not lucky because if we were a little bit
farther, if we were out of the national waters, even if we
drifted, we would not have been caught.
Vam Lang was the place where the secret police arrested
thousands of people who tried to escape by boat. This
estuary was ill-famed because the local police were the most
inhuman, the most dishonest, the rudest, and the cruelest in
the whole country. Hundred of boats going through the
estuary were stopped. The secret police took bribes from boat
owners and promised to let them go but later betrayed. By
making these arrests, they proved their loyalty to the
government and could keep their jobs and make more money.
They were a gang of crooks making hundreds of thousand of
dollars each every year just by raiding the people who tried to
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Chapter Four

First Arrest and Imprisonment
The film of the arrest still rolls in my mind showing the
shameful scenario of a terrifying incident full of pain and
smoldering anger. It was 8:00 am. The sound of gunfire in a
long blast resonated like Tet firecrackers, terrifying us. Men,
women, children, no one said anything. In the 3m by 4m cabin
there was only silence, even babies stopped crying. In this
instant of horror, even the kids seemed to understand and
kept quiet. It seemed that the tension was oppressing
everyone’s chest, suffocating everybody, hindering the hearts
from beating normally. I did not see any body movement;
nobody tried to budge or to stir. I saw hundreds of appalled
and terrified eyes filled with anxiety looking at each other.
Many young mothers clutched their babies as if they feared
someone would take them away. Everybody was waiting for
some unfortunate happening and everybody knew one’s own
fate. Only two images came into sight in our minds: arrest and
imprisonment. Everybody seemed to accept one’s destiny;
nobody prayed in that painful moment. Jesus and Buddha
imploration would be ineffective because it was too late. In
our heads, there was only the vision of a catastrophic event
coming into view slowly and inexorably. A sorrowful sadness
penetrated our hearts at the same time as an immense
dejection. That was it! Our escape ended on a sour note with
the bursting of these AK rifles shooting. It was so ironic to
hear firecracker sounds, which made it appear as if we were
celebrating Tet and the happy coming of springtime. These
sounds had pulverized our dreams and our hope for a better
future. There was nothing left to ask God, nothing left to hope
for.
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ears, “Everybody lie down!” It was an unnecessary order.
Since the moment the bullets flew in our cabin, everybody
had already lain down on the floor.
The pilot had slowed the boat down then stopped the engine.
He opened a small aperture in front of the cabin and threw a
number of marine instruments into the water to destroy the
evidence. Then he somehow disappeared from the scene. In
the front part of the cabin, there was nobody present
anymore. Normally in that small area of the cabin there were
the pilot, the mechanics, and about five or six others enjoying
power, and wanting to control all of us and to bully us. Now
they were like dogs that had their tails cut off, trying to find a
place to hide in the hold of the boat.
The young woman sitting next to me had had tears running
from her eyes since the beginning of the catastrophe. I did
not hear her sob; I only saw her wiping the eyes with a
handkerchief. In a moment of revolting anger, one cannot cry
aloud and one cannot sob. Only tears came out, out of one’s
control. The husband whispered something to her ear and I
saw her open her bag and take a tin box out. She asked me
to move to let her go to the window, then after a few seconds
of hesitation, she threw the box into the sea. I looked at the
immense surface of blue water, and could not see the box
going down to the bottom of the sea, so quickly it went. That
tin box must be very heavy as it contained years of her family
savings. With its contents, she could buy so many necessary
things for her family’s daily life; she could even buy people’s
souls, buy her liberty and the liberty of her family members.
However, the box was gone. She had decided quickly with
her husband. It must have been part of their planned
decisions. Unfortunately, I had to witness that sacrifice,
witness the immense loss she had to suffer with her husband
during this pathetic moment.

The gunshots resounded closer and closer, then a hail of
bullets flew above our heads hitting the cabin wall of our boat.
The window had many bullet holes and the windshield of the
cabin was shattered. Then a voice from above pierced our

The woman looked at my pensive appearance and felt that
she needed to explain what she had done. She whispered as
if she would like to talk to herself also, “We would rather throw
it in the ocean than let these thieves have it, don’t you
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agree?” I did not know what to say and I nodded to admire
her courageous act. Now, she resembled many passengers
on that fateful boat and me. We were all empty-handed. We
did not have anything left. We became part of the veritable
proletariat. I remembered the statement made by Marx or
Lenin, “The proletariat does not have anything to lose besides
their chains of slavery.” We too, did not have anything to lose
except the chains that tied us to this regime, the regime that
everybody wanted to escape. In Saigon people said ironically
that even the electric poles would have left the country if they
had had legs.
The spectacle of that cabin during that short period was
strange, eerie, and fantastic. It was short because it did not
last long, three or five minutes at most. None of us had shown
fear or nervousness. None had cried or done any act of
anxiety. We all had foreseen that the situation would evolve
into this and we had been waiting for this miserable
happening, we had predicted it and consequently we were not
surprised. We accepted this tragedy passively, so passively
that I would not be able to comprehend its illogical sense. We
had gambled and knew that either we would win or lose. It
was the most serious gamble in our lives, the one in which
there was much more chance to lose than to win, more sourand-bitterness than sweetness. Accepting to escape was
accepting everything: arrest and imprisonment, robbery and
rape, abuse and death. Even though we knew that we had
little chance to get off to the Free World, we had still blindly
jumped into this risky game, such as flies attracted to the light
of a kerosene lamp and dying because of its flare.
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disagreements, all small disputes should be set aside to unite
in the same pitiful destiny. I looked at these distressing and
desperate eyes, these lifeless eyes; I looked at these semidead bodies and felt how harsh human condition was. It was
so strange! In those minutes, we were like dead although still
alive. At that moment, the physical pain was not comparable
to the mental distress. The bullets flying over our head and
breaching the boat carcass did not scare us and we did not
feel the wounds caused by gunshots or see the bleeding of
our flesh.
After these hypnotized minutes, we woke up, we regained our
consciousness to see the bleeding and feel the physical pain
and we realized that some of us were wounded.
Handkerchiefs and cotton balls were passed from hand to
hand to stop the bleeding and bandage the wounds. How
about the bleeding in our souls and the wounds in our hearts,
how could we stop and bandage those? With the regaining of
the senses, there were voices, cries, sobbing, loud talking,
movements, and acts, all that implied the revival of dead
souls. Who were the first to talk, to voice the physical pain, to
sob first? Who were the first to breathe after being smothered
for so long? Who were the first to see the bleeding? It was
quite incomprehensible and unbelievable that we had
wakened up, we had revived, and we had regained our
senses at the same time. How could we explain the fact that
even babies had kept silent during these minutes we fell into
unconsciousness?

I still remember these many dozen pairs of desperate eyes
looking at each other with sadness, mutual understanding and
compassion. I felt the grief caused by the common
circumstance. There was no more bickering, no more anger
and conflict, no more accusation among us. Only the silence
reigned in a common reluctant accord, a common wait among
people who had lost their sous, who already half died, and
who suddenly realized thanks to their misery that all small

“Everybody sit quietly! Do not move!” The man said
loudly.
The bellowing voice had sent us back to the world of reality.
With the voice was the image of a ferocious bandit, holding an
AK rifle and pointing its head toward us. He swayed his rifle to
make a half circle, ready to shoot if any of us reacted. I had
his picture engraved in my mind, the bastard, the border
patrol agent of the so-called “of the people and for the people”
regime. He had sprung up from nowhere, on the front deck of
the boat, wearing only a black boxer, like a kind of
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phantasmagorical creature appearing behind the shattered
windshield. He stood there, in front of our eyes, with his legs
squatted, his body bent to look at us through the large hole. I
looked at him with contempt mixed with grief and desperation.
Around me were the horrified faces of the women and the
children.
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“Where is the gold? Where is the gold hidden? Tell me
quick!” He said ferociously.
The entire cabin fell deadly silent. It seemed that everybody
was gasping air as if there would not be air anymore. An
invisible force oppressed our chest. My heart was in turmoil.
Was it fear or anxiousness? Was it disdain or hatred? I
resigned to watch every movement of this swine as if I
watched a monster in a scary movie. Nevertheless, I was not
scared. In that critical moment, when anything could abruptly
happen such as a hail of bullets from an automatic rifle, many

people falling down, blood spilling out onto the floor, I was still
calmly observing as if I was in a lab observing some scientific
experiment with great interest. I did not know what the
reactions of other people were because I did not look at them;
I only focused on the horrible creature that was standing less
than three meters away and threatening us with his dagger. I
did not pay attention to my wife and my kids who were next to
me either. Now that I am relating the event, I find it odd. What
gave me to such an abnormal attitude?
“Where is the gold? I am asking all of you where the
gold is hidden? Why does nobody answer me?” The
man asked angrily.
The thief was furious; He looked at us with ferocious eyes as
if he wanted to devour all of us. His accomplice was still
standing on the front deck pointing his AK rifle on us.
Suddenly, another blast of gunshots broke the silence. We
were stunned and frightened. None of all the sixty of us knew
what to do or to say. We looked at each other as if we were
trying to find out if somebody knew the secret place and who
would be the person to tell the bandit holding the dagger
where the gold was. I did not know where the gold was
hidden. The boat owner did not tell me and worse, I did not
even know who he was. We gave the gold to the conciliator
who was also a friend of my wife. My wife had arranged
everything for the voyage and I just followed her directions,
doing whatever she wanted me to do. Where was the gold? I
only knew of a tin box of gold, which was at that moment at
the bottom of the sea. If I said it I would surely get a stab from
the bastard with the dagger. How would I dare say? The other
people might have some gold hidden in their bodies but how
could I know where, what part of their body? There was a
commotion, people moving, and then a gasping, “Oh, God!
She passed out! Please help!”
The back door suddenly burst open; the door collided with
wall in a loud ”Wham!” People forgot about the fainted
woman, turned their head toward the backdoor to see another
thief jump in and point his gun on us shouting:
“I will kill all of you if you do not stay put! Don’t talk!”
He warned us.
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“Don’t move! I will pulverize your skull if you move!”
The bandit warned us. It was another hollering warning, a
miserable threat coming from that despicable criminal who in
fact was called the people’s guardian.
Afterward, when we were transferred from one prison to
another, I saw the real face of these police agents. They were
a gang of inhumane and cruel barbarians who specialized in
robbing and accepting bribes from people, raping and abusing
women, killing without mercy all those who dared oppose
them. Uncle Ho taught them to become “the servant of the
people” but clearly, they did not learn the lesson. Because of
money, they had betrayed their magnificent Uncle Ho Chi
Minh.
Suddenly, the cabin door burst open and a second thief
jumped into the cabin, half-naked, wearing a green army pant
of the Vietcong. He had in his hand a shining and sharp
military dagger he had previously used to “exterminate the
American invaders”. Now he used it against the innocent
Vietnamese boat people.
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For how long had all these quick and repeated events
happened? I had the sensation that time had stopped or
lingered. I thought of a movie clip that rolled in slow motion to
focus on something interesting that the audience would like to
savor. It was strange! It was only a few minutes but in my
subconscious it was like a long, long time, long and
inexorable. I still had the oppressive feeling of a person dying
because of pain. I was half-conscious and half unconscious; I
saw things through a transparent and fictitious film, these
facts that were irrational and difficult to understand. At that
moment, everything seemed ridiculous to me. Our escape,
our failure, the acts of these bandits, the fainting of that
woman, all looked ridiculous, and my life also was ridiculous.

himself. He open every drawer, put his hands in every place
to explore, to search, to look for the gold that he wanted so
earnestly. When he could not find the gold he wanted, and I
mean a large quantity of gold, hundreds of pieces of gold that
belonged to the boat owner, the gold that only the owner
knew the hidden place, he was furious and discouraged. It
was a pity for him because the owner of the boat did not
participate in this trip and the gold was not on the boat.
Maybe he had sensed the danger and did not want to go with
us. The miserable thief turned toward us:
“Where is the mechanic? Who is the mechanic?” The
same voice asked
“Here I am!”

Was I crazy to see things that way? Did I still have my senses
and my judgment ability? I did not know. The smothering
atmosphere of the cabin, the extraordinary circumstances had
led us to a fantastic world half-true, half-untrue, halfperceptible, half not. These events had occurred too suddenly
and did not give me the necessary time to understand,
analyze, and maybe make a judgment. Or was it because
after so many dreams, so much hope, so many attempts, we
had this opportunity to leave our country and now it failed.
Now there was only the shattering of our dream, the
bitterness of reality.
“Where is the pilot? Where is the pilot? Show up
quick!” A voice resounded.

The entire cabin was surprised and wanted to laugh at the
naïve response of the mechanic. If it were in a movie theater,
the audience would have cracked up laughing. However, in
that tragic situation, the humorous aspect of the answer was
not appreciated. A short dialogue came up:
“Where is the sea compass? Where is the sea map?”
“We are a fishing boat, sir! We do not have these!”
“Are you kidding me? I will shoot right at your head!”

Still the orders fell into the silence. In that disorderly moment,
nobody seemed to know anything. Nobody knew who was
who. Nobody knew where the pilot went. Even the pilot of the
boat did not want to be pilot. Who would want to accept that
responsibility? Who would want to plead guilty of piloting this
boat to flee the country? Who had the audacity to selfincriminate and get an extra five years imprisonment? Who
wanted to stay in jail after everybody else was already
released? Who would be such a crazy person? The bandit
with the naked torso realized that nobody wanted to give him
any information. He started to investigate the pilot cabin
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The dialogue looked like in a tragic-comedy, the actors of
which were especially skillful.
“Where is the sea compass? Where is the sea map?
Are you going to tell me quick?”
“I am a mechanic, sir! I don’t know!”
“This mechanic is obstinate!” the nude-torso man told himself,
“Let’s wait to be back at the headquarters to question him! It’s
no hurry! I have more to do now!” He moved back towards us,
waved his dagger in front of our eyes as to threaten us, and
then he hollered:
“If you have gold, jewelry, or any valuables, you
should turn them in now!”
When he saw that there was no reaction, he added:
“If you want me to be lenient, give them to me, quick!”
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The entire cabin started to stir. Someone whispered, “We give
it to him and we ask him to let us go!”, “If we do not give him
now, he will take it later anyway!”… People close to the bandit
started to take off their watches, their bracelets, their earrings,
their necklaces, their rings and gave them to the bastard! He
put his knife to his mouth and held it between his teeth then
took a hat from one of us and handed it out to collect the
spoils. He put the knife back at his side then bellowed:
“Back to the headquarters, I do not want any of you to
talk about this! If you talk, you will die! Do you
understand?”
I did not have anything to give to him besides a 25 year-old
Cytas watch that my eldest brother gave me when I got my
“Certificat”, the French word for Elementary School
Graduation degree. I had to take a tough competitive entry
exam for admission to middle school. The watch was bought
in Hai Phong, two years before my family went south, fleeing
the communists when they took over the northern half of
Vietnam. It cost only 200 Dongs but lasted a long time. I loved
that watch because it was a souvenir. I still remember its
black face with golden numbers and hands.
In the 50s, for a little boy in the sixth grade, the watch was a
cherished object. Afterwards, with the memories accumulated
on it, I treasured it more and more. It became a part of my life,
a part of my soul and had always been with me during the
wonderful years of secondary school and college. It
accompanied me to Sadec and Vinh Long where I started my
teaching career. Later, it went with me to so many parts of the
country, as I was designated Vice president and then
President of various testing commissions, including the
commission for the baccalaureate i.e. the high school
diploma. The watch was united with me for my entire life as a
student and a teacher.
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reward for my hard work. I was so happy because I did not
think I would get it since he just came back from a deadly war
zone. The sixth grade was not important but for a young child
of 12 just out of elementary school, it was something serious
allowing him to be proud of a bit. In addition, at the time,
schooling was a privilege and not every child was admitted to
secondary school. The days I was still in the fifth grade, I had
looked at the sixth and seventh grade students with envy. I
wished one day I would also cross the line and go to the other
side of the yard where the middle school students were. I
wished I could wear a watch like them so that students in the
fifth grade would look at me and wish as I did.
In the early 70’s, when the automatic watches invaded the
market in Saigon, the watches that showed the days and
dates, some that could even ring like clocks, I still had my old
watch on my wrist, that old beloved Cytas of mine. I did buy
two automatic new ones, a Seiko and a gold Movado watch,
but I still love the Cytas. The gold cover had lost its color, but I
still remembered the boy who looked at the letters, “17 jewels,
Incabloc, Swiss Made” printed on the front and “Waterproof,
Antimagnetic” engraved on the back. After 1975, I had sold
the automatic watches because they got higher prices and
kept the Cytas, which nobody would buy or if somebody
would, it would not give me much. I believed that the swine
would throw it away eventually. Who beside me would want to
wear such a watch? But I had to turn in something to look like
anybody else and to avoid his noticing me. At the time, it was
an instinctive response and later I realized that it was
somehow a way for me to get rid of it because it bore too
many happy memories. One day I wanted to get a watch that
would make me look like other people, an Omega, Movado,
Rolex, or Seiko. Too many times, had my friends already
joked and laughed about my Cytas!

My brother had been back from the Dien Bien Phu battlefront
where he had been wounded. He had bought the watch in
advance and on the day he came home, he gave it to me as a

The police then tied our boat to the speedboat and tugged it
back to Go Cong Port. Two unruly secret police agents
holding their AKs stayed on to guard us. One of them said to
the mechanic:
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“Why do you bring the families with you when you go
fishing? You don’t want to come back home after
fishing do you?”
The mechanic responded with humor:
“It was a long fishing trip, sir! We do not want to miss
them!”
Not only did the mechanics not have to pay for the trip, they
also took advantage and brought with them their entire
extended families. Their behavior was intolerable. On the high
seas, under the terrifying heat, they took buckets of our
potable water and poured it on their heads to cool down. They
closed all the windows in the cabin and let the smoke from the
engine fill the room suffocating us. They did not care about
the babies and the children who were crying because of
suffocation.
At 10:00 am, our boat reached Go Cong pier. We stayed
aboard until we were ordered to descend. The heat in our
cabin was terrible and we could not breathe. I saw a line of
other boats, which had been caught before. Far away, people
on small boats watched our arrest. Were they curious? Did
they have sympathy for us? How many arrests had they
watched before? I thought they could not understand why we
wanted to leave the country. They were ordinary people who
could live under any political regime. What they needed was
only two simple meals a day. They did not have any other
desire and did not care about human rights. They could not
understand the benefits of freedom or democracy.
Sometimes, I wished I could be like them, ignorant but happy.
I would not have to worry. I would not have any expectation.
My life would be simple but easy. I would live one day at a
time and would not have to think about my future.
Unfortunately, I was not born in their world. Society, family,
and education had injected in me many progressive ideas,
such as democracy, independence, fraternity, equality, and
happiness. I had many needs besides eating, sleeping, or
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other physiological needs; I had the needs of the mind and
the soul.
After we arrived at the harbor of Vam Lang and descended on
land we were put in jail in Gocong for the night and then
transferred to My Tho prison a.k.a. Tien Giang Prison by
military trucks under the guard of men armed with AK rifles as
if we were criminals or P.O.Ws. When we arrived, we had to
sit in lines with our belongings placed on the ground in front of
us for inspection. This is an occasion for the prison guards to
confiscate our gold and valuable items left over from the
previous robberies. A security agent went from one person to
the other to check our belongings. He searched carefully
every piece of clothing, every bag, any basket, any box or
container, to make sure that no gold or dollar bills could miss
his search. Every time he found a goodie, his eyes
brightened, and other fellows approached him to look at what
he found and scribbled notes on a notepad to ensure that
later on the distribution would include everything they had
looted as they did not trust their companions and did not want
to be cheated.
What they confiscated from us would go to their pockets, not
to some public funds. I did not know how much gold and US
dollars they could extort from us, but I knew it was quite a
large amount because we were sixty doctors, dentists,
pharmacists and lawyers on that trip and we brought all we
had with us as we were confident that our carefully planned
trip would be smooth and that no mishap could happen to us.
We had not anticipated that the boat engine could fail that
quickly.
When the security agent arrived in front of my wife, my kids
and me, he checked our clothing first: he looked in every
pocket of the pants and shirts but did not find anything. He
opened the Guigoz cans and poured their content onto the
ground in front of our mesmerized eyes and found only
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lemon-laced sugar∗∗, no gold or dollar bills. He looked
somewhat forlorn and planned to move to the next family. We
thought that the suspense was over, that we were saved, that
he had spared our lives. We felt relieved; I started breathing
normally when his eyes intercepted the cans of condensed
milk in a basket. He looked at our youngest son who was
three then looked back at the cans, he hesitated for a short
moment, then in front of our awestruck eyes he picked a can
raised it up as to examine it, put it on the ground, pulled his
army knife from his side. My wife and I were silently praying
Buddha that he would get the wrong can. It seemed at this
moment that we stopped breathing and that our hearts
stopped beating. I saw him raise his blade up to our eye level
then swiftly plunge it down and felt like he was plunging his
knife into my heart. I opened wide my eyes to look at the can
of milk. I hoped condensed milk would come out but no, no
milk, nothing. It was very unfortunate of our part. I looked at
my wife: her pale face was fright-stricken. I told myself “That’s
it!” our ruse was exposed.
The police officer was puzzled for a minute then he realized
what was going on. His eyes brightened up for a second. He
put the tip of his blade in the hole on the top of the can, turned
his wrist and made a big opening on it. Then he raised the
can up and poured its contents on the ground. I followed his
act from the beginning as his hand moved slowly and during
these two or three minutes, I held my breath. I was
hypnotized by that felon’s hand movements. From the milk
can fell down a flow of fine white sand then, one by one,
blended with the sand a gold necklace, a jade-encrusted gold
bracelet, a diamond ring, a ruby gold ring, and two gold
wedding rings, one a bit larger than the other. The felon
dropped the empty can to grab the valuable items and put
them in the bag heavy with the loot of gold and dollars. Then,
not even looking at us, he seized another can of milk from the
∗∗

Boat people mixed lemon juice with sugar and dried the mixture on the sun and
brought the mixture with them on the boat escape trip to use it when there was no
more water to drink.
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basket, raised his army knife and plunged it into the can. I had
the feeling that he stabbed me a second time, right on my
chest, as I sensed a sharp pain there.
I realized how miserable our life had become as the rest of
our twenty year-long savings was going to disappear, three
fourths of our riches already went to the boat owner who
organized the trip, one-fourth was hidden right there in these
cans of condensed milk. If they were all gone, what would we
do to survive, as our future was already bleak and hopeless?
But Buddha had heard our prayers because condensed milk
spurted out of the hole and hit the villainous crook in his eyes.
He dropped the can and raised his forceful hands up to wipe
out the milk from his eyes, his tongue licking the drops of the
sweet liquid that streaked down his face and stuck to his lips.
I knew I was mumbling some bad words, asking him “why
milk?” However, he did not want to capitulate that easily. He
took another can and this time looked up at us as to attempt
to guess our reactions. He saw six pairs of horrified eyes. The
blade once more went into the can and our heart throbbed
with fear but milk gushed out yet again, staining his jacket this
time. He quickly put the can back into the basket, under the
content eyes of my three-year old son. He stepped to the
family next to us.
Thank Buddha! We were saved! The gold we hid in these
cans lay still in there. They were not much but enough for us
to subsist for a few months, may be a year, and would allow
my wife to buy food to bring to me in the prison where I was
detained. It would also permit my wife to buy me out of jail so
that I would not have to stay there forever. You can see how
miserable our life was! “Life is a sea of unhappiness,”
Buddhism says.
After our belongings had been inspected, we went into a
closed room and one by one, we were strip-searched. I felt
awkwardly nude in front of the men and this was the second
time this happened to me. The first time was when I appeared
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in front of the people who checked my health when I was
drafted. Two police agents checked every corner of my
clothes but did not find any goodies. They angrily told me to
put my clothes back on and to leave.
Later, we were sent to jail rooms. I went to the jail for men
and the kids went with my wife to the prison for women. While
on our way there, I saw my wife looking at me and using
some kind of sign language asking me if I still had “it”. I
nodded and she smiled. I hid “it” in a place where these bad
people could not find. “It” that my wife was inquiring about
was a hundred dollar bill that I put in my cigarette pack. I had
completely opened the pack, put the bill between the two
paper coversheets and resealed the pack. I took some
cigarettes out to make it seem as if I was using the pack. I put
the pack right in my shirt front pocket.
Luckily, they did not discover the trick and did not confiscate
my cigarettes either. “It” would later on became a source of
inconvenience for me because after I consumed the
cigarettes, there was no reason for me to keep the empty
pack in my pocket, I had to take it out of its hiding place and
keep it with me. Every hour or two, I had to check if “it” was
still with me or if I had dropped it somewhere. This was not
easy since my action might cause some cell mate to suspect
me. Two months later, when my wife and my kids were
released. Women and children were often detained for a short
period of time. I secretly gave “it” to my son to bring home.
Those hundred dollars, at the time, could provide my family
with food for a month.
The first day I went into the incarceration room, I was
horrified. In the 60 feet by 150 feet room there were between
250 and 300 detainees. When I walked in there, holding in my
arms my bag of personal belongings, I saw six hundred wideopen eyes poring over me, large eyes over skinny bony
heads, located deep inside their sockets, scary inert eyes like
those of the deceased fixing on me, making me shiver. And
never in my entire life had I ever seen so many bald heads,
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hundreds of hairless head on the top of skinny skeleton-like
bodies, sick bodies covered with all kinds of skin diseases,
ghostly individuals wearing only underpants because of the
terrible heat inside the room, the four little barred windows did
not provide enough ventilation. I could not imagine how they
could find enough air to breathe, how they could survive in
that small world deprived of light, of fresh air and sanitation. I
had the impression of entering hell, not a prison, and that we
were not prisoners but imprisoned animals.
These hundreds of detained strange creatures were all sitting
crossed-legged on two decks of long wooden bunks, 6 feetwide, running along the walls, the bottom deck was 2 feet
above the floor and the top deck 5 feet. Each individual was
assigned an area not wider than 3 feet on the decks. The rest
had to live underneath, in the confined dark space under the
bed. I got my place in that cavity, sleeping right on the cement
floor of the large detention room. There was something very
peculiar about that cement floor. It was not an ordinary
cement floor. It did not have the grey color of cement but a
teak-like black shiny color. In addition, it was not smooth and
flat like any other cement floor, but bumpy like a deteriorated
road with hundred of even potholes. I never could get an
explanation for the strange aspect of that cement floor nor
could I realize what made it look so out of the ordinary.
I was happy to get a place under the beds. I felt fortunate
because down there I would not be bothered, no one would
envy my place and I would be left alone, free to do what I
wanted, far from the scrutiny of other inmates. Moreover,
there was plenty of room down there, I did not have to fight
with anybody, I could have a share as wide as I wanted, 6
feet, 9 feet, and nobody cared.
The first couple of months I was in jail, I was emotional. I had
so many things on my mind and often thought about my fate
and the bad fortune that overwhelmed me. In addition, I cried
often, not aloud, but with tears streaking out my eyes. Nobody
knew because I was in my hole and I was free to let my grief
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come out of my chest and clear my mind from any sorrowful
burden. I used to be stoic but sometimes, I could not grind
my teeth and bear the pain that engulfed my being. Then I
cried in silence. I knew then that I was weak, that I was a
coward and I did not want to be so. I could not help crying, I
could not control myself in these short moments when I was
besieged by sadness.
The second day I was incarcerated, they cut my hair. Among
those in the room, there was a person who was assigned to
be barber and did dozen of haircuts in an hour. I did not know
how I looked after the haircut because there was no mirror
and all I knew was that there was no hair left on my head. I
could imagine myself the time I was ten or twelve when my
mother used to choose to have my haircut so short that when
I went to school all my classmates made fun of me. I
especially was irritated by a boy of my age who kept teasing
me for days. After the haircut, we did not get the chance to
shower and those tiny bits of hair that stuck to our neck and
our shoulders tickled us like crazy. We were a band of apes
itching and scratching for hours.
I remember in these days, we got only one a bath per week
and we had to go to an open space where there were large
rectangular brick-made water reservoirs. We saw far away the
open-air bath area for women and visualized fancy pictures in
our heads just to be happier for a second. The day we had a
bath was a joyful day although these cleaning sessions did
not last long enough, a few minutes at most. We would stand
in line waiting for our turn, and when it came, we quickly
poured buckets of water over our heads, put some soap over,
not the entire body because we didn’t have enough time, but
only on necessary places, then again emptied buckets of
water over our bodies to rinse ourselves. On these hot
summer days, nothing could provide us with more elation than
the fresh water on our bodies although it was quite a
depressing scene to watch these skeleton-like bodies stricken
by skin ulcers and scabies. I realized how pitiful our human
condition was in communist jail.
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Each day we got only two small bowls of rice, one at noon
and one at 5:00 pm. As we sat down to eat in the courtyard,
we finished the bowl in a couple of minutes, we stood up in
line, and we went back to our jail. Wherever we went, we had
to line up and keep quiet. For a minor infraction of the rules,
we were punished. The worst punishment was the cut of the
rice ration: as other people went out to eat, you had to stay
inside alone thinking about the bowl of rice and you felt so
miserable. You had been waiting all day for that bowl of rice
and then you did not get it. Nothing hurt you more than
thinking of having those grains of rice going down your throat
and into your stomach. It is needless to say how hungry I was
when I suffered communist jail. I lost 70 out of my 150 lbs
after nine months in jail.
People in communist prisons relied on extra supplies of food
that families brought every week. During the first two months
my family and I were incarcerated, my mother and my sister
did not know that we were arrested and imprisoned, and we
did not get any extra food. My kids had to suffer extreme
hunger that tortured them physically and mentally. I
remember during that jail time, my son Dinh Jr. used to tell his
sister and his brothers to go far away from the people who
were eating, to avoid temptation. Once, a prisoner gave him
a tiny piece of brown sugar candy, and he looked for me to
share it. The poor child knew that I also had the awful need
for sugar. When he showed me the piece of candy, I could not
help getting a bite of it and savor the sweet sensation coming
down my throat. My son’s spirit had been tested that time,
and I knew that he had a strong sense of determination and
courage.
Every Friday, the day of the week open to family visit, from
early morning to late afternoon a prison guard called our
names and we happily went to the door to get the supply of
food brought in by other guards. However, prisoners were not
allowed to have contact with the visitors. From the other side
of the courtyard, behind the barbed wires, mothers and wives
tried to get a glimpse of their loved ones when they went to
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the door to get their gifts. Those who did not have their names
called, looked at their jail mates with envy mixed with
sadness. In the late morning, names were still called
sparingly, and all those who had not received their supplies,
anxiously waited, and painfully waited, most of the time in
vain. By two o’ clock, they were grief-stricken and resorted to
accepting some words of comfort from close friends, and
some small items that friends shared to feel less unfortunate.

who found any little blunder to harass or beat me up. The
prison had all sorts of people incarcerated together, from
criminals such as thieves, robbers, murderers, and rapists to
political prisoners, monks, priests, and people like me who
fled the country but were arrested on their way to freedom.
Hoodlums were often used by prison guards to control the
rest of the prisoners and to report any bad behavior or any
attempt to violate the socialist law.

Visiting prisoners was a chore that my wife resented most.
Visiting me once or twice would not bother her but she had to
do the weekly visits for months. She got tired and hated the
chore. The first couple of months she came to see me every
week, and then you did it every two weeks, and then monthly,
just to fulfill her responsibility, just to ensure that her
conscience allowed her to sleep peacefully. Years after I was
released, I still heard my wife complain about the visits she
made when I was in jail. She talked about the misery of
having to wake up at five in the morning to go to the bus
station carrying a heavy bag filled with food items, to travel
fifty miles to arrive at the prison, to walk the long lines for long
distances, to wait hours to get her turn to deliver the food
supply and to go home exhausted. From her account, I
realized how hard it was for me to stand jail and how much I
wanted to die rather than go to jail again.

Some early dawns, I was still sleeping when I heard murmurs
in the room. I woke up to see many people rushing to the two
front small windows and look outside. Not knowing what was
going on, I inquired and knew that the previous night some
condemned detainee was executed. It was usual at the prison
to see political prisoners put to death by gunshots; these
individuals were in jail to wait for the day they had to appear
in courts, and after being sentenced, they came back to
prison to wait for the day they would be killed.

I slowly got used to the confinement, I did not weep anymore,
I stopped reflecting about my fate, and started to find joy in
forced labor. I realized that I had played a game in life and
had to bear the consequences. I learned to be harsh with
myself and to endure without lamenting. Although I still felt the
pain inside, I refused to show it.
The first few months I was not allowed to work outside. I had
to perform my duties inside the jail room. I cleaned the floor
and the bathroom twice a day. It took me hours to make the
floor shine as if I used shoe polish. In fact, I had to wipe it by
hand with soap and water over and over, and then dry it using
cotton towels. I did this job under the supervision of a thug
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I myself stayed next to a Hoa Hao (a religious sect in
Vietnam) combatant who had been arrested two years earlier
for opposing the communist government. He was about fortyfive and was well built. Everybody in the jail room respected
him because he was a martial art expert. Every morning and
afternoon, he practiced a kind of mental training by just sitting
there and breathing. He was called “Master” because of his
karate expertise or because he was a monk, I did not know.
We were close friends, and we often shared what we had.
This caused the thugs to avoid me and I was spared much of
their annoyance.
Every time there was an execution, he was sad for weeks. He
considered the executed freedom fighters his comrades and
wondered when his turn to die would be. He waited that day
calmly and showed no fear of dying for the goodness of his
country. Because he was a political prisoner, the prison
authorities did not allow him to do work outside, probably
because they did not want him to evade or to be rescued by
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his peers. While he was confined, he did not have to do
chores because he was the “master”.
A few months later, I was allowed to work outside. First, my
assignment was to take the pails of feces out to the fields next
to the prisons where we grew vegetables. Human waste
fertilized the soil and prisoners grew vegetables to supply the
kitchen. This job was so daunting but at least I could go
outside, breathe the fresh air, and look at nature, the sky, the
trees, the birds. Inside the room three hundred pair of lungs
competed to breathe the confined air and oxygen must have
been rare since I felt oppressed when I was in there.
Once I was assigned to go with other young prisoners on a
barge that transported hundreds of fertilizer bags and I got
involved in what they called a case of “stealing fertilizer”. We
had authority agents accompanying the barge to watch on the
fertilizer but they were the ones who organized the stealing of
tens of tons of fertilizer that belonged to the state. They
ordered us to break open the bags and transfer the fertilizer
into smaller bags. They kept the old empty and half-empty
bags as a proof of the lost part due to the breaking of the
bags in the course of transportation.
Evidently, there was collaboration between the officials in
charge of transporting the fertilizer and those who were
receiving it. The socialist society harbored a network of
corruption and bribery. Every office, every department, every
branch had a system of stealing the state property.
Communist cadres would not be able to live without stealing
because their nominal salary was just good for a day or two.
At the beginning they stole by necessity, and then they stole
by greed. They became rich and richer, and some of them
grew to become millionaires.
I also got a job carrying heavy bags of rice, cement, gravel, or
other supplies that arrived at the prison. I could even join
teams of laborers to go on long trips that lasted days to
transport goods from one place to the other. For me, these
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were opportunities to regain my usual life and live normally. I
could see other people, I could circulate in a healthier
environment and this help revive my mind. In the meantime,
my wife was trying to buy me out of jail, in vain, and we lost all
the fortune we had left. The bribery did not lead anywhere, I
was still in jail, and all the gold that these prison guards did
not come across earlier, eventually went into their pockets.
What an irony of the providence!
Finally, one day, an uncle from my wife’s side, a high-ranking
cadre in the communist government, who was visiting Saigon,
knew that I was in prison for attempting to escape the country.
The generous man told his niece:
“He has been in jail long enough. I think he has been
reeducated. Let me find a way to help him get out of
there.”
Of all the communists, I only nourish affection and respect for
him because I believe he is a true revolutionary. A medical
doctor who graduated in 1944, he followed the Viet Minh, the
Vietnamese Communist Party, and was elevated to the rank
of general in charge of military health services. The first day
he arrived in the “liberated South”, he looked for the little girl
he had cuddled a long time ago before he joined the
revolutionary forces, his niece who was then my wife. When I
met him, he did not mention “life change”. All he said was that
I would have to suffer for some time before the conditions got
better. When making official visits to different regions in the
south, he allowed Dinh Jr. to go with him. Every time he came
to my home, he gave cookies and candies to my kids. He
said:
“These kids were not used to suffering, and now they
have to!”
He had saved the lives of many of my relatives who were in
re-education camps. With his intervention, they were one after
the other released from jail, and many of them could
afterwards escape the country.
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Indeed, one month later, they called me to the administration
of the prison to give me the release papers and go home.
When I was in jail, I had prayed to be freed from that terrible
place that had tormented me. I had thought that returning
home and living in the peace of my family would be the
greatest happiness that I could enjoy but I was wrong. I did
not realize that the days I was incarcerated, my mind was less
tortured than when I was released and went back to my
normal life. Out of jail, I did not find the happiness that I once
thought I would. I was tortured by the sight of family members
and friends struggling in the misery of their life. Saw the
people that I cherished most suffer and I could not do
anything to stop their suffering. I suddenly faced my own
incapacity. I saw the sorrowful look of my wife and the
haggard eyes of my hungry kids. I saw the grief of my mother
and my younger sister who had been wondering when my two
older brothers would come back from labor camps In North
Vietnam. I saw the desperation on the faces of friends who
felt that they were stuck forever in this hopeless life. I then
realized that I should rather have stayed in jail.
It was irrational, contradictory, and difficult to understand. It
was the same feeling that re-education camp detainees had
when they were released and went home to see helplessly
the miseries of their family. In prison, they had to suffer
mentally and physically but the pain was only their own. After
some time, they got used to the pain, to the way of living in
detention. They got used to think about themselves and they
forgot that they had a family at home. They forgot that once
back home, as the head of the family, they would have to
resume their duties. The life they lived in labor camps was
different from the life they would at home. In prison, they had
anguish for themselves. At home, they had anguish for the
ones they loved, and that was more painful. There was
nothing more disheartening than watching your beloved ones
suffer and not being able to help.
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After I got out of Tien Giang Prison, I could not resume
teaching anymore. I became a cyclo∗ driver. I had done many
mean jobs in order to survive financially and mentally. I said
mentally because if I had stayed idle, I would have brooded
over my grief, I would have been despondent, and I would
have killed myself. The jobs I did were painful but they were
also a source of pride to me because they showed that I had
triumphed over my grief, over my destiny, that I had found a
way out. I did not have Prozac or some other antidepressants to help me. I only had determination and
courage, self-esteem and pride. I was proud of doing the
lowest job on the social ladder; I had learned from my
experiences. My inner strength had prevailed. I had realized
that there was no way to deny reality and no other choice
than admit it and admit it courageously.
How many odd jobs did I do? I had done the job of fixing
bicycles, delivering gas containers, and charcoal, buying and
selling rice, sugar, and pork on the black market, and driving
the cyclo. I did these jobs not for very long, some for a few
months, and some for a year. I had changed jobs because I
got bored with the one I was doing and wanted to have new
experiences. Money also attracted me to other jobs. As soon
as I heard that one job was more remunerative, I changed to
it. The job I did longest was pedaling the cyclo.
Driving the cyclo was a beautiful time of my life, the kind of
beauty deriving from effort and endurance, patience and
achievement, courage and pride. It seemed ridiculous and
paradoxical because who would be proud of doing this
miserable job, the lowest one in the social ladder? Yet I had
that feeling of pride. I was proud to sit in the rear and pedal
for these women with their conceited faces sitting in the front.
I was not ashamed of carrying at the same time three
prostitutes on my cab, one of them sitting on the handlebar.
∗

A three-wheel carriage that the driver, sitting in the back, pedaled to transport the
passenger sitting in the front.
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They sat there talking dirty and laughing, gesticulating and
teasing people in the streets. They were the most qualified to
talk dirty and even the boldest person who wanted to respond
to their taunts had to shut up after a few interjections.
Nevertheless, they were not always naughty or evil; they
knew how to be sweet and adoring sometimes, the kind of
sweetness innate to Vietnamese girls. On the evenings, I took
them back from the Hong Thap Tu and Ba Huyen Thanh
Quan intersection to their home, I found them somehow
affectionate. The way they talked to me showed that they
respected me even though I was only a cyclo driver. They
confided in me and their trust warmed my heart. We related to
each other tenderly. Their kind and loving attitude intensified
my confidence in human beings; I had more courage to live
and struggle, and wait for a better life. Sometimes their talk
reflected a complete conception of life and the world. They
might also express the bitterness of their lives.
They are as philosophical as any other human being could be
and in their misery, many of them had the soul of artists; they
knew how to cause emotion in our heart. It was sad they
could not express their feelings in writing. They would create
beautiful pieces of literature that would be interesting to read.
I had compassion for them because we were the “Miserables”
in this society; we had to accept our fate, to suffer the loathing
of people. To others, I was merely an underling, and they
were barely bitches, women who sold their bodies for money.
Yet we did not look at each other as what society labeled us.
I had not always been like that. It was through an illumination
that I had changed my perception, and through experiences
that I had realized what truly life was. When I was younger,
when I was in the twenties, during my college years, I also
had gone to them to take pleasure in their alluring bodies. I
also had playfully abused what they had to offer to me. I liked
them because they were beauties; I was attracted to their
flesh, the sexual part of what they were. It was a physiological
need that pushed me to come to them. I had talked to them,
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laughed with them; I had fun, we spoke to each other in a
tender language, using lovely words but in fact, there was no
understanding, no compassion between us. I did not have
esteem for them. There was a line drawn between us, and we
were not on the same side of that line. I went to them with a
feeling of apprehension, a feeling of contempt, and a need for
protection. I was young and had in mind the same
preconceptions that society had given to all of us. Even if they
were sweet, beautiful, appealing, witty, or anything else, to
society they were bitches.
Later, when I started my own life and became a teacher,
when I got married and had children, I had chosen to be
stricter with myself, not because of social standing or moral
values, but just because I did not want trouble at work and in
my family. For more than a dozen years, I had not met their
bodies anymore. Nor did I have the opportunity to talk to them
and to know them. In the evening, passing by these ill-lighted
streets, I saw them behind the trees in the dark shadow and
wanted to stop but then changed my mind.
Was it a reminiscence of the past urging me, an inner desire,
a need for change, or was it a passionate demand? Why did I
first want and then change mind? Was I afraid of bad rumor?
Was I afraid of contracting diseases? Was I afraid of
becoming addicted to their flesh or afraid of hurting the wife
that I loved? Or was it just because I did not want anymore?
That was how I had been, self-contradictory. I wanted and
then did not want anymore. I was happy, and a few minutes
after I was sad. Was it because I was born in October under
the Libra sign, the sign of a scale always oscillating, always
changing?
The first time I had prostitutes on my cab, I did not know that
they were prostitutes. I did not have the eyes of professionals
and did not know how to differentiate different types of fares. I
was shy when I had to tell the price of the trip. Sometimes I
just accepted any fare. During the trip, I just kept quiet, I did
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not chat with the fare. Then how could I recognize a
prostitute, especially if she looked sweet and reserved, if she
did not show her body, or did not wear colorful make-up? In
Saigon at the time, many young good girls had to sell their
bodies to earn money to help the family, a father still in reeducation camp, a mother struggling with a new life, or
siblings who were hungry at home.
Once I drove a young girl from To Hien Thanh Street to Nam
Quang Theater. I was coming out from an alley and had
disposed of a fare when a young girl with the appearance of a
high school student called. She was wearing a green long
dress and did not have a lot of make-up on her face. I
stopped next to her and playfully asked, “Where are you
going young lady? Just step on and I will take you to
wherever you want. I will give you a fair fare.” The young girl
looked up at me. She was beautiful! She had the simple
beauty of a charming Vietnamese girl, not the sexual appeal
but the natural beauty of black round eyes with long and
curved eyelashes, the rosy cheeks and the attractive thin lips.
She had the shyness of a little girl, the gentle way of talking
and moving. How could you tell she was a prostitute? She
was also very young, sixteen or maybe seventeen, only two
or three years older than my own daughter was. She made
my heart beat tumultuously! What in her attracted me so
much?
“I would like to go to Nam Quang Theater. How much is
it?” She asked
“Five Dongs” I replied.
I did not want to tell her how much, but she had asked and I
had to answer. I said five, but she would bargain; four would
be nice, and three was O.K.
“I have only
timidly.
The minimum
customers took
three-wheeled

2 Dongs. Would you accept it?” She asked
fare is three Dongs. Under that, either
the bus, or the Lambro, which is a small
motorized
vehicle
used
for
public
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transportation. I knew that on my way back to downtown, I
would not have a fare, because most passengers would take
the bus. If I did not drive her, I would drive empty anyway.
“Get on young lady! I will give you a special!” I said.
She looked at me, blinking her eyes, and I felt moved by her
attractiveness. Usually I did not take low fares. I gave them to
my friends, younger drivers eager to make money. I
especially hated rich stingy women who bargained when
taking a trip on my cyclo. I told my fellows that people who
wanted a low fare would never sit on my cab.
One day, a rich woman coming out of Ben Thanh central
market asked me to take her to An Dong Market in Cho Lon. I
was sitting in the front seat resting. I said the fare was seven
Dongs. She told me that she would give me four. I said OK.
She expected me to move to the saddle so that she could get
on the cab but I did not. She waited for a couple of minutes
and then said:
” Why don’t you move to the back seat so that I could
get on?”
“Why don’t you go up the saddle and pedal? When we
arrive, I will give you four Dongs!” I told her.
God, how mad she was! And all the cyclo drivers around me
were laughing like they never laughed before! The woman
swore at me, and she swore at me! I was just smiling.
When I arrived at Nam Quang Theater, the young girl got
down and said in a whisper:
“Please wait a second. I need to go borrow money.”
“Poor little girl!” I told myself, “It’s only two bucks, and she did
not have them!” I saw her running toward a cigarette stand at
the street corner. I stepped down and stood next to my cab. I
lit a cigarette. The Zippo flared a high flame, and then made a
characteristic sound when I flipped the cover down.
I looked at my lighter; it was a vestige of the past, the golden
time when I could get the American items from the stores but
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not anymore. I felt a choke and thought of the many personal
things that I had sold to get money to buy food for my kids. So
many objects of love and souvenirs, reminiscences of the
time I was in high school, in college, or the time I married my
wife. They all disappeared one by one in exchange for the
money we needed for a few days or a week. The Dunhill gas
lighter, the Movado gold watches, my collection of pipes, my
Parker gold-plated pens, they all went to other hands. I loved
these things more than anything in this world did; I still had to
let them go because circumstances had forced me to.
Another thing that I cherished since my high school years was
a pure silver special-order bracelet that I bought when I was
in the twelfth grade. It was a one-pound bracelet that I had
wanted since I was fifteen. I put it on my wrist to feel more
macho, as I was pumping iron to show my muscled body to
the girls at school. It would be the turn of this Zippo lighter; it
would also vanish soon! What did I have left from the past? I
was a human wreck with a shattered mind and a ruined body.
The only thing left was the naked reality of a man consumed
by mental distress and anguish. Even the smile that I had
practiced so long in front of a mirror, that smile had died long
ago.
I saw the young girl, my fare, talking to the woman and she
gave her two Dongs. She came back toward me, gave me the
money and said:
“Thank you! You are nice!”
I saw the lovely smile on her lips and in a second, she
disappeared in the crowd. I wondered why she wanted to go
to Nam Quang Theater and then go somewhere else. Why
didn’t she ask to go directly to where she wanted to go? I was
curious to know. My mind was preoccupied with the lovely
young girl’s smile and her way of looking at me. Why was I
attracted to her charm? She was a stranger to me. What was
going on with me?
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arrived at the intersection of Le Van Duyet and Hong Thap
Tu, the light went red and I saw her crossing Le Van Duyet
Street and moving toward Hong Thap Tu. I was losing sight of
her and quickly I jumped on the saddle and pedaled. I turned
left to go on Hong Thap Tu but the red light stayed too long
and I could not see her anymore. Where did she go? Did she
go into one of the houses or under the shadow of the trees? I
was a little disheartened and tried to forget the incident.
When I arrived at the next intersection, which bore the
entrance to Tao Dan Park, I had the feeling of missing her
and I wanted to know the truth. I made a U-turn and rode
back to the intersection of Ba Huyen Thanh Quan Street,
where street ladies converged to look for customers. Under
the semi-darkness, I saw her standing behind other women, I
saw her thin profile under the reflection of the light from the
other side of the street, and my heart was pounding. I was a
bit sad to know the fact that she was a prostitute. I parked
next to the other cyclos, which were waiting for fares. They
liked waiting here because they usually got nice fares. Those
who were enjoying a good time with women usually had
money and when they took a cyclo, they did not bargain.
Hondas brought the johns there; they chose their lady and
went with her to different places in the city to spend their time
together. Good places were on Nguyen Hue or Le Loi streets,
cheaper ones were in the Cau Muoi district or near the Petrus
Ky bus station.
Prostitutes usually cared about cyclo drivers because they
understood our difficulties, and reciprocally cyclo drivers
appreciated their sympathy. Sometimes, we took prostitutes
home free because they had a bad day, but that rarely
happened. Most of the time, they proved to be considerate
and gave us good tips.

I pushed the cyclo and walked after her trying to find her
silhouette among the throng walking on the sideway. When I

I rarely parked there to wait for fares. I still had some relic of
my teaching life and I did not feel comfortable waiting there
and having to vie for fares. I often avoided conflicts with my
fellow drivers and very often, I let my friends get the fare,
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especially on difficult days. That was the reason I was well
regarded among people in my profession.
When the young girl saw me, she was mystified and looked
away. I sat on my seat for short time thinking and then I rode
away. Now that I knew the truth, my mind was assailed with
questions I did not have answers for. What pushed her to do
this dirty job? How would she fare when she got down deeper
in this vile profession, in the abyss of sin and misdeed? She
was too young, and as a teacher, I thought of her as a student
in the tenth or eleventh grade. I felt sorry for her, thinking
about her fate.
Was it the Proletariat Revolution, which drove her to do it? It
could be that her father was a high-ranking officer in the
South Vietnamese Armed Forces still in some re-education
camp. For whom did she make the money? I did not believe
she did it for herself because her behavior did not show it; she
did not look like a girl who loved to enjoy this life. How long
did she do this? It could not be very long because she still
had the appearance of a good girl and I felt sad. What
circumstances had compelled us to do things that we ought
not to do. What destiny had given us the most terrible pain to
endure? How long would we have to endure it? Tears came
out of my eyes. Was I moved by her fate or by my own? I
decided to ride away to avoid sinking deeper into a depressed
mood that would not do me anything good.
Today, I still remember her silhouette behind the trees on
Hung TTrung Quan Street. Now that I am in America, where
is she? Is she still standing behind the trees in the dark
shadow of the night? Two years have gone by and she must
now be a professional in her job. She would not be the shy
and uneasy young girl I met. Many strangers must have
abused her body and her soul must have experienced many
miseries. Would she luckily be the wife of a high-ranking
Vietcong cadre? I hope so, and I pray that, like me, she would
not have to suffer anymore.
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Chapter Five

My Decision to Leave
It was a day that had a great impact on my life. I remember
clearly that day, the 2nd of April 1981, i.e. the 28th day of
February on the lunar calendar, a fateful Thursday, which led
me into a turning point of my life. It should have been a
regular Thursday, a Thursday like any other Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Saturdays of the week when I took my bike
out to go to my students’ house near Tan Son Nhut airport to
give private lessons. My life had become that dull,
meaningless, senseless. I had spent so many years pursuing
my law studies, and when I was within the reach of my
doctoral degree, I had to abandon everything. The Proletarian
Revolution had given me back the job I did so many years,
the job of tutoring students at home. I was thirty-nine at the
time. Without the proletarian revolution, without the fall of
South Vietnam, without the communist liberation, I would
have been a Law professor, I would not have to bike to my
students’ house to tutor them like I did.
That was my destiny! That day must have been an unusual
Thursday, a Thursday that decided my fate, the dreadful fate
of an individual who had suffered seven years of desperation,
discouragement, and loss of inner strength. I did not know
why I did not go to my regular work. As usual, I had taken my
bike out, I had gone through the same streets of Saigon to go
towards Tan Son Nhat but when I arrived at the intersection of
Cong Ly Street, instead of turning right, I just went ahead to
go to Mrs. Hoa’s house.
To me, Hoa symbolized the happy woman. I did not know
how to define happiness in its full meaning but to me, she was
happy because her husband, Nhon was in Thailand. Nhon, a
former captain in the South Vietnamese Armed Forces, was
just back from reeducation camp after spending five years
there. He had been with his wife for only a month and had
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decided to escape. With his eldest son, he had succeeded in
crossing Cambodia and had arrived at the Thai border. He
had gotten the help of the International Red Cross and had
arrived at a refugee camp. For that reason, I believed that
Hoa was happy. I did not know if she was feeling so or not but
I had that conviction.
It may be ridiculous but my judgment derived from the heart,
not from the head. I was submerged in a strange state of
mind for so long, and I was disheartened by sadness and a
senseless life. All I wanted was to leave the country even at
the risk of my life. I did not want to continue living in Saigon
anymore. Most of my friends had already left. Some had been
in jail. The rest were like crazy souls without a mind.
I could not go on with my life in such a place looking at these
desperate faces. Why was it that in my beloved country I saw
only haggard eyes and distraught faces? Why was it that I
had stopped seeing smiles on people‘s lips or hearing
encouraging words? Why was it that I only heard people’s
laments? In the evening, on the pavement all over Saigon,
and in small coffee shops, I saw thousands of men of different
ages drinking coffee, smoking cheap cigarettes, and
lamenting. Oh God! How depressing it was to hear these long
lamentations! When would that desperate voicing stop in my
motherland?
I went to Hoa’s place out of curiosity. I wanted to know how
would Mr. Luy, a person I had met a few days earlier, respond
to Hai Hoc’s proposition. Would he accept leaving on the next
trip? As for me, I already told Hai Hoc that I would not
participate in that trip because according to my oriental
horoscope, I would not be safe. Hoang, a friend of mine who
had the special endowment to read people’s destiny, had told
me to wait until the eighth month of this lunar year to go. I was
so anxious to go immediately though. I understood that the
eight month of the lunar year fell in the middle of the monsoon
season. How would I be able to go either by sea or by land
under a stormy sky?
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“Is there any other month that is propitious with my
escape?” I asked Hoang
“The fourth month is OK but not that good. You would
only have fifty percent of the chance.” he answered
“Don’t go in the third month though. You would not
only return home running but you may risk your life!”
He added.
That was the end of my hopefulness. Twice I had asked him
to re-examine my destiny sheet and he angrily retorted:
“I have already told you that you cannot go in the third
month. When I say no, it is no!”
I was discouraged and sad. Yet, he had used another
approach to look at my fate. He had interpreted the stick I had
sown and told me that I would succeed in doing anything in
the third month. I argued with him; he angrily said, “Sowing
sticks∗ is only a quick method of looking at an incident in your
lot of life; you cannot base on it to make a serious decision
such as to go or not to go on that trip!”
Who was Hai Hoc though? I did not know much about him.
Hoa had introduced him to me as the person who had guided
her husband to Thailand and she said he had successfully
taken many people that she knew to Thailand. In order to
reach Thailand people like Nhon had to cross two borders:
the Vietnam-Cambodia border and the Cambodia-Thai
border. Both were dangerous areas to cross because
communist Vietnamese military units who controlled the areas
for security reasons heavily guarded them. Thousands of
Vietnamese who attempted to escape by crossing these
borders were arrested every year and they were sentenced to
jail. Thousands of others died because they ran away when
they were stopped and were shot dead. Thousands died on
∗

“Sowing Sticks” was a practice done at the Buddhist Temples. You shake
a small cylindric container to make one of the dozens of sticks go out of the
container. Either you consult a book or a “stick reader” to understand the
meaning of the message imprinted in Chinese characters on the stick.
Hoang knew how to interpret the message on the stick that I sowed.
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the trails, killed either by muggers or by mines planted in the
ground. The people who escape to freedom by walking the
trails were called the “Land people” in contrast with “Boat
people”, the term used to designate those who escaped the
country by boat.
During the years from 1976 to 1982 when a massive exodus
happened, the vast majority of people leaving Vietnam were
boat people. Only a very small number were land people.
There were many refugee camps at the Thai border to
accommodate the number of Cambodian refugees who were
all “land people” because they used land routes to come to
these camps. However, there was only one refugee camp for
Vietnamese land people, Camp North West 9 (NW9), which
was open only for three years from 1979 to 1982.
When I met Hai Hoc, I did not know how to get to the Thai
border, how far that was, which way I would go, and how long
it would take. I heard that sometimes people used bikes, and
most of the time they walked on dangerous trails in the forests
and that the trip would be physically painful. Even though, I
was not afraid of dangers and was even ready to face the risk
of death, just to be away, far from the place that had mentally
hurt me so much. All my friends had the same feeling about
danger. After suffering under the communist regime for so
long, nobody feared the danger or the risk of death when
accepting to leave the country looking for freedom. We would
all rather die while searching for a better life than live under
these horrible conditions. I myself would prefer to die
immediately somewhere in the Cambodian jungle than to die
slowly in Saigon.
As to physical pain, I had prepared myself to the utmost
physical challenge. I had been for nine months driving the
cyclo . I had done this every day from early morning to late
night, to exercise and to accustom my body to hard physical
work. Driving the cyclo for me was a physical torture that I
had done to myself, so that I got used to the changing
weather, and to physically demanding action. I had pedaled
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long hours during the hottest time of the day, when other
drivers took a rest at a shaded place. Sweating profusely, my
skin tanning under the burning sun, I was out of breath and
exhausted, but I still wanted to continue. I raised my head
high, proud of myself as if I attempted to defy the forces of
nature. I wanted to do so to prove to myself that I could do the
hardest job, the most painful one. My family and my friends
thought that I was crazy and irrational. They could not
understand why I did it.
I met Hai Hoc one month before I left Vietnam. The first time
he saw me, he was prudent, as he did not know who I was. In
the communist environment, nobody could trust a stranger as
anybody could be a masked police agent or a person trying to
defraud you.
Hai Hoc was a skinny man of dark tan, bald, with large black
protruding eyes. He bore the face of a man who had lot of
strength and determination, and he immediately gave me the
impression that he was an adventurer who liked gambling
with the risks. He was introduced to me as the leader of a
smuggling ring with many underlings. Later I realized that it
was not true. He was a simple guide who worked with other
guides to take people from Saigon to the Thai border area. He
did not hold any smuggling ring or minions.
When he saw me that time he said to me briefly, “You need to
be prepared to go in a month. I will let you know the day
before, Make sure you have a black and red square-designed
scarf, the one people in Chau Doc use to wear, a brown shirt
and a pair of Japanese-style beach sandals. You will be able
to bring with you only one pair of pants and one shirt. The
money I take before we leave is two “pieces”∗; after you arrive
∗

“Piece” was the slang for “piece of gold”. Eight pieces of gold is
equivalent to half a kilogram of gold; therefore, one piece is about 62.5
grams or 2.2 ounces of gold. Gold was laminated and cut into 1.5x4in.
pieces then wrapped in thick paper with the name of the gold company
printed on it.
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at the destination, you will write a message home and I will
take one and a half “piece”. He did not give me any details
and I did not ask him any questions about the trip because I
was only at the exploratory stage. I had not made any
decision and did not want to commit myself yet.
After I met Hai Hoc I went to see my friend Hoang to ask him
if I would be able to participate in that trip. Hoang advised me
to wait for the next trip in the fourth month of the Lunar year.
A few days later, Mr. Luy, a former lieutenant-colonel who had
retired and a friend of Mr. Dac, the father of Hoa, came to ask
him information about Nhon’s escape. Mr. Luy was also
looking for a way to escape Vietnam. I was teaching the
grand children of Mr. Dac when he asked me to recount to Mr.
Luy my encounter with Hai Hoc.
The following day, Hang the mother of my students and
another daughter of Mr. Dac, came to my house to tell me
that Mr. Luy had planned to meet with Hai Hoc on the first of
April at 5:00 pm. I was curious to know what Mr. Luy would
discuss with Hai Hoc in that meeting, and especially I wanted
to know how much he would be willing to pay Hai Hoc for the
trip. On that afternoon, I came to the meeting and knew that
Hai Hoc and Mr. Luy had agreed on a price of two and an half
pieces, and that Mr. Luy told Hai Hoc that he would give his
final decision on the following day at 8:00 am. The trip had
been decided to be three days later, on the fourth of April,
which was the third day of the third month on the lunar
calendar. According to Hai Hoc, there would be some more
people going with Mr. Luy.
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what would happen. He told me that I could go if I had
decided in full consciousness. I was still haunted by the
warnings my friend Hoang had made and I could not decide.
The 28 of the second month of the lunar year would be the
last day good for me to go. Then if I wanted to go, I would
have to go on that day.
Coincidentally that Thursday was the 28th day of the second
month and I arrived at Hoa’s house at approximately 8:00 am.
Hoa was happy to see me and she introduced to me Xinh, a
half Cambodian half Vietnamese young woman who came to
see her with Hai Hoc. Xinh had stayed the previous night at
her house. I wanted to ask her about the details of the trip to
the Thai border but she said she did not know much because,
as the owner of a boat, she only took passengers from Chau
Doc to Phnom Penh. Fifteen minutes later, Mr. Luy arrived
and we waited for Hai Hoc to show up. When Hai Hoc arrived,
he took Xinh out to breakfast and came back half an hour
later. I saw him talking secretively with Mr. Luy for some time
and I was anxious to know what was going on. I asked Mr.
Luy about his final decision and he said that he would go on
this trip. I had the intense desire to go also but when Hai Hoc
asked if I wanted to join the group that would depart in three
days, I told him that I wanted to but I could not, because the
third month is not a good month for me to go anywhere. He
asked me who told me so and wanted to see Hoang to
discuss the issue with Hoang. He said that he had consulted
with a Cambodian monk who said that this trip would be
successful. He bragged that he had a strong destiny and
whoever went with him would be protected. He added that he
was doing this to help people and not for making money.

The following morning, the morning of that fateful Thursday, I
went to Hoa’s house to see what Mr. Luy would tell Hai Hoc;
would he go or would he not. For some unknown reason, I
was anxious to know. The evening before, I saw Trang, a
close friend, and we had talked about Hai Hoc’s planned trip. I
told Trang that I wanted so much to go on this trip and that I
might take all the risk and go, despite Hoang’s warnings.
Trang said that everybody had a destiny and no one knew

I did not know why at that moment, I was so foolish that I
believed his duplicity. Was it because I was mesmerized by
the idea of leaving or because I was in a weary mind state
and just wanted to leave? I was perplexed for a while; then I
agreed to let him go and see Hoang. We rode on my old bike
and on the way to my friend’s house, Hai Hoc mentioned the
names of all the people he had successfully led to the Thai
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border and who were at the time in refugee camps. He said
that these people considered him as their benefactor and
some other people in their family begged him to take them to
Thailand. To tempt me, he talked about Nhon and his boy,
and how they could reach Thailand so easily. All these people
had written coded messages home to let their beloved ones
know that they had arrived at the border safely. So many
people went with him and they all arrived, none were
arrested, he said. I was enthralled by what he said and could
not control my eagerness to participate in the coming trip. I
wanted to be with somebody I knew, and in the trip, there was
Mr. Luy that I had met and befriended.
I checked with Hoa about the list of people Hai Hoc
mentioned and she said that, in fact, she knew the family of a
certain Colonel Trang, the members of which went with Hai
Hoc on several occasions and had all arrived. How could I not
be eager to go?
However, Hoang said that the third month of the lunar year
was not suitable for me to go. Should I go anyway? Should I
attempt to go against my destiny? Should I reject the
astrology findings that Hoang had revealed? I was so
miserable, not knowing what to do. I could wait for the next
trip that Hai Hoc would organize the following month, but what
would I do if, for some unpredictable reason, he would not
organize the trip? Also, I hated waiting; I hated to be in a state
of anxiety, in a state of not knowing what would happen. I
would rather risk my life and go immediately.
When we arrived at Hoang’s house, he was not home. I took
Hai Hoc to my mother’s house in Thi Nghe, just a few blocks
away. We talked for a moment when I suddenly got the idea
to leave immediately that day, so that it could still be on the
second month, the good month according to my lot in life. I
asked Hai Hoc if I could start the trip on that day, he said that
he would willing to take me to Chau Doc but then, I would
have to wait there two days for the other people to go to
Cambodia as a group. I said it was OK with me as long as I
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left home on that day. I had come to that decision impulsively,
and I told Hai Hoc that I would pay him 4 pieces of gold for
me and my son, who was 12 at the time. Hai Hoc left after
telling me that he would be back at 2:00 pm to take my son
and me to Chau Doc. It was 9:00 am.
After Hai Hoc left, I called my son and told him that this trip
would be very dangerous and tiring. We could be arrested,
die of thirst and hunger, get lost, and step on a mine and be
killed. I told him that if he were arrested and I were not, I
would still continue my trip and conversely if I were arrested
and he were not, he would have to continue going and could
not wait for me. If both of us were arrested, we would not say
that we were father and son. If a mine killed one of us, the
other would still have to go on. I asked him if he still would like
to go with me in these tragic conditions. He courageously
answered:
“Yes, if you let me I would like to go.”
I told him to go to my wife’s workplace to ask her to come
home. My wife did not know about my sudden decision to
leave yet. According to our plan, I would not leave before the
fourth month of the lunar year. As he left to go looking for his
mom, at home I prepared the items that we would bring with
us such as, some clothes, a raincoat, a few medicines, a
towel, toothpaste and toothbrush. I was calm; I had
considered this departure as an event that would necessarily
happen and I did not have any worries or disturbing thoughts.
My mother and my brothers and sister were a little anxious
but none had panicked. My children were just startled when
they knew that daddy and their brother Dinh were prepared to
leave the family forever. To summarize things, our sudden
departure was anticipated and acknowledged without anxiety
or surprise; we were preparing to go as if we were going to a
movie, or to work.
It was past 11:00 am and my wife had not returned yet. I was
impatient because we had to go to our uncle’s house to get
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two pieces of gold to give to Hai Hoc. I waited until 11:30 then
I took my bike and went alone; I could not delay anymore.
I told my uncle about my decision to leave that afternoon for
Cambodia with our son Dinh Jr. My uncle was aware that one
day I would escape like many others. Several times, I had
spoken to him about my plan to cross Cambodia to go to
Thailand. Although he knew that it would be a dangerous trip,
he realized that that I had no other choice. There was no
place for me in Vietnam anymore since the day I was arrested
on the high sea and put in jail. After jail, I was not even a
citizen in my own country anymore. All my papers had been
confiscated and local authorities had been harassing me and
chasing me from one place to the other. My uncle had said:
“One day, you will have to flee again, as there is no
room for you here. You are a pariah in this country, my
son!”
My uncle was of a calm nature and nothing could alarm him.
Even when facing a pressing problem, he still kept calm and
looked for the solution without showing distress or anxiety on
his face. He believed in fate and he said that whatever we do,
we cannot escape our lot in life. I still remember the picture of
him smiling to the cameras when he was minister of foreign
affairs under President Ngo Dinh Diem and he had shaved his
head in protest against Diem’s oppression of the Buddhist
monks. A few days before Saigon fell he had accepted the
post of prime minister in the last government of South
Vietnam, hoping he could negotiate with the North
Vietnamese. He never had the chance to.
When I asked him for the two pieces of gold to pay for the trip,
he did not have any reaction. I loved him much, especially
after the fall of Saigon, when he was under house-arrest.
People, who had been close to him before, had turned their
backs on him for fear of being implicated, arrested, and put in
prison. I did not pay attention to my friends’ warnings and had
continued to come and visit him regularly. In the evening,
when the weather was cooling down, we sat down for hours
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talking about all kind of stories, especially about the
philosophy of life and the human condition, about the history
of our country and about Buddhism. He had considered me a
son as his children all lived abroad. He gave me much advice
and taught me many things.
He did not keep gold at home and told me to come back at
1:30 pm as he had to go and get it. I stayed behind a while to
talk with my aunt that I loved fondly then I went home. I rode
my bike and when I reached the Thi Nghe Bridge, I saw my
wife on her old bicycle going in the opposite direction from
mine. I called her aloud and we went back home. My wife was
flabbergasted with my sudden decision. She checked the
items I planned to bring with me that afternoon while my son
and I prepared to have lunch. As we sat down to eat, Hai Hoc
arrived and I invited him to have lunch with us. When we
finished eating, he told us to meet him at Hoa’s house at 2:00
pm and then left. Five minutes later, my wife, my daughter,
my son, and I also took our bikes to go to our uncle’s house.
I sank in a deep state of mind characterized by the mixed
feeling of sadness, regret, and confusion. I did not know if I
had thought of everything. I became a body without a soul. I
acted unconsciously, as if I were a machine, without a heart,
without any feeling. I did not kiss my two other sons, I did not
tell them any sentence of love; I did not know why. To my
mother, I only said:
“Mother, I am leaving now!”
My brothers were not at the door; only my sister was there.
Everybody was calm; nobody shed any tears like in an
ordinary scene of separation. Were they unshaken? Or didn’t
I notice the grief and the tears?
Afterwards, I realized how insensitive I was. How could I be
so cold toward the people that I loved? Why didn’t I create a
moving parting scene filled with tears like in love stories? I
wished I could embrace my kids, kiss them and tell them
some sweet words of love. I wished I could hold my mother’s
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hand and say to her the few words a son would tell his old
mother before he goes away permanently. When I was
thousands of miles away from the people I love, I wished I
could do things that I had not done when I was able to. Long
distance had already separated me from them. I had left
partly because of them, because I wanted to find a way to
save them from suffering for the rest of their lives. When I was
close to them, I was unable to do anything to help them. I had
hoped that if I succeeded to escape, if I resettled in some free
country, I would work hard to earn money and send back
home. I wanted to provide them with some material
assistance, which would at least make them live in less
physiological misery.
Hence, the four of us, my wife, my oldest daughter, my son
and I rode two bicycles to go to my uncle’s house. My uncle
and my aunt were waiting for us in their living room. I received
the two pieces of gold from the hands of my uncle and he
wished me good luck, and then went upstairs to take his midday nap. I stayed a few minutes talking to my aunt, as I would
not see her anymore. She tried to stay calm although her
voice was trembling. She wished me a better luck than the
one we got last time when we failed the first escape by boat
and went to jail in Tien Giang.
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roll. He gave it to Xinh who hid it in her body. Hai Hoc came
close to me and observed my attire; he nodded and said:
“Very good!”
He called my son to the couch and in a rude manner, told
him:
“You go with me, little boy, you had better obey me,
OK? Otherwise, I will dump you mid-way! Do you hear
me?”
As I Listened to him, I was upset at the way he talked to my
son but I did not say anything. Hai Hoc opened the suitcase
we brought along and overturned it on the table. He inspected
the items contained in it one by one and discussed with Xinh
to see which items we could take with us. He just let me keep
some clothes; all the rest that included the suitcase, food,
medicine, candies, and cookies had to be left behind. He said
bringing them with us would make us suspicious and trigger
our arrest. Hai Hoc gave our clothes to Xinh who put them in
her bag. He said in a serious tone:
“Now we are ready to go to Chau Doc”

We arrived at Hoa’s house at 2:30 pm. Hoa’s oldest daughter
opened the door and I asked:
“Where’s mom?”
She answered:
“She’s at work. Uncle Hai is waiting for you inside.”.
We entered and I saw Hai Hoc at the entrance hallway. He
asked me:
“Are you ready?”
I said, “Yes” and gave him the two pieces of gold. We walked
inside the house. He opened the paper wraps took the leaves
of gold, rolled them, put the roll in his mouth between his
teeth, and clasped his jaws to flatten the middle of the gold
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minutes, my mind was dominated by the joy of leaving and
the feeling of being liberated from the agony that I had been
subjugated under during the last seven years. I had forgotten
to hug my wife and to be moved, to cry and to suffer.

Chapter Six

Destination: Chau Doc
Hai Hoc went out to the street and called a cyclo then he told
Xinh and my son to board it. My poor boy did not even have
the time to hug his mother and his sister, or say goodbye to
them. My wife and my daughter just stood there like two
statues watching him go with the woman, a stranger to him.
They painfully looked at the boy leaving.
Hai Hoc called another cyclo and jumped on it. He told me to
join him. Like a machine, I hopped on it, turning my eyes
towards the two beloved people that I might not see ever
again. I did not say any word to my wife or my daughter. It
could be that I did not find anything to say or that I was minddead and had not thought of doing it. I did not know why I did
not feel sad; on the contrary, I felt a kind of bliss and my mind
was lighter than it was ordinarily. I thought it was because I
had found a way to end my misery.
The days I lived in Saigon since September 1978, after we
failed to escape by boat, were suffocating. I had lived
meaningless days with the feeling of lassitude eating my soul
slowly. I had never felt so miserable in my life. I was unhappy
because the escape that time did not succeed and it depleted
the entire fund we had saved for the venture and sent all my
family to prison. Part of the money was lost because we gave
it to the boat owner to buy our places on the trip and the
secret police, who arrested us, had stolen the other part,
which we had brought along with us. From that time, we did
not have anymore the means for the entire family to escape
and I started to think of leaving alone and officially bring them
over later, under the reunification process.
I did not feel sad, I did not cry, I was not anxious when I left
my wife whom I loved so much. At the last agonizing parting
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The two cyclos carrying us went the opposite way on Hien
Vuong Street, passed the Nga Sau intersection, went on Tran
Quoc Toan Boulevard and arrived at the Nga Bay intersection
∗
where the Lambro ∗ depot that connected the Phu Lam
Western Region Bus Depot was located. The cyclos stopped
and Hai Hoc paid the drivers. We boarded a Lambro that had
the engine running and was waiting to have a full load of
passengers to depart. There were already two people on the
vehicle. It was already three o’clock and the sun was hot.
We were all sweating and Hai Hoc had been very impatient.
He got on and off the lambro then went to buy a pack of
cigarettes. He took a cigarette and lighted it without even
looking at me. He was ready to call a motorized cyclo but then
changed his mind. From time to time, he exhorted the Lambro
driver, “Six persons are enough, let’s go!” but the man just
ignored him. We had to wait another half hour before the
Lambro departed. I looked at my son and felt empathy for
him. He was too young for this trip but he had shown himself
to be very brave. He knew that the trip was very dangerous
but never exhibited any fear. I knew that he had a strong will
because when our last attempt to escape failed, he had gone
to prison for two months.
The Lambro emitted a sharp and loud noise as smoke
billowed behind the vehicle. I felt a sensation of relief, a light
sensation of euphoria, as if I was freed from the ties that
imprisoned me in Saigon. I was going away. I was leaving
Saigon, hopefully forever, because if I were able like Nhon,
Hoa’s husband, to reach the Thai border, I would be
∗ ∗

Lambro was the brand name for a type of three-wheeled motorized carrier made
by the Italian scooter manufacturer Lambretta. In Vietnam, these carriers were used
for short distance transportation of passengers and cargo, especially in the cities.
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permanently separated from Saigon, from Vietnam, my
beloved country.
I saw the street moving backwards as if they were going to be
a part of my past. I imagined that all the bad years, all the
hideous images, all the horrible experiences would be part of
my past, would never haunt me again, and I felt happy. It was
a contradictory feeling. I had always loved Saigon, the city
where I grew up and had my most wonderful experiences of
life and now that I was leaving it behind, I did not feel any
regret, any attachment, or any pain. Why was it so? Why was
it that I did not cry, I did not have emotions? Was it what
people felt when they went in exile? Was it a normal attitude,
the one that I had that day? Why was I not sad? Was I not
supposed to feel heart-broken?
I still cannot understand why I could be so inconsiderate
toward a city that I love more than anything in the world. It
was incomprehensible. Saigon was the place where I had
lived for twenty years, my second dearest city, and the place
where I still had my family. Leaving Saigon was leaving the
souvenirs of my adolescence, my teen-age years, the time I
grew up and went to college, graduated and got married,
raised a family and struggled to get a better life.
So many memories, wonderful and horrible, had linked me to
that place. Saigon bore the picture of one-half of my life, until
the time I departed in secret. Saigon was where I had to
endure the worst experiences after the day the communists
invaded South Vietnam. I had left Saigon with indifference, if
not bitterness. Was it because I had always felt that my
departure was necessary, imminent, unavoidable, so that it
was just normal that I left, that I would be indifferent? Or was
it because I had been suffering for so long just before my
departure that I did not have sentiments anymore, my heart
had hardened, and I had become insensitive? What I knew
was that I could not stand staying in Saigon anymore; I just
had to go away, the sooner the better. I had considered my
departure a necessity.
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When we were almost at the bus depot, Hai Hoc told the
driver to stop and we got off. Hai Hoc ran to a microbus
running the Saigon-My Tho line that parked at the curbside.
There were no passengers on the bus. Hai Hoc asked the
driver, “Are you leaving soon?” and he answered, “Right
away, Sir!” We all boarded the bus and sat down waiting for
the vehicle to depart. After ten minutes waiting in vain, Hai
Hoc told us to get off, and we walked behind him. He turned
his head from time to time to look for a bus or a truck coming
on the road. Every time there was a vehicle, he waved his
hand to signal the driver to stop but none of them did. At the
end, Hai Hoc had to rent a Lambro which took us to the bus
depot. When we arrived, Hai Hoc did not let us board a bus.
He wanted us to walk a couple of kilometers to Binh Dien, a
small village to the west of the bus depot. There, we took a
bus to go to My Tho, a town approximately 35 miles from
Saigon.
Every five minutes the bus stopped to get more passengers.
The vehicle was already filled but the driver-aid still took in
more passengers. We were like sardines in a can and the
atmosphere in the bus was stifling. A dozen passengers had
to sit on tiny extra chairs put on the walk alley between the
two rows of seats and also at the end of the bus by the rear
door. When the bus made a turn, they fell on each other and
they laughed or yelled. It was a real phenomenon. Although it
was late afternoon, it was still very hot and on the bus people
talked loudly. Some passengers disputed with the driver-aid
about the high price they had to pay for the ticket. The
intermediaries had taken advantage of passengers who
needed a place on the bus and charged them five extra
Dongs∗ on a ten-Dong ticket.

∗

Dong is the Vietnamese monetary unit. In 1976, the Communists
exchanged 500 South Vietnamese Dongs against one Vietcong Dong. The
Dong had devaluated immensely since. In 2004, 1 US Dollar is equivalent
to 1500 Dongs.
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The bus was slow and made too many stops. Hai Hoc had
become impatient. He told us to leave the bus and we walked
behind him hoping to find another vehicle that would take us
directly to My Thuan Ferry Station. After walking a short
distance, Hai Hoc stopped a large truck. He jumped on the
doorstep, thrust his head inside the cab window and spoke to
the driver. Then, he opened the cab door and told Xinh and
my son to get in the cab. He told me to climb the iron ladder
at the side of the rear wagon and go through a small window
in the front to get in the back of the truck. He got inside the
cab with Xinh. I was still crawling through the window when
the truck departed briskly making me fall inside. The large
wagon was empty except for a spare tire, which was jumping
up and down with the tremor of the truck going in and out of
the large potholes on the road. The wind blew hard and the
cold of the night made me shiver.
I had just put my head outside the window to look at the
surroundings when the voice of the driver-aid startled me:
“Put your head inside! Do not look outside! The secret
police will notice your presence!”
I suddenly became conscious of the danger haunting me. Hai
Hoc had told me to leave my ID card at home. What would I
do if the secret police asked for my papers? I felt that I was
imprudent for not requiring Hai Hoc to find me some bogus
paper authorizing me to travel to Chau Doc. Instinctively, I
touched my pocket and found the pair of glasses that I bought
a couple of months earlier. I was near-sighted and wore very
heavy glasses. My eyes had become very weak the last few
years probably because of malnutrition and mental pressure
and I had to change my lenses every year.
For a reason unknown to me, I plunged in a dream or a
stupor. Since I left my house, I had been revisiting my past
and examining facts that normally I would not even consider.
Sometimes, I was so absorbed that I acted by reflex like a
machine. My mind had been wandering around and every
little thing could instill in me a reminiscence of the past. I think
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I was victim of an intense introspection, a kind of selfanalysis, which sometimes led to the analysis of incidents
happening in my life.
The voice of the man had pulled me back to reality and I was
again filled with anxiety and fear. I suddenly wondered
whether Hai Hoc and Xinh were still in the truck. Earlier, when
the truck made a short stop, Hai Hoc and Xinh could have
gotten off with my son. Many guides had abandoned their
clients in the middle of the route. What could I do if Hai Hoc
did the same thing? He could be a crook like any other
guides, and I would not be too surprised. My heart started
beating faster, and ignoring the danger, I crawled out of the
small opening and tried to see in the rear-view mirror in the
front of the truck the reflected image of the cab and find out if
Hai Hoc was still there. I could not see anything yet when the
loud voice of the driver-aid shouted at me:
“What are you doing? Are you crazy? Do you want to
kill yourself?”
I pulled my body back and my mind was in disarray. I realized
that I made the mistake of not keeping my son with me.
However, when the truck stopped and a few minutes later, I
saw my son edging in through the window, and then the truck
resumed its trip. The presence of my son calmed me down a
bit but I still feared that Hai Hoc was planning to leave the
truck with Xinh and let us on it by ourselves. Now it would
even be easier for them to forsake us. If he did, I would not be
able to do anything against him. In the deal I made with him,
trust was the prime factor. I just had to trust him. If he
betrayed me I would not be able to go to the secret police to
denounce him. I would be in trouble also as we both did an
illegal business. In the communist system we had both
committed a crime against the state and people; we would be
considered as traitors and would go to jail.
That was the dilemma that everybody attempting to escape
the country encountered. We had to trust the person who
organized the trip enough to give him the money, or precisely,
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the gold. However, since the moment he pocketed the money,
the fear that we had been cheated would haunt us until we set
foot on the boat and reached the high seas, or in the case of
an escape on land, until we arrived at the Thai Border. In a
society where crooks abounded and money prevailed, there
was a big risk in making such a deal because even relatives
or friends could swindle us, as easy money was appealing to
everybody, especially during that time of extreme difficulty.
I was determined to escape and I had lost all I had because I
was duped several times but I still wanted to take the risk.
Hopefully this time I would not be duped. If not, I would not
have anymore money to continue to gamble. Compared with
casino gambling, this kind of gamble was even worse,
because not only could I lose money, I could be arrested and
go to jail, or I could be abandoned mid-way and encounter
death. Many guides had no scruples: they took people’s
money and then informed the communist authorities to send
them to jail. There was no law protecting people who were in
search of freedom.
The truck that transported us was running on the road filled
with potholes when it suddenly stopped. I was still buried in
my thoughts, the stop awoke me, and at the same time, my
son climbed to the window to look down the side of the road.
Instinctively I asked:
“What is it, boy?”
“I don’t know. I can’t see anything.” He answered.
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and the stench of the chemicals filled the confined air, then
the silhouettes of a woman and a man jumped on the truck.
The back door closed with a big slam and then I heard the
cab door close also. The truck resumed its trip.
Listening to their talking, I knew that it was a couple that
bought fertilizer from the office of agriculture and planned to
resell it on the black market to make a profit. The couple lived
in Cai Lay, a small town after My Tho. Chemical fertilizer was
a product that was administered by the government, which
meant that people could not sell it or buy it on the market.
People would be arrested for selling it, the fertilizer would be
confiscated and the seller would have to pay a heavy fine.
However, in fact, local authorities sold it to traders at a price
higher that the official price and traders brought it to some
other place and resold it at the black market price to make a
profit. As the government did not provide fertilizer to farmers
who wanted to cultivate their personal plot of land∗, they had
to buy it on the black market.
The truck continued its route. The wind blew inside the back
wagon through the window. The woman lay on the floor and
told her husband, “We still have a long way to go. Why don’t
you lie down next to me?” The husband ignored his wife. He
was mumbling his profit calculation. My son and I sat on the
spare tire that lay on the floor. When the truck went in a
pothole, the tire jumped up the air and we did also. The
couple looked at us but kept quiet. Looking at my son, I had
some alarming thoughts. This trip would become dangerous.
He would risk arrest and jail again. Jail was not the biggest
concern because as a child he would be released quickly but
what if he stepped on a mine or if the Khmers Rouges killed

My heart started pounding, as I did not know what was going
on, whether it was a police inspection or something else. I
tried to look outside through the crack but I could not
distinguish anything. Immediately, I heard the sound of the
door of the cab opening and the voice of a woman talking to
the driver-aid. Then a few seconds later, the large and heavy
door of the back wagon swung open. My son and I stopped
breathing, and quickly crouched on the truck bed in the
darkest corner of the back, waiting to see what would happen.
Five or six bags of fertilizer were thrown aboard one by one,

After 1975, farmers did not own their farming land anymore. The
government had confiscated all cultivating land and farmers had to enter
cooperatives where they work together for a minimal salary provided by
the government. However, each farmer could keep a small plot of land next
to where he lived. There he could grow some vegetables for his family and
his own consumption.
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him? I would feel sorry for the entire rest of my life. He could
also fall ill. We could get lost in the jungle and could starve to
death. What would I do? My mind kept having these dreadful
questions. In fact, I could not predict what would happen at
each step of the long itinerary that led the two of us to the
Free World. I wished there would not be any terrible incident
but who knows? Anything might happen on the treacherous
trail across the Cambodian jungle that we had to go through
to arrive at the border.
The vehicle was rolling on the asphalt road. The road was still
in a rather good condition although there had not been any
maintenance after 1975. However, the empty truck was light
and every now and then it went into a pothole and projected
my son and me in the air. Dinh Jr. looked pensive but when I
asked what bothered him, he said he was OK. A few seconds
later, in a soft voice he asked:
“You gave the gold to Uncle Hai Hoc already, didn’t
you?”
Like me, he was afraid of losing the money, the poor boy! The
first time I fled with my entire family on a boat, we did not
make it and we lost all the gold we had. In addition, the local
authorities had confiscated our home. After my wife and my
kids were freed, they went to Grandma’s house instead. He
kept asking, “Why did they take our home?” and he remained
preoccupied for days. We also lost our citizenship. That
unsuccessful trip had given my son a terrible impression. He
knew that I did not have any money left to let the entire family
go this time. He also knew that we had borrowed two pieces
of gold from our uncle to gamble with our destiny once more.
If for some reason, we lost the money this time, we would not
have any chance left. It would be a disaster. Many times he
had asked me, “Could Uncle Hai Hoc cheat us, Dad?” I had
told him not to worry and let me take care of the problem but it
still bothered him. He knew that he was privileged as his
mother and his sister and brothers had to stay home and the
fact disturbed him even more.
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Suddenly the vehicle stopped. We waited in silence for
several minutes. Then the cab door opened and I heard the
voice of the driver swearing. I did not know what was going on
and did not dare popping my head out of the window to find
out for fear that the police were checking the truck. We stayed
breathless for a few more minutes then the back door opened
wide with a “bang”, making us quiver with fear. The voice of
the driver’s aid resounded:
“Everybody out! The truck has broken down! You need
to find another vehicle!”
It would take us two or three hours to arrive in Cai Lay. The
couple got off and then the bags of fertilizer were pulled out of
the wagon. My son and I jumped off the truck and we stood
next to Xinh and Hai Hoc at the roadside, waiting for another
vehicle to come and to take us along.
We had not gone that far, only thirty or forty kilometers from
Phu Lam where the Western Bus Depot was located. The
road to Chau Doc was still a long way and filled with many
obstacles. Hai Hoc, restless, kept walking back and forth. He
waved at every vehicle coming but we were not lucky. The
first bus that arrived had only one seat vacant and the second
had two. The fertilizer couple took them and the bags were
quickly moved up to the top of the vehicle. Another bus came
but it only went to My Tho and Hai Hoc did not want us to
board it. We waited a long time in vain.
It was over four o’clock and probably we would have to spend
the night either at My Thuan Ferry station, or in Sadec or
Long Xuyen. Then a huge trailer pulling the trunk of a big tree
with seven or eight people sitting on it stopped as Hai Hoc
waved. He immediately jumped onto the cab doorstep and
talked to the driver. A few second later, he told Xinh to get in
the cab and then he went in. When it was our turn, the driver
said that there was not enough space for four people and
Xinh and Hai Hoc had to get out. Hai Hoc was swearing loud
and clear. He was worried because after five we would not
have much chance to catch any vehicle going west and we
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might have to go back to Saigon. If that happened, I would
withdraw from the trip and would not continue because the
following day, the third month of the lunar New Year would
begin and it would not be lucky for me to go. However, I felt
somehow that things would be arranged and we would be
able to go ahead despite the troubles that we had. My sixth
sense told me that I would encounter many difficulties but at
the end, I would be able to arrive at the Thai border. I did not
know what made me think so, a signal from God, my sense of
subjectivity, my blind belief in destiny, or some stupid feeling
not based on any rational factor?
At last, a small bus arrived. I lifted my arm and waved
frantically. The vehicle stopped. It was a very old microbus
still in its state of being renovated. There were no seats for
passengers and a dozen people were squatting on the floor.
We were lucky because the vehicle was going to My Thuan
Ferry Station. On its way, the bus still took some more
passengers but we went fast and were not stopped at any
checkpoint. I believed that the guards already left their post as
it was late in the afternoon and there were not many cars
running on the road anymore.
We arrived at the ferry station after 6:00 pm. The vehicle
stopped at a distance from the station and we had to walk.
Only a small number of cars were waiting for the ferry and
there were few travelers. While waiting, Hai Hoc suggested
that we have dinner.
On the two sides of the road leading to the pier, stood a row
of eateries and fruit stands but at that late time most of them
were closed or were preparing to close. Patrons flocked to the
food stands that were still open. Sitting inside one of these
stands, I let my mind float back into the past, seventeen years
before, to be exact. I was a high school teacher in Sadec, a
small town at approximately 20 miles to the west of My
Thuan. I used to sit in these small eateries to have lunch or
dinner while waiting for the ferry to go to Sadec or the bus to
go back to Saigon. I used to buy baskets of fresh fruit or
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skews of roasted little birds to bring home. To all the teachers
that had been assigned to various posts in the western
region, My Thuan was a familiar meeting place, a place that
bore so many wonderful souvenirs.
The plates of barbecued pork ribs on rice gave off their tasty
aroma and I suddenly was brought back to realities. I had
carried with me from home a half-empty bottle of snake wine.∗
I had opened the bottle this afternoon, when Hai Hoc had
lunch with me, to celebrate our collaboration. He had
consumed half of the bottle and, in his euphoria, had boasted:
“You are very lucky! This trip will be smooth and
successful. You gave me snake wine. “Rắn đi, qui ở
lại.”∗∗ The snake is the symbol of going away while the
turtle is the symbol of staying home! You must feel
very fortunate to meet me. My destiny is very good
and I can protect you from all harm!”
After he had finished eating, he had asked me to bring the
bottle of wine along and since we left home, my son had to
carry it. Hai Hoc ordered half-hatched duck eggs ∗ and we
drank snake wine and ate the eggs. When I saw the ferry
approaching the pier, I quickly had my rice and we left for the
ferry.
It was almost completely dark when we set foot on the large
ferry that transported travelers and all kinds of vehicles, from
large trucks to buses, cars, motorcycles, oxcarts, and
bicycles, across the large Tien Giang River, a branch of the
∗

Rice wine mixed with snake blood. After a dead snake was conserved in a huge jar
containing rice wine and some oriental herbs for a period 3+ months, the rice wine is
extracted and bottled. Such wine is supposed to give to the consumer more energy
and mental strength.
∗∗
Rắn đi, qui ở lại: proverb in Vietnamese that has a superstitious tone implying that
a snake symbolizes a departure, a separation, or a nomad life while a turtle
symbolizes a stay, a union, a sedentary life.
∗
Half-hatched duck eggs is a delicacy in South Vietnam and some other parts of
South East Asia. The eggs were hatched midway to its giving birth to a duckling and
consumed boiled in water.
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Mekong∗∗. A strong wind blew causing me to have goose
bumps. Far away, on the other side of the river called Hau
Giang or “back river”, the tiny lights twinkled in the night. On
the ferry, small countryside girls of fourteen or fifteen had
remained behind in an attempt to finish selling their items,
which consisted of tea in large glasses, fruits, candies and
cookies, and cigarettes. On both sides of the ferry, there were
stairs leading to a second story where passengers could sit
on long benches. We climbed up there and my son went to sit
with Xinh while Hai Hoc and I were standing next to the
balcony smoking. Hai Hoc said that we needed to rush as the
night had arrived. We would not be able to find any
transportation to Sadec or Long Xuyen where we planned to
stay overnight. The worst, he said was to spend the night right
there at the My Thuan Ferry Station.
The ferry drew alongside the pier and travelers poured down
the pier like a flock of sheep. We went along with the crowd
and Xinh held the hand of my son. We walked very fast
because night had fallen. It must have been after 7:00 pm and
there were only a couple of buses; the rest was large trucks.
Hai Hoc asked every driver to take us to Long Xuyen but no
one accepted. I was very worried because it was dangerous
for me to spend the night in My Thuan where security was
very tight. I had spent time in Tien Giang prison with a group
of people who had been arrested in My Thuan as they slept
overnight there waiting for the morning to take their boat to
the sea. I asked Hai Hoc whether we would be able to go to
Long Xuyen but he angrily told me to let him take care of the
business and not to bother him. I was hurt and decided to
stop speaking to him. I told myself that he was not a person
for me to talk to. His education, his knowledge, and his
attitude were not worth my respect. Circumstances compelled
me to deal with him and I had to follow his orders just
because I needed him to take me to the Thai border. I was
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upset but I had to control my temper because the Thai border
was still far away.

Saigon

Western Region
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Mytho
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Mekong River is a large and well-known river that flows across several countries in
South East Asia. It originates in China and flows through Burma, Laos, Thailand,
Cambodia, before ending up in Vietnam.
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Itinerary from Saigon to Chau Doc
We arrived at the junction connecting My Thuan to Vinh Long
and My Thuan to Sadec. We boarded a motorcycle cab, a tiny
cab that already had five or six people on it. The frail cab had
a linen top held up by flimsy iron rods that seemed to break
as I held it to get more stable. My son sat in the middle. The
night was very dark and we could not even see each other’s
faces. The vehicle ran at high speed, maybe fifty or sixty
kilometers per hour. I could not believe that the tiny
motorcycle∗ could be so powerful. The road had no light
because this countryside area did not have electricity yet.
∗

∗∗

Dinh Trinh

Motorcycles in Vietnam had tiny 50 cc or 75 cc engines compared with
powerful 700 cc or more in the States. They were more mopeds than
motorcycles. Some had the engine fixed so that they had more power.
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Here and there, I saw the dim light of an oil lamp inside a rural
house on the side of the road. The vehicle crossed a dozen
small bridges, it bounced and fell down and all the
passengers held onto each other or onto the tiny iron rods
that supported the top. It was a terrifying ride and luckily, no
one had been ejected from the cab.
The vehicle was shaking and kept jumping up and down. I
was pulled out of my seat and almost fell out of the vehicle
several times. I held onto the side of the vehicle and
readjusted my position to be moved again. I had to reposition
myself repeatedly. Then the vehicle suddenly crackled,
coughed, and stopped. The driver quickly switched gear to
neutral to let the vehicle roll freely for a short extra distance
before stopping completely. A passenger complained:
“There is just a little more to go, why won’t it continue
until we arrive at destination then break down?”
The driver answered very simply:
“No more gas! I was in a hurry and forgot to get more
gas, that’s all!”
He got off his motorcycle and all the passengers left the cab.
The driver unscrewed the big bolt that connected the back of
the motorcycle to the cab and all the passengers held the cab
so that it would not top off. I saw the driver tilt the motorcycle
on one side until the handle bar touched the ground so that
the little bit of gas that remained on the reserve side of the
gas tank flowed to the other side. He pulled the motorcycle up
and reconnected the cab. His foot cranked the motor, which
restarted with a resounding noise. Everybody was happy. We
all climbed up the cab and the trip resumed. A few minutes
later, we arrived at the outskirts of the town of Sadec where
the bus depot was. We took a microbus to go to Vam Cong
Ferry station.
From Sadec to Vam Cong it was only a short distance of 15
kilometers but the road was so bad that it took the bus two
hours to arrive at the destination. The bus painfully went at a
speed of fifteen or twenty kilometers an hour and it needed
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two drivers to hold the steering wheel. It was funny and scary
to see the two men struggle with the bus. The vehicle bumped
along, moving left and right to avoid large holes similar to the
ones made by exploding mines. It was eight o’clock when we
boarded the bus
Although the road was filled with rocks and deep potholes, the
old vehicle had taken us to the Vam Cong Ferry station. The
night was completely dark, the wind coming from the river
was cold and my son, and me shivered as if we were naked
under a freezing rain. The passengers breathed out of
contentment when the bus could reach its destination. They
got out and standing on the road, before they walked away
they stretched and turned their bodies to chase the disturbing
fatigue that had tortured them during the trip. I held my son’s
hand, asking him a needless question:
“Are you tired, son?”
He had the courtesy to smile and gave me the answer:
“A little bit, Dad!”
And then he asked:
“Are we almost there?”
I told him that after the ferry, we would be in Long Xuyen
where we would spend the night and we would go to Chau
Doc the next morning.
The Vam Cong ferry was small and could only carry three or
four buses at a time. It was a dark night and there were not
many travelers. We boarded the ferry under the dim light
coming from a pole planted on the pier. I held firmly my son’s
hand because the floor was wet and slippery and we could
not clearly see our way. The wind was blistering cold. It was
an unforgettable experience to go on a ferry under such
circumstances. I had gone on a ferry hundreds of times when
I traveled west to go to my teaching assignment in Sadec but
I never had such an impression of sadness. Could it be
because it would be the last time I took the ferry to cross a
river in my beloved country?
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The ferry slowly came to a stop at the pier and we landed.
The Vam Cong Ferry Station was small and on the two sides
of the road leading to the ferry there were only a few vending
stands and eateries. After 1975, Vam Cong Ferry had lost its
previous importance. The itinerary from Sadec to Long Xuyen
was not as crowded as it was before. Both business and
tourist traffic had dwindled because of the strict control of the
new government. We took a Lambro to go to Long Xuyen.
Both my son and I were exhausted. For almost twelve hours,
we were constantly in motion, we did not have any rest and
the journey was tiring. When we got the outskirts of the city of
Long Xuyen, the Lambro stopped and let us get off. We were
at the small depot for buses going to Chau Doc.
It was already 11:00 pm, the entire place was sunk in total
darkness and we could not even see our way. We walked for
five minutes before reaching a dimly lighted area. Small oil
lamps lighted a row of small eateries still filled with patrons.
We entered a place that sold porridge and some snacks and
we sat down around a low table. In the middle of the table
were five or six bottles of various kinds of rice wine. Hai Hoc
told the vendor, a fat middle-aged woman, to give us four
large bowls of porridge. I was devoured by hunger and
finished the bowl quickly. Xinh got me another bowl.
When we finished eating, Hai Hoc took us to a house
approximately two hundred meters away. I saw him say
something in a low voice to the woman owner of the place
and she indignantly exclaimed:
“No. I cannot do that! The other day the police had
already come! I do not want more trouble!”
She said something else to Haihoc and went inside her house
then came out with an armful of mosquito nets and blankets.
She led us to an empty lot where dozens of nets were already
hung up. Hai Hoc murmured to Xinh’s ears then he turned
toward me and said:
“We are going to spend the night here. I have a house in
town, but it is late and I don’t want to attract people’s
attention. They might go and inform the secret police.
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Let’s stay overnight here. It’s safer. We will go to Chau
Doc in the early morning.”
I did not show any reaction because I was too tired. It was too
late to do anything anyway. When we were in Saigon he had
bragged, “You will see my organization. We have a nice place
for you to stay in every city. You will sleep in a bed and eat in
restaurants.” When I left Saigon, I thought that Hai Hoc had
had a careful plan of the trip and I had visualized a smooth
journey. Later, I realized that he had not prepared anything;
we just did things at the last minute, based on the
circumstances.
My son spent the night with Xinh. I had my own mosquito net
that had been hung between two long pieces of wood, a part
of some building structure. I looked around and realized that I
was amidst a variety of people of different backgrounds: small
traders on their business trip, ordinary people caught in the
middle of the road by the night, bus and truck drivers and their
assistants waiting for morning to continue their route. Whether
they were men or women, they all were transient people who
lived one day here, the other day some place else,
adventurers and risk-takers. Some among them, I was sure,
were thugs or crooks, living on the mercy of others. They
talked, laughed, shouted, disputed aloud at different pitches,
and I heard jokes, insults, love words, discussion. I felt as if I
was in a strange world of fantasy.
I could not sleep. I wondered if my son had slept and what
Xinh was doing at that moment. As time went deeper in the
night, the blowing wind was colder and the dew coming down
had wetted the top of my mosquito net. I heard next to me a
conversation between two men, one speaking with a northern
accent and the other a southern. Both men were inebriated
and as they talked, they swore using all the bad words I had
heard in my life. They were complaining about the eatery
owner who had charged them twice for a bottle of rice wine
they had consumed, thinking that they were too drunk to
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know. The man with the southern accent was furious and it
was as if he was going to get into a fight with somebody.
I saw a shadow disappear in the night for a short moment and
when it came back I heard it say:
“Shit! That bitch thought that we were drunk! I got the
money back! And these guys! Fuck them! I thought they
were good players! They were not. They ate, they drank
and then one by one, they disappeared. They let me pay
the entire check!”
The voice of the man from the North was conciliatory:
“Forget it, man! Let’s go to sleep! It’s late!”
The other man was still upset. He retorted:
“It’s not that I am not a good player but I hate these
fucking cheap guys! I do not care much about the shit
money but when you play good, you play good! You
don’t eat and then go!”
The conversation annoyed me. I did not have any thought. My
mind was just blank. I felt very uneasy and I could not find my
sleep. I closed my eyes and tried not to pay attention to what
was going on around so that I could fall asleep. I knew I
needed some rest to be able to continue the stressful trip the
following day. After a long moment, unconsciously, I fell into a
profound sleep. Early the following morning, the crow of a
rooster and the footsteps of people passing by woke me up. It
was dawn and still dark but I saw, in a thatch hut a short
distance away, a group of people already sitting around a
table under the light of an oil lamp drinking tea and talking. I
got out of the foul-smelling mosquito net and ventured around
to find a place to pee. I staggered and almost stumbled many
times. Later, when the daylight came, I realized that I had
spent the night in an empty lot where the Savings Institution
of the City of Long Xuyen was under construction.
Slowly the morning sunlight illuminated the entire horizon. A
yellowish radiance covered the landscape and nature seemed
to awaken from an unfathomable blackout. Bicycles and other
vehicles had already rolled on the road. Xinh had just gotten
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up. I asked the time and she said six o’clock. I asked her
where Hai Hoc was; she said that last night he went to his
concubine’s house in the city and was not back yet. Xinh said
that Hai Hoc had many wives around, one in each city. I
realized that he had left my son and me in this empty lot to go
spend the night comfortably in town with his woman.
I saw his hypocrisy, his deceit, and his shrewdness. He had
told me in Saigon all the wonderful stories to tempt me and
after I got involved in the trip, he did not have to care
anymore. He had bragged that he would have his people
taking care of me wherever we stopped and I would be
comfortably lodged and well-fed. Now that I had given him my
money, it would be useless to argue with him. “On the way to
escape my country, sleeping on the ground in an empty lot or
in a warm bed in a hotel would not matter much, as long as
Hai Hoc would take me to the Thai border”, I told myself as a
consolation.
Hai Hoc was of the breed of these crooks that wanted to
make money by helping us to escape. How could I expect his
loyalty or his honesty? I realized that he would not be different
from other unruly guides and I just prayed that he would not
abandon me in the middle of the trek and let me cope with the
trouble myself. That would be enough, I believed. Then I told
myself that I had to be on my guard because Hai Hoc could
betray at any moment, he could disappear suddenly and I
would never be able to find him. How could I defend myself in
a game as dangerous as this one? I was the only one to lose
when it came to gamble with him. The only thing I could do
was to pray to Buddha that Hai Hoc would keep his promise
to guide me through this journey. If things became
catastrophic, if some people in our group were arrested and
my son and I were the only one to walk the horrendous jungle
trails at the Cambodia-Thai border, if the trip ended with my
death, I understood that even Hai Hoc’s loyalty or honesty
would not do any good. I realized that I had to rely on Buddha
and I started praying for my salvation.
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My son was still sleeping peacefully although the sun had
risen and the bus station had started its noisy activities. He
committed himself to the trip that I had decided on
impulsively. I had based my decision on the strong desire to
have a happy life in a foreign country. I had looked at glossy
pictures that friends had sent from far away countries. I saw
them in suits, wearing fancy ties, smoking pipe or cigar and
drinking champagne. I saw them behind the wheel of fancy
cars or living in beautiful homes with all the comfort of
refrigerators, televisions, fans and cassette player sets. I saw
them sitting on sofas in their attractive living room with the
entire family around them, smiling, happy… and I thought
about myself. There I was, a miserable soul trapped behind in
Saigon, a wrecked body without a mind, without any desire to
live, without hope, without the force to move on with my life. I
envied my friends and wanted to leave my country. I wanted
to go looking for an acceptable life, a life which deserved to
be lived, and the life of a human being. I was not capable of
reasoning anymore, I just wanted to go, to escape this hellish
environment, to go and find death if needed, rather that stay
and live like an animal.
The woman who took us to this empty lot last night was
recovering her mosquito nets and blankets. All of a sudden
my son woke up as she pulled the blanket off him. He got up
and he looked around troubled, not realizing where he was.
He saw me and seemed relieved as I asked him if he needed
to go pee. He nodded, I told him to follow me, and we went to
the back of the fences where the pillars were erected. I saw a
large sign saying, “Under construction: Office of the Savings
and Bank for the Town of Long Xuyen.” I waited for my son
and when he finished, we walked back and I tried to look for
Xinh but could not find her.
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Xinh turned toward me and in low voice told me not to talk for
fear of being noticed. I felt uneasy. Why couldn’t I talk? I had
just asked her an innocuous question. Who was going to
arrest me for asking that harmless question? Who among the
people around me were spies? Who would harm me? It was
silly but that was how life under Communism was. I had to be
constantly on my guard because the danger was unforeseen
and it could come at anytime and from anywhere. I did not
have to do anything to be arrested and brought to the police
station. If they suspected me, they could put handcuffs on my
wrists first then I could complain later. How could I complain
when I was hundreds of miles away from home without a
permission slip? What else could I do besides try to escape?
How could I defend myself? So many questions kept twirling
in my head.
Xinh, my boy, and I were walking along the street sidewalk in
the direction of the small bridge leading into the city of Long
Xuyen. I came close to Xinh and despite her telling me not to
talk, I murmured:
“Where is Hai Hoc? What time do we go to Chau
Doc?”
I felt that the impatience was burning inside me. I just could
not stand waiting anymore. I was also afraid that Hai Hoc
would abandon me in the middle of the road. When we were
in Saigon, he had planned to let Xinh take me to Chau Doc
while he stayed in Saigon to find more people for the trip. I
had to object to him and eventually he accepted to take me to
Chau Doc. Later on, I found out that it was not only because I
wanted him to go with me. He also feared that Xinh could not
accomplish this mission by herself. He did not want this trip to
turn bad since the previous one had already failed and he had
already lost money.

We walked around for a while and suddenly my son saw her
standing at the roadside waiting for Hai Hoc. We approached
her and I asked:
“What time did Hai Hoc say that we would go to Chau
Doc?”

Hai Hoc was the type of person who felt that he was important
and that without him nothing would go right. He wanted to
make decisions himself and wanted other people to follow him
and listen to him. He did not want to listen to anybody. I
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thought that his attitude was due to the fact that he was doing
a dangerous job and a small miscalculation could jeopardize
the success of the trip and make him pay for its failure. He
constantly reminded us to be careful and vigilant not only for
our own security but for his and the security of his men. Our
arrest could also trigger theirs and would make his life
difficult. Not only would he have to negotiate and bribe the
police, he might go to jail and his profitable enterprise would
end. He knew that he could not do anything else to make as
easy money as by organizing escapes and failures would ruin
also his reputation, he would lose trust and by the same token
his clients.
When I asked her my question Xinh in her confusion, did not
know what to tell me. She ventured to say:
“He told me yesterday that he would be here by this time
but I do not know what kept him from coming!”
I saw that Xinh was anxious also, as she would not be able to
decide herself what to do. A few minutes later, she seemed
relieved when Hai Hoc showed up on the other side of the
street. Xinh, pointing her finger to a crowd about a hundred
yards away, exclaimed with joy:
“There he is!”
I did not have my glasses and could not see Hai Hoc but I
was reassured anyway. Xinh took the hand of my son to walk
towards Hai Hoc and I followed. As I moved closer, I saw him
standing next to bicycle cab paying the driver. I did not know
if he saw us as he just walked away. Xinh and I kept going
after him and when he entered a coffee shop, Xinh holding
and pulling the hand of my son abruptly crossed the roadway.
I kept going on the other side of the street until I was opposite
to the coffee shop, then I crossed the road and entered. I
went to the table where Hai Hoc, Xinh, and my son were at
and I sat down. Hai Hoc looked at me for a few seconds
pondering then asked:
“Did you have a good sleep last night?”
He apologized for letting me spend the night in that empty lot.
He said:
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“To let you and your son go into town at late hours is
very risky. I rather have you stay overnight outside of
town and be safe. I know that it was not comfortable
but the main thing is to bring you safely to the Thai
border.”
I told him that it was O.K. and that I did not mind sleeping
there as long as he would successfully take me to destination.
I said it but inside myself, I felt a bit uneasy. Hai Hoc asked if I
had washed my face∗. I told him that I had neither water nor
towel and he got upset. He ordered me to go to the back of
the coffee shop and ask for water. I said, “Forget it” but he
insisted and told Xinh to go with me. My son and I used our
hand to wash our faces. Back to the table, I saw that Hai Hoc
had gotten a cup of coffee and a small glass of rice wine. He
pointed to rice wine and chuckled:
“I need one of these to warm up my engine before I
can decide what to do.”
He asked what I would like to have and I said “hu tieu”, a pork
noodle soup familiar to southerners. He ordered four bowls.
The soup was not ready and we waited in silence. I
contemplated the man and the woman who owned the place,
two big and fat middle-aged individuals. They kept glancing at
me as if they suspected something, and I started feeling
anxious.
On this long trip, even though I was born in the North and
spoke with the northern accent, I always used the Southern
accent to avoid people’s attention. Any single little detail on
my body could be revealing and endanger my trip. I did not
look like the people who lived in the Mekong delta at all. I had
to wear my glasses and did not have a dark-enough tan
despite long months exposed to the sun when I pedaled the
cyclo. I remember when I was driving the cyclo, people kept
calling me “Ong Thay”, an appellation only reserved to
∗

In South East Asian countries, it was the custom to wash hands and face,
brush teeth and comb hair in the morning.
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intellectual people such as teachers or government officials. I
wonder how my appearance had reflected what I had in my
brain, what on me had signaled my educational background
and had made me different from other cyclo drivers. People
kept labeling me “circumstantial cyclo driver” although I had
declared that I was a third generation cyclo driver and they
asked me why I had to work so hard, why I did not spend my
buried gold instead.
After we finished our breakfast, we walked to the Long Xuyen
bus depot. Hai Hoc did not want to take the direct bus to
Chau Doc. He explained that large buses going long distance
were often under intense police scrutiny and subjected to
more inspections. We boarded a small bus that went only
halfway to Chau Doc and its destination was a small western
town the name of which I have forgotten. Unfortunately, when
we just got out of the city, the bus was stopped at a control
post.
Since I left Saigon, I had not been checked by police once,
and as a result I was so anxious that I felt like my heart
stopped beating and my lung breathing. I was pale with fear
and my entire body was shaking uncontrollably. Fortunately, it
was a routine check; the secret police only verified the papers
of the bus and they did not interrogate passengers. It was a
chilling experience! Hai Hoc had told me that the closer we
were to the border the more inspections we would have and
therefore the more alert we would have to be. I thought that
getting safely to Chau Doc would be my first success in this
never-ending and dangerous trip.
The road was good and it took the bus two hours to reach its
destination. The town we arrived at was quite large compared
with others that we had passed by. We went to the market
place as Hai Hoc needed to use the restroom. While waiting,
my son was attracted to the other side of the street by a group
of Chinese peddlers selling oriental medicine. They performed
tricks to draw people and my son, forgetting all danger, had
crossed the road to go watch the show. I was at the look out
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for Hai Hoc and did not realize that my son was gone. When
Hai Hoc reappeared, we spent ten long minutes looking for
him. When we found the boy, Hai Hoc furious and yelling,
threatened that he would abandon the boy in the middle of the
road if he did not control himself.
We took another small bus to go to Chau Doc. After the bus
had gone for half an hour I realized that the scenery had
started to change. On both sides of the road, houses on piles
and Cambodian style Buddhist temples appeared. I knew that
we had arrived at the Cambodian border region and were at a
more dangerous stage in our trip. Another hour later, we
arrived in Chau Doc. We took bicycle cabs∗ to go to the
town’s central market. I was surprised by the spectacle that I
saw for the first time around me, as Chau Doc looked totally
different from other cities I had been through during my
lifetime.
The Khmer architecture of the buildings was exceptionally
attractive to my eyes as their facades were painted in colorful
red, blue, and yellow and their roofs took the shape of
swaying curves. The Khmer building style reflects the
Buddhist influence which inspires every aspect of life in
Cambodia. In the months that followed, I would be living in a
totally new environment; I would be experiencing a mixture of
soothing and apprehensive feeling, a strange feeling that
would leave an eternal imprint in my soul.
Chau Doc would be the last town in my birth country. But as I
reached Chau Doc, I felt intensely the pressure of my destiny.
Once I left Chau Doc I would be far away from my

∗

A bicycle cab was a small two bicycle-wheeled trailer with a seat pulled
by a person on a bike. In South Vietnamese provinces and in Cambodia,
the bicycle-cab was a common means of transportation, the same way the
cyclo was in Saigon and some other large cities such as Hue, Da Nang,
Can Tho, and even My Tho.
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motherland, I would never be able to return to Vietnam∗* and
the thought was painful. Because I never wanted to be
separated from my fatherland, the land I loved with all my
heart. I was forced to escape my country; I was forced to
leave and to become an exile.
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Chapter Seven

Three Agonizing Days in Chau Doc
Hai Hoc reminded me not to look at people, not to talk to
them, and especially not to answer questions. He made me
worry again. I was in the middle of some sort of excitement,
as I was enjoying the beauty of the city of Chau Doc, and
some sort of euphoria, as we already reached a destination,
the first of the many spaced out in the entire itinerary.
It was approximately ten in the morning when Hai Hoc took us
to the back of the market. He bought two toilet tickets, handed
them to me, and told my son and me to go to the restroom.
When we got out, Hai Hoc was not around. We had to wait for
him five long minutes that seemed five hours to me. During
that time, I did not dare look at anybody, I did not know what
to do with my hands, and my feet wanted to go some place
but I had to stay. The idea that Hai Hoc had abandoned us
after he got the two pieces of gold still haunted my mind.

*∗ in 1981, when I escaped Vietnam, I did not anticipate that the political
situation would ever change. I thought that the Vietnamese Communists
would stay doctrinaire and would not open the country to western
countries. The situation has developed in the opposite direction starting the
early 90’s with the “Doi Moi” policy which allowed the government to
adopt the capitalist view of the economy. As a result, western and other
free-world countries started to enter Vietnam and at the same time, the
Vietnamese expatriates called “Viet Kieu” could come back to visit their
fatherland.
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He showed up with Xinh at his side and we went inside the
market. He told my son and me to go to a coffee stand and
wait for Xinh to go look for her husband while he returned to
the bus depot to board a bus back to Saigon. I refused
categorically and he decided to stay with us. Instead of sitting
at the coffee stand as he had planned, Hai Hoc took us on a
tour of the market. I was amazed at seeing all kinds of food
items: mangoes, palm fruit, dried fish, thotnot sugar, and all
kinds of imported items. I remembered when I was in Saigon I
had asked my wife to look for thotnot sugar but we could
rarely get it at the Saigon market. Here I saw tons of it.
Chau Doc market was quite large and business people there
were mostly half Cambodian, half Vietnamese like Xinh. Hai
Hoc took me to a pharmacy where he asked me to help him
find a medicine for his wife who just had had an abortion.
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Since most medicines sold in Vietnam were imported from
France, the directions were written in a language he could not
read. Hai Hoc wanted me to have a haircut and we went to a
barber stand. He thought that my long hair would attract
people’s attention. I did not want to lose my hair as it took me
a long time after my release from jail in Tien Giang to have
my hair look good again. I remember the day I got out of
prison, my head was shaved to the skull, and on the bus
home everybody knew that I was a prisoner. People asked
me how long I had stayed in jail and when I said nine months,
they were surprised at the short period of time and wanted to
know how many pieces of gold I had paid to buy my freedom
back.
When I got out of the barber stand, Hai Hoc and my son were
in a coffee stand nearby. He asked me if I wanted a drink and
I said no. I was worrying about the two days I would have to
stay in Chau Doc. I wondered if things were going to be okay.
I was afraid to be found and arrested, it would be jail again.
The days I was in Chau Doc were peaceful. Be, Xinh’s
husband, arrived. A short man going barefoot, he did not
speak Vietnamese fluently. Hai Hoc introduced him to me and
told him to take good care of us. Hai Hoc gave Be a gold ring
and told him to go inside the market to sell it. Ten minutes
later, Be was back. He gave a roll of bills to Hai Hoc and then
signaled us to go with him. Hai Hoc was going back to Saigon
to look for more clients and would be back with other
participants in the trip. After his return, we would go to Phnom
Penh, the Cambodian capital city, the next stop in our
itinerary.
Be took us inside the market and he bought us new clothes
and a in a red-and-black-squared scarf that would make us
look Khmer. We would pretend to be peddlers going to the
Thai border to buy contrabands. After walking for a while, we
went into a small eatery and had lunch. I had rice with a large
combination seafood soup. I was hungry and the simple meal
tasted delicious to me. While we were eating, Xinh showed up
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with a tall man that she introduced to us as Sorin. Sorin was
Cambodian and he spoke a little Vietnamese. I did not know
that Sorin was also a member in Hai Hoc’s group and was
reticent to speak to him. I just kept quiet as Xinh and Sorin
chatted gleefully. But Xinh wanted me to be joyous, and to
encourage me to talk she asked me little innocuous
questions. Xinh called me “Cau Hai”∗, a term of deference.
Once she had looked at me for a while before saying, “I know
that Cau Hai is a big shot.” When I asked her why she said
so, she answered, “Cau Hai wears glasses; everybody
knows!” Then she told me not to wear glasses in Chau Doc
for fear of being noticed.
After lunch, Xinh, Be and Sorin gave us a tour of the city of
Chau Doc. Xinh wore a brilliant black satin sarong and a white
flower embroidered blouse, with gold necklace and earrings
as if she was going to an evening gala. Sorin stuck to Xinh
while I walked behind with Be. My son had gotten Xinh’s
affection. He always had Xinh holding his hand. We visited
Xinh’s relatives and at each place, we stayed for about half an
hour. It was the first time I had the opportunity to visit
Cambodian families and to acquaint myself to the culture and
the ways of life of the Khmer people. At 2:00 pm, Xinh took
my son and me to a house the back of which looked to the
river. We stayed there until evening came. The landowner, a
Chinese man who had lived in Phnom Penh almost his entire
life, spoke Vietnamese fluently.
After 1973, many Chinese and Vietnamese had left Cambodia
to go back to Vietnam, fleeing the Khmers Rouges. They lived
by going back and forth between Phnom Penh and Chau Doc,
Tay Ninh or Moc Hoa to do business. They spoke Cambodian
when dealing with the people on the other side of the border.
After 1975, they still had authorization to go to Phnom Penh
and profited of the opportunity to organize escapes to
∗

Cau Hai in South Vietnam is a nickname given to a person superior in
ranking by someone who wants to express familiarity or close relationship.
Literally, it means the oldest uncle on the maternal side.
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Thailand. Taking people to the Thai border was a lucrative
business although doing the regular business paid off well
also. Xinh recounted that for a while she went to Phnom Penh
to bring back large rolls of cigarette paper. Each roll had onemeter diameter and weighed half a ton. These rolls of paper
were imported before 1975 and had remained in Phnom Penh
warehouses until Vietnamese troops liberate Cambodia from
the Khmers Rouges domination. These big rolls of paper were
then released from the warehouses and sold on the market in
1979. During this time, people rushed to Phnom Penh to buy
and bring them back to Vietnam reselling them at a double
price, earning a huge profit. Xinh said that in each trip she
brought back four or five rolls and could make two pieces of
gold, which were equivalent to six thousand Dongs. Each
week she made only one trip and could make enough money
to be rich. In Saigon, even the big business people could at
most make only six thousand Dongs in one month.
Afterwards, the warehouses in Phnom Penh were empty and
people could not make that kind of profit anymore as
merchandise coming from the Thai border cost more and
yielded less profit. Another reason was that people had
stopped paying in gold as they had done before and with the
devaluation of the Dong, each piece of gold cost five times
more or fifteen thousands Dongs apiece. If people made two
thousand Dongs each trip they would make three times less
profit. For that reason, these freeloaders switched business to
guiding Vietnamese escapees to the Thai border. Xinh said
that she was paid one-half piece of gold to take each person
from Chau Doc to Phnom Penh. If she could take four people,
she would earn two pieces, as much as she had made in the
paper business. However, it was much riskier to transport
escapees. If she was unlucky and was arrested by secret
police, it would cost two pieces to have both people and boat
released and then she would not make any money.
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the house overlooking the river contemplating boats moving in
and out of the pier to load or unload merchandise. I had the
impression that time had slowed down. I did not have a watch
and to guess the time, I watched the activities on the
riverbank. When they slowed down I guessed it was 4:00 pm.
At 5:00 pm, the activities almost stopped. Many boats had
departed and workers sat around talking or smoking, waiting
for some late work before going home.
Later, I saw them take a bath in the river, change clothes and
go home. It would then be 6:00 pm. Time moved so slowly
that I had the impression that I had waited days and not
hours. When I was tired of looking at the scene, I lay down
trying to take a nap but I could not sleep for more than five
minutes even though I was worn out after the long trip from
Long Xuyen and did not sleep well the previous night. My son
did not take long nap either. He woke up half an hour later
and went to the front of the house to play with kids in the
family. The tender age is so lovely. When there is a friend,
even though a new friend, my son can quickly retrieve his
natural cheerfulness and start to play, forgetting the trouble
that awaits him. He had forgotten the hardship of the trip that
we experienced the last two days to submerge in the present
enjoyment. I looked at him play with the other children and felt
a mixture of contentment and sadness.

Xinh told my son and me to stay there until five o’ clock when
she would take us to a restaurant for dinner and then bring us
to her boat for the night. I sat in a small room in the back of

When Xinh came and took him out, I was in the back room
looking at the river and was not aware. I thought that my son
was still playing in the front with his friends. When I looked for
him and did not find him, I panicked until the landlord told me
that Xinh had taken him to the boat. I went back to the small
room that had become so familiar to me, feeling unusually
lonely. The riverside activities had stopped completely. I sat at
the window, contemplating people taking a bath or doing their
laundry on their boats, a feeling of immense distress invading
my soul. Forlorn, I missed my daughter and my sons at home.
I missed my wife and my mother. I missed my brothers and
my younger sister. I wanted to go back to Saigon. I did not
have the courage to leave the country anymore. I wanted to
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go home, even if I would not get the two pieces of gold I had
given Hai Hoc.
At 6:00 pm, when darkness started falling down, Sorin came
to take me out. We walked along the river, the most active
part of Chau Doc Market, and to avoid the attention of people
around me, I had taken off my glasses and put them in my
shirt pocket. Without my glasses, I could not see clearly the
far distance. Inside the market, almost empty by then, most
stands had already closed and those still open were preparing
to close. When we arrived to a less populated area, I put back
my glasses and ten minutes later, we walked in an alley filled
with people going down the pier where a multitude boats
moored.
I calmly followed Sorin, walking on single plank bridges
connecting one boat to another. I had to cross five boats to
arrive at the one that belonged to Xinh, a large 12-meter long
and 3-meter wide boat. I was a bit worried because I did not
see Xinh and my son. When Sorin standing on the adjacent
boat signaled me to join him, I crossed the small monkey
bridge. Two Cambodian women were playing with a naked
baby. As a sign of courtesy, I smiled and bowed gently while
walking towards Sorin who was sitting at the prow. He handed
me a bunch of bananas he took from a plate put at the
foremost end of the boat as an offering to Buddha. I do not
eat bananas but I took one and gave the bunch back to Sorin.
Sorin ate the bananas one by one and finished the entire
bunch in a few minutes.
The two women kept looking at me with inquisitive eyes while
the baby played with the plate that Sorin had given him. He
held the plate in his tiny hands and threw it overboard but the
mother caught it quickly in the air and gave it back to him. He
took it and threw again, laughing. The mother again caught
the plate and gave it back to him. And the game continued. I
was bored and at the same time wistful and, although I felt
very anxious, I smiled as I watched the baby play with the
mother.
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Half an hour later, Be showed up. He called me back to his
boat and told me to go inside the hull. He took a cassette
recorder and played some music for me to listen to. I had a
strange feeling when I heard Cambodian songs. I felt as if I
was mesmerized by the bizarre music, a kind of wild sounds
that I would hear every day when the Paras in Nong Chan
imprisoned me. Nevertheless, at the beginning, when I first
heard it, I did not feel annoyed. On the contrary, I let my mind
sink into forgetfulness. Lying on a mat spread inside the hull, I
let my mind float into the nothingness, totally unaware of what
was happening around me.
For a moment, I stopped wondering where Xinh and my son
were. I was probably too tired physically and mentally and lay
there eyes closed. Be thought that I was sleeping and left the
hull. I got out of the indolence and called him back to ask him
where my son was. He did not answer my question. Instead,
he told me to get ready to go out for dinner.
On our way to the market I saw Xinh walk over holding my
son’s hand. They prepared to go back to the boat. Xinh told
me that she took my son for a walk and indeed, he seemed to
have had a good time. We all went inside a food stall to have
dinner. After the meal, we walked along the alleys in the
market where tiny stalls were still open to sell all kinds of
liquor and canned fruit. I guessed these were goods
smuggled from Thailand. When we got back to the boat, it
was almost 8:00 pm. Xinh hung the mosquito net and told us
to go to bed. I saw Xinh and Be walk over to the other boat to
be with Sorin. It was too early to sleep but as I did not have
anything else to do, I resigned myself to go to bed. We were
also sleepy as we did not sleep well the previous night, nor
did we get a good nap that day.
Another day had passed. And I thought that I would have one
more day to wait. It was presumed that the following day, Hai
Hoc would be back and the whole group would start the trek
across Cambodia to go to Thailand. Each day waiting was an
extra pain to me but I was forced to endure it. Questions
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whirled in my head while I was still awake. How would the
following days be? What would await us at each corner of the
equally dangerous and painful long trek? As I was thinking
erratically, I felt that I had made the foolish decision to leave
my wife and my kids behind and escape with only my oldest
son. In a few days, if I could successfully arrive at the Thai
border, I would be separated from my family for an unknown
length of time. What would happen to my wife and my kids? I
wondered why my wife had let me go alone with our son and
whether she had regretted afterwards.
One thing that seemed strange to me was that I did not sense
any danger at that moment and was not anxious as I had
been that morning. I felt safe to sleep on the boat of these
Cambodian people maybe because I trusted Xinh, Be, and
Sorin. My simple reasoning was that they had done this
business for some time and knew that there was no danger
for my son and me to sleep on their boat. On the other hand,
boats were less subjected to inspections than hotels as boat
inspections were more complicated. On a section of the river
like this one, as there were hundreds of boats large and
small, moored in complete disarray, inspections would be
more difficult and less effective.
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The three days in Chau Doc waiting for the return of Hai Hoc I
lived under constant fear and anxiety. Be and Xinh did not
allow me to go ashore during the day and I had to stay in
recluse in a small room up above the deck of a larger boat
that moored next to the small ones that belonged to Be and
Sorin.
The boat was 20 meters long and four meters wide, and had
a six-block engine. It would be an ideal means of escape by
sea. It had bedrooms and bathrooms and was equipped with
television sets. The prow and the hold were used for storage.
I was in the captain’s room, a small room in the back from
which I could see the front scene clearly. Under the captain’s
room was the engine room. Xinh had asked the owner to let
my son and I use the captain’s room as our hiding place. We
waited until the evening to go ashore or to go back to Xinh’s
boat. Xinh often came during the day to visit and bring us fruit
and coffee or some other drink. I lived secluded, one day after
the other, and tortured by impatience, I kept wondering why
Hai Hoc had not come back with other people yet.

When Xinh and Be dropped the piece of cloth on the two ends
of the hull, complete obscurity surrounded me and I fell
asleep quickly. The following morning, as usual, I woke up
very early, probably at 5:00 am, and it was still dark. I stuck
my head outside to take a look. On the other boats around,
people had started their daily activities. Old women and
young girls cooked rice on the deck, the fire reflecting dancing
flames and illuminating the sterns. I heard people talking and
light music sounds coming out from cassette players. This
eerie spectacle gave me the feeling that I was living in an
uncommonly strange world and it was in fact a strange world,
the world of people living on boats, living on the rivers that I
had never experienced before. The night before was the first
night in my entire life I had slept on a boat.

On the third day, seeing that I was cheerless, Be let me to go
ashore and go to the central market to have breakfast. After
we finished eating, instead of returning to the boat, he took
me on a tour of the Chau Doc and we went to see the
downtown area. Incidentally, we saw the police arrest some
young people to draft them into the military forces. Be asked
me where these people would go after their military training. I
told him that they would be sent to the battlefront where they
would have to fight against the Blue Khmers and the Khmers
Rouges. Be wanted to know where the battlefront was and I
said across the border, inside the Cambodian territory. His
eyes turned haggard as he was already disturbed by the late
return of Hai Hoc. He had been waiting for Hai Hoc to come
back to start the trip to Phnom Penh. Later, Be took me to a
Cambodian Buddhist temple and in the surrounding yard, I
found a large number of women-fortunetellers sitting on the
ground, waiting for clients. They read cards or palms to make
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predictions. The majority spoke Cambodian but some spoke
Vietnamese.
Be sat down in front of a woman and spoke to her in
Cambodian. The woman looked at me attentively for a few
seconds then asked me in Vietnamese, “What would you like
to know?” I haven’t said anything yet when Be spoke again in
Cambodian. The woman took a stack of cards, mixed them,
let me pick some of them and arranged the cards, in front of
her on the mat where she was sitting. She looked at the
display and after a minute of thinking, she told me that the trip
would be successful, that I would not be cheated and would
get what I wanted. I asked her when I would be able to leave
Chau Doc and she said the following day. She said that the
man that we were waiting for would arrive that day with
several people, among them a woman. Listening to her talk, I
felt reassured. According to her, we would then start the trip
to Phnom Penh the following day. It would be a relief to me,
as I would not have to wait anymore. Hai Hoc had not come
back to Chau Doc on the day he had said he would. If he
returned the following day, he would be one day late.
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and needed to be with wife and my kids. Far away from them,
I forgot the generous goals that I had set for myself when I
planned to leave the country alone. I forgot that to me escape
was the only denouement left and that my sacrifice would pay
off after I reached the Thai border. I forgot the unfortunate
days that I had lived in Saigon and the miseries that had
pushed me to leave. I forgot the longing that had tortured me
so many nights. I forgot that I had told myself that even if I
had to die, I would rather escape to be freed from the pain
torturing me. It was not because I was close to the danger
that I was afraid and changed my mind. No, I was not afraid. I
did not know how dangerous the trip would be yet to fear it.
Was I not ready to face death to get my freedom, to get a life
that I wanted, to do what I wished to do? But I was not
conscious of these ideas anymore. I only knew one thing: I
missed my family and wanted to go home. I just could not
stand the separation. The last three nights, I had asked
myself why I would go if my wife and my kids would not
benefit from the perils that I would encounter. The trip would
not make any sense to them.

I had decided that if he did not come back in a day or two, I
would take the bus and return to Saigon to find out what was
happening that kept him there so long. I was afraid that
something went wrong and the trip might have to be cancelled
or delayed. I did not anticipate staying long in Chau Doc and
without any identification paper on me, I was stuck like a rat.
Sooner or later, the local secret police would catch me and
would send me to jail. Although I did not have the permit to
travel, I did not worry much because security agents checked
only people leaving Saigon. On the way back, they focused
on people returning with illegal goods, those traders who
would bribe to have their merchandise pass police control. I
also wanted to go back because I had realized that I would
not be able to live isolated from my family.

I had decided to go looking for the last opportunity of my life:
be free to do things that I had dreamed to do and to enjoy a
life worth living. The days I had spent in Saigon, those long
and meaningless days, I had lived in sadness and regret; I
had lived in angst and hatred with no reason. I had lived one
day at a time, just to earn some money, enough to spend that
day and to find out each night, after the vapors of alcohol had
vanished, that my life had been ruined, everything had been
broken into pieces. It was such an insignificant life, a
vegetative one. I would rather kill myself and find an easy way
of exit. I would love to have the courage to use that last resort
to cut my life short. During countless sleepless nights, the
only one idea swirling in my mind was to go away, go at any
price, go to find a reason for continuing to live, and go to find
the life of a human being. Or go to find death.

The days I spent alone with my son in Chau Doc had put my
feelings to a test and I found out that I was too sentimental

After three days in Chau Doc, loneliness and sadness had
started to eat at my soul and I could not control myself. I lost
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all energy. I lost my determination to go forward. I only
wanted to go back home even if I had to continue to live that
insignificant life, just in order to be with my family. I kept
asking myself “What do you go away for?” The question kept
whirling in my head, hurting me as if it were a stake, a giant
needle pricking my spirit, giving insufferable pain. Sad
thoughts had vanquished my reason and I had fallen victim of
a struggle between sentiment and reason, I had fallen into a
state of extraordinary contradiction. Why would I go away
when I could not help my loved ones, when I have to miss
their tender presence and their affection? I did not have the
intention to go looking for my sole happiness.
That morning, Be and Xinh ordered the loading of the
merchandise onto their boat. The merchandise they
transported to Phnom Penh consisted of dry coconut,
pineapple, dry food, and luggage. The coconut came from the
large boat on which my son and I had been staying during the
daytime. A small boat brought the pineapples from the
opposite riverbank. All the three boats belonging to Be, Sorin,
and another Cambodian man were prepared for the departure
which I guessed would be soon as brisk loading activities had
been going on.
On Xinh’s boat, the coconut and pineapples were stacked at
the bow and the prow of the hold leaving the middle space
empty for us to hide whenever there was danger. We would
crawl into that secret hiding place when the boat passed an
inspection post or when it crossed the border line between
Vietnam and Cambodia. In the hull where my son and I slept
at night, coconuts and pineapples had been stacked on the
sides, coconuts underneath and pineapples on the top,
leaving just enough space for people to crawl to the trap door
and go down the hold. A layer of pineapples hid the trap door.
To go down the hold a person had to put the pineapples
aside, open the trap door, close it afterwards, and put the
pineapples back in place.
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Be and Sorin checked the motors on the boats. Each boat
had received two 40-liter cans of gas. The loud noise made
by the running motors enthralled me for it was the sign of
departure. We could be leaving that night or the following
morning. I asked Be when we would depart but he did not
answer and his silence looked ominous to me.
At noon, a group of well-dressed young men and women I
had not seen before came talking for very long time with Xinh.
As they wore jeans and pulls, had long hair, smoked
American cigarettes and used gas lighters, I knew that they
came from Saigon. Were they participating in the boat trip to
Phnom Penh with us? Their way out of the ordinary
appearance would easily attract suspicion and the secret
police would easily detect and arrest the entire group. Were
they attempting to escape like I was? It would be very daring
if they were. I saw them talk and laugh loudly, sitting on low
chairs drinking iced coffee, smoking cigarettes, and listening
to a blaring radio that Xinh had turned on to dissimulate the
conversation. I wondered if we would be in trouble just
because of their being with us on the trip.
The afternoon went by and I saw that Be had become more
and more fidgety. That morning when we saw the
fortuneteller, he had repeatedly asked when Hai Hoc would
be back and was told before noon. And the day was ending
but Hai Hoc had not shown up. I was also impatient. I had put
all my hope in the departure because once we left Chau Doc I
would even think of returning to Saigon anymore. As a matter
of fact it would be impossible for me to back out of the
planned trip. Vietnamese “Bui Doi” or “children of the dust”
often declared, “mot di khong tro lai” meaning “Once we go,
we do not return.” and I wanted to be committed to this
escape and forget about my miserable past. I wanted to open
quickly another page in the book of my life. The trek that we
would start soon would take me farther and farther from home
and it would be more and more difficult for me to return home.
The morning preparation for that departure had excited me,
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and the sound of the boat motors was still reverberating in my
ears.
That evening, at approximately 6:00 pm, when the daylight
had started to decline on the river and all the activities on the
boats had ceased, Hai Hoc appeared. My son saw him and
pointed him out to me. I was both upset and happy to see him
standing on a tiny sampan used in carrying people across the
river. I waved to signal him my presence but he probably did
not see me. Later, when we met he condemned my waving
saying that it might attract the attention of some other people.
He bragged that everything had gone well, not a single
incident happened during the three days that I was in Chau
Doc, and he had taken good care of my son and me. I smiled
and told myself that it was Xinh and her husband Be who did
everything possible to make things work well for us, not him. I
found Xinh and Be very conscientious and loyal. Then Hai
Hoc said that he was stuck in Saigon and could not come
back to Chau Doc on time. He apologized for the delay and
told Xinh to get the chicken and rice, and the iced coffee that
he brought back for me from Saigon.
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love between husband and wife. We had gone over so many
happy, sad, and miserable experiences together and suffered
the bad fortunes together. How many wonderful days had we
enjoyed together and how many horrible days had we walked
through, fearful and hopeless? How many difficulties had we
overcome and how much misery had we suffered, especially
during the last seven years!
I did not remember the times we were happy but for some
inexplicable reason, the miseries kept come back haunting
me. The happy days went by so fast like arrows tearing the
air, not leaving any trace in my memory. On the contrary, the
pain and suffering, the thorns of life kept stalking my mind,
refusing to go away. In my loneliness, in my melancholy, in
my longing for my loved ones, the picture of my miseries kept
hovering over my dreams, pulling me back to the painful past
and resurrecting the sorrows of my life. It seemed strange to
me that human beings had more sufferings than enjoyment.
Was it true that we were born to endure the misery of life as
Buddha had said?

I was unhappy because Hai Hoc had not seen my wife; he
had not given her my letter in which I notified her that my son
and I, we were doing okay. I had also hoped to receive a
letter from her. Since we got married, we had stopped writing
to each other and I had not had the opportunity to read her
letters. Before our wedding, she often wrote to me to express
her love and affection. I wondered if her letter would still carry
the same deep love as ten years had passed. Would she still
say that she missed me as when she was younger? Would
her letters still carry little offenses or happiness as they did? I
longed to live again the beautiful past, the happy days when
we first met and loved each other to the folly. Now, I still loved
her as much as I did, maybe even more, but it was a different
kind of love, not hot and tempestuous, not eager as it had
been. After ten years of marriage, our love had cooled down a
bit but it was deeper, it had matured and grown up, a love
filled with gratification and mutual appreciation, the kind of
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Chapter Eight

Destination: Phnom Penh
Hai Hoc informed me that Mr. Luy, Hinh, Huan and two others
had arrived in Chau Doc. These people would go to Phnom
Penh with my boy and me. He did not introduce the two
strangers but Mr. Luy told me later these men would only go
to Phnom Penh with the group and after they would be on
their own. During the war, they were helicopter pilots trained
in the U.S. They had gone in to hiding and had not shown up
at reeducation camps. For that reason, they did not want to
associate themselves with the group and wanted to keep their
identities as secret as possible.
Hai Hoc told me that we would depart for Phnom Penh that
night. He met with Xinh, Be, and Sorin to plan for the boat trip
as we would follow the Bassac River to arrive at Phnom
Penh. They spoke Cambodian to each other and I could not
guess what they talked about, but their nervousness
demonstrated that our trip would not be simple or easy, even
though they had done it many times. Xinh had told me
secretly that the previous trip had failed and Hai Hoc had to
bribe the police to have his clients released from prison. This
time, he had to let a person from the previous trip go free., I
found out later that it was Hinh, a nineteen year old young
man who was arrested in Tay Ninh and was bailed out. He
had his twelve year old brother Huan come along on this trip.
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left in the total obscurity. The boats were one by one quietly
untied and paddled to the middle of the river. There were only
the low voices of the Cambodians communicating between
themselves, the lapping of the water beating against the hold,
and the rowing noise of the paddles. I did not see Hai Hoc or
Mr. Luy. Sitting motionless in my boat, I looked at the
shadows moving from the front to the back or jumping from
one boat to the other and I listened to the incomprehensible
orders exchanged softly between Be, Sorin and his friends.
A short time later, all three boats had been moved to the
middle of the river and the two boats that belonged to Be and
Sorin were tied together side by side. Suddenly, the muffled
sound of a motor on one boat resounded and then the first
boat moved swiftly forward. Be started the motor and its
bursting sound interrupted the silence that had just returned,
as the first boat had disappeared in the far away distance.
The two boats swayed for a minute, slowly moved forward,
and then accelerated briskly causing the water to soar on the
sides of the boats.

At 10:00 pm, Hai Hoc let us know that we would be hiding on
three small boats and would leave in the middle of the night.
My son and I were advised to go to bed early. Xinh or Be
would wake us up when it was time to board the boats. At
3:00 am, Be woke us up. We quickly took the bags that
contained the few personal items that we were allowed to
bring along and we jumped onto his boat. It was a moonless
and starless dark night and the air was chilly. To avoid being
noticed, Be had also turned off the lights on his boat and we

The night was very cold. I participated quietly in the
departure, feeling inside me the mixed sensation of sadness,
regret, and enjoyment. I did not remember all the feelings I
had at that solemn and historic moment of my life. I only knew
that I had been stricken with emotion and regret and it
seemed that my heart had ceased to beat, my lungs had
stopped breathing and my head was strangely empty. I felt a
pain bursting like the small flame of a match burning my heart
and my liver. However, I was not emotional enough to cry and
tears did not come out of my eyes. It could be that I had
suffered too much from an internal pain that I had to control
and to overcome. I suffered because I knew that it was too
late to do anything, too late to decide to go in the opposite
direction, too late to go back. There was nothing else I could
do other than accept to go forward, to leave the country that I
loved immeasurably, and to be separated from those I
cherished so much. I was in pain because I was inert,
because I had passively accepted to let my fate dictate my
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life. What would my life be? Where would I drift? How would I
be? What would I do to survive? Would my dream become
true? I would be alone walking on the large road that spread
to infinity. I would be a lonely traveler going to a place that I
could not anticipate. Who would be traveling with me to the
new horizons, to the future, to the places I had dreamed of
going, or to hopelessness and failure? It would be a true
adventure. By nature, I was not a man to face risks and the
unknown. I did not like changes but I had to accept them
because I was pushed against a wall. I was stuck with no way
out and I had no other choice than escaping.
I was ready to brave danger, accept adventure, and
overcome whatever happened to me on the road taking me to
unknown destinations. However, I would not be able to stand
loneliness. I was afraid of having to struggle with the
problems of my life alone. It was not that I was coward or
weak. Neither was it because I lacked determination and
courage. It was because I needed a pillar against which I
could lean in case I was tired, I needed a love to comfort me
when I failed and to encourage me when I was reluctant to
move ahead and praise me when I succeeded. I needed a
warm heart, an acquaintance, a person I trusted and loved a
presence at my side so that I could find the courage to
advance, to accept the difficulties and overcome obstacles to
my future.
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three sat on the deck and discussed in low voices for a while.
In the night, I saw the tip of their lighted cigarettes looking like
three little fire spots moving up and down, intermittently
burning brighter then going dimmed. It was an eerie spectacle
to see. I looked at the other side of the river, which must have
been three-hundred-meter away but I could not see anything.
Next to me, my son was sleeping on the mat spread on the
top of coconut tree leaves.
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Itinerary from Chau Doc to Phnom Penh and to Battambang

The three boats went that way, one in the front and two
following it, for about half an hour and we had gone far away
from Chau Doc. When we arrived in an isolated area, the first
boat turned off its motor and slowly reduced its speed then
stopped. Be immediately turned off the motor on our boats.
On the black water the color of ink, our boats slowed down
and came close to each other. The three boats were now
moored in an area of the river grown with reeds as high as the
top roof of the boats. Be and Sorin took the paddles, drove
them to the bottom of the river, and tied the boat to them.
They jumped to the other boat and I saw Hai Hoc stick his
head out of the hull to look around before getting out. The

We stayed there for quite a long time, may be an hour or
more. I believed that we were waiting for the morning to
navigate more easily and to avoid the suspicion of security
agents. Hai Hoc jumped on our boat and said to me:
“Later when we continue the trip, you let the boy come
with me and you stay here with Mr. Luy. When Be or
Xinh tell you to go down to the hold, you must do it
immediately. Do not delay because if you are caught,
you will go to jail. ”
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I wanted my son to stay with me but Hai Hoc refused. I asked
him where Mr. Luy was and knew that he had been in the
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hold. Hai Hoc ordered Xinh to open the trap door to let Mr.
Luy come up. As he appeared, everybody laughed aloud.
Xinh who was supposed to let him come up long before, had
forgotten and nobody remembered that he was still in the hold
waiting to allowed to come up. Hai Hoc and his men had been
busy doing everything possible so that we could leave Chau
Doc without being noticed. We had been able to execute our
first step safely and our plan was carried out without mishap,
at least until then. We would still have to go through many
security posts but our presence on the river would be less
suspected as the traffic on the river would be busier during
the daytime.
Mr. Luy sat next to me on the load of coconut fruit. These
coconuts were uncomfortable to sit on but we did not have
any other choice and in our difficult situation, we did not ask
for better arrangement. We shook hands, happy to see each
other again. I asked him about the events that had happened
to the group the last couple of days and he said that Hoa had
informed him four days ago that I had agreed to participate in
this trip and that I had gone to Chau Doc. He was surprised
that I had changed my mind and decide to participate in the
trip. He was happy to have my company, as the journey
would be long and difficult and we would need each other’s
support.
As I listened to him, I just smiled and didn’t say a word. He
told me that the group had attempted to leave Saigon two
days before. Because they left the city late in the day, there
were no buses and they had to return home to wait for the
following morning. Hai Hoc had given them forged papers and
they could stay the previous night in a hotel in Chau Doc. I
had left Saigon in a hurry and Hai Hoc did not have enough
time to get me phony papers, which made my trip much
riskier. Luckily, I was not arrested by the police otherwise I
would have been in jail.
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brave the danger and leaving in the middle of the night was
risky. To avoid being arrested by local security agents he had
walked far behind the group. In case he was stopped and
interrogated by the police, he would say that he was visiting
Chau Doc and because the night was hot, he wanted to get
some fresh air and walked around to be able to sleep later.
I was surprised at how smart he was and realized my
imprudence. I did not carry any paper on me, not even phony
ones. I did not make any plans and in case I was arrested, I
would be entirely incapable of responding to the situation. I
had left Saigon in a neglected mental state and had totally
relied on my destiny. I had lived four days in Chau Doc and
fortunately, I was not caught and did not have to react to any
critical situation. It was scary! Now that I thought about it, I
realized how sloppy, unprepared, and careless I was. And
while Mr. Luy’s group was boarding the boats and hiding in
the hold, my son and I were still sleeping. Only when the
boats were ready to leave did Hai Hoc tell Be to wake us up
and we had quickly moved to our boat while we were still half
asleep.
When morning came, Hai Hoc ordered to resume the trip and
the three boats moved forward. The boat Hai Hoc and my son
were on left first to scout the area, followed by Be and Sorin’s.
Mr. Luy and I stayed in the hull. We did not have to go down
the hold yet. I did not know which boat Hinh, Huan and the
two helicopter pilots were hiding in and I had not seen them
since we left Chau Doc. The two F10 motors were running at
full speed and the two boats soared above the surface of the
river, slicing the water, creating waves splashing onto the
front deck. The front tips of the boats were moving up and
down as if they were dancing to some imperceptible tune.

The entire group had left the hotel in the early morning just in
time to board the boat. Mr Luy said he was not prepared to

If only the moon were up that night, I would be able to
recollect the separation scene better and my eyes would be
able to capture the images of the surroundings and save them
in my memory. Instead, I could only save the feelings I had at
that moment. I could not see anything and could not describe
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my physical perceptions. All I could describe was what I felt in
my heart and what I had in my mind. The darkness had taken
away the potential loveliness of the departure. We were
immersed in the dark. Sorin and the other Cambodians had to
light an oil lamp and hang it on the boats to signal our
presence on the river. Sorin also burned a pack of incense
sticks and planted it at the front of the boat so that other boats
and control posts on the riverside could see us.
After a while, daylight started coming; the two sides of the
river appeared dimly as large masses of darkness standing
out against the clearer skyline and the vast water surface of
the river. An hour later, the sun shone. It could have been five
in the morning. The river was empty and no other boat was
seen, It could be too early and the traffic had not started yet;
or was it because this section of the river connecting Chau
Doc to Phnom Penh had little traffic, I did not know. On both
sides of the river, I did not see any structures or people; I only
saw large areas of reed and other bushes. Just at that
moment, Xinh said:
“We are approaching a control post. Cau Hai and Bac∗∗
go quick down the hold!”
Mr. Luy and I quickly turned around, crawled backwards along
the narrow passageway between the mounds of pineapples
and coconuts, and slipped through the narrow opening on the
hull floor of the boat to go down the hold. Mr. Luy had not
gone down yet when Xinh urged me:
“Hurry up! Cau Hai! Hurry!”
I had just put my legs in the aperture and started to get down;
Xinh on the top floor already closed the trap door, which fell
on my head hurting me awfully. That was the first time I had
to go ease myself through the boat trap.
The boat hold was large enough for four persons to lie down
side by side, but not high enough for us to sit up. It was totally
∗∗
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dark and filled with the strong smell of pineapples as Be had
stored the fruits in the front and back of the hold also to
dissimulate our presence and there were no ventilation holes.
Some tiny cracks on the wall of the boat let light and fresh air
filter in. We lay down on the mat that Be had spread over the
floor. Mr. Luy took off his pants and his shirt. He mumbled in
protest:
“It’s hot in here! Last night, I was the only one in here
and I could not stand the heat; now that you are in
here too, how are we going to fare?”
I tried to ignore his complaint and planned to have a cigarette
but he objected to my smoking saying that he would not be
able to breathe. I put the cigarette back into the pack and put
the pack into my pocket. I closed my eyes in an attempt to
nap. The steady vibration of the boat and the resonance of
water beating the hold should have helped me falling asleep
but, for some unknown reason, it had not. The anxiety
intensified my feeling of suffocation and I took off my clothes,
keeping only a boxer. Mr. Luy instantly uttered:
“I told you! You are not going to be able to stand the
heat!”
I crawled over close to him aiming to initiate a conversation.
We talked about all kinds of matters: our family, his
reeducation camp experience, our pre-revolution life. I knew
then that Mr. Luy was a congressman, District of Vung Tau,
during the First Republic. He had entered the election only
once and after 1975, the communists sent him to re-education
camp. As a congressman and former lieutenant colonel in the
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces he had to endure six
years of forced labor in North Vietnam and had been released
from prison just three months before. He had unsuccessfully
attempted to leave the country three times in these three
months. People in his former circumscription were willing to
help him escape if he had the patience to wait for the
opportunity but he was, like me, eager to go immediately.

Bac is the appellation of an aged person. Literally, it means old uncle.
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Mr Luy nurtured several ideals and envisioned to go abroad to
denounce to the world the atrocities that the communists had
committed against former officers and officials of the Saigon
regime while they were in so called “re-education camps”. He
wanted to let the world know how miserable the people of
South Vietnam were under communist control. He would like
to recount to the world the heroic deaths of many prison
detainees who courageously opposed the communist
inhumane behavior, denouncing them in front of the camp
and then bravely facing torture and murder. as a witness he
condemned the communist regime and planned to write a
book for eternity, a book in which he would recount truthfully
all the treacherous subterfuges used by the Vietcong, all the
most inhumane tricks, the most savage means that
communists had purposefully used to torture and exploit the
people in South Vietnam.
He said the communists had a hatred for the South
Vietnamese and were carrying out their heinous vengeance.
In labor camps, detainees died in pain, enduring most
horrendous punishments, atrocious physical and mental
tortures, and other abuses by jailers. They died slowly and
pitifully day after day, month after month and even year after
year. They died in the degradation of both their body and their
mind; they had succumbed under torments, and inhumane
tortures. They perished after being immersed up to their neck
for months in pits of feces; they died chained and isolated in
dark cells, unable to move; they died their flesh putrefied,
living long days moribund, feeling dead but still alive. They
died but still lived in the minds of their comrades, their friends,
their families, and even strangers who heard about their
misery. They proudly died as many before them had, the
Vietnamese patriots and soldiers who had fought against
communists.
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washed off. They would remain eternally as indelible vestiges
to condemn Communism for history. Future generations of
Vietnamese opening these historical pages, will never
imagine that our beloved nation had at one time given birth to
these monsters and nurtured them for so long. And they will
still tremble with terror when hearing the atrocities that the
communists had committed against Vietnamese people. Our
future generations, ashamed of their miserable acts, will
forever condemn and abhor them.
Mr. Luy and I were conversing when we heard the motors of
the boats slow down and we guessed that the boats were
passing by a control post on the bank of the river. Then we
heard the sound of other motors and the loud talking of
people on the boats next to ours. The motors on our boats
stopped completely one after the other. We still moved
forward for a short distance then we heard the sound of oars
as if the boats were paddled and the sound of the waves
beating the hold. The boats rocked. We kept quiet, looked at
each other, and used eye signals to communicate. We knew
that the boats had stopped at the pier and were being
inspected. Somebody hollered a question from far away,
maybe from the pier and Xinh answered. Then we heard a
thump signaling that a person had jumped on the boat. We
anxiously listened to the steps above our heads, the
conversation between the stranger and Xinh, and their loud
laughing.

How many deaths were there, deaths in anger and
hopelessness, deaths in tears and unhappiness, deaths in
revolt against the communists? The grimy traces that they
had painted in the history of our nation would never be

How long did the tension last for us? We did not know. We
only knew that it vanished after we heard the sound of one of
the two motors and we resumed breathing normally. The boat
rocked for a short time, and then quickly moved forward. The
second motor resounded and the two boats were pushed
forward. In the hold, we could not see anything and we
guessed that we had gone through the first control post. In
fact, five minutes later Xinh opened the trap door and said
happily:
“It is OK now! You can come up Cau Hai!”
As I climbed up, I saw a smile on her face and she asked:
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“Was it very bad down there, Cau Hai?”
I came up first and Mr. Luy followed. We had stayed down in
the hold for more than half an hour and during that time we
could not breathe easily because the air was so confined. The
strong stench of the pineapples almost asphyxiated us. When
we got to the hull, we inhaled happily the fresh air. Mr. Luy
and I were looking at each other laughing and crying at the
same time. We had just had our first experience with fear and
anxiety and although the physical test was not too hard on us,
we still felt tired because of the mental pressure. It seemed
that our bodies, in reaction to the suspense that bore down on
us, had stopped functioning normally. I had thought that the
danger would last longer though and I was prepared to stay in
the hold much longer, a couple of hours or even more.
Xinh did not allow us to go outside. We sat inside the hull and
looked at the river moving backwards. On both sides, I saw
only reeds and some dry and seemingly dead bushes. I did
not notice any house or local people. This was the border
zone between Vietnam and Cambodia and that might be the
reason why the area was derelict. Until noon that day, when
we had gone beyond the Vietnamese territory and had arrived
in Cambodia, we had to descend in the hold six times. Every
time we passed a control post, we had to go into hiding and
as we went beyond the danger zone, Xinh would open the
trap door and let us go up and sit in the hull. However, we
were never allowed to go on the decks for fear of being seen.
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space and the sound we made inside could not be heard
outside although we could hear indistinctly people talking
above our heads.
Another scary incident happened when the boat was
inspected at the last Vietnamese outpost at the CambodiaVietnam border. The Vietcong suspected that the boat
secretly carried rice in the hold and they used their long
bayonets to probe. They thrust their bayonet in the crack
between the wooden boards which made up the floor of the
hull. When their bayonets did not find any resistance, they
concluded that there was no rice. Fortunately we were not
hurt, otherwise they would have known that we were hidden
down in the hold and would have arrested us. I was frightened
by the sight of the bayonets plunging down again and again.
They did this until they hit some pineapple and the juice on
their bayonet had convinced them that there was no rice and
they left. Afterwards, I saw Xinh’s frightened face as she
recounted the event and I knew that she had had a hard time
also. Obviously, we had evaded two instances of great
danger.

Once, we were down the hold for two hours and when we
came up, Xinh told us that some patrol troops had asked for a
free ride from one post to the other. Xinh could not decline
their request and the boat transported a dozen Vietcongs on
the top of our head without our knowing it. In the hold, we
were still talking and laughing. Mr. Luy was still coughing.
When we learned about the incident, we were terrified but it
was too late to be alarmed then, and we laughed at our
carelessness. We were lucky that the sound of the boat motor
had stifled our conversation. Moreover, the hold was a tight

When we arrived at the Cambodian territory, the danger
lessened and Xinh allowed us to go out to the front deck to sit
with her at the prow. We wiped our faces with a wet towel that
we plunged in the Bassac River and we washed our hands
and our feet. Sorin took baths pouring on his head buckets of
water that he scooped from the river. He exhorted us to do
the same and we did because noon approached, the sun
became harsher and the heat was scorching. I took off my Tshirt, plunged it into the water and wore it wet to cool down
my body. It would take the shirt only ten minutes to dry and I
had to wet it again. I washed my shirt in the Mekong River
and exposed it to the sun at the bow of our boat to dry. At the
place we were, locals called their river “Bassac”. I was not
good at geography and I did not know if the proper name for
this river was Bassac or Mekong. I thought that the Bassac
was a branch of the Mekong and never had the chance to go
back and check. Besides, many geographic names that Xinh
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mentioned during the trip sounded strange to me and I could
not remember them. It did not matter to me much as I
believed that, in this memoir, what I would like to recount was
more my feelings than the names of the places I went
through.
We took our lunch on the deck and I was able to contemplate
the surroundings. The scenery had changed on both sides of
the river. It was not reeds and dead bushes, not empty vast
areas planted with dead weeds anymore. I saw then green
terraces planted with vegetables and other crops. Houses had
come into view and from time to time, I saw a water buffalo
grazing or a dog running around. I also saw people living in
villages. The agricultural picture of farmers growing on their
piece of land reminded me of my country, the same villages,
the same little playful children running over the paddy fields,
the same bushes of bamboos and banana trees. Two things
were distinctive of Cambodia though: the palm trees and the
houses built on piles. As soon as we arrived in Cambodia, I
could notice on the riverbanks thousands of these
characteristic palm trees called “thot not” that I did not see in
Vietnam and hundreds of these houses on piles similar to the
ones we had in our highlands where many sects lived in
tribes. I had seen this type of house as soon as I arrived in
the Chau Doc area.
Xinh cooked our meal on the boat. We ate premium rice with
fish in clay pots and sweet and sour Cambodian type soup.
After the meal, we just used the rice bowl to scoop water from
the river and drink. At first, we were looking at each other, Mr.
Luy and I, reluctant to drink the river water but then we drank
it despite our fear of catching dysentery or cholera.
Cambodians who lived on boats had been drinking the river
water ever since and they were fine. Why should we bother?
They had also been using the Mekong river water to shower,
wash their laundry, and cook their meals.
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down to the hold, but only for short times. By then we were
used to crawling backwards between the rows of pineapples
to quickly disappear through the trap that led us to the bottom
part of the boat. We also were more accustomed to the
environment and were not disturbed by the lack of fresh air
anymore. Mr. Luy had stopped complaining and we spent our
confined time chatting. Another problem had arisen though:
the water had penetrated the hold and our mat was flooded.
We could not lie down anymore and had to crouch the whole
time we were in there. Xinh usually waited to the last minute
to tell us to go down and in the hurry, the thorns sticking out
on the pineapples scratched our face and our arms.
The sun was torrid; the air in the hold was more congested
and we could not breathe. Staying in the hold had become a
painful chore. Later, Mr. Luy asked Sorin to move the
pineapples to the sides to leave room for the air to enter from
the trap door. He also asked to leave the trap door ajar for
better aeration.
The boat had traveled without stops. At approximately five in
the afternoon, we had been far inside Cambodia. I asked Xinh
when we would arrive at Phnom Penh and she said the
following morning at noon. I counted that we needed one day
and a half and two nights to cover the distance from Chau
Doc to Phnom Penh. As the evening came, the last sunrays
reflected on the surface of the river and we arrived at an
immense sand dune in the middle of the Bassac. The boats
stopped there and while Xinh prepared dinner, we went
paddling into the water and we walked playfully on the dunes
of white sand. Local people also came there to bathe and
play. Xinh took pineapples and threw them overboard to
children who were swimming near the boats. They rushed
after the pineapples and dived to catch the fruit that was
going down to the bottom of the river.

We thought that once in Cambodia we would not have to go
into hiding anymore but we were wrong. We still had to go

I enjoyed the bath as the fresh river water invigorated me and
for a while, I forgot the hardships of the trip. The dinner was
delicious and I had good appetite. I wondered where Xinh got
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these large fresh fish to cook us such a good meal. We
dipped it in a mixture of tamarind fruit and fish sauce and
drank a fermented drink made from thot not palm juice. Mr.
Luy and I had our dinner on our boat while Hai Hoc and the
other men who had theirs separately on the other boat. My
son, Hinh and Huan ate on the boat next to ours with Xinh
and the other women. Hai Hoc had not allowed the children to
leave the hold to go to the deck for fear their light tan would
denounce them. During the entire trip, they had to stay in the
hold and could only go to the hull to have their meals.
I realized that my son had been very patient and strongwilled, and he endured the challenge well. He had shown selfcontrol and had not complained. Not once had he asked to
see me nor had he inquired about my whereabouts. He had
not shown any ear or anxiety. His commendable attitude was
a relief for me and I was proud that he had demonstrated his
sense of responsibility and his consciousness of the constant
danger. I had told him not to communicate with me for I
wanted him to learn to depend on himself. When we arrived in
Phnom Penh, to avoid the suspicion of people around us Hai
Hoc would not let us be together. And from there on, he would
be most of the time separated from me and he needed to get
used to the isolation. Of course, we would see each other
from time to time when circumstances allowed us to.
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had lost most of his teeth. He had a light tan and didn’t look
Vietnamese or Cambodian. Because of his a sharp nose and
big deep blue eyes he resembled an old colonial Frenchman
who had been living a long time in Vietnam. I was afraid that
his European look would denounce him to frontier guards.
They would never believe that he was Vietnamese and would
stop him to investigate. His arrest would prompt a search of
other Vietnamese escapees including me and eventually
everybody would be taken into custody.
Because of his age and his being detained six years in labor
camps, he was physically worn out. Not only was he skinny
and weak, he had stomach ulcer and rheumatism, two chronic
diseases that sometimes forbade him from walking normally.
Although he was prepared mentally to walk thirty kilometers
without the help of others, he brought along on his way to
escape a big bag of medicines and a walking cane.
If I did not speak to him, if I did not hear him confide with
fervor his deep thoughts, I would not understand why he
decided to get into this adventurous trip strewn with dangers
and obstacles. I was at first stunned to see an old man like
him participating in this tiring trek. Later, my surprise turned
into admiration and respect for him.

Mr. Luy was an extraordinary guy. Just looking at him, you
could not tell what kind of man he was. He was bald, over
sixty year-old with snow-white hair and sunken cheeks as he

He had narrated his life to me, from the time he was a little
boy until he was put in jail. He had to leave his family at the
age of ten to go wandering and do all kind of work to make his
living. He had spent most of his younger years with Catholic
priests who took him in and fed him until he was sixteen,
when he enrolled into a military school for young cadets
opened by the French in the city of Nam Dinh. After he
graduated, he was sent to the military academy at Thon in
France to become a non-commissioned officer. He had been
in the military for forty years, moving from one specialization
to the other, participating in the bloodiest campaigns in Laos
and Cambodia to get only to lieutenant colonel. He had retired
from the military at age fifty. As a congressman, he had
fought for the poor and won the sympathy and the support of
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After the dinner, Xinh told Mr. Luy and me to go to bed. The
sun had set and it was almost dark. Hai Hoc, Be, Sorin and
the other Cambodian men sat around an oil lamp and were
discussing I did not know what. Mr. Luy and I lay on a mat at
the bow of the boat. The air was fresh at night. There was no
moon but stars festooned the sky and it was total silence. I
did not hear a single noise and did not see the shadow of any
other boat drifting on the water of the immense river. I chatted
with Mr. Luy.
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the people of his district who still remembered him ten years
after he left his post of assemblyman. After he got out of jail,
he went back to the port city of Vung Tau and his former
constituents welcomed him and offered to help him escape
but he was afraid that his being known in the region would
make it difficult for him to leave the country.
A former labor camp detainee, what he feared most was to be
arrested and put in jail a second time. He already had
experienced communist prison and would not for any price
want to go back to jail. He had been released because he
was considered re-educated, and implicitly understood that he
should not for any reason violate communist rules. Otherwise,
he would be imprisoned for the rest of his life. Escaping the
country was considered violating the highest law because
communists considered it as rejecting the Marxist doctrine,
betraying the Party, the State, and the people and therefore
an act of treason. For that reason, former labor camp
detainees had to choose carefully the way to escape and to
ensure that they would not be re-captured.
M.r Luy was one of those who decided to go away and wait
for the day to come back and topple the communist regime. In
other words, he wanted to do something for his country that
he loved desperately, he wanted to participate in the
realization of the triumphant return that all the Vietnamese
aspired to. I was stirred by what he told me as he explained
his goals and I felt a cold and pulsating sensation running
along my spine making the hair on the back of my neck rise
up. I felt happy and honored to be his companion on this trip. I
was happy because I found in him not only friend but also a
comrade. I was honored because he was an extraordinary
man and because at his age how many people still had these
noble ideas, how many still wanted to accomplish deeds for
the common good? He was extraordinary because he was
ailing and physically weak but had a strong mind and a will of
steel. I did not know if I would be like him when I reached his
age. Would I still have the kind of fervor and enthusiasm he
had for our country and our nation?
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His story was astonishing. He had gone to re-education camp
for six years leaving his wife at home alone, saddened, and
uncared for. After he was released, he spent less than two
months with her and then decided to escape alone, leaving
her behind. It was not that he did not love her nor because he
was not loyal to her. She was the only person left in his life
and during his six years of imprisonment she had made
dozens of trips, going across hundred of miles, to a labor
camp in Ha Nam Ninh in North Vietnam to visit him. Mrs. Luy
was not young either - she was only two years younger than
he was - and, a frail and ailing woman, she had to have an
unyielding will to go and help her husband survive the harsh
circumstances. It was because of her physical incapacity that
he could not bring her along with him on this trip. He saw her
sixty days, and then he was gone, probably forever, having
little chance to see her again. He was conscious of the fact
that once he was gone, she would not have anybody to take
care of her. It was a magnanimous sacrifice she made and an
exemplary courage; it was extraordinary∗!
As night fell, it was cooler and the wind was blowing wildly in
brisk gusts. On the other boat, Hai Hoc and his men were still
talking and laughing, eating and drinking, and they did not pay
any attention to us. In their enjoyment, they had let their mind
wander in forgetfulness and in instinctive behavior innate to
the Khmer people. Khmer people live close to nature. They
are people of simple character but very sentimental and very
generous. Less sophisticated than the Vietnamese, they do
not care getting rich, and do not envy doing business like the
Chinese. They love festivities, music and dances. Watching
their performing dances and music, I realized the simple and
natural character of their being. I believed that Khmer people
still keep the original human traits and are not influenced by
modern culture and corruptive civilization. They are easily
∗

More on Mr. Luy in the Epilogue chapter at the end of the book ( See p.
368 )
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loved but also easily hated as they often react instinctively.
Their impulsive response contrasts their sentiments, and they
act without shrewdness or calculation. Although they are
sincere and honest, their unpredictable and uncontrolled
reactions cause apprehension in foreign people who have to
deal with them. In 1973, they murdered hundreds of
Vietnamese who lived in Cambodia and thousands had to flee
persecution to find safe haven back in Vietnam. The
communists had taken advantage of their innate character
and had transformed them into Khmer Rouges, cruel and
insane world-known killers. The Vietnamese still remember
their persecution, and the way they kill their enemies called
“cap-dzuon” or decapitation.
Mr. Luy could not stand the cold and had gone back inside
the hull but he felt that it was not very comfortable to lie down
on the top of a bed of coconuts. He went down the hold and
found it flooded. He told Xinh and she went down to scoop up
the water. Xinh gave the buckets to Be and Sorin who, in the
hull, helped throw the water back into the river. Ten minutes
later, the flood water was gone and Mr. Luy could go down
the hold. I heard him complain that the mat was all wet and
that he would not be able to sleep on it. Be had removed
some of the pineapples and he had left the trap door open to
aerate the hold. Still I did not want to go down the hold even
though at night the air was less confined. I put on my clothes
and went outside. I lay down on my back on the boat deck
and contemplated the marvelous starry sky.
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boats tied together slowly moved, and then the second motor
resounded loudly pushing the boats forward, accelerating as if
they wanted to catch the speed of the leading boat. In the
darkness, I only saw a glimpse of the oil lamp at the stern of
the one ahead of me. Sorin and another Cambodian were
standing at the prow. They used the cigarette they were
smoking to make signals and show the directions to Be who,
sitting at the stern, was controlling the engines.
When the boats passed by a village on the side of the river,
Sorin lighted a pack of incense sticks and raised them high
above his head then swayed them from right to left and left to
right to signal our presence to security forces at guard on the
riverside. Sometimes, there was a loud order shouted out
from the inland and Sorin put his two hands around his mouth
to make a speaker and loudly shouted back an answer. In
these instances, Be reduced the motors’ speed and the boats
slowed down for quite a long distance then accelerated to
resume their normal speed.
At the stern, Be worked without respite. He sat on an empty
wooden box and controlled the “shrimp-tailed motors”∗ of the
boats. When Be needed a break, Sorin took his place and Be
just went to the front deck to take a “shower”. He just got
buckets of water from the Bassac River and poured it over his
head, without using soap. I saw Be taking this kind of shower
a dozen times a day as the heat reached over 40 degrees
Celsius.
Be was a man of light stature and had the face of a mouse.
He was taciturn but I found him quite pleasant. He rarely
laughed but I saw him smile sometimes. When he met with

At 2:00 am, the three boats resumed their trip to Phnom
Penh. It would take one more day and night and the following
morning we would reach our destination. I saw Hai Hoc
jumping from one boat to the other, talking to his men, looking
at something here and there, ordering the children to go to the
hold, telling me to go inside the hull then returning to his boat.
The motor on his boat roared, tearing the silence of the dark
night. The boat had sprung ahead and had gone a long
distance to the lead when Be started his boat engine. The two

In South East Asian countries, people modified the water pump motor to
use for boats. An eight-foot long pole was affixed to the motor at the end of
which was the screw propeller and a handle was added to the motor
allowing the navigator to move the motor from back to right in a half circle
movement, making the boat turn right or left. When the motor was pulled
up into the air, the boat slowed down and stopped.
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Hai Hoc and the other fellows, he just sat there and listened
attentively. Xinh, his wife was, in the contrary, very eloquent
and agile, although a little plump. Xinh had often acted
offensively towards her husband and loved to sit next to Sorin
to enjoy his flirts. Be did not seem to care about Sorin going
after his wife. He did not show any signs of jealousy. I felt that
he was not deeply in love with Xinh anymore. One day, I
heard Xinh yelling at Be because she could not find the new
pair of pants she had bought him a short time before but he
just kept cool. He did not have any reaction and holding his
cassette he just listened to the music tape that he loved. A
few days later, I saw Xinh taking him to Saigon Market, the
central market in Phnom Penh, to buy fabrics and have a
tailor make him new pants.
The regular sound of the “shrimp-tailed motors” and the
vibrations of the boat had induced sleep in me and a moment
later, Xinh came and tapped at my shoulder saying:
“Cau Hai, go sleep inside. It is cold out here!”
I woke up and scuttled into the hull then went down the hold.
Mr. Luy was sleeping profoundly but unfortunately I could not
get back to sleep. I closed my eyes for an hour and still could
not go into sleep. I went up to the hull and sat there looking at
the water moving backwards, watching the two silhouettes
dancing in the darkness of the night, their lighted tips of the
cigarettes flaring up at each gust of the wind, gazing at the
pack of lighted incense sticks whirling in the air creating a
magical scene. I imagined that I was living in an extraordinary
world, a strange fictive world, a world of ghosts and devils. In
front of me was the dark infinite and it was impossible for me
to discern things ten meters away. Be was a clever and
experienced navigator; he just looked at the signals made by
the burning sticks of incense that Sorin held in his hands and
knew which direction to go.
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shallow waters he used oars to push the boats forward. The
boats slowly moved between the reeds and so slowly that I
felt as if I was going to lose patience. It was a hard job to
push the two boats tied together and although it was cool, the
three men were sweating profusely. The words they uttered
resounded in the silence of the night and in this far away
place, there was no danger of being caught by police.
Sometimes, the boats were stuck at the bottom of the river
and Sorin had to jump out of the boat to push them. Half an
hour later, we had gone past the shallow area and Be
restarted the motors. The boats soared forward and hovered
on the surface of the Bassac again, splashing water on the
sides.
In the hold, the infiltrated water was twelve inches high,
forcing Mr. Luy and me to sleep sitting up with our back
against the wall of the boat, half of our bodies submerged in
water. When daylight came, I felt exhausted as I did not sleep
the entire night and the day before, I was constantly under the
pressure of danger. Sorin went down the hold to get rid of the
water and he had just finished, we were approaching a control
post and Mr. Luy and I had to go down the hold. I sank
immediately into a profound sleep.

Then we arrived at a place where the Bassac divided itself
into two branches. Be stopped the motors and helped by
Xinh, Sorin and the other fellow, because of sand bars and

When I woke up, the morning had already come and the boat
motors had stopped. I heard the talking and laughing coming
from the surrounding boats, and even the voices of peddlers
announcing their sale coming from the far away inland. Based
on the rays of light that filtrated through the chinks, I guessed
that it must have been after eight or nine o’ clock in the
morning. The trap door over our heads was still closed and I
did not hear any sound coming from the hull above. Mr. Luy
had been awake and was listening intensely to something.
When he saw me he put his finger to his mouth to signal to
me to keep quiet, then he pointed to the hull and moved his
lips telling me that there was some stranger up there. I
guessed that he had been following this incident from the
beginning. The tension lasted for quite a long time, maybe
half an hour and we anxiously waited for the danger to go by.
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Then, the motors sounded again, the sound of the water
beating the side of the boats came back, we were happy and
we resumed talking and laughing. Mr. Luy who had refrained
from coughing could then cough freely.
Mr. Luy and I chatted to pass the time. He had proven to be
knowledgeable in many areas. We discussed our plans for
the future and thought about what we would have to do after
we arrived in a refugee camp at the Thai border. We
wondered what country we should apply to go to and Mr. Luy
believed that the two best choices were the United States and
Australia. He did not like Canada because of its harsh
weather and also said that France was not a good choice
because of its economic problems. He said France was going
to have elections and the socialists would have much chance
to win. He suspected that socialists and communists were
siding together and said that even if Mitterand were elected
president, he would have to give concessions to the
communists and Vietnamese refugees in France could be in a
unstable situation. I told him that I agreed with him that
France would not be a good choice because the high
unemployment rate and it would be hard for us to build a good
life there. However, I did not think that the politics of France
would create a unfavorable situation for us. I argued that
socialism in France is different from the kind of socialism
found in communist countries. There would not be a
dictatorship in France and the other political parties would
never let the communist party have hegemony and dominate
the French people the way this party did in communist
countries. Moreover, the Socialist Party in France had never
trusted the communist party and it was just to win the
elections that socialists joined hands with communists. The
two parties had never gotten along. Besides, the influence of
the French Communist Party was dwindling, many French
had deserted the communist party to join other political
parties.
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As we drew closer to Phnom Penh, the number of control
posts increased. Every fifteen or twenty minutes, the boats
had to stop and we had to wait longer, sometimes half an
hour sometimes more. Although we had gotten used to
waiting, we still felt more and more anxious as we feared that
the police that came on board to search the boat would find
us. When the boat resumed its trip, we did not dare talk
because we feared that some soldiers might be hitchhiking.
At 10:00 a.m., as I heard a lot of noise and people talking, I
knew we had arrived in the suburb area of Phnom Penh. I
also heard Xinh, Be, and Sorin conversing cheerfully with
other people. Out of curiosity, I put my eyes at the cracks on
the top ceiling but could not see anything. A short time later,
the motors sounded and the boats moved again. At 11:00
a.m., we stopped and Xinh immediately opened the trap door
and we went up. She told us to get dressed. She took a
blanket and sealed off the hull so that we could eat the last
meal on the boat. I peeked outside and saw hundreds of
boats harboring there. The river in Phnom Penh was as large
as the Bach Dang River in Saigon. On the other side of the
river, I saw large buildings, which could have been factories,
now defunct. On this side, I saw a large empty lot and far
away, a long range of low income single-floored houses.
People on Mobylettes, French made motored bicycles with
pedals, were waiting for fares. People were unloading new
luggage from a boat nearby and on our boat, Xinh was also
preparing for the unloading. I saw her running up and down,
from the pier to the boats, talking feverishly to strangers. She
was selling her pineapples and coconuts to some local
merchants.
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Chapter Nine

Short Stay in Phnom Penh
At 1:00 pm all the coconuts and pineapples had been
unloaded and transported to the market. Hai Hoc showed up
and told me to go ashore with Be and Xinh. I followed Be and
Xinh on monkey-bridges∗ built between boats, stumbling
many times, almost falling into the water. Once ashore, we
walked along small streets in a slum area. A short moment
later, we arrived at a small business area adorned with small
shops and cafes on both sides of the street. Owners of these
stores were mostly Chinese but on some storefronts signs
were in Vietnamese.
I tried hard to keep pace with Be who walked in front of me.
As I did not wear my glasses, I did not see my way and a
short time later I lost track of Be as he disappeared I did not
know when. I stopped on the side of the street and was
pondering when Sorin walked by. We made eyes contact and
he signaled me to follow him. We went in a coffee shop to
drink iced tea and to have a cigarette. Just as we were ready
to go, Xinh appeared and in a whisper, she said something to
Sorin then left. Sorin looked very funny as he wore a white
long sleeved shirt and fancy pants but walked bare feet. We
went a few hundred meters and, when we arrived at an
intersection, Sorin turned left and entered a house. I followed
him, opened the door and seeing Mr. Luy’s cane in a corner
of the house and his brimmed felt hat hung on the wall, I knew
that he was already there. I was surprised that he had arrived
before me because when I left he was still on the boat.
It was a filthy inhabited house, frequented for a long time by
transients. On the top near the roof, large holes on the wall
connected with other houses in the neighborhood. The ceiling
∗

Long bamboo poles put by pair alongside between the boats to allow
people to walk on them and go from one boat to the other.
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made of thick cardboard had been removed exposing large
wooden beams. When the war was ravaging, people could
have crawled through these holes to move from one house to
the other. A large water tank sat in the back yard and some
people were moving in the house on the right. The house on
the left, still deserted, had hundreds of bullets holes on the
walls. Farther, I saw a warehouse severely damaged by B40
antitank guns and large holes on its wall could have allowed
people to go in or out looting. Six years after the Proletarian
Revolution, the city of Phnom Penh had not recovered from
the war yet; it still kept its picture of destruction and ravage;
homes still had their bullet wounds and many were still
unoccupied.
Mr. Luy and I found a poncho and spread it on the floor and
we lay down to take a rest. Next to us were a large pack with
all kinds of tools, a novel in Vietnamese, a worn-out pair of
jeans and some blankets, indicating that the house had
sheltered some workers or had been in the process of being
repaired. After taking me there, Sorin opened the door and
left. When I asked Mr. Luy who took him there he said it was
Xinh. For the rest of the time, we remained silent. Mr. Luy was
daydreaming and I was quietly smoking a cigarette. For some
unknown reason, my head was empty, my mind blank. I was
not thinking, nor was I meditating. I was not tired either.
Ten minutes later, we heard a knock at the door, then the
knob turned and the door opened. A young man walked in.
Mr. Luy and I looked at each other perplexed. We did not
know how to react and did not say anything. We had sat up to
figure out who was coming and as the stranger closed the
door, we lay down again as if nothing had happened. The
young man laid a mat on the floor near the entrance, and then
he went to the back of the house and returned immediately. I
guessed he wanted to see if there were other people beside
us in the house and had not found any. He probably thought
that we were transients like him, staying in the house for a
day or two. As he passed by us, he did not even glance at us
nor did he say hello. Back to his mat, he lay down and closed
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his eyes. I wonder if he was thinking about something or
trying to sleep.
Mr. Luy and I felt nervous but we did not know what to do.
Because he had not talked to us, I believed that he was
Cambodian and somehow knew that we were Vietnamese.
Tense, we sat up and not knowing how to deal with the
situation, we just looked at each other, waiting for something
to occur. I wondered where Hai Hoc was and why he left us
there all by ourselves. Was he attempting to dump us? Was
he planning to keep us there for a few days to try to extort our
money and then dispose of us as many other guides did?
Was the stranger a man of his and was he there to keep an
eye on us? These daunting ideas started to haunt me, as time
passed by slowly and nothing happened. I did not ask if Mr.
Luy had the same thoughts but I saw by the expression of his
face that he had been worrying also.
Half an hour passed by then Xinh showed up with my son,
Hinh, and Huan. I was so happy to see all the five of us
reunited. I had feared that Hai Hoc would keep the kids
separated from the two of us and I was so relieved to see my
son. Xinh was rummaging through the house when Mr. Luy
told her to go buy iced coffee. Xinh asked me what I wanted
and I said that I would like to have a pack of cigarettes. A
moment later Sorin came and Xinh ordered him to do the
errands. Xinh found a broom and swept the place clean.
Sorin returned with cigarettes and coffee. He chatted with the
young stranger while Hinh, Huan, and my son played.
Although Hinh was eighteen he played like a kid to forget
probably the pressure of the trip.
At five o’clock, Hai Hoc showed up with several black and red
squared scarves, the type Cambodian men wore on their
head or around their neck. He sat on the floor and ordered us
to meet. With a serious tone, he said:
“Do any of you have Vietnamese currency? From now
on, you cannot use it. So if you have any, give it to
me; I will exchange it for Cambodian currency!”
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Mr. Luy was the first to turn in his roll of 300 Vietcong Dongs.∗
Huan and I gave him 200 Dongs each. I still kept on me 400
Dongs to use in case of emergency. Hai Hoc wanted also to
rob us of our gold rings and watches. He told us that it was
dangerous for us to keep these as many escapees had been
killed because of the gold they had on them. He asked us to
let him keep them for us, he would return them once we
arrived at the Thai border. I believed him and gave him the
ring I had in my pant pocket. Mr. Luy gave him a watch and a
gold ring. Hinh, knowing from his previous failed escaped that
Hai Hoc was duping us, did not turn in anything. He was able
to keep his gold until the last time I saw him in Sisophon, the
famous border town that we had to pass by before arriving at
the Thai border.
Hai Hoc had ordered Xinh to go to the market to buy
Japanese-style sandals, the type most Cambodians wore in
Phnom Penh. He told us to discard our shoes and wear these
sandals so that we would look like anybody else. Wearing
other types of shoes, especially the Vietcong sandals made
from used automobile tires, would immediately reveal our
identity, he said. He also told Be and Sorin to get our personal
items that we had left on the boats. That evening, we went out
for dinner. Xinh and Be took my son, Hinh, and Huan with
them while Mr. Luy and I followed Hai Hoc and we went
downtown.
Phnom Penh downtown was not a dead city as some
newspapers in Saigon had proclaimed. In the evening it was a
place of gathering full of vitality. I had never been to Phnom
Penh before and therefore could not imagine how it beautiful
was but I heard that it was the most enchanting city in the
entire French Indochina, even more treasured than the old
Saigon. Now Phnom Penh had only small stores but streets
were still filled with people on bikes, motorcycles, and small
trucks that foreign governments had donated to the People of
∗

At the time, the dong had a much higher value. It equaled 1000 current
dongs.
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Cambodia through the “Save Cambodia from Hunger”
program. The Chinese who had been living in Phnom Penh
for a long time owned most of the shops and restaurants.
The fact that many Cambodians could also speak Vietnamese
was due to the presence of the Vietcong troops and also to
the influence of the Vietnamese culture that had dated since
the beginning of the twentieth century. Later, on my way to
the Thai border, I would meet many Cambodians who spoke
Vietnamese not fluently but enough to communicate with me.
At the beginning, they did not know who I was and spoke only
Cambodian. They did not show immediately that they could
speak my language. Only later, for some common interest,
they would communicate with me in Vietnamese, but even
though they rarely use it in public, probably because they
knew that by escaping Communism I was an outlaw and they
feared to be implicated.
Another reason was that Cambodians hated the Vietnamese,
especially the Vietcong. This feeling of resentment had a
historic cause as Vietnam had, in the eighteenth century,
conquered part of Cambodia∗ and recently had been trying to
control this country economically and politically. This feeling
of loath was predominant among educated, and therefore
more patriotic, Cambodians. Although the Vietcong had
liberated Cambodians from the domination of the Khmer
Rouges who had massacred almost two millions inoffensive
people during their short rule of the country, Khmer people
still did not like the presence of Vietcong troops in their
territory long after the Pol Pot regime had fallen. They
resented particularly the political control of Vietnam in Phnom
Penh with the establishment of the puppet Heng Samrin
government. They feared that this would become a
permanent type of Vietnamese domination, especially when

∗

The conquered part of Cambodia makes up nowadays the southern part
Viet Nam. Similarly, the central part of Vietnam had belonged to the
Cham.
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Vietnam had shown its intention to control the two other
countries in the former Indochina∗∗
We came into a Chinese restaurant. As Hai Hoc looked
around to inspect the place, he recognized two young men
and invited them to join us at our table. They were
Vietnamese but were capable of speaking Cambodian. One
of them, from Long Xuyen, had failed to go to Thailand. He
kept attempting to go the border and, having acquired forged
papers and learned to speak Cambodian, he stayed in Phnom
Penh to find another opportunity. He spoke Cambodian quite
fluently but said he still took Cambodian lessons at night.
The dinner was good. Hai Hoc had treated us to that dinner
with our own money, they money he had astutely extorted
from us earlier. We drank Japanese beer and ate cubed beef
steak, salt-steamed chicken, mixed combination soup, and
fried rice. We were happy to celebrate our first success as we
had reached Phnom Penh without incident. We were halfdrunk and we talked and laughed aloud without any fear as
there were also other Vietnamese soldiers in the restaurant
who were even more exuberant than we were. People would
easily take us for communist North Vietnam agents because
Mr. Luy and I both spoke with the northern accent. So nobody
would suspect that we were planning to escape the country.
In Phnom Penh, Vietcong were treated the way American GIs
had been in Saigon before 1975. I saw them walking
arrogantly on the streets, and wherever they went, they got a
special welcome. They were feared and always well treated.
Many of them secretly had business deals with prominent
Chinese Cambodians business people. Hai Hoc might have
∗∗

Indochina was a term used by Colonialist French during the end of the
nineteen century until the mid twentieth century to designate the three
countries in south East Asia that were their colonies: Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia. It ended with the battle of Dien Quang Phu in 1954 and the
French troop had to leave Vietnam in 1955.
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been one of those who had worked for these Vietcong,
because, a trailblazer and a crook, he looked like those
criminals who took advantage of the presence of the foreign
legion to do illegal business and make money. High-ranking
Vietcong cadres in Cambodia often had under their wings a
number of Cambodians who were ready to take orders from
their Vietnamese bosses and made illicit operations to enrich
themselves. For that reason, I had always suspected Hai Hoc
and never felt comfortable to be in his company even though
he respected me and behaved appropriately.
We kept eating and drinking; we kept talking and laughing,
and the kids kept having fun. We forgot our misfortunes and,
for a while, forgetting that we were going on a grueling and
dangerous trip, we tried to enjoy the time being, just for a
couple of hours. Beer gave me elation but did not make me
drunk. Hai Hoc drank every day but he got drunk easily. The
dangers of his job haunted him constantly and he was under
constant pressure of danger. To relieve himself from the
nervous tension, he had alcohol at any time of the day to be
in a half-drunk state. He could not allow himself to get drunk
though, as he had to be constantly vigilant, to be prepared to
deal with any changing situation and to devise new plans or
adopt new strategies. A professional adventurer he relied on
alcohol to fight his fear and to continue to do his job.
After dinner, Hai Hoc left with one of the two young men he
had met in the restaurant. Mr. Luy and I went with the man
who claimed to come from Long Xuyen and who had
attempted unsuccessfully to escape to Thailand. The heat of
the night was exasperating and I did not feel very well as I ate
and drank too much. Nor did I want to go back to the house I
had been in that afternoon and go to bed. Mr. Luy suggested
that we take a walk along the river to get some fresh air and
we went to the riverbank. Dozens of people, men, women,
and children were bathing or washing their laundry in the
river. The moon was not in the sky. Only a pale light came
from a guard tower located on the other side of the river and a
beam of rays emitted from a fog lamp pointed in another
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direction. A heavy stench came up forcing us to leave. Mr.
Luy felt uneasy and needed our holding him up but he still did
not want to return to the house. He said that he missed his
wife and looked miserable. We arrived at a slum area and sat
in the back of a house looking down the river. People walking
in a single file in front of us carried large buckets to the river
to bring water back to their homes.
The young man was recounting his failed escape experience
and he said that if we spoke a little bit of Cambodian it would
not be too much trouble to reach Battambang and even
Sisophon. Sisophon locally named Sway, the geographical
name that bore so many horror stories, was the last
Cambodian checkpoint before arriving at the Thai border. We
told him that we did not speak any Cambodian and he
declared that it was important for us to know some basic
Cambodian to get help and find the way to go around. After
affirming that the Khmer language was very easy to learn he
proceeded to teach us how to say some simple sentences,
such as “Give me a ticket to Sway”, “How much is it?”, “I
would like to go back to Phnom Penh”, “I would like to sell a
gold ring”, “How much do you pay for a ring?”, ”When will the
train leave for Battambang”. Undaunted by his conversation, I
just listened while Mr. Luy, attempting to memorize these
sentences, repeated after the young man. Then enthused by
Mr. Luy’s positive response, he warned us to be careful not to
be duped by Cambodian guides as many had been. He said
that after they got the money at Sway, they dumped their
clients and many not knowing how to get back safely to
Battambang were caught by the secret police and ended up in
Sisophon prison. Some were even killed by criminals who
stole money and prevented their victims from denouncing
them to the authorities.
At that moment, I did not know where Sisophon was and
never had the chance to look at the map of Cambodia. I had
not studied my route nor was I aware of which cities I would
go through before arriving at the Thai border. I asked the
young man where Sisophon was and he simply said, “Very
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close to the Thai border.” He added that there were many
arrests in Sisophon because the Vietcong posted their troops
at the border to guard against Khmers Rouges and paras∗
incursions and to keep an eye on the Vietnamese trying to
evade Vietnam. What we heard wildly alarmed us even
though we could not anticipate what would happen to us
when we arrived there.

were told that we would not be able to go back to the house
because a secret police inspection was planned in the area
that night. We were asked where Xinh’s boat was to be taken
there. Mr. Luy remembered vaguely the location but I had no
idea of where it was. I had never been good with directions
and never could go to some unknown place without getting
lost.

With a serious tone, he asked us how we knew Hai Hoc. I had
thought that, like Xinh or Be or Sorin, he was an associate of
Hai Hoc and did not expect his question. I told him that Hai
Hoc, a friend’s relative, helped us for almost nothing, and we
just had to pay him five gold rings after we had arrived at the
border and sent our message home. The young man looked
straight into my eyes and said solemnly:
“Dear uncle, I am an honest man and I want to help
you. You do not have to be afraid of me. I am not
trying to cheat you. I let you know all what you need to
know, based on my own experience. However, if you
need help later on, you know that I am here in Phnom
Penh and I am willing to assist you.”

We found Xinh‘s boat. At night, as the water level had risen,
the wooden pier had been submerged and we could not walk
to the boat. The boat was almost 200 meters from the shore
and we had to yell with all our force for Xinh to hear. As she
thrust her head out of the hull the young man hollered in
Cambodian. Be and Sorin came out and they untied the boat
then used oars to push it and make it come near the
riverbank. Mr. Luy and I jumped on the boat while Hai Hoc
spoke to the young man to find out what had happened. He
told us to pass the night on the boat and disappeared with the
young fellow.

I thanked him for his kindness and told him that we did not
know what to do except follow Hai Hoc’s instructions. At
these words, the young man gave us a moral lesson. He said:
“You should not trust people that easily. Everybody
can be a crook and swindle you. I find Hai Hoc not as
honest as you think he is. You need to be vigilant.”
I thanked him again. Realizing our lack of trust in him, he
knew that he would not be able to take advantage of us. He
stopped haranguing us and led us back to the house.
As we arrived, the other stranger we saw at the dinner
showed up. He mumbled something in Cambodian and we
∗

Paras is the shortcut for “paratroopers”, or “parachutistes” in French.
The term is used by Cambodian to call the troops in the National People of
Kampuchia Liberation Front (NPKLF) because of their attire, in contrast
with the black attire worn by the Khmers Rouges.
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After the boat was paddled back to the middle of the river Be
started the motor and took the boat to another area three
hundred meters away. Xinh prepared the mats for the two of
us to rest. Be asked us if we wanted to take a shower and we
said yes. He gave us soap and plunged buckets into the
Bassac to get the water for us. The air was cool and the light
coming from the other riverside and from the New Saigon
Bridge reflecting on the surface of the water as long
undulating streaks was pretty amazing to see.
I still remember that nighttime shower, standing on the front
deck, nude and shivering, the wind blowing and giving me
goose bumps. As I poured large buckets of water on the top
of my head down to my body, I was looking at the lights of
Phnom Penh, the city once labeled the most attractive in the
entire Indochina. I did not go to the Saigon market but from
the streets that I saw, Phnom Penh was not, to me, as
beautiful as Saigon. It could be because Saigon, my beloved
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city, and South Vietnam, my second motherland, had given so
many wonderful souvenirs.
Once I finished the bath, I went inside the hull and lay down
next to Mr. Luy. We could not sleep and to keep us from
boredom, we chatted quietly. He told me that he had spent
many years in France and had gone all around the country,
visiting every large French city. He revealed to me many of
his secrets, the ones that he would not have told anybody.
Then, we planned for the following day and he wanted me to
ask Hai Hoc to give us back our gold rings, the ones that we
foolishly gave out. Mr. Luy, always smart, did not want to
make the request himself, afraid of upsetting Hai Hoc. A
generous man, he had promised Hai Hoc and Xinh to give
them the ring as a reward after he arrived at the Thai border.
For my part, I would keep the ring just in case something
unexpected happened, I would have the means to go back to
Saigon. Now that we had been defrauded, we felt as if we
were fools. We had quickly acted upon Hai Hoc request when
the young Hinh had not. I did not know what pushed me to
behave so stupidly and I wondered why I did not think before I
committed the act.
That was the last time we spent the night on the boat. Early
morning the following day, Hai Hoc told us to prepare to
leave. I thought we would go to the train station to go to
Battambang, instead, Hai Hoc, Xinh, Be, and Sorin took my
son and me to a nearby small marketplace to have breakfast.
As we were near the marketplace Hai Hoc said that he had
some quick errands to do and insisted that I not talk to him
when he was back in the restaurant. I thought he went to the
train station to buy tickets and was elated at the prospect of
leaving Phnom Penh soon.
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voice, he said something to Xinh and Sorin. I forgot his
warning and opened my mouth to ask him if we were going to
Battambang that morning when he rolled his eyes angrily and
signaled me not to talk.
After the breakfast, Xinh and Sorin took us inside the market.
Sorin said that he needed to buy some medicine to calm his
stomachache. He also wanted to eat something because he
had not eaten earlier. I had to wait and had the urge to pee.
We went back to the street and I asked Xinh where we were
going but she did not answer my question. I unconsciously
followed them as we went from one street to the other. Xinh
bought some items here and there while Sorin was joking with
friends he met in the market, a bunch of bums with suspicious
attitudes.
Finally, we went back to the house we were in the day before
and, as I arrived, I saw that Mr. Luy, Hinh and Huan were
already there. A moment later, Hai Hoc showed up, told us
that we would not go to Battambang that day, and ordered us
to go with Xinh, Be and Sorin to another house. We divided
into two groups and used bike cabs to go along a large street
in Phnom Penh the name of which I don’t recall. I only
remember that it was an avenue with large buildings on both
sides and we passed by an administrative quarter as I saw
red flags festooned with a picture of a golden palace in the
middle planted in front of majestic buildings, the type City Hall
or the Assembly House in Saigon.

We had just finished breakfast when Hai Hoc turned up. He
walked to the table next to ours, sat down, and looked around
as if he wanted to make sure that the place was safe. He
ordered a coffee and sat there smoking and sipping his
coffee. A while after, he stepped over to our table. In a low

Phnom Penh still had the somber traits of a war-devastated
city with the vestiges of battles and shelling. Many buildings
had collapsed, charred, many walls bore the holes made by
bullets and grenades. Some had been half-destroyed or had
fallen down showing large holes made by the B40 and B41
anti tank guns. This gloomy picture reminded me of the thirty
years of war that my country, Vietnam, had endured. Even
after the 1975 unification of the country, our people had not
found the joy and the happiness of peace. My heart ached at
the thought that our motherland still writhed with pain and had
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not recovered from the destruction. Instead of going to college
to get a good education young Vietnamese still had to go to
foreign lands to accomplish their obligatory military duties and
risk their lives for a stupid ideology called Communism. When
would the mothers stop being anxious for their sons going to
war? When would the wives stop crying alone because their
husbands had been killed in the battlefields? When?
How could I know when I was, like millions of others, a victim
of an international political scheme that was going on for
decades? How could I know when my country, small and
weak, did not have a voice in the international arena? How
could I know when big and powerful countries and their mad
and ambitious leaders subjugated the world? The
confrontations between leading countries and their plans to
dominate poor countries like Vietnam had made the world a
non-livable place for nations who suffered from the influence
of opposing ideologies. In each sphere of influence, the big
countries were talking about the meaning of fraternity, but
how could a rich and powerful country have fraternal feeling
for a poor and weak country? It was just a deceitful way of
defining the relationship between master and slave. How
could a powerless country stand at an equal level with a
powerful country? How could it talk and have his “big brother”
listen? I would never believe that human beings could one
day stop nourishing ambitious plans to exploit others. The rich
would always want to get richer, the big bigger, and the
powerful more powerful.
We stayed another day in that house. That night I could not
sleep because of the anxiety subjugating me, and also
because we needed to wake up early in the morning to leave
for the train station. To make things worse, mosquitoes were
furiously biting me as Mr. Luy and I slept on a bed in front of
the house while my son, Hinh and Huan slept on the roofdeck with Hai Hoc.
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told that the other woman, a primary school teacher, spoke
French. Sophie spoke Vietnamese fluently. I saw the group
produce false papers that they distributed among themselves.
Hai Hoc had decided which guide would go with each person
in our group. Hai Hoc mixed baby powder with tar and asked
us to put the mixture on our every part of body: face, arm,
legs, feet, and hands. He fount our tan too light and said that
to stay uncovered we needed to disguise ourselves as locals.
I thought that putting that mixture over my skin would subject
me to more risk because my skin’s non-uniform color would
not look natural. People would be able to detect easily my
disguise. I told Hai Hoc what I thought but he did not want to
listen, arguing that people in the previous trips, by doing so,
had safely avoided the attention of the police,

That evening, Hai Hoc had met with Xinh, Be, Sorin, and two
women that I had never seen before. They were introduced to
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Chapter Ten

Destination: Battambang
It was dark at 5:00 am when we left the house to go to the
train station and we could not see what was going on around
us. We divided into four groups, one group leaving every ten
minutes, and we had to walk three kilometers. I left last with
Hai Hoc and when I arrived an hour later, the sun had begun
to rise and nature seemed to wake up after a dream-filled
night.
The immense train station of Phnom Penh would not open its
gate 8:00 a.m. and we waited in a large public garden in front
of the station. On the other side of the streets, a row of small
eateries were already open under the dazzling light of
kerosene lamps. Last night, hundreds of passengers had
spent their night in the public garden. They slept on the lawn,
on the sidewalk or at people’s home doorsteps waiting for the
morning to board the train to Battambang. It looked like a
small fair with a large crowd, innumerable crates of
merchandise, large baskets of fruit of all kinds, large pieces of
luggage, bicycles, and various other types of baggage. It
looked like the central train station in Saigon after the day of
the liberation.
Hai Hoc took Mr. Luy and me to an eatery nearby to have
breakfast. We ordered a pork noodle soup called “Hutieu” and
I had coffee while Hai Hoc had a glass of rice wine. Mr. Luy
wanted to have fresh lemonade, his favorite drink, but the
restaurant did not have it prepared in the early morning. He
was not pleased and said that he would not drink anything
else, his sulkiness infuriating Hai Hoc. Looking at Mr. Luy, I
could not help laughing because he looked so funny with his
face in disguise, showing some spots darker than others and
his white hair hidden under a felt hat that he wore on his
head. He complained that he could not sleep last night
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because of a rheumatism attack which compelled him to walk
with a cane.
After breakfast, we went back to the public garden to continue
to wait and, to kill the time, I smoked cigarette after cigarette. I
did not have my glasses on and everything around me was
indistinct, as if the entire surroundings were hidden behind a
layer of smoke or fog. Devoured by anxiety, I felt for no
reason that people were scrutinizing me and this feeling
acerbated my nervousness.
A short distance away, a dozen of young and arrogant
Vietcong soldiers were standing in small groups talking and
laughing loudly in Vietnamese. In Phnom Penh, they were
foreign invaders and had a lot of power. The night before, in
the restaurant, we sat next to a group of rowdy Vietcong
soldiers and I saw the restaurant owner standing constantly at
their table, ready to serve them. This reminded me of the
Vietnamese waiters hosting French colonialists or American
troops in Saigon during the time the country was torn by war
and death.
Xinh told me that Vietnamese troops in Phnom Penh were
behaving better though and at least, they abided by the law
while in the frontier zone, they acted as if they were little kings
they did whatever they wanted, with little regard for the law. In
the jungle and hilly areas, they stopped smugglers of
contraband and extorted their money, raped women and
young girls and killed their victims when they encountered
resistance, and if they found gold or large amounts of dollars
on their victims, they robbed, and then killed them to destroy
the evidence. I had heard about these atrocities: not a single
family arrived in Thailand intact; wives arrived alone because
their husbands had been murdered; children arrived
unaccompanied because their parents had been robbed and
killed. Moreover, in the border area, armed confrontations
between military troops and gangs of contraband smugglers
happened daily. Vietcong troops often organized contraband
activities themselves and helped people to cross the border to
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go to Thailand in exchange for gold. Contraband activities at
the border were as widespread as corruption and bribery in
large cities in Vietnam.
Escapes organized by Vietcong troops were well organized:
young men who wanted to escape were disguised as
Vietcong soldiers and were transported from their home in
Saigon by military trucks to Sisophon, where guides would
take them across the border. Their expedition took only two to
three days. Some Vietcong organizations provided the
escapee with false papers attesting that they went on special
mission and therefore were allowed to get help from military
units. Often times, an entire family was transported by military
vehicles to the Thai border and arrived at a Thai refugee
camp without a single incident because they had paid armed
Vietcong troops to take them across the border. Members of
the family received new identity papers and travel permits
with their pictures and their fingerprints. They just stayed
home and a Vietcong came to take their fingerprints and their
photos and later delivered them these official documents.
At eight o’ clock, the train station opened and the flow of
passengers rushed in. Mr. Luy, Hinh, Huan, and my son
entered first and half an hour later, Hai Hoc let me go in.
When Be, Sorin, and I got to the train, all the seats had been
taken and we had to stand next to a large crowd surrounding
me. There was almost no more room left and we stayed
pressed again each other like sardines in a can. Worried
about my son’s whereabouts, I asked Be and he put me at
rest, saying that the boy was in the good hands of Sophie, the
young woman that I had met the night before. She had been
introduced to me as the young sister of a captain in the
National Liberation Front of Cambodia.
I did not know if it was for some security reason that Hai Hoc
had wanted me to stand on the train but I found it foolish of
him to let me stand eight hours traveling from Battambang to
Pursat. Be, Sorin and I stayed at the end of the compartment
where the baggage was stockpiled. Many Cambodians,
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curious probably about my unusual physical look, watched me
constantly. They suspected that I was not one of theirs and
kept asking me questions. I did not understand and Be had to
answer as I took the air of an imbecile emitting some
indistinguishable sounds to fake being deaf and dumb. I
thought by doing so, I could bail myself out but these
inquisitors seemed to suspect me even more. Be used sign
language to communicate with me on the train gesturing and
wincing as he spoke Cambodian. Never ever had we used
Vietnamese on the train for fear of being discovered and I
believed he had tried to do the best he could to ensure my
safety.
For some unknown reason, there was a long delay and we
had to wait for the train to depart. Tired of standing in one
place, I went to the window, looked outside and watched a
multitude of old women, young girls, and little children
carrying batches of fruit, cigarettes, drinks, and other food
items on trays wandering around and chanting to invite
people on the train to buy their merchandise. This image
reminded me of the Ben Luc Bridge and other bus stops that I
had waited at every time I traveled westward to Sadec to go
to my teaching job. Ben Luc was renowned for its delicious
sweet pineapples and I could never resist eating some
wedges while waiting for the bus to pass the one-way-traffic
bridge.
In the train, the heat was scorching. It must have been over
one hundred degrees. I saw Cambodian mothers hold their
little babies outside the compartment window to let the fathers
pour cold water over their heads down to their nude tanned
bodies to cool them. In this torrid weather, Cambodian people
had the habit of showering many times a day, pouring buckets
of cold water over their head and their body. Looking at these
infants giggling with joy, I thought about my kids. I did not
think that kids would appreciate this kind of showering and I
was afraid they might get a cold if I did it them.
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Anyway, to me these memorable images symbolized a
country that I had crossed, a place where I saw the many
horrific scenes that would haunt me for years later.
Cambodia, the land where I experienced incredible horrors
later during the last steps of the trek, gave me many
interesting, sometimes pleasant, experiences at the
beginning, such as the swimming party in the middle of the
Bassac River, among the vast dunes, or the bathing in the
Pursat River the following day. After the bath at Pursat, we
ate a large watermelon under the peaceful atmosphere of a
hot summer day in the countryside. I had at the time the
impression that I was on vacation in a foreign land, not on the
way to escape my country. I did not feel that I was fleeing
Communism, that I was risking my life for a more humane one
and that I was braving dangers and dangerous incidents to
have a life change.
I felt more and more anxious as people around me kept
scrutinizing me and inquiring Be about me. In a foreign
country, not speaking the language, not knowing the customs,
unaware of the way to go, I was at risk to be trapped. Since I
was in the Cambodian territory, this was the first time I had to
face intensely the danger of an arrest. Who among those
tanned men might be a secret police or security agent? Who
could put handcuffs around my wrists, take me to the post,
and put me in prison? In the communist society, the people
were the eyes and ears of the regime and, consequently, I
was under constant threat and had to be on permanent alert.
To calm down, I tried to convince myself that the majority had
been suffering and not everybody supported this authoritarian
regime and did the police work for the government. I told
myself that people were looking at me just because they were
curious and simply wanted to know who I was. There was not
an imminent danger and I should not be alarmed. A short
moment later, my thinking changed again and fear came back
assailing me. What if police agents in plain clothes mixed
with the crowd and were on the look out for escapees,
members of the KPNLF, and contraband smugglers? And I
became nervous again.
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It took a long time for the train to move and I did not know
how long I had waited at the window. Several times, I thought
that the train would depart as I heard the whistling of the siren
but it was just for connecting several compartments. Finally, it
was the departure and I felt relieved from the impatience that
was eating my soul. Unshaken, I saw the city of Phnom Penh,
a city I did not felt sympathy for, reeling backwards. I left in an
aloof mood as if I were leaving a lover that had betrayed me.
The Cambodian New Year was only ten days away and many
passengers left Phnom Penh to go back home and be with
their families. They were in a good mood and anticipating the
good time they would enjoy during the celebration, they talked
and laughed constantly to show their joy and their hope for a
better year. Mixed with that buoyant crowd, I felt safer and
contemplated the surrounding cheerful scene. I forgot that I
was leaving my country possibly for ever. I even forgot my
son and stopped worrying about him. I slowly plunged in a
sort of meditation, a dreamy state that brought my soul
wandering to an unknown space.
The train had gone far away from Phnom Penh and displayed
on both sides of the track were only a few paddy fields, some
villages, and farmers working alongside their water buffaloes.
A short time later it rolled on a vast area where I saw nothing
but sun burnt grass fields, an immense land area nude and
dark-colored as if it was after a grass fire with a few
blackened bushes of unknown types of plants. These
deserted lands bearing the horrible dark color gave me a
repugnant sensation of harshness, misery, and death. For a
distance of seventy to eighty kilometers, it was only the same
empty lands. From time to time, the train crossed a dry
stream, the earth color still dark, the bushes still leafless.
Even when I looked far away, I did not see any village or any
home although there were earth trails leading inside proving
that people were living on these poor lands. I felt pity for these
men, women, and children who had to live on these
unforgiving lands. They must have a difficult life and
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struggling to live in these conditions must have required a
strong will and courageous mind. I felt compassion for these
people who had to overcome so many natural calamities, and
I suddenly visualized their fate and compared it to mine.
Somehow, I felt that I was less unfortunate and I admired
them as I had admired all human beings who had to struggle
hard to survive on this earth.
Then suddenly, I saw standing alongside the track hundreds
of children ranging from five to fifteen. They stood there
watching the train pass as if they were waiting for something
to happen. At first, I was surprised to see them. I could not
understand why they were standing under the torrid sun in the
middle of nowhere watching our train. How did they know that
the train was passing to come out standing there looking at
us? Were they not supposed to be in school? What were they
waiting for? These dark-tanned little creatures, these boys
and girls with their ebony skin color, their skinny faces, their
haggard eyes, their uncombed hair, their naked upper bodies
and their bare feet, they wore only a sarong. They stood in
groups of five or six, scattered along our route over a very
long distance because the train had been rolling for hours and
I still saw them, little creatures with dark skin color and
haggard eyes, standing along the track and looking at us as if
they were expecting something to happen.
I was perplexed. Then suddenly I got the answer. I saw one,
then two, then ten, then thirty or forty male passengers in the
compartment stand up and go to the windows. They looked at
the kids standing along the railroad, and then took a handful
of money in small bills and threw them outside the windows
while shouting and pointing their fingers at the bills that were
then hovering in the air and dancing slowly before falling to
the ground. Then, I saw the children running, jumping and
catching the bills, which were landing or still dancing in the air
above their heads. They were competing in gathering the bills
and were yelling and quarrelling. A few kids just stood there
watching the struggle, indifferent and aloof. They seemed not
interested in gathering of the free money and adopted a
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contemptuous attitude towards the others.
Be and Sorin also got small change and gave me a handful.
They asked me to throw them out the window. I did it because
I thought at first that it was the Cambodian custom of doing it
at the New Year time, similar to the Vietnamese custom of
giving to small children red envelopes during Tet, the
Vietnamese New Year. As the train passed more children
were standing along the railroad watching the hundreds of
heads popping out of the train windows and then they saw a
multitude of small bills thrown out, flying and hovering in the
air then dropping down onto the ground. Together, they
scrambled to get the bills. Some bills were blown away by the
wind and came to a stop on the top of bushes, or far away on
the rocky trails, or in the depth of trenches. The children
fought to get the free money, and on the train, adults were
pointing to the bills, laughing and shouting, excited and
happy.
This donation scene made me uneasy. I felt like these people
used their money to buy pleasure at the expense of these
poor kids and my heart ached. I felt pity for the miserable
children who had to entertain these adults the way some
animals did at the circus or at some cockfight or dogfight. It
could be that I had a prejudice and I hated it when people
abused people. I could not tolerate the modernist character of
our society, the new conception of life based on materialism
and physical needs and the lack of sentiment in human
relationship. In that respect, I might be too conservative and
too sentimental. Every time I saw signs of suffering on a
human face, I could not help feeling bad.
From the train, I saw these poor children born to endure a
tough life and they would never have the chance to carry out
their “pursuit of happiness” on this earth. Why did God not
allow them to be carefree and cheerful like many other kids?
Why did they not have the chance to enjoy their young age
and the simplicity of their little lives? Why did they show so
much misery on their faces? Why did I not see spontaneous
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smiles on their lips, as I should? What did they hope for in
their futures and their entire lives? Why did their look reflect
so much anxiety, negativity and acceptance of their destiny?
Why did it not reflect the struggle for the better, the active
fight against their fate? All these distressing questions whirled
in my head the same way these bills did in the air and looking
at them, I had so much pity for human fate. Then I visualized
the Vietnamese children at home. They were not as pitiful as
these children were, standing along the never-ending railroad
in the middle of a bare and deserted land under the burning
sun. They were also unfortunate though, because of the long
war, the historic bad time and the cruel and inhumane regime
that were trampling on their life, darkening their future and
their hope and taking them to a dead end.
The train kept going and going and then suddenly I realized
that these dark-tanned children, these children with their
mahogany skin color and their unimpressionable faces had
disappeared. When had they disappeared? I did not know but
they had left in my subconscious a sad picture still haunting
me. I was plunged in a melancholic mood and my mental
state had prevented me from having any external perception.
These children had given me the picture of stoic human
endurance stamping its print in my subconscious.
I did not have an electronic memory with the capability of
storing so many images of the past. Why did I attempt to keep
such a passionate stage of my life that was gone but still gave
me the reminiscence of all the exciting facts that had stricken
my visual and hearing senses and my emotional system? I
wanted to erase these pictures the way people erased a video
tape; I wanted to forget the past as if it was a story in a novel.
But I could not. I wanted to be an imbecile with no ability to
comprehend. I wanted to be devoid of sensitivity, to be unable
to be conscious, unable to feel, unable to perceive external
facts. I wanted to live a peaceful life, calm and content with
myself, never sad and never happy, the kind of life so many
other people had. Why should I care about other people’s
problems? Did they care about me as I did about them? Why
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did I nurture a compassion for others who were not
compassionate towards me? Who was I to have such a desire
to love others that I considered as friends, relatives, or
compatriots? Did they ask for my empathy? It was ridiculous
and illogical, but I could not help it because I could not explain
the irrationality, the absurdity of my heart.
The train had stopped in a station to let a few passengers
board it or to unload some passengers. I was still standing at
the window and I still had Sorin and Be at both of my sides,
as if they were my bodyguards. I did indeed feel safer in their
company as I could adopt a taciturn attitude when people
inquired about me and have Be or Sorin answer the
questions. Sorin knew how to be friendly with some people
around us. He offered them cigarettes and invited them to
smoke or talked to them to buy their friendship. He attempted
to deviate their curiosity from me.
At noontime, the train entered a large station and made a long
stop there. People bought their lunch from ambulant vendors,
old women and young girls who went around the train with
large trays of rice and barbecued chicken or rice and fish. The
rice was wrapped in banana leaves, the chicken was on
bamboo skews and the fish was wrapped in coconut leaves.
People on the train flocked to the windows to pick the items
they wanted. Be and Sorin also bought me rice and chicken
but I did not feel like eating. We ate fresh palm fruit by biting
on it, swallowing the core, and spitting out the peel. It had a
sweet juice and a tender meat similar to young coconut. I
also drank coconut juice. The eating scene was noisy as
people talked, laughed, called to each other. Added to all this
hubbub was the loud sound of music coming from radios and
cassette recorders. After a while, my headache had become
intolerable.
Since the train stopped, the place at the window ceased being
ours. We had to move away from the window to let people
buy their lunch and when the train rolled again, we could not
get it back as others had stood there. I had to stand with my
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back against the compartment wall, next to a stinking crowd
sweating and smoking cigarettes. The regular shaking of the
train induced me to sleep and I was a snoozing when
somebody tapped on my shoulder. I opened my eyes and
saw Sorin signaling me to go to the window. Be had secured
a place at the window and he ceded it to me by moving to the
side. A Cambodian man looking like a mobster was
comfortably sitting on the windowsill, smoking his cigarette
and Be struck up a conversation with him so that he would not
pay too much attention to me.
The train was then crossing a forest and on both sides of the
track green vegetation flourished. Viet Cong troops were
patrolling the area and from time to time, I saw a military post.
Before the coming of the communists, these posts belonged
to the Nationalist troops of the government of Lon Nol who
were fighting the Khmers Rouges and protecting the rail lines.
Now the Vietcong stationed in the area to prevent the
nationalist forces of Son Sann from taking control over this
region. Many power poles were down, many power lines were
cut and some train compartments were left upside down next
to the tracks, victims of mine attacks. Many power poles and
blockhouses bore bullet holes. The presence of a large
number of Vietcong in the region proved that the Nationalist
Kampuchean People Front of Liberation was making
intensified efforts to attack the Communist Khmers and
control this northwest area of the border region.
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grassland and walked on the red earth trails for a long time
until we reached the villages of locals. Then we walked back,
crossing immense grasslands. The sun was torrid. I sweated
profusely and felt thirsty. I asked Be to find a place where we
could drink but he did not even bother to answer me.
Be and Sorin walked fast and I could not keep pace with
them. I did not know where they wanted to go and suddenly
imagined that they were executing Hai Hoc’s order to take me
some deserted place and eliminate me. I wondered where my
son was at that moment. Sorin’s silent attitude made me even
more anxious. I suddenly decided to stop in the middle of the
road and sat down on the dirt. I wanted to probe Sorin and
Be’s reaction. A Cambodian man passing by said something
to me in Cambodian and as I did not understand I faked not
hearing him, took the scarf I wore around my neck and wiped
my sweat-wet face. The man saw that I did not respond to his
greeting, stopped and, furiously stared at me for a while. A
minute later, he left as Be was rushing back toward me. He
said:
“We are almost there Cau Hai. Please, make a little
effort to go with us!”
I stood up and staggered after Be. I had stayed eight hours on
my feet on the train and had walked more than five
kilometers. How could I not be tired?

At four o’clock, we arrived in Pursat, a small town located
between Phnom Penh and Battambang. All the passengers
had to leave the train. I wondered why the train did not
continue to Battambang. As soon as Be, Sorin, and I got out
of the train I saw Hai Hoc, Hinh, and Huan. I asked Huan
where my son was and he said that the boy had gone with
Sophie and the other woman. Hai Hoc whispered to Sorin and
the three of us went back track following the railroad while
other passengers went toward the station exit gate. I followed
Sorin and behind me was Be. We walked for approximately
500 meters then we turned right to cross the desolate

We went up a sloppy trail and suddenly many houses on piles
appeared in front of me. I saw people and all kinds of farm
animals such as water buffaloes, cattle, dogs, fowl, and ducks
and knew that I was in the outskirts of the city of Pursat. Many
people were staring at me but I just ignored them and
continued to totter. We crossed a dry canal, started
descending toward the river and as we reached the end of the
oxcart trail the river itself appeared, hidden behind a row of
large shady trees. Because it was the end of the summer
season, the river was almost dry, the riverbed sandy white
and clean. That was a characteristic of the Mekong river and
its tributaries, and it reminded me of the white sand dunes in
the middle of the Bassac where I swam a few days before.
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We went close the water stream and Sorin quickly undressed,
took a dead branch, planted it in the sand, and hung his
clothes on it, and then ran toward the water. I was planning to
take off my shirt when Be stopped me and said that my skin
was too light. He was afraid that somebody would notice me. I
pointed at a Cambodian man in the water whose skin was
even lighter than mine was and Be resigned to let me go into
the water. The water was warm after a day of torrid sun and I
felt stress-released. On the other side of the river, many
women and small children were splashing about and some
others were carrying large cans of water home. They dug
large holes in the sand and took the water from these
improvised wells. After bathing for a while, I felt thirsty. I ran
over to one of these water holes and scooped some water to
drink. The water was fresh and clear. Then, I climbed the
slope to the riverbank and found a shady area to sit down and
watch Be and Sorin playfully bathe in the river. They made
signs with their hands to tell me to come back join them but I
was tired and did not want to.
A moment later, we put our clothes back on and went under a
large tree to sit and chat. An offensive odor of urine came up
annoying me. From time to time, an oxcart pulled by two oxen
passed by. I asked Be what we were waiting for and he said
that we waited for the night to fall to enter the town of Pursat
and spend the night. In the daytime, security was more
tightened and the secret police could more easily identify and
arrest us. Pursat had been the place where control was
strictest because of its proximity to the border. Many people
were arrested in Pursat because it had many control posts
and soldiers were continuously patrolling the streets to check
papers and question people, especially around the train
station.
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used it to cut the watermelon and we ate. Mr. Luy, feeling
happy, told me that everything was going well because he
had constantly prayed to Mother Maria. The sight of a
laughing old man sitting on the riverbank and eating
watermelon did not fit the picture of a dangerous escape to
flee communism at all.
We sat there talking for a while when Hai Hoc showed up. As
usual, he convened his people and talked to them; then he
talked to us. He said that from then on, it was extremely
dangerous, we could be arrested any time, and therefore we
had to be on our guards. He mentioned that earlier many
people had been arrested at the train station. Turning toward
Hinh, he frowned and warned him not to talk in Vietnamese
and not to tease his little brother as he had done on the train
or all of us would be in trouble. Angry, he disclosed that Hinh
had suspected him of swindling, the time the entire group was
arrested in Tay Ninh. Hai Hoc complained that he had to pay
for the release of Hinh and another man who went on that
failed trip. Also one of his guides arrested, imprisoned, and
severely beaten was still in jail. This time, as in Nhon’s trip, he
had planned carefully and he envisioned that everything
would go smoothly and well. He said that it took Nhon’s group
only three days to arrive at the Thai border. When I heard Hai
Hoc talking profusely and enthusiastically, I knew he had
already drunk a couple of glasses of rice wine and he just
wanted to brag about his accomplishments. Mr. Luy,
impressed by Hai Hoc’s speech, seemed very optimistic while
I still feel a lot of apprehension about the days to come.

At approximately five, Sophie, Mr. Luy, and Hinh showed up,
Sophie carrying a large watermelon in her arms. I asked Hinh
where his brother Huan and my son were and knew that they
were still bathing in the river under the supervision of the
other Cambodian woman. Sophie had a small knife and Sorin

We stayed until it was dark when Hai Hoc ordered Be and
Sophie to scout the town to see if there was any danger for us
to go there. We waited almost an hour for their return and
they did not, Hai Hoc growing impatient ordered Sorin and me
to go first. We walked along the river for a few minutes and
we met Be and Sophie as they returned flashlight in hand. Be
whispered to Sorin then went looking for Hai Hoc. It was
completely dark and the only light was a far away glow
coming from the bridge. Groups of soldiers with their fierce
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look, holding flashlights in their hands, were checking every
corner of the streets to see if anybody was hiding in the dark.
From time to time, a jeep drove by, carrying soldiers armed to
the teeth. I had the impression that I was crossing a war zone.
A short time later, we entered the downtown of Pursat with its
large two-story houses and villas. Some pedestrians walked
the streets lamp torches in hand, and bicyclists rolled by,
headlights glaring in front. It was stifling and scorching hot.
Sorin had taken off his wet shirt and quietly walked half naked
while I did my best to follow him. He took me around for more
than one hour and we went street after street without my
knowing where we were going. I had asked him several times
but he did not answer and I thought it was because he did not
understand me. We communicated using only body signs,
including hand, head, and eye movements. In fact, we did not
have much to say to each other. His mission was simply to
guide me and my duty was to follow him. That was all.
Suddenly Sorin gave me the signal to stop and wait for him as
he went into a shady house with a cigarette and soda stand in
the front. He talked briefly to a young woman and then
returned, showing anxiety on his face. I guessed the house
was the point of rendezvous established by Sophie and that
something unanticipated had occurred there. I knew that
Sophie was responsible of finding some safe place for us to
stay overnight in Pursat. Earlier, she and Sorin had scouted
the town and she had chosen this house. Looking at Sorin’s
pale face, I started to worry and my heart began to beat
faster. We had covered two thirds of our itinerary to arrive in
Pursat and it would be a terrible waste if we were arrested
there. Also, I had heard that the real danger would not begin
before we attained Battambang. There would be no reason
for our trip to end in Pursat.
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up to Hai Hoc to decide what to do. We stopped at an
intersection for Sorin to buy cigarettes and two pineapple
wedges. The juicy pineapple was delicious because it was hot
and I was thirsty. A few minutes later, Be showed up,
whispered to Sorin, and together we went back to the
previous house. Be went inside the house while Sorin and I
waited outside on the other side of the street. Be came out
and we resumed our walk. As we passed by a soda stand,
Sorin proposed that we stop for a drink. The young girl who
owned the stand was pretty and sexy. Dressed in a beautiful
transparent blouse, she wore make-up, and had her
fingernails painted in red. Sorin and Be began flirting with her
as I watched, not knowing what to do. As she remarked that I
was staying aloof, the young girl, pointing at me, asked Sorin
something. Sorin answered and the three of them laughed
wildly. I knew that they were making fun of me but I just
ignored their joke. When we finished drinking, Sorin paid and
we left. We walked for a short while and arrived at the foot of
a bridge. Sorin entered a house the front of which was
illuminated by a bright-lighted hurricane lamp to rent a bicycle
cab and after he finished discussing about the fare, we
boarded the small vehicle and the driver got off. Five minutes
later, we arrived at the back area of the Pursat train station.

Sorin decided to walk back and when I asked him where we
were heading, he said, “Go look for Mr. Hai Hoc.” Even
though Sophie was in charge of the Phnom Penh Battambang leg, whenever there was a critical problem, it was

At night, this place was crammed and the surrounding
eateries were full of customers. The audio systems in these
tiny restaurants were blaring Cambodian music. Their
kerosene lamps lighted up the entire surroundings but a little
farther away, the streets fell into complete darkness as the
front of the boarding houses did not have any light. Be tapped
the driver on the shoulder telling him to stop. We got off and,
to avoid being seen, Be asked me to stay in the dark shadow,
hidden behind Sorin and him. For a couple of minutes, Sorin
watched out for any sign of danger then he crossed the street
heading towards a boarding house. He said something to the
people standing in the front before coming in. Five minutes
later, he came out smiling and I thought that he had seen
either Hai Hoc or Sophie inside but I was wrong. We resumed
standing there waiting.
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Suddenly, Be pulled the back of my shirt. I knew that there
was some danger coming and quickly hid behind Be and
Sorin. A military jeep drove by, the light from its headlights
beaming so vividly that I was almost blinded. On the vehicle, I
saw four or five soldiers, guns in hands and my heart
pounded faster. The jeep passed in front of us then came to a
stop at the street intersection a few hundred meters ahead.
The soldiers got off and pointed their flashlights at some
people. “Another inspection!” I told myself. I suddenly
remembered that I did not have any papers on me, nor was I
able to speak Cambodian. What would I do if they checked
me? I was frozen with fear. Hai Hoc had said he would buy
me false papers when we arrived in Phnom Penh but he
never did.
As I began to panic, Sorin winked and signaled me to go with
him. We crossed the street and walked along the barbed
wired fence surrounding the train station. We moved quietly in
the dark and once we got out of the inspection area, we sat
down on the street walk to rest. I was so upset with Hai Hoc, I
would quarrel with him over his irresponsibility. I had never
been so scared. I did not know how long we sat there, as I
was hungry and tired. My head was heavy, and I just wanted
to have something to eat quickly and then go to bed.
Be had gone scouting and he returned smiling. I knew that
things had settled down and I felt a little better. Minutes
earlier, Sorin was quiet and I knew that he was anxious. He
was afraid that my arrest would trigger his and he would go to
jail with me. It was the first time he participated in the guiding
of escapees to the border, and he did not have the kind of
confidence Be had. Up to that day, his job was to take people
from Chau Doc to Phnom Penh and on this leg, he had had
experience and did not show any fear.
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go out for dinner. Mr. Luy told me that he also had to go
around and around as Hai Hoc was undecided on where to
stay overnight. He already had dinner and would not go out
with me. As I entered the room in the back of the house, I saw
my son asleep next to Huan and Hinh. The Cambodian
woman, who had been a teacher, was sitting next to my son.
Seeing him asleep peacefully, I had a strange feeling, a
feeling of mixed empathy and happiness. That entire day, I
had seen him and talked to him for only a couple of minutes.
Hai Hoc and I went out to a small eatery nearby. I almost did
not eat at all as I was too tired and my hunger had vanished.
That night I slept like a log. In the morning when I woke up,
everybody was all ready to go to the train station. Only Huan
and my son were still sleeping. I woke my son up and we
went to the back to wash our faces and go to the restroom.
The entire group went to the train station together but when
we arrived, the station was still closed and we had to wait
outside.
At eight o’clock, the train left Pursat and was supposed to
arrive in Battambang at noon. On this part of the trip, Hai Hoc,
Hinh, and I had to stay on the roof of the train, where large
bulks of merchandise were stocked. The merchants also
stayed on the roof of the train with their baggage. A number of
Vietnamese who were on their way to escape the country
were there also, mixed with Cambodians. Hai Hoc sat a little
away from me and we behaved as if we did not know each
other. Every time the train stopped in a station Hai Hoc joined
Sorin and they got off. Hinh and I took advantage of his
absence to chat in low voices.

We went back to the previous boarding house and when we
arrived, I saw Hai Hoc and Mr. Luy at the door waiting for us.
He told me to go inside to put my bag away and be ready to

At forty kilometers from Battambang, the train went into a
small station and made a brief stop. A Cambodian climbed to
the roof of the train and sat next to Hai Hoc. The two talked
and I saw the stranger pointing his finger at me several times.
I had never met him and guessed that he was, like other
Cambodians on that roof, a common trader and that Hai Hoc
was just acquainted to him. When the train stopped at the
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next station, Hai Hoc left the roof and Hinh who wanted to go
to the restroom followed him. As I was sitting alone, the
stranger came next to me and said something in Cambodian,
pointing to the scarf I had around my neck and signaling me
to put it around my head instead. He also pointed at the
glasses I was wearing and motioned to me to put them away.
The man had the fierce look of a thug and, as I did not know
who he was, I just faked not understanding him and I did not
do what he told me to. He looked tough as he wore a beret
and acted like a villain and he gave me quite a repulsive
feeling..
When Hai Hoc was back, the stranger whispered something
to his ear and Hai Hoc approached me and told me to put the
scarf around my head and not to wear my glasses. He
explained that that was how people wore scarves in this
region. I looked around and saw that it was true. I realized
then that the stranger was one of Hai Hoc’s sidekicks who
would take us to the Thai border. At that moment, for some
unknown reason, I had the premonition that something
horrible would happen to him. It was very strange. That
feeling kept haunting me afterwards, every time that I saw
him, until we separated in small groups to go to Sisophon.
In fact the train reached Battambang at noon. We took bikecabs to go to Sophie’s house in the outskirts of the city.
Battambang was one of the largest cities in Cambodia, with
large streets and beautiful homes both still in good condition.
Along the streets, tall green trees provided shade to
pedestrians. Parks were not very large but beautiful.
Battambang, a city of old colonial French architectural style,
gave me a reminiscence of Hai Phong. The one-story homes
painted in yellow, the European-style villas the front of which
had a large yard planted with banana and water palm trees,
made Battambang also resemble Can Tho, or Saigon, or any
other former colonial French city in Indochina.
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wonderful life memories, so many dreams about the road to
idealism, to magnanimous goals, to a bright future. Yet all of
these were gone, all the things that I had dearly cherished
deep in my heart and my soul; gone the dazzling image of a
time that had passed, a time that would never return, a time
that was gone forever.
It was strange that the streets of an unknown city in a foreign
country, the streets lined with large shady trees, beautiful
colonial style gardens, and yellow and white painted villas
with high green painted iron fences could give me so many
reminiscences, so many thoughts about a past that had been
gone so far away. I woke up from that return to the past to
realize that I was not in my motherland anymore. I saw the
same sugar cane juice stands that I had seen in Saigon but I
was I in a stranger’s land. I felt that my soul was sobbing and
my heart throbbing. A strange force is oppressing my lungs,
preventing me from breathing and I am feeling an awkward
pain in my mind. What makes me suffer so much, what gives
me that bizarre sensation which churns my bowels and
compels tears to come out of my eyes and roll down my
cheeks? What causes my nose to run and my face to distort
as if I was victim of some infernal misery? What else could it
be if not Vietnam, the S shaped-land, my country, the land of
my ancestors and of all the people that I love with all my soul?

As I rode the streets of Battambang, I remembered Saigon,
my dearly loved city, the place that held so many of my

Only people who, like me, have to leave their homeland could
have these striking emotions. Only people who, like me, are
stateless look back to their country with a sensation of
unfathomable loss, deep pain and sincere regret. Long ago, I
read novels written by authors that went into exile. I did not
comprehend their feelings and the expression of their soul. I
could not empathize with them. I could not live the feeling of a
person standing on this side and looking over to the other to
realize that all the things of the past are still over there, linking
him with the other side. All the happy or sad, beautiful or ugly
things that were part of his life were left behind on the other
side where he now was longing to return. It is not the natural
obstacles, such as rivers or mountains, seas or oceans that
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prevent him from returning; because had not he gone over
rivers and mountains, crossed seas and oceans to arrive at
this side? Why can he not go over the rivers and the
mountains, cross the seas and the oceans to go back? If he
could not go back, it was because humans had created
situations that prevent him from returning. They had created
obstacles to deter him from coming back. Nature would never
prevent us from returning to the land of our birth.
Was I crazy and stupid or was I clear-minded when I wrote
these lines? Was I drunk or was I sober, was I awake or was I
immersed in a delirious state that had caused me so much
suffering when I expressed ideas that were supposed to stay
hidden inside me? I did not know. I only knew that after the
throbbing of my heart, the oppression of my lungs, the painful
churning of my guts, and the flow of my tears, I still felt the
heaviness of my head. I still felt the emptiness of my soul and
the exhaustion of my body as if I just had a terrible nightmare
or a long but enjoyable encounter with an ardent lover.
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Chapter Eleven

Destination: Sisophon
We arrived at Sophie’s house fifteen minutes after. The
bicycle-cab, a bicycle pulling a small two-wheel carriage,
stopped at an unpaved road intersecting the main road which
led to the New Bridge of the city of Battambang. I had
memorized this road in case I needed to go back to Sophie’s
house. I can visualize easily that red earth road covered with
gravel, five or six hundred meters long, crossing a small
cement bridge. There were on the left several wooden shacks
and mango-trees and on the right, a one-story house used as
the office of the district people’s committee. The speakers at
the top of the house emitted alternately Vietnamese songs
with Cambodian lyrics and appeals to the people to
participate in the poll and vote to select the committee
members. We passed in front of the house and made a left
turn, walked a hundred more meters and arrived at a large
structure which looked like an old granary. The edifice was
divided into two parts: on the left was Sophie’s dwelling and
on the right, Lon’s quarters. Lon was the guide who would
take me to the border.
When we entered, Mr. Luy, Hinh, Huan, and my son were
already there with the two female guides. One after the other,
we showered then waited for the dinner. Hai Hoc and his
accomplices were discussing about the trip to Sisophon that
we would make the following day. This leg, from Battambang
to “Sway”, the local appellation for the town of Sisophon, was
the last stage in the long itinerary which would take us to the
Thai border, our gate to freedom. This route, approximately
120-kilometer long, would be very difficult and dangerous
because it was where we would most likely be arrested and
encounter death. This treacherous route had caused so many
people to be robbed and harmed, so many women and young
girls to be raped, so many families to be mutilated, just
because they had the audacity to go through it. It had caused
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many of us to die or stand the most ignominious and
humiliating abuses, the price we had to pay for our freedom.
I had heard many horrific stories about that route when I was
still in Phnom Penh. Many people had to retreat to
Battambang after encountering the many obstacles and
dangers in Sisophon. At the time, I could not imagine what
that route would look like and why there were so many
troubles there. The following day, I would step in that
horrifying and ill-fated leg and I would know. I would have
awful experiences but I was ready to confront them, and was
not scared because I had accepted my fate when I chose to
escape my country by crossing this land of horror. I was even
prepared to accept death in exchange of the human freedom
that I longed for.
I wondered if the people who went through that route before
me, those who could set foot on the Free World, those who
ignominiously died on the trails, or those who had been
arrested and put in communist jails at the time, were as calm
as I was when they entered this frightful road. But I did not
feel afraid or anxious. I was neither sad nor happy. I still sat
there smoking. I had the impression that I was a condemned
criminal waiting for my verdict, which could be either a death
sentence or a not guilty. I was in a strange state of mind and I
did not know if I was still myself. I could not understand my
own attitude. Normally, in this kind of situation, I would be
emotional, I would easily get angry or sad, and I would cry for
no reason. By nature, I was easily affected by subtle
situations. However, as I entered the critical step of this
escape, I did not have feelings, I did not want to go back, nor
was I patient enough to wait. I only wanted to go ahead, to
start as soon as possible, to depart immediately since I had to
go, since I did not have any other choice. I wanted to finish
this trip quickly as if I were the reader of a novel who wanted
to see how the story would end. I did not have any wish and
did not pray for anything. It was not like the usual scenario of
a person desperately stuck between death and life, waiting to
be rescued.
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At five, we sat down for our last meal together. It would be the
last time we were together as a group. We had dinner in a
friendly atmosphere, as if we were a family, as if there was a
silent mutual understanding among us. Circumstances had
put us together. We were united by the same desire, but also
by fate, because we had sensed that afterwards, some of us
would arrive at the border, some would be arrested and jailed,
and some would die miserably.
On the long itinerary from Phnom Penh to Battambang, we
had several occasions to eat together, but that time was
different, different because it was a parting dinner. We still
had our appetite; we still talked, joked, and laughed as if
nothing would happen to us the following days. None of us
showed any sign of anxiety or edginess. Either our minds
were paralyzed or we did not want to think about the horror of
the coming trip yet. We just wanted to postpone the
smothering feeling that would start oppressing us that night,
when we separated to go to bed. At that fateful dinner, we
had white steamed rice with salty steamed chicken,
cucumber, and that Cambodian wine made from palm tree
juice.
It was 6:30 p.m. when we finished eating and immediately Hai
Hoc told us to go to Lon’s house next door for a meeting.
Night had fallen and some oil lamps were lighted providing a
shady light. Hai Hoc called all the five guides and introduced
them to us. I recognized the man who was on the roof of the
train, as we left Pursat to go to Battambang. Hai Hoc let us
know that the following day, these guides would lead us to the
other side of the Cambodian-Thai border. We would go by
bicycle until Sisophon, then, beyond that point, we would
walk, following jungle trails, until we reached Nong Chan, a
refugee camp for Cambodian refugees at the Thai border. On
our way to Sisophon, Hinh and I would have our own bicycle
while guides would carry Mr. Luy, Huan, and my son on
theirs.
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I had thought that guides would use Honda motorcycles to
carry us, as Hai Hoc had said in Saigon. He had changed his
mind, and now I would have to bike one hundred fifty
kilometers. I was already exhausted and I did not know if I
would be able of to do the biking to the end. It was useless to
contradict Hai Hoc or argue with him, and I just had to accept
what he said, I just had to be prepared to cope with any
unanticipated event if I wanted to continue the trip.
Hai Hoc assigned his guides to each of us. Lon would be my
guide and his brother-in-law Ket would be my son’s. Hai Hoc
proclaimed that he had carefully selected the guides and
assured us that they were experienced, conscientious, and
dedicated professionals who would do the best they could to
ensure success. I asked him if my son and I could have the
guides who had taken Nhon and his son to the border. He
said no and he explained that, for each trip, he always chose
new collaborators, and that the guides he had selected that
time had done the job successfully and could be trusted. They
would do their best to fulfill their mission so that he would use
them again in some other trips.
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water and food to force them to write messages home, so that
they could extort more money from the families. After they got
the money, sometimes they let their prisoners go and some
other times they robbed and killed them. A week later,
families seeing their beloved come back or getting news that
they were detained somewhere, realized that they were
swindled, but could not do anything. In case that their beloved
had been robbed and killed, it was more heartbreaking, as
families thought that they had arrived at the border or were in
a refugee camp. They waited for news to come home by mail
but no news came and they kept waiting and waiting. No mail
ever arrived. After six months, they suspected that something
catastrophic had happened. They attempted to find out, they
investigated, and found out that their beloved were not the
only victims of these crooks. Many others had also died by
these crooks’ hands. They realized the truth. The dead had
stopped suffering but their families would suffer as long as
they lived.

I had heard many sad stories about pictures of land people
taken with dishonest guides in Cambodia or in Thailand.
These guides purposely planned to deceive people who
wanted to escape to Thailand. They just took their clients to
Chau Doc or to Tay Ninh then took their picture in the
company of a few so-called Cambodians under a sign that
bore some language similar to Khmer or Thai. Then, they
abducted their clients, kept them by force some place for a
week or two, physically abused them by depriving them of

Hai Hoc said good-bye, shook our hands, and wished us
good luck. I was fuming inside but, like a machine, I shook his
hand. My state of mind was not normal. I became stupid. I did
not have any judgmental ability left. It could be because I was
too angry with Hai Hoc who had squarely duped me without
my being able to do anything against him. I remembered his
deceitful talk when he tried to convince me to participate in
this trek. All he wanted was my gold, my money. I was mad
at myself for letting myself be duped, for having listened to his
deceptive stories and foolishly believing in him the way the
disciple believes in his master or the flock believes in the
apostle. And while I was preparing to enter the land of
torment and death, he was ready to go back to Saigon, to the
warmth of his sweet home. I thoughtlessly asked Hai Hoc:
“If you are not going with us, how can we send the
secret message home?”
He looked at me with pity in his eyes, as if I had become
insane. He did not even bother to answer my question, letting
Mr. Luy respond in his place:
“We can just give it to our guide, can’t we?”
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When we were in Saigon, Hai Hoc had told us that he would
take us across the border himself. He would take a picture
with us at the hospital where a delegation of the International
Red Cross worked and take the picture back to our family in
Saigon as a proof that we had arrived safely to destination.
He had lied. We had been naïve when we listened to his
duperies.
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As if I was not stupid enough, I asked him again:
“Our gold ring and our money we gave to you, can we
get them back now?”
Hai Hoc’s eyes reflected discomfort. While he was looking for
an appropriate answer Mr. Luy, also avid about getting back
his money, added:
“Thank you for keeping my gold ring. Tomorrow, we will
leave early in the morning, I would appreciate your
giving it back …..”
Hai Hoc suddenly cut him off:
“From now on the trip will be very dangerous. You want
to keep gold and money on you to be killed? When they
inspect you and find that you have gold or money, they
will confiscate it and will execute you to destroy the
evidence! Once you get to the jungle, you will be under
the control of the paras. They will search you thoroughly
to see if you have anything valuable on you. You cannot
keep gold or money on you! It is too risky! Let me
convert gold into Thai money. When you arrive at the
border, my guides will give back to each of you 800
bahts.∗”

Hai Hoc also said that when we arrived at the area controlled
by the Kampuchean People National Liberation Front
(KPNLF) armed forces, we would pass by many control posts.
We should keep calm and behave as if we were smugglers.
We should not show any fear or anxiety. As everybody would
have to pay fees, our guides would give us money and we
should replicate exactly what they did. He kept repeating that
we should stay calm otherwise we would be discovered and
arrested.

It was silly of me to open my mouth and ask him to give me
back the money and the ring in such a delicate situation, but it
was the survival instinct which pushed me to act so. The more
we are in a dangerous situation, the more we have to rely on
ourselves. If for some unfortunate reason something
unpleasant happened, I had to have some gold or some
money to safeguard myself. But I told myself that it was too
late to act. I thought of a Vietnamese proverb, which says,
“One can be smart one hundred times and be stupid once.” I
was naïve. Instead of hiding the ring, I had shown it to Hai
Hoc. Mr. Luy looked at me with empathy, the weary look of a
person who had endured innumerable life experiences but
was still not smart enough to avoid being deceived.

Later, I would be exposed to the rude reality. The Free World
that I had been dreaming of when I was in red hell was not
always the beautiful, ideal, or fairy-tale place to live. Reality
was like a whip slashing my soul and my spirit, hurting my
heart and making me quit the dark realm of mental lethargy
that I was sinking in after years of living in desperate and
grieving circumstances. I was like the nightingale enthralled
by her own song’s spell, forgot that the tendrils of the
grapevine would strap her feet. When morning came, she
wanted to fly away but found out, too late, that the vine had
imprisoned her. But unlike the nightingale, I was not
fascinated by my own voice; it was the communist
brainwashing, the indoctrination, which had rendered me
obtuse. “Stay alert, you must stay alert!” I told myself, “Just
look directly into life, the ruthless life on this world. Love is just
a dream; hatred is reality. Cupidity, egotism, and cruelty are
instinctive to human beings, whether in communist world or

∗

Baht is the Thai currency. One US dollar was equivalent to approx 10
bahts at the time.
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I did not actually know the paras, soldiers of the KPNLF but,
at the beginning, I thought that if they were nationalists, they
would be on the Free World side, our side. They would be our
friends, not our enemies and would assist us to escape the
communists, not arrest us. That was a childish quick way of
reasoning, one that was not based on facts. Later on, stark
reality stroke and woke me up, making me conscious of the
fact that I had sunk in a kind of mental lethargy as I lived
under the blinding effect of the communist regime too long.
Not having used my logical thinking for many years I had
become dumb.
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Free World.”
When Hai Hoc asked if we had any other questions, I knew
that it was time we parted. Sophie and the dark-skinned
woman who looked Eurasian, and who allegedly spoke
French, had disappeared. I regretted not having spoken
French with her. I still miss her voluptuous eyes when she
was combing her long raven hair and looking at me as if she
wanted to say, “Why don’t you hold me in your arms? I am
feeling lonely tonight. I need your embrace. Your love will
make me feel better!” However, I never had the chance to
hold her in my arms. Now she was gone! The short encounter
would give my trip some poetic tone, in addition to the many
dangers that were haunting me. It would be very romantic in
spite of the hard and gruesome reality. But that also was
imagination. “Where are you now, in Battambang, or Pursat,
or another place in your unfortunate country? Your life must
have been tumultuous and packed with hurdles. How many
people like me had you helped to cross the “killing fields”?
Was it money or sentiment, which persuaded you to do this
treacherous job? I heard that your brother was a para captain
and you believed that one day your nation would wake up
with flags flapping the wind and horns sounding the victory
over slavery and misery, and the regain of independence,
freedom, and democracy. You might then sit at your teacher’s
desk or stand in front of the blackboard to write the beautiful
words of “PEACE” and “LOVE”. Are you still nourishing that
dream? And when will your dream become reality?”
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After that, he disappeared with Be and Sorin. I went into the
small room at the corner of the house where my son had just
begun to be sleepy. I held him in my arms and spoke to him
the last words, before we entered the fateful trip.
According to the plan, we would depart at 4:00 am to be able
to arrive at Sisophon at 11:00 am. We would have our lunch
and take a rest until 1:00 pm then resume our trip to go to the
border. The guides assured us that by 3:00 pm we would
reach the jungle area controlled by the nationalist Khmers.
We might have to stay overnight in a house belonging to Lon
and resume the trek the following day, crossing the border
region. That was the plan. I knew that the distance from
Battambang to Sisophon was approximately eighty kilometers
and from Sisophon to the border, fifty to sixty kilometers. We
would go separately at a distance of five hundred meters of
each other to make sure that we would not all be arrested at
once. That was one of Hai Hoc’s ideas. I wanted to go with
my son so that we would be arrested together or get away
together, but Hai Hoc said that in this dangerous trip I should
not let my feelings interfere with its success. He also said that
father and son going together would easily be detected and
he reminded me that even if my son had been arrested I still
had to go on.

That night, my son and I slept at Lon’s house. When the
evening fell, Hai Hoc ordered Mr. Luy, Hinh, and Huan to go
with the other guides to another home to spend the night.

Since the trip had become that perilous, I had told my son that
we would not be together, we would not communicate, and he
had to wait until we arrived at the border to speak to me. I had
also told him that under no circumstance should he speak
Vietnamese because that would immediately trigger the
arrest. I said that from then on he would be on his own, we
would not wait for each other, whoever could escape should
take advantage of it and it would not help to be weak and to
linger. It was painful to say these words and my eyes filled
with tears, my voice trembled as if I started to cry. My son
was very brave. He was ready to accept all the challenges
and mishaps of destiny. I saw his face hardened and he said,
“Don’t worry Daddy. By agreeing to go, I have accepted the
hardships coming from it. I am not afraid. You do not have to
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I still envy meeting that woman again, the woman in a black
sarong and a black beautifully embroidered blouse, the black
color of mourning, the color of death. She wore on her body
the color of her country, an ill-fated country, the country of
those small kids with teak-colored skin whose image would
still hang around in my memory, I did not know until when.
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take care of me.” I was relieved to see that he had matured in
his thinking and the difficult trip that we would start the
following day would be less worrisome. I still felt my heart
twinge as I found that my little boy had to leave the realm of
innocence to enter the responsible world of adulthood, the
world of duties and acceptance. I had told him to memorize
the address of his uncles in France just in case he would
arrive at the refugee camp alone. He should contact his
uncles because there was no direct communication with
Vietnam. In case he was arrested, he should find a way to
send a message home so that my wife would know and come
to his rescue. I did not remember what else I told him. What I
remembered though was that I was in pain and tears were
flowing out of my eyes. I just held him in my arms, and my
heart was throbbing. I felt something strange inside me but it
was not the prediction of some harsh adversity. It was very
bizarre. Was it the omen that it would be my fate to be
separated from my son? Was it the premonition that he would
be arrested and put in jail at the border region, far away from
home? Was it the signal that I would have to leave him in the
hands of the Cambodian jailers and flee alone?
My son was sleeping next to me but I could not close my
eyes. Thousands of thoughts invaded my mind. I did not
understand why tears kept flowing out my eyes when I
thought about my family still in Saigon. Again, I wanted to go
home. I found my leaving the country unjustifiable and the
many hurdles barring my re-establishment in another country
frightened me. My future suddenly looked bleak and I was not
sure if I would be able to fight alone. I longed to go back and
live a quiet life. I was unsure of my being capable of living the
life of exile. I forgot all the misery and the sufferings caused
by the communist regime that I had had before.
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happened along the trip to let my wife understand how difficult
it was for my son and I. I also wanted to let her know our
whereabouts in case that we were in trouble, she would be
able to help us. In the first letter, I described the joy of being
able to finally leave the country. I told her about the good
meals we had in Phnom Penh, the plates of food I had not
had for the last seven years, such as roast chicken, grilled
prawns, roast beef, and seafood combination soup. I had
also recounted the river swimming party and the sand dunes
in the middle of the Bassac. Mixed with these enjoyments,
there were the long anxious wait in Chau Doc and some
fearful incidents such as the one we had encountered when
we were under the boat and the guards speared their
bayonets down, just above our head, to check if there was
rice hidden underneath. I wrote the letter when I was still
serene and in control of myself, I was not in delusion yet. But I
wrote the following letters in a more vibrating state of mind,
when danger and anxiety started to have an effect on me,
when I had apprehension and was yearning to end the trip by
either going home or moving quickly ahead. I also wrote
about the experiences encountered by our son, his
exhaustion, his fears, his tension, and mostly his missing his
mom and his siblings. I spoke about our oppressive feeling of
anxiety and our sadness. I was in a rave when I expressed
my pain and my anguish, when I explained that starting from
that point, I was empty-handed, I had left every precious thing
behind me.

I would like so much to sleep but could not and I decided to
get up and write a letter to my wife. I hoped Hai Hoc would be
able to deliver it to her. Since my departure, I had written
three letters home from Phnom Penh, Pursat, and
Battambang. I had recounted the developments that

Lon saw that I could not sleep. He gave me a glass of hot
water and I took two aspirin tablets that I had with me. Lon felt
sorry for me but he was not in a better mindset than I was. He
was himself devoured by unrest, apprehensiveness, and
anxiety. Who is not afraid of dying? I heard that even
professional soldiers also have that oppressing feeling of
terror when they are at the battle front and guns have not fired
and enemy are not seen yet. The tightrope walker before the
show also dreads the moment he has to go out and walk on
the tightrope. I read in a magazine the statement that a
champion-toreador made before he decided to retire from his
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job. He said that it was not because he had become rich, not
because he had become old but because he could not stand
anymore the oppressing feeling of fright, which seized him
each time he had to go out to the arena to face the wild beast.
However, fear will disappear or at least will ease when you
are face to face with the danger. You will not fear the danger
when it is too late to fear it, when you have to find the way to
fight it or get out of it.
That was what happened to Lon also. Although he had gone
through the killing fields so many times, although he had
successfully led so many people to the other side of the
border, he still had fear when thinking about the danger he
would have to face again. He still had that invading sensation
of alarm, as he would again step on that deadly road. He
dreaded that he would not return this time, as many guides
like him had not. He dreaded that his wife and his kids would
not have anybody to lean on. He also dreaded that his body
would be abandoned, he would not be buried and his soul
would have to wander in that part of the jungle like so many
others. On that trail, death does not leave out anybody; it
does not spare any soul. The bullet from the border patrol
does not differentiate the Vietnamese escapee or his guide. A
small wrongdoing and the AK bullets will penetrate our body,
puncture our heart or our lungs, or pierce our head. A single
misstep and a mine will explode and pulverize our body.
However, all depends on our fate. Maybe Buddha could be
our savior; or at least it was my believing so. I saw Lon light a
bunch of incense sticks, put half of it on the Buddha altar and
bring the rest outside in the yard to implore the benediction of
Sky-God. I heard his mumbling,, which I did not understand,
but I knew what he was asking; because for the last three
days, every evening I was also praying Sky-God and Buddha
to bless my son and me so that we could get out of mishaps.
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cigarette after the other. He had not finished the one on his
lips, his hands already rolled another. I did not count how
many cigarettes he had smoked that night, the big cigarettes,
as big as short cigars, he rolled in dry leaves instead of paper.
I saw him put the tobacco on the small leaf and roll it. I have
tried to do it but I could not because a small break in the leaf
would prevent me from lighting the cigarette and smoking it. I
did not ask Lon why Cambodians used dry leaves to roll their
cigarettes but when I was in prison, all the prisoners used
newspapers cut into small rectangles to roll tobacco. It could
be the Cambodian custom to roll cigarettes with dry leaves,
When it was almost dawn, Lon came near my bed, took the
empty glass and said in broken French:
“Toi dormir! Demain nous partir très tôt”
(You must sleep now! We will depart very early
tomorrow!)
How long did I sleep? One or two hours? I did not have a
watch and had lost total consciousness about time. I only
knew that it was still dark when Lon woke me up and said:
“Nous partir maintenant!”
(Let’s go!)
I told myself, “OK, let’s go! I am not afraid of going! I do not
have any other choice anyway. Now, I can only go further. It’s
too late to back out!” It was 4:00 am when Lon, Ket, my son,
and I left the house on our way to Sisophon. It was dark and I
could not see the surroundings. Ket took my son on his bike
and they left first. Ten minutes later, Lon took his bike to the
main road and we walked the 500 meters, which separated
his house from the road. Even though I had my glasses on, I
could not see well in the dark and I stumbled several times.
Lon walked quickly, and I had trouble keeping up with him.
Many times, I told him to wait for me. I was afraid that if I got
lost, we would waste time and Ket and my son would be
farther away.

I did not want to talk to Lon even though it would release our
tension and help us feel better. It would help us forget the fear
and anxiety, which were dominating us, and help us pass the
time. I watched Lon sitting at the doorstep smoking one

I was torn by the idea of being separated from my son, not
knowing what could happen to him. “What will he do if
something unfortunate happens? How can he communicate
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with his guide who does not speak Vietnamese? How can he
manage by himself when he is only 12?” I asked myself these
kinds of questions without having the answers. From the
moment he climbed on the back of Ket’s bicycle, my heart
had been pounding. Invisible threats invaded my head. From
here to Sisophon, we would have to pass by sixty or seventy
security posts controlled by Vietnamese and Khmer soldiers.
Would my son be able to get away with all the inspections?
What if he was arrested? I heard that thousands of people
attempting to cross the border had been arrested and
imprisoned in Sisophon. Many who had arrived near
Sisophon still went back because of the fear of arrest. Even if
my son could pass Sisophon, would he be safe when he
crossed the minefields? What would he do if he encountered
brigands? So many questions were assailing my mind. I kept
asking Lon:
“Where is my son?”
“Toi pas peur! Petit avec mon frère.”
(Don’t worry! He is with my brother.) He kept
answering.

soldiers, the bridge that led to the outskirts of Battambang. At
the sight of the soldiers guarding the bridge, I trembled with
fear, I could not breathe, my heart was pounding, and I lost
control of my mind. I no longer knew what to do. As we were
about a hundred meters from the military post, Lon stopped
and got off the bicycle. He gave me the bike, then
approaching his mouth to my ears he said in a whisper:
“Toi marcher avec bicyclette. Toi pas peur. Choses pas
arriver. Moi aller derriere! Allez!”
(You just walk and take the bike with you. Do not panic!
Nothing will happen. I am behind you. Go!)

We arrived at a road covered with gravel and Lon told me to
climb onto the back seat. To make it more comfortable, he
had attached on the top of the seat some empty jute bags that
he had folded and tied together with rubber strings and on the
right side, he had hung the big bag containing all the things
that belonged to people in our group. Hai Hoc had not allowed
us to take care of our own luggage. He said that luggage
would make people suspect us immediately. He had put all
our personal belongings into a big bag and let Lon carry it.
That way, Hai Hoc said, Lon and I could easily pass for
smugglers and avoid arrest.

Hypnotized, I walked slowly toward the bridge. I stared
straight ahead avoiding the guards, as if I looked at them they
would suspect and arrest me. I did not dare glance back to
see if Lon was following me. As I approached the bridge, I
saw a guardrail across the roadside. In front of the post, five
or six young soldiers sat smoking, rifle on their lap. I did not
know how to cross that barrier. Should I approach the post
and go through the narrow passage or should I bend down
and slide through the barrier? I was still perplexed when I saw
on the other side a man with his bicycle slide under the
guardrail. I immediately did the same and walked away
nonchalantly. I felt as if I just got rid of a thousand pounds
burdening my shoulders. I was still anxious and worried.
“What should I do if they called me back? Run, run fast, even
if they shoot at me.” That was what I had decided to do in my
head. However, they did not call me back. I was just too
worried I had lost my mind. I told myself afterwards, “I was

I sat on the back seat and Lon pedal. The bicycle swerved
then moved forward unsteadily and we stumbled several
times. When we reached the main asphalt road, the ride
became much smoother. It was dawn and the sky was lighter.
Lon told me to take off my glasses. Five minutes later, we
arrived at the New Bridge guarded by a group of young
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How could I resist panic when I saw their AK rifles pointed at
me? I had never passed a security post like this before. I told
myself, “You are going to be arrested for sure! They are going
to ask for your papers. You do not have papers. You mumble
and fake being deaf and dumb. Have you ever faked being
deaf and dumb? Will they believe you? If they push their guns
to your side will you still pass for deaf and dumb?” So many
questions assailed me and drove me crazy.
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crazy! I just look like any ordinary person, why would they
suspect me? Next time, I should keep calm!”
I walked down the slope and arrived at a junction. Lon was
still far behind me and I did not know which road to take. I
slowed down to allow Lon to catch up with me and still I did
not see Lon coming. Time seemed to slow down. I became
impatient. I was afraid he had disappeared. I wanted to go
back to find out what happened but it was too risky. I could
stand there and wait. What would happen if they saw me from
their post and suspected something? I decided to turn right,
left my bike on the ground and approached a bush faking to
go pee. Just at that moment, I heard Lon say:
“Nous aller, vite!”
(Let’s go. Hurry up!)
Lon was on the saddle waiting for me. I gladly sat on the seat
behind him and held his sides saying:
“What took you so long? You scared me!”
“Toi pas parler! Dangereux!”
(Shut up! It’s dangerous!) He replied.
It did not take long for us to be far away from Battambang.
Sunlight started illuminating the sky. It must have been 5:00
am. Many people were already on the road and large trucks,
stationed outside the city, started moving in. Groups of
smugglers on bicycles were going toward Sisophon like us.
They talked, laughed, sang. Now and then, I saw a horse
carriage, not like the ones in Vietnam though. It resembled an
open stagecoach I saw in western movies, with two rows of
seats facing each other. I had seen some other ones near the
buses, waiting to transport people or merchandise to a hidden
place outside Battambang to avoid taxes. Merchandises
moving across the new bridge to enter the city were checked
and smuggled goods were either confiscated or taxed heavily.
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became rich. Then they would not worry about their
merchandise being confiscated, they could always bribe the
authorities and get it back. At the border, the main law was
the law of gold. Smugglers just had to pay the right price in
gold. On the contrary, for a small peddler, being arrested and
having goods seized would be the end of his activities. These
small peddlers usually used bicycles to transport goods to
Sisophon where traders waited to buy from them. Goods
would be later trucked to Battambang.
I had heard that from noontime, hundreds of bicycles carrying
smuggled goods ran on jungle trails. The smugglers talked,
joked, laughed loudly while their cassette recorders blasted
Thai and Cambodian songs, making the entire jungle area
resound as if it was a fair place. The happy voice of the living
mixed with the sobs of the dead, the wailing of those who had
perished on these trails, thousands of wandering unfortunate
souls looking for salvation. There was a weird ambiance in
these deep forests, and the air was oddly cool, not the kind of
coolness that made you feel good, the cool that made hair
your nape raise up, made you have goose bumps, as if you
were entering a cemetery at midnight. The air was also very
humid because the sun could not pierce the dense foliage
and the ground stayed swampy. Tall trees had lived there a
hundred years, their roots spreading far and above the
ground, their trunks growing so big two persons could not
embrace them fully with their arms extended. Under these
trees were large areas covered with swampy, stinky water
where oxcart wheels had rolled over, and on some drier
surfaces, I could see an arrangement of wheel marks which
resembled a complex network of large whip scars on the
ground. These oxcarts went to the border to bring back heavy
rice bags donated by international relief organizations. The
imprints of their wheels on the soil allowed people like me to
find their way to freedom, as we just followed them to go to
the border without risking stepping on a mine.

Smuggling goods from the border was like gambling. Either
you won big or you lost everything. Some people went
bankrupt after a couple of trials. Others won a few times and

Many people who escaped the communist regime in Vietnam
and in Cambodia had to walk the trails which crisscrossed the
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jungle area adjacent to the border. They hoped to go through
this hellish world to arrive at the wonderful paradise of
freedom and happiness. The vast majority never arrived as
dangers awaited them at every corner of their route. Besides
being robbed, raped, beaten, abused, and slaughtered, they
could also step by mistake on a mine and be injured or die
instantly. Injured, they would not find their way out of the
jungle. Their bodies became prey to wild beasts or just rotted
and disintegrated, fertilizing the soil. These long horrifying
trails we had to walk on, these never-ending trails,
crisscrossed mountains and forests. We could walk them for
days and days, encountering all kinds of impenetrable
vegetation, bamboo, wicker, reed, cane, and what else, I do
not know. Sometimes, they crossed an area planted with new
trees, a sign of deforestation done lately. Where the sun could
come down, the ground was dry, and the air fresher, less
contaminated. It was the place for thieves and rapists to be on
the look out for their victims. The chirping and singing of birds,
the quack-quack of wild ducks, the thumping sound made by
wild animals running, the cracking of dry leaves due to snakes
or lizards crawling, the croaking of frogs, or mysteriously, the
roaring of some tiger mixed with the lament and weeping
sound of dead souls coming from the other world.
The bike was running smoothly when suddenly, Lon braked
and got down. He looked around as if he feared something. I
asked:
“What happened?”
“Tais-toi”
(Shut up!) He retorted.
I got upset with his nasty way of answering me and at the
same time, I worried about what was going on. A few seconds
later, Lon told me to sit on the saddle and pedal. He ran
behind me, his right hand holding the seat, and then jumped
on it. The bike swerved for a second then went forward. I was
not used to that tall bike and the road was rough, full of rocks
and potholes. The bombing during the Lon Non era, when the
nationalist air force attempted to annihilate the Khmers
Rouges, had damaged that road. There was no sign left of the
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smooth asphalt road of the good time. Now it was only a dirt
road where merchant bikers used to go to the border. On the
side of the road, I could still see the cement stones marked
with some strange cities’ names and the distance to that
point: Sisophon 40km; Aranyaprathet 200 km.
I imagined the French Colonial and Sihanouk golden years,
when fleets of shiny cars of French makes such as Peugeot,
Citroen, and Renault rolled on that smooth asphalt road
taking French colonialist men and women, and high profile
Cambodian ladies to Thailand. These historic vestiges were
still there, the same roads for cars and rail, the same
milestones marked with almost indistinguishable names of
cities unknown to me. But time had changed, history had
evolved, and on these roads nowadays, there were only small
groups of smugglers running on their bicycles. They risked
their lives to make money quickly hoping to become rich one
day, as rich as these big shots sitting in Battambang waiting
for their accomplices to bring back illegal goods from
Sisophon. Mixed with the smugglers were people like myself,
who left but rarely returned and rarely arrived at their
destination. We left in a hurry; we hoped to reach the Thai
border but we often disappeared before arriving there. Where
we arrived was unknown to the living. Or it was only known to
the living as an abstract beautiful world called nirvana,
heaven, or paradise.
After the bicycle had some velocity, Lon jumped on the back
seat. The bicycle reeled and I almost stumbled. I firmly held
the handlebar; the bicycle lurched a few more rounds then
regained its balance. I took all my strength and pressed on
the pedals to force the vehicle to move forward.
“Lon, where are the brakes?” I asked
“Toi appuyer pied sur roue devant. Bicyclette n’a pas
frein”
(Press your foot against the front tire. There are no
brakes.) He replied.
The bike was old but very sturdy. The road was full of rocks,
big and small. The small ones are as large as eggs, the big
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ones were like watermelons, and the potholes were half a
meter diameter. It was such a road and the bicycle could
stand the hardships pretty well. Lon knew that we would go a
long way on a bad road. He had bought a pair of new tires.
He also pumped them hard. Every time we jumped into a
pothole and jumped out, my brain seemed to eject from my
skull, my hands almost quit the handlebar and my heart
wanted to leave my chest. I continued to pedal though. I
ground my teeth and pushed as hard as I had done when I
carried two 100kg bags of rice and a fat woman on my cyclo
and went over the Truong Minh Giang Bridge in Saigon. After
a while, I stopped avoiding the potholes. I just let the bicycle
hop in and leap out of them.
“Toi pas savoir rouler bicyclette?”
(Don’t you know how to ride a bicycle?), Lon asked.
“Of course I do! I am not that stupid!” I answered.
Lon laughed. He lit a cigarette and passed it to the front to
me. We shared the cigarette and chatted. We spoke about
just anything to make time go faster and to forget our
tiredness. By then, the relationship between Lon and me had
become more intimate. It was no longer simply a monetary
relationship between a guide and his client.

“Two rings.” He answered.
“Only two?” I asked again.
“Yes.” Lon replied.

Lon told me that he was fifty. He had been a sergeant in the
French colonial forces and later in the Royal armed forces. He
had married twice; his second wife was a Cambodian
Vietnamese. Just by looking at him, I thought he was sixty; his
hair was white, his cheeks gaunt. He was skinny, and darkskinned with a frantic face, showing years of suffering, misery,
and hard work. His children from his second wife were still
very young. He said he would like to open a business but did
not have any money. He was doing the guide job to survive. I
thought that even if he had money, he would not be able do
business because he was too honest, too straightforward, and
too human. Later on, I also found out that he had high sense
of responsibility, loyalty, and ethics. Lon was the opposite of
Hai Hoc.
“How much do you get to take me across the border?” I
asked Lon.
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Hai Hoc had told me that he had to pay each guide six rings
and an extra five hundred Bahts for trip expenses and meals.
Two rings! It was too little for the guide that I met on the roof
of the train when we went from Pursat to Battambang. Two
rings were just enough to buy a simple funeral at a Buddhist
temple, after he was shot dead in Sisophon by the border
security guards while attempting to escape arrest. With two
rings, what would he be able to buy if he were still alive? It
was really too little to die for! Because if the trip were not that
dangerous, Lon would not be so anxious; he would not feel
that gloomy, would not have so much to worry about, and
would not spend almost the whole night smoking. The guide
job is not easy. Each time you go, you worry about not
coming back. Your wife does not have to marry a soldier to
become a widow. Lon’s wife and the wives of other guides,
they all feared that someday somebody would run to their
house and announce that their man had been killed on his
way home. These gentle peace-loving wives had to live in
constant despair, constant fear that their husband might not
return one day. But to my thinking, the day they become
widows will also the day they are freed from a perpetual
anguish. Unhappiness mixed with happiness is the kind of
ambivalence that they will feel that day. Isn’t it another
deplorable manifestation of human fate?
After one hour, we were far away from Battambang. I asked
Lon how far we were and he said more than fifteen
kilometers. We passed by two open air markets, similar to the
Thu Duc Market and Go Vap Market near Saigon. Selling and
buying activities were going on briskly. Merchants had
gathered there and built small wooden stands along the two
sides of the road to do business. Deeper inside there were
stalls selling groceries, food, and coffee. We had just passed
the market a distance of 500 m when Lon told me to get onto
an earth trail leading farther inside to villages. 100m farther, I
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saw Ket standing under a makeshift stall on the side of the
trail. His brand new Chinese-made bicycle covered with dirt
was next to him. When we came closer, I saw my son sitting
on a bench. A barber did his haircut business there as I
noticed a high armchair and a large mirror. At that early time,
he had not started his work yet. I asked my son if he was
hungry; he shook his head. I held his hand, patted on his
head, and asked him gentle questions to comfort him while
Lon chatted with Ket. A few minutes later, Lon took his
bicycle, pedaled away, and came back with a stack of bills
tied together with a rubber band. He shared the money with
Ket then my son hopped onto his bike and they left. Lon and I
waited for him to go a short distance then we took off also. I
asked him where the other persons in the group were and
was told that they were in front of us. I realized that where we
had stopped for a short break was our first point of
rendezvous but we did not all meet at the same time for fear
of being caught together. Lon was the group leader and he
was responsible for coordinating other guides’ movement on
this trip.
We continued our itinerary and to avoid public attention, I was
still pedaling with Lon sitting behind me. Usually the guide sat
in the front pedaling and therefore, I would then be mistaken
for a guide. It was a smart move of Lon but I had to carry him
in the back, I had used a lot of my energy and we still had a
long way to go, seventy kilometers or even more! I kept
pedaling hard, trying to catch Ket and my son. After almost
one year working as a cyclo driver in Saigon, I had become a
professional biker, and even though I carried Lon and the
road was bad, I still rode fast, pedaling with all my force
hoping to draw near my son. Ten minutes after, I saw the
guide transporting Huan. I did not see Huan at first because I
did not have my glasses on, but when I passed him, he turned
hid head, opened wide his mouth and grinned. When I rode
close to him, I asked:
”Where are Uncle Luy and Hinh?”
He said he did not know. I asked him why he did not know
and he said they had left after he had. I worried that we would
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eventually lose track of each other and would not see each
other again. With that idea swirling in my mind, I was
determined to bike even faster.
One hour later, we had made 20 more kilometers. The sun
was already high above our heads and my shirt was soaked.
The scarf made my head itch and my throat was dry. I was so
thirsty! All the water in my body had changed into sweat. I
made all the effort I could to keep the high speed though. I did
not talk to Lon but just focused on pedaling vigorously. Only
one thought was churning in my brain: “At any price, catch up
with my son!” On both sides of the road, dwellings had
become rare. I saw only empty paddy fields, the soil cracked
into a network of deep furrows, looking like a giant beehive.
On the side of the road, from time to time I saw an electric
pole broken in two, the power lines running on the ground.
Many electric poles had been wrecked, their lines cut, falling
on the ground or hanging in the air. I knew that it was the
result of terrorist attacks and demolition activities of the
revolutionary forces fighting against the regime of Phnom
Penh.
These images reminded me of the electric poles on the road
from Saigon to Sadec in the years 66-67, when the Vietcong
cut the power lines or planted mines to demolish them. These
trouble-making activities were aimed to show their presence
and to threaten the local population and force people to
support them, or at least to obey to them. After the sixties,
war began to escalate, terrorist activities increased, such as
the mining of bridges and main traffic routes to attack military
convoys or the erecting of explosive barriers to stop the traffic
and rob or kill people to sow terror.
At nine o’clock, we stopped in a small town to have breakfast.
Lon and I each ate a large bowl of pork noodle soup called
“hu tieu”. As I was thirsty, I drank several glasses of tea.
When we finished eating, we still stayed there for almost half
an hour because Lon wanted to see if other guides would
come. I was anxious to leave because I did not want to be
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more distanced from my son. I exhorted him to leave but Lon
just ignored my pleading. I became so impatient and upset, I
showed my reactions and finally, Lon decided to go. But he
still lingered. He paid the tab, bought a pack of cigarettes and
slowly went into a shop next door. I saw him select two hats,
try one and bring the other one to me. He asked me to roll my
scarf around it while he went back inside to pay. When he
came out, as I was still struggling with the hat and the scarf
he took them and did the rolling for me.
I put the hat on and we left. The heat was terrible, maybe
three times hotter than in Saigon. The sunlight seemed to
stick to the skin, burning and hurting it. My face, my arms, and
my hands were aching as if I had been burnt by the beach
sun for days. I was used to the heat of Saigon, yet I never felt
so thirsty. I had drunk a liter of water just a moment ago and
my throat was already dry, and I needed water but there was
no water around. The road led us more and more into an arid
region without any habitation. We rode for half an hour and
there were no village or people visible. I only saw immense
grasslands covered with black dirt, the ground still marked
with deep furrows. The grasslands were never-ending.
Spreading on both sides of the road to the skyline, it was
forever an arid land with no trees, no vegetation, no peasants,
and no water buffaloes.
There were not a single soul living in this region, possibly
because it was close to the frontier and with military activities
from both communist and nationalist sides, it wasn’t safe.
Cambodia was poor and yet this land had been left
uncultivated since a very long time. I wondered if it was
because of the drought. In fact, when we went on a small
bridge over a river, we did not see any water. “How could one
cultivate the land without water?” I asked myself. The thirst
was killing me. I wished that I had some of the lemon juicelaced sugar that we had prepared for the escape by boat a
few years before.
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I watched the long bumpy dirt road covered with gravel
disappear far away in the indistinct landscape. The sun had
become scorching as we approached noontime. Consumed
by impatience, I kept asking Lon, “How far did we go?” and
Lon replied, “thirty kilometers” then “forty kilometers” and so
on. Thirst spells still stalked me, my throat was still dry, and
my shirt was still soaked with sweat. I was surprised that Lon
was not as thirsty as I was. Hour after hour, we ran on the
never-ending road. Since we left the tiny town where we had
stopped for breakfast, I did not see any dwellings or villages.
The number of cyclists on the road had also dwindled. I did
not know where they went and did not notice how and when
they vanished. Could it be that they had passed us and were
all in front of us? From time to time, a Honda motorcycle
carrying a person on its back seat went by then quickly
disappeared leaving behind a storm of dust. There were no
vehicles on that road other than a couple of jeeps transporting
military personnel going up to the border or back to
Battambang. Outbursts of dirt in the far distance approaching
toward us signaled these jeeps, and we had to stop for a
while to let them pass by.
We rode until 10:00 am when we approached a small town.
On both sides of the road, houses became closer to each
other and I knew I would see the market soon. As we passed
by, I saw that the marketplace was almost empty. In far away
and desolate places like this one, people gathered at the
market very early in the morning and the buying and selling
activities would not last long. A few stalls selling groceries
and coffee were still open but Lon did not want to stop.
Several military trucks stationed on the main road and groups
of soldiers were wandering around. I could not tell whether
they were Vietnamese or Cambodian because I did not have
my glasses on.
When we got out of the town, we went over a bridge and the
river was almost dry. Lon tapped on my shoulder to tell me to
stop. Under a tall tree, I saw a booth selling drinks with a
single table and a bench. There were no customers. I parked
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the bike and felt a bit relaxed while Lon, looking at me,
laughed. I did not know why he laughed and I was too tired to
care. Lon said something to the girl tending the booth as I sat
down on the bench, took off my hat and put it next to me. I
waited for the drink as if I were a little boy waiting for an ice
cream. Lon understood my feelings and he ordered three
drinks, one for him and two for me. The reddish color of the
water in the drink repulsed me a little bit at first, but my thirst
was just too much, I took the glass up my mouth and drank
the whole thing at once. I had never drunk something that
delicious. Under the high heat of the sun, I found that nothing
could be more delectable than an iced-cold sweet drink,
especially when I was torn by thirst.

I was terrified. I asked him what I should do but he just
repeated, “dangereux, très dangereux.” (Dangerous, very
dangerous). Then I realized why he had been so pensive
earlier. I sat on the saddle, ready to go. Lon did not want to
get on the back seat. He ran after me and when the bike was
rolling steadily, he popped on the back seat. That was his
habit, and in Battambang, I had seen many people doing the
same thing. We had gone a short distance, and suddenly Lon
patted on my shoulder and told me to stop. I was surprised at
first and did not know what had happened until I saw him walk
toward some bushes. I left the bike on the road and followed
him. We emptied our bladders quickly and walked back to our
bicycle ready to hit the road again.

We stopped for about twenty minutes. I finished the second
drink, then Lon and I sat there smoking. Exhausted by the
long trip, I remained silent and Lon, lost in thoughts, was quiet
also. A moment later, sweat was poring out of my head, neck
and back, I used my bare hand to wipe away the sweat
running on my forehead. It seemed that my body had
expulsed all the water that I had taken in, the sweating
process having restarted. A moment later, as I felt thirsty
again, I asked Lon to order water for me. I wanted plain water
because sweet drinks could not contain my thirst. The girl was
surprised to hear me speaking to Lon in some foreign
language that she might not know. She gave me a glass of
murky water and I drank it. The water might have just come
from the river and was not purified, but it did not matter to me.
It was not the right time to be demanding. Besides, locals
drank the same water, and I had heard that people who got
lost in the jungle did not have any other choice than to drink
swampy water that smelled dead bodies in order to stay alive.

Lon told me to sit in the back and let him pedal. He saw that I
was tired and wanted to give me a break. Lon still had his
strength intact and we went much faster. Sitting on the back
seat was not very comfortable as my legs were long and the
bicycle did not have any foot-support. I had to lift them
constantly so that my feet would not touch the ground, and in
a short time, my legs were tired and numb. I did not think of
this inconvenience and earlier, when I was tired of pedaling, I
had wished that Lon would take my place so that I could rest,
but now my problem was even worse. I had tried to put my
feet on the bolts located on both sides of the rear wheel axle
but every time the bike jolted, my feet sprang off. Moreover,
my butt kept moving back and forth and I had to adjust my
sitting position continuously. It was both uneasy and so funny
that I still can imagine myself sitting and twitching in the back
of Lon’s bicycle. Several times, I had asked Lon to let me
pedal but he stubbornly refused. My legs were paralyzed, I
could no longer continue keeping my slippers at my feet and
had to take them off and hold them in my hands. It was such
a pain!

When I took the bike back to the road to resume the trip, Lon
said:
“Encore 20 kilomètres nous arriver Sisophon. Là très
dangereux! Beaucoup soldats.”
(Twenty more kilometers and we will arrive at Sisophon. It
will be dangerous because of the presence of the troops.)
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Time had passed and by noon, we were almost at Sisophon. I
still remember the crooked route when entering the town. The
road was on an uphill slope and the scenery had gradually
changed from bare to green. On the sides of the road, trees
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had appeared and there was some vegetation indicating that
the place had people living. Far inside, rice paddies, villages
and people, or some pastures with water buffaloes and cows
grazing came into sight instead of arid lots of land.
I kept going for another half hour, and then Lon stopped and
said:
“Nous aller là bas, nous attendre autres personnes!”
(Let’s go over there and wait for the others!)
I was so glad that we could rest for a while as my feet had
started to hurt horribly. I thought I could not endure the pain in
my legs anymore. I stood up, bent my legs and massaged
them to activate the blood circulation. I staggered and
followed Lon to an empty lot with large bushes of bamboo
trees, approximately 300m away from the road. The sun was
burning and there was nobody around. The thirst started to
torture me again. My throat was dry but sweat still spilled out
and soaked my greenish brown nylon shirt. I used my
handkerchief to wipe the sweat on my face and neck and
looking at it, I was disgusted by its yellowish color of dirt and
sweat. The track on which we walked to the empty lot was
marked with imprints of oxcart wheels. Farmers had gone to
the fields in the very early morning and had finished working
and gone home.
Lon left the bicycle on the dirt trail and went inside to sit in the
shade of bamboo trees. I asked him if we needed to bring the
bicycle in, he said:
“Toi laisser bicyclette là. Ça va!”
(Just leave it there, it’s O.K. )
I asked him how far we were from Sisophon, he pointed to a
green area in the valley before our eyes and said:
“Là bas Sisophon! Nous déjà arriver!”
(There! It’s Sisophon. We have arrived!)
I did not have my glasses and did not see anything. Lon had
taken my glasses and put them in a pocket of the military
jacket he was wearing. “How did he get this U.S. army
jacket?” I wondered, “The heat was sweltering, how can he
have that jacket on?” What seemed strange to me was that
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Lon did not sweat a lot. He did not seem thirsty either. All the
way to that point, I had repeatedly asked for water, he just
showed his teeth and smiled. His body had been adapted to
the heat of this border region. His blackish skin reflected the
endurance of the harsh nature and made him, Cambodian,
look different from me, Vietnamese. I had worked in the torrid
sun for one long year as a cyclo driver but my skin did not
have the darker color of his.
After resting fifteen minutes, Lon stood up, went to a high spot
looking down the road, and waved his hat. He wanted to
signal other guides that we were there. I realized that Lon was
very conscientious. Even when he was resting, he kept an
eye on the road below to check if his friends were coming.
About ten minutes later, Ket arrived on his made-in-China
bicycle covered with red dirt. I almost cried when I saw my
little boy hopping down from the back seat. He was limping as
he tried to walk. I knew that his legs had been numb after
sitting so long on the bicycle. I held his hand, took him over to
a shaded place, and tenderly asked him if he was tired. As he
nodded, I added:
“Much?”
“Yes, quite much.” he answered.
I saw exhaustion on his face, his eyes showed a haggard
look, and my heart ached. To lift his spirit, I told him that not
long we would reach the border and if we made it we would
be happy for the rest of our lives. We would go to France, or
Australia, or hopefully to America. He would study hard and
would have a bright career. He listened to me and seemed to
be invigorated, enlightened. I asked if he was thirsty. He said
that he was not as he had stopped at the same place near the
bridge to have a drink He was disappointed when he saw me
leaving as he arrived.
Lon and Ket sitting close to each other talked in a whisper. I
lay down on the grass and watched the sky while my son,
having regained his spirit, wandered around. A little girl was
selling palm juice in long bamboo containers. Lon called her
and bought four containers and we drank the sour juice. I
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wondered how the sour palm juice could be transformed into
sweet palm sugar, the yellowish kind of sugar sold
everywhere in Cambodia.
Lon became impatient and anxious because the other guides
had not shown up and he did not want to wait longer. Lon told
Ket to wait for us to go first. A couple of minutes after he and
my son would follow. The heat was oppressive. The closer to
the border, the more blistering it was. The sunlight seemed to
stick to the skin, to poke thousand of minuscule holes on my
face, arms and hands.
Half an hour later, as we arrived nearer to Sisophon, the road
became smoother and trees were planted on the sides. The
pavement, although covered by potholes, was in a much
better condition. As we went, I saw the road meandering up
and down the hillsides and several times, I thought we had
arrived but we still had not, as the road went uphill again.
About a kilometer before entering Sisophon, a long line of
trucks waited for an inspection at a control post. Bicyclists did
not have to stop but we were not allowed to carry a
passenger in the back. I had resumed my seat in the front and
Lon was sitting on the back seat. We decided to pass the
control post first and Ket carrying my son would follow. One
hundred meters from the post, Lon hopped down and said:
“Toi continuer! Toi pas arrêter! Toi pas peur,
d’accord?”
(Just continue going. Do not stop. Do not be afraid,
OK?)
I understood that I would have another terrifying experience
soon. Since we left Battambang, after the first control station
at the New Bridge, we had passed forty or fifty security posts,
most small and unimportant. I did not count but I was sure
that there were that many. I got used to going in front of these
posts without having to stop and I no longer feared them. But
I was afraid that just when I did not feel the danger anymore, I
got caught, afraid that as I had become neglectful, I would
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easily get trapped. I suddenly became conscious of the new
danger when I saw anxiety on Lon face and I realized that
going through this security post was an easy game and that I
had to be on my guard.
Several soldiers wearing a red bandana on their right arm and
holding AKs and B40s were checking a truck. They were
questioning the truck driver and inspecting the load of goods.
Very attentive to what was happening, I wondered what I
should do if they stopped me. I tried to be calm and rode the
bicycle slowly past them. My heart was thumping inside my
chest but t took deep breaths, focused my mind to stay calm,
to look like I had nothing to worry about, to control myself. I
told myself, “Stay as calm as you can. Staying calm will help
you deal with the danger. Do not panic! Do not show that you
fear something. There is nothing to fear! Just go at the same
speed. Do not accelerate. Do not stop either. Do not look at
them. Do not be concerned with what they are doing.”
I went by the post without any incident. The soldiers with their
fierce look were too busy checking the truck of merchandise
to pay attention to the phony Cambodian smuggler that I was.
I had eluded at the same time arrest, inspection, jail time,
communist mistreatment, political brainstorming and misery. I
was so happy! I took a deep breath and rode my bike faster. I
wanted to go quickly far away from that dangerous place.
What impulsion urged me to do it? I wanted to escape a
situation in which I was the victim of some spying. I was a
suspect tracked down by an unidentified police agent who
was on my heels, ready to stop me, put handcuffs on my
wrists, and take me away. My attitude ought to have been not
normal. It ought to have transpired some fear, some
anxiousness. My eyes ought to have contained some element
of alarm, of fright, of desperation. I had constantly prayed
Buddha so that I could be spared, I could survive the threat,
and I could continue my adventure until the end.
Five minutes later, I was far from the security post and I did
not realize it until I looked around and found out that I was in
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the middle of a street with stores and shops on both sides. I
knew then that I had already entered the town of Sisophon.
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Chapter Twelve

Forced Journey Back to Battambang
I also realized that I was now a kilometer away from Lon who
was walking behind me. I had thought of returning to pick him
up then had changed my mind. I did not want to come close
to that dangerous area and let Lon walk a short distance. “If I
went back and something happened I would feel sorry”, I told
myself. As I stopped my bicycle and stood near the pavement
to wait for Lon, some local merchants looked at me with
suspicious eyes. I did not know whether they did not trust me
or if it was just a false impression that I had. Mentally lost, I
saw an enemy in everybody around me and was still haunted
by the feeling, the impression that somebody was following
me, that I was a suspect wherever I went. I saw danger
everywhere. I got the feeling people knew that I was a
Vietnamese escapee, that I was planning to go to Thailand,
and that I was just a dissimulated Cambodian smuggler.
I sat down and touched the rear wheel axle of my bicycle as if
I had trouble with it and was trying to fix it. I jiggled the center
brake handle then using my bare hand tried to unscrew a part
of that brake system. I faked to get upset and kicked the
wheel with my right foot. Time went by so slowly and I was
desperate to see Lon. I did not know what to do with these
strangers’ eyes directed at me. I started loosing my temper
and I was mad at myself for having gone that far, forcing Lon
to walk such a long distance. How long would he take to walk
one kilometer? I calculated the time in my mind and estimated
that it would take him approximately ten minutes, and under
this torrid sun, maybe fifteen minutes. And it had been more
than ten minutes. What was Lon doing? Where was he? I was
angry at him for taking that much time to come. I was also
furious at myself when I saw that my fingers were stained by
the grease from the axle.
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I stood up and lit a cigarette, hoping that smoking would calm
me down. I still felt that these eyes were glued on me. I did
not dare look at these inquisitors, as I feared that it would
create more suspicion. In fact, I would not be able to see
them clearly since I did not have my glasses on and would not
even know whether or not they were staring at me. I tried to
convince myself that it was only a false impression. I asked
myself, “Why would these people watch me? It does not make
sense! I did not do anything weird to attract their attention. I
am just too worried, that’s all! Calm down! Nothing will
happen!” I had finished the cigarette and Lon was still
nowhere, I sat down again and resumed faking that I was
fixing my bicycle. If at that moment a Cambodian man
stopped by and asked me what happened, I would be in deep
trouble, I would not know what to do. Would I fake being
dumb and deaf again? I would be more suspicious!
I did not speak a word of Cambodian and I was lost in this
country! Escaping Vietnam by land was so dangerous: a thing
as simple as standing here waiting for Lon could be fatal,
could lead to arrest and imprisonment. I remembered when I
was in Saigon, I had thought that going by land was much
less perilous than going by boat because I would be on the
ground, I would use my feet and if something happened, I
could just run away. What a shortsighted thought but that was
what I had believed it would be. I never imagined that it would
be that difficult to run away in a stranger’s land, that wherever
I go, I could be detected easily. The danger when escaping by
land is constant; it follows your steps, it watches you at any
instant, wherever and whenever you are. You are not at night
safer than during the day. The risk is invisible but it is always
next to you. It is like fighting a guerrilla. You do not see the
Vietcong but they see you. The Vietcong are everywhere,
following your steps night and day. At any moment, you can
get a bullet from a sniper, and you cannot do much to prevent
the danger from harming you. I did not have to fear a bullet
but I was afraid of being arrested and sent back to jail in
Vietnam. I had to be on my guard at all times because
anybody I encountered could be a communist agent and
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could arrest me. Even those who offered me help might be
my disguised enemy. I had lived many tense days and night,
and the tension often was unbearable.
Suddenly a voice above me asked in broken French:
“Qu’est-ce qu’il y a? Toi avoir problème avec
bicyclette?”
(What happened? You have a problem with the
bicycle?”)
I was startled at first, then realizing that since the voice had
spoken French, it must have been Lon. I relaxed and stood
up. Lon was there smiling. I asked him a little upset:
“What happened? Why did it take you so long to come?”
Lon did not answer my question. He simply said:
“Nous partir vite!”
(Let’s go quick!)
We biked for about ten minutes and the road merged on the
left with an abandoned railroad and if we continued it would
lead us to the open market of Sisophon, locally known as the
Sway market, the renowned market in the border region.
When I was still in Phnom Penh, I had already heard horrific
stories about this open market. Many people had been
arrested when reaching this point. Many others had to go
back after getting there because they were afraid or because
they were abandoned. People like me, who could not speak
Cambodian, who was not familiar with this place, and
wandered around looking for help ended up being arrested
and put into the large prison in Sisophon. Others who were
lucky not to be apprehended, had to turn and go back
because they heard stories about thieves and crooks, about
rape, abuse, torture and minefields. They also had to go back
because their deceitful guides walked out on them and they
did not know how to continue their journey to the border
themselves.
I had twice gone by this market, which was renowned as a
dangerous place for land people and as a meeting place for
smugglers and merchants. Sway Market was the place where
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goods illegally brought from Thailand were traded for gold.
There were all kinds of goods made in different countries,
mostly Thai and China, but also France, U.S.A., Japan,
Taiwan, especially when it came to luxury items. Merchants
from Battambang came there to buy the merchandise that
they brought back to sell at a higher price to their counterparts
who came from Phnom Penh or even Chau Doc and Tay Ninh
at the Vietnamese border. A ring of buyers, sellers, and
traders operated along that route, buying merchandise and
selling it to others to make a profit. They transported
contraband from Thailand to Cambodia and Vietnam and
became rich because communist countries did not have
foreign currencies to legally import and because of their
closed-door policy with non-communist countries.
Sway market reminded me of New Cho Lon market or Binh
Tay market in Saigon where wholesalers bought products
coming from the Western Region to resell to other merchants
coming from all around the country. Fabrics, shoes, radios,
watches, cigarettes, liquor and other utility goods such as
sugar, milk, spices, cookies and candies, and even
pharmaceutical products were displayed on tables in that
open market. I had the impression that it was like a post
exchange in a socialist country, as it was only there that you
could find so many luxury items.
We did not go through this market; we just passed it by and
arrived at a three-way intersection, one leading to the Sway
market and the other to the railroad. I had memorized this
intersection; I had every detail about this place imprinted in
my head, like a scar in my mind and my soul. We stopped at
this spot under the shade of big trees. I remember that there
was a small repair shop selling bicycle spare parts and next to
it, a woman selling all kind of drinks and some groceries. On a
long table, I saw all kind of brand new bicycle parts, arranged
in order: pedals, axles, brakes, wheels, handlebars, saddle,
spikes, air chambers, tires. This reminded me of the
thousands of bike-shops selling similar items in Saigon after
the communist invaded South Vietnam. Bicycles were the
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only means of transportation; there was no gasoline to run
cars and taxis; there were no buses in Saigon, no
motorcycles, only bicycles, hundreds of thousands of them.
On a bench, four or five customers were waiting for their bikes
to be repaired. Next to the table was a tool chest with all kinds
of tools used to do the repair work. Two Cambodian men
were busy fixing the bicycles for their clients, smugglers who
crisscrossed the border region. On the ground, I saw four or
five bicycles lying, which needed to be fixed, some had flat
tires, and others had mechanical problems.
I had left the bicycle at the pavement and stood there waiting.
Lon had gone some place and did not let me know where. It
was strange. During this trip, I had become a machine, a body
without a soul. I did whatever Lon told me to do. When he
signaled I followed; when he did not say anything, I just
waited. I did not have to think or to make any decision. Lon
planned everything and decided what to do. I had become
completely submissive and dependent on his judgment. He
told me to ride the bicycle, to go to the back seat, to stop, to
go into the restaurant; I rode the bike, I went to the back seat,
I stopped, I went in the restaurant. Even when he asked me
what I wanted to eat, I did not give any answer. Beside, eating
was just to fulfill a physiological need. I did not attach any
importance to selecting what to eat anymore. I did not have
any appetite anyway. I had the feeling that I had lost my
judgmental ability. My perception of what was going on
around me had disappeared or dwindled considerably. I even
lost the concept of time and did not know how long I had been
waiting, one half hour or more? I just knew that I was not
feeling safe.
Under the shade of a tree, approximately 50m from where I
stood, two unleashed cows roamed next to a cart full of hay. I
still had the impression that somebody was constantly spying
on me, that somebody had been following me since I left
Battambang. The time I spent waiting was subjugating me,
hurting me, and making me anxious and uncomfortable. I was
tense and I wanted to do something to release that painful
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tension. I moved toward the cart and stood there watching the
two animals. A little girl, also there to probably tend them,
looked at me with her eyes wide open. She must have
wondered what I was doing there next to the cart and the two
cows. To avoid her look, I wandered to the other side of the
road and sat on a wide box-shaped step of stone that I
believed belonged to a demolished large building. Now that I
am recounting these facts, I do not remember what I did and
what I was thinking of when I sat there.
After a while, I stood up, walked along a high wall to find a
place to pee, and then went back to sit on the stone step
smoking a cigarette. I had smoked several cigarettes and Lon
still did not show up. I started worrying and did not know what
to do. I had the feeling that my hands were useless and I did
not know what to do with them and where to put them. I also
sensed that whatever I did was suspicious: smoking
excessively was suspicious; standing in one place for too long
was suspicious; loitering around was suspicious; watching
something intensely was suspicious. Was I out of my mind? I
did not know. I only knew that I feared arrest, and what upset
me was the fact that I was powerless; I could not do anything
to get out of that impossible situation.
When Lon came back, Ket and my son had also just arrived
at the rendezvous point. Lon and Ket chatted for a short time
then left without telling me where they went. As my son and I
were standing there waiting I saw them cross the road and
enter a small open market a few hundred meters away. We
were so happy to be together but we did not say anything for
fear of being heard talking in Vietnamese. I knew from the
look on my son’s face that he was exhausted and I felt sorry
for him. Yet the trip had not ended, and we still had fifty
kilometers of jungle trail to cover. Would he be able to stand
the hardship? The sun had reddened his cheeks. The trek
had ended being a trip for pleasure and my son had stopped
laughing as he had laughed when he was taking a dip in the
Bassac river or in the river near Pursat.
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A few minutes later, Lon came back alone to retrieve Ket’s
bike. He told me to take my son and the bicycle and follow
him. We entered the open market then leaned our bicycles
against a wall before going into a food stand. We sat on a
wooden deck and had rice with sweet and sour fish soup, and
chicken curry. After the meal, Lon and Ket lay down on the
side of the deck and took a nap. My son and I just sat there
waiting for them to wake up.
A moment later, another guide showed up. He motioned to
me to keep quiet, and bought four plastic bags of chicken and
rice. Before he left, he tapped on Lon’s shoulder to wake him
up. Lon got up, took his hat and followed the man while Ket
kept sleeping. Half an hour later, Lon came back and woke
his brother-in-law up and we resumed our trip to the border.
Just when I reached the main road, I saw Hinh and the guide
transporting Mr. Luy coming. I was so glad to meet them
because I had not seen them since the night before. A few
minutes later, the man with the tough look I had seen on the
roof of the train after Pursat also arrived. Only Huan and his
guide were not seen coming. I asked Hinh if he had seen his
little brother but he said no. I wanted to wait for little Huan but
both Mr. Luy and Hinh were impatient to go. We all took the
road and we roamed the streets of Sisophon for a while
before we arrived at a desert place near the market.
The guides went in a cornered street to meet for the last time
before they decided to go ahead. We were waiting at the
corner and Hinh told me that the group had left together that
morning at five but some went faster than the others. Since
then, he had not seen his little brother. I told him that I saw
Huan at 10:00 am. Hinh looked very tired and agitated. I
reiterated to Mr. Luy and him that I would like to wait for
Huan. I found pity for the boy as he was only fourteen, just
two years older than my son. I understood that the trip from
then on would be very treacherous, no one could count on
anybody else, and each of us had to rely on our fate.
However, I still wanted to be together, to see each of us die or
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stay alive, see how each of our fate would be, and feel each
other’s luck.

asking Lon where my son was and he kept on saying that we
needed to go faster.

When Lon told me to go, I did not want to. I saw my son
sitting on the bike behind Ket next to a lofty wall circling a
large building, which looked like a school or a hospital. That
image was deeply inscribed into my mind because since that
moment I would not see my son anymore. It would preoccupy
my mind for months afterwards, especially at night when I
was at rest. I had prevented me from sleeping until I got the
news that he was back to Saigon unharmed. In multiple
letters that I sent back home I had asked my wife to go and
look for him but in fact I did not know whether he was dead or
alive, and if, thanks to Buddha, he was still alive, where he
was.

I still remember the road going down passing by the bus
station and leading to the market. The area was crowded with
people buying and selling and riding the bike amid that crowd
was not simple. The closer we went inside to the center of the
market, the more people there were. Between the merchants’
stands on the two sides the alley was only two meters wide
and filled with people walking, jostling each other. I did not
understand why Lon chose to go in there; he kept shouting
out “pim pim” to warn pedestrians but nobody cared. Then, as
I swerved to avoid a woman, I lost control of my bicycle and
hit a bystander. The man was furious and expected me to
apologize, which I could not for I could not speak Cambodian.
When he saw that I just stood there like an imbecile, he got
mad and wanted to beat me up. He kept swearing loud
although Lon did his best to calm him down. I was scared to
death, not of him, but scared of his making it a big story and
attracting the secret police.

The guide who scouted the road ahead and Hinh had already
left. I also saw Mr. Luy and his guide pass by. Lon sitting
behind me was eager to go. He said:
“Vite! Nous partir!”
(Come-on! Let’s go!)
“Where is my son?” I asked him.
As if he wanted to reassure me, he said:
“Lui derrière! Nous partir vite!”
(He is right behind us. Let’s go!)
I went ahead turning my head from time to time to look for my
son but without my glasses, I could not see anything far away.
I realized how difficult this trip was for me because of my
visual handicap. There is a Vietnamese saying, “Không cái
dại nào giống cái dại nào” (One hundred times one is foolish
and not once one is foolish the same way) I was deaf and
dumb, and semi-blind and I dared get into this terrifying trek;
and to make things worse, I took my son with me. When I
knew that I was foolish, it was too late! Lon, knowing that I
was not eager to go ahead, kept pushing me:
“Plus vite, toi aller plus vite!”
(“Faster! You must go faster!”)
I felt something strange bothering me inside, some
unexplainable omen, some instinctive warning. I kept on
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After a while, he calmed down and we left the area. Lon took
the bicycle and rode away while I tried to run after him. But as
the road became less crowded, Lon went faster and in a few
seconds, I lost track of him. Tired and scared, I opened wide
my eyes to look for him but I could not see him. I ran haggard
like a lost child looking for his mother. I was desperate as I did
not know which way to go and could not ask for help. I felt
miserable and my heart was thumping. I was like a man who
fell into the ocean and did not know how to swim, who wanted
to grasp something floating at the surface but could not find
anything to grasp. I felt that this was the biggest fear I ever
had, even bigger than the ones I had when passing by the
control posts.
I found Lon waiting for me at the intersection, where the dirt
trail connected with the asphalt road. I saw his pale face and
understood that he was scared also. I did not say anything
and I heard him telling me to hop on to the back seat so that
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we could leave immediately. I did not know the exact distance
from where we continued the ride on the asphalt road full of
bicyclists to the place I was arrested with other people in our
group. I only remember that we crossed two small bridges
and on the right side of the road, there were encampments
surrounded by barbed wire. I had the impression that this was
a military zone. On the left side, I saw long structures, which
looked, like warehouses. After we passed the first bridge,
there was an entrance with a long alley leading to a square
surrounded by two-story houses adorned with flags of
Communist Cambodia. This made me believe that the place
was the headquarters of the military unit, which controlled the
border. I had only hazy pictures of this region because my
mind was still thinking about the incident that had happened
earlier at the market, and I did not look at the surroundings
carefully.
After the second bridge, we went an extra 200 m then Lon
stopped and gave me the bicycle. He told me to keep calm
and continue going ahead, not to show any sign of fright or
anxiety, and not to make any suspicious move. He said he
would meet me at the other side of the control post,
approximately one kilometer beyond the checkpoint; I should
wait for him at the rendezvous. I took the bicycle and rode for
approximately 50m when I saw Hinh resting on the side of the
road. It looked as if he was waiting for me so that we would
go by this most dangerous place together. We knew that this
was the last outpost controlled by the communist Khmers and
the Viet Cong. This was the place where ninety percent of
Vietnamese escapees had been arrested. Beyond this point,
it would be the para-controlled territory. I softly asked Hinh:
“Where is Mr. Luy?”
He made a movement of his head to let me know that Mr. Luy
was ahead. Then both of us rode side by side, going at a
normal speed. Around us, other bicyclists were also going
forward, and many passed us to move ahead. Five minutes
after, as we were at 50m from the control post gate, we saw
several soldiers wearing AKs and B40s stopping bycyclists
passing by. Then suddenly, we heard gunfire resounding in
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the distance, but we still calmly went forward. I sensed the
danger coming but I did not dare turn around for fear the
soldiers saw me and gunned me down. I thought that it would
be better that I continued moving ahead, as if nothing had
happened, rather than showing that I panicked and tried to
run away.
When we passed the gate, I saw three or four soldiers,
stopping and checking at random the smugglers, and two
others standing in the middle of the road to barricade it, not
letting any of us run backward. On the side of the road, more
than a dozen people had been stopped in front of the post
and were waiting to be checked and questioned. Hinh and I
were lucky. We passed the front area of the gate without
incident but I blanched when I saw Mr. Luy standing right
there, his white hair, his bright skin color and his Caucasianlooking face making him distinctive from everybody else in the
mass. I had predicted that he would be discovered and
arrested because he did not look Cambodian at all, and with
his age, he could not pass for a smuggler. After arresting him,
the soldiers would sense that there must be more Vietnamese
escapees going with him and would attempt to catch all of us.
I do not remember the feelings I had at that moment. I only
knew that I had constantly reminded myself to be calm and
vigilant. I told myself that I should not show that I was scared,
and should remain in control. I knew that an enormous danger
was hovering over our heads, and a catastrophe might fall
down on us at any instant. I did not show any fear. I was not
agitated. I was ready to accept my destiny, whatever it could
be. Strangely, my mind was not blurred by the circumstances.
I was fully conscious and capable of making decisions.
When we were 50m away from the post’s gate, I signaled to
Hinh to go faster. We had gone some 200m more. Thinking
that we were safe, we breathed more freely and by then we
were far away from the ferocious soldiers and their AKs and
B40s. “There is nothing to fear anymore” I had told myself.
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But our luck was not complete. Just when we thought we
were out of danger, the cracking of an AK resounded clearly
in the deep silence, right behind us, making us shudder.
Then, suddenly a Honda motorcycle appeared from nowhere
carrying two soldiers with their rifles. The one sitting in the
rear pointed the gun randomly at some of the bicyclists
around us and yelled a long order in Khmer. I saw them stop
and go to the roadside. It was terrifying! Hinh and I made the
greatest effort to stay calm and we continued our ride as if the
whole thing did not concern us. I did not know how long these
horrifying events took, my head was suddenly empty, I just
acted instinctively. I did not dare look back trying hard to
continue pedaling. For a minute or two, I did not hear the
Honda behind me. The driver might have stopped to let his
partner herd those who were arrested back to the post. Then
briskly the Honda emerged again. The gun was pointed again
to some of us, which included me. I had nodded convulsively
when he shouted something in Khmer that I did not
understand. I stopped, got down on my feet, and took the bike
to the roadside. I saw Hinh still pedaling. I taciturnly walked
back to the post with the other unfortunate detainees.
I thought of my miserable fate, the fate of a man who was
going back to a communist jail to endure again ignominious
sufferings. I thought of the interrogation sessions, the
corporeal inspections, the robberies in which the criminals
were the secret police and the victims, the people. The
distance between the place of the arrest and the post’s gate
was no more than 300 meters, the time to cover it no more
than five minutes, but that was enough to show in my mind
the film of our previous arrest, the one that took my family and
sixty other people to prison in Tien Giang, a.k.a. My Tho.
Once again, in Cambodia, the stranger land, I experienced
the spectacle of an arrest. There were also ferocious faces of
soldiers holding AKs and B40s and pointing at us, bellowing
orders. The only difference was the language that was used. I
did not understand what they said and somehow I felt better.
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It seemed that these orders were not directed toward me, and
I was not hurt as much as I was the previous time.
The number of people in front of the gate had increased
considerably. I did not see Mr. Luy among them and I thought
he might be inside waiting for the interrogation. I did not see
Huan and my son either. I hoped that Ket, who was behind
me, saw my arrest from the distance, and did not continue to
advance. Then my son would have escaped arrest and gone
back to Battambang. As to Hinh, he was with me. I saw the
Honda scramble toward him and in the total confusion, I
heard the soldier bellow an order in Cambodian. A minute
later, I heard gunshots. I did not watch the scene but I
believed that these shots had killed him as he had refused to
stop.
When I arrived at the gate, Cambodian soldiers were standing
across the road to prevent people from going back to
Sisophon. On the other side of the road, onlookers stood on
dirt mounts watching the arrest. Later, I knew that there were
daily arrests of Cambodian smugglers and Vietnamese
escapees. At the gate, the guard asked me a question in
Cambodian and as I heard the word “Vietnam”, I guessed he
asked me if I were Vietnamese and I nodded. He pointed
inside and I understood that he told me to go in there. I slowly
walked my bike along a dirt alley leading to a building, which
looked like a storage structure. The post had only two or three
small buildings laid in the middle of a bare piece of land under
the scorching sun. I saw about a dozen soldiers walking
around.
When I passed by a group of about twenty Cambodians
squatting under the shade of a tree near the gate, I saw Lon
and thought he was waiting for me. In fact, they were
Cambodian people who had permits to go to the border and
they were waiting to be allowed to go home. I did not speak
Cambodian and did not have any paper on me. They would
detain me, send me back to Saigon and put me in Chi Hoa
Central Prison in Saigon. I would again spend years
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incarcerated. My wife would again be miserable, as she would
have to do regular visits to the jail. She was born a single
child in an aristocratic family and had never gotten used to
attend upon me. She had never been accustomed to perform
chores, and for her, bringing a large bag of food items to feed
me in jail was a deplorable chore that she hated to do. She
also hated to deal with the secret police, especially the unruly
and mean prison guards in a socialist regime. The last time I
was in prison, I had to hear her moan for years.
Consequently, the only one idea I had in my head was
escape. I had to run away, even if they would shoot at me and
I would die like a mangy dog. I just could not go back to jail.
From that moment, I had only that stubborn idea in my head:
running away, going back to Phnom Penh, return to Saigon
and look for my son. I did not want to go to Thailand anymore.
I wanted to go home and live peacefully with my wife and my
kids even if I would have to drive the cyclo until I die.
I put the bicycle against the wall, with the two dozen others
that were already there. Before entering the house, I turned
my head toward the gate and saw Lon speaking to a soldier
and pointing at me. I hoped that he had found a way to bribe
the soldier and buy me out. I had heard that Cambodian
soldiers did not care much about our escaping Vietnam and it
took Lon only a gold ring to buy my release. Women and
children were let go free when they begged to let them go to
Thailand.
It was 3:00 or 4:00 p.m. and the heat was unbearable. I
entered a room, the place of interrogation, where I found
three desks and six or seven chairs and three young
Cambodian soldiers of age of eighteen sitting shirt unbuttoned
at the desks. They were inspecting the papers of some
smugglers. Alongside the wall, a dozen people, mostly
Cambodians, were waiting for their turn. The soldiers were
easy in their talking to the arrested and I felt a little relieved.
Inside the house, the air was oppressive and the heat was
certainly higher than outside because of the absence of
ventilation. Four little windows were not sufficient to allow the
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air to circulate. On the left side, near a door open to the
outside, another soldier wearing an AK on his shoulder stood
on guard next to a line of detainees. Maybe because of the
heat, he seemed to be dozing, not caring much about what
was going on around him.
After inspecting the papers, the young soldiers gave them
back to their owners and then, pointing to the entrance, let
them go. They took a break, smoking a cigarette and I saw
one of them leave the room by the back door. People in the
line stood there waiting. Noticing that the young man standing
in front of me had a lighter tan, I boldly whispered:
“Vietnamese?”
He nodded. I asked again:
“Going alone?”
He nodded. I added:
“Are there other Vietnamese?”
“Yes. They are outside”.
He said and with a movement of his head, he showed the
back door. I suddenly felt less uneasy. At least there were
some Vietnamese arrested with me. We could then plan an
evasion together. I wondered where Mr. Luy was and wished
he were with the arrested.
The soldiers called two persons to their table. The victims
showed their papers and said something to the interrogators.
They exchanged questions and answers. I saw one of the two
smugglers pull a stack of bills from his pocket, count the
money and pay the inspector. The latter took the money, put
a stamp on the paper, gave it back to the man and dismissed
him. Somehow the other victim was in trouble and was
ordered to go to the line at the back door.
Twenty minutes later, it was the turn of the Vietnamese young
man in front of me. I saw his quick interaction with the soldier.
He was asked:
“Vietnam?”
He nodded. The Cambodian soldier continued:
“Tau Siam?”
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(Go to Thailand?)
He nodded again. A finger pointed to the line at the door, and
there he went. When my turn came, it was a repeat of what
happened earlier to him. I went to the line, standing behind
him. The snoozing soldier woke up and took us outside. We
walked in single line in the hot sun across a naked field
toward an enclosure of barbed wire behind a building,
approximately 500m away. Farther, in the continuing desolate
land, I saw a multitude of earth mounds, one meter high, and I
wondered if they were tombs.
When we arrived at the enclosure, I saw more than fifty
prisoners squatting on the ground, under the guard of a very
young soldier holding an AK 45. The guard must have been
no more than fifteen, a boy in uniform, smoking a cigarette.
When he saw us coming, he went to the gate to open it. The
first few prisoners in our line were waiting for him to unlock
the gate. Just as they entered the enclosure, I saw the soldier
who accompanied us leave to go back to the office.
Suddenly, as the guard was facing us, turning his back to the
group inside, a prisoner stood up, pushed him forward and
dashed away. The guard, taken by surprise, was trying to
regain balance and to understand what had happened to him.
In the few seconds in between, several other prisoners
already dashed out and ran away in different directions.
Everything happened like in a fantastic world or in a fiction
movie. I suddenly realized that Buddha had heard my prayer
and had given me the chance to escape. In a fraction of a
second, I made my decision. I tapped the shoulder of the
young man in front of me, and made an eye signal. In a reflex,
the boy-soldier made an effort to pursuit the escapees. He
shot a hail of bullets in the air. Instantly, I rushed behind him
and pushed him forward. He stumbled and fell on the ground.
I took my feet to my neck (“vắt chân lên cổ”, a Vietnamese
expression) and ran away.
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had run after us or not. Neither did I know whether the other
young Vietnamese man had followed my example. All I knew
was that I had to escape alive. I had to stay alive because my
son needed me, and my family in Saigon was expecting a lot
from me. Bullets seemed to graze my head. I crouched and
continued running. I ran around the dirt mounds to avoid
bullets. My mind was not working. I did everything
instinctively. I ran and I ran until I was far away and did not
hear gunshots anymore.
While running, I did not feel tired, I did not feel the heat, and I
was not frightened. It seemed that I was only tense and
breathed faster. I did not have time to think, to acknowledge
the danger that was following behind me in the form of deadly
bullets flying in the air. However, I had the blessing of
Buddha. The bullets did not pierce my flesh, and even if they
did in that critical instant of my life, I would not have known, I
would not have stopped, because the only thing that was
haunting my mind was running, running away. And I made it! I
did not know when the soldiers had stopped running after me.
I did not know when they stopped shooting. I only knew that I
was safe, I was not wounded because I had touched my
arms, my shoulders, and my neck and there was no blood
seeping out and no broken bone. I had tried to regain my
consciousness while slowing down and now I was in a ditch,
quietly breathing and thinking about what had happened. I
was thanking Buddha and at the same time, I felt a kind of joy
mounting inside me. I smiled and I was happy! I was happy
because I would not have to go to jail and my wife would not
have another opportunity to blame me. I was happy to be
alive and free. Oh God! I was so happy!

I ran and I ran. I heard gunshots, hundred of gunshots but I
was not scared, I did not stop. I did not know if the soldiers

Suddenly I heard the engine of a Honda on the road, far
away, hundred of meters away. The soldiers were trying to
find us! As the sound of the Honda faded away, I heard the
rattling noise of gunshots. The AK, the automatic rifle, had
detected some suspect. I crouched below the ditch and
stopped breathing. My eyes were rolling and my mind working
hard. What happened? Could they find one of the escapees
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or many? I froze with panic then tried to comfort myself, “They
are not going to find you! They cannot see you under this
ditch! Calm down! Buddha is protecting you!”
How long had I been in that ditch? Half an hour or one hour?
When I did not hear anything threatening anymore, when all
was quiet around me, I lifted my head and looked around. I
did not see anything beside the empty grassland. I sat there a
few more minutes to breathe in the air of freedom, the air of
life, of survival from death. Then I stood up and got out of the
trench. I walked around trying to find out where I was. I saw
the road at about 300m away and decided to walk toward it. I
felt thirsty because I did not have water since my arrest> But
where would I be able to find water?
I decided to walk side by side with the road to go back to the
open market in Sisophon. I planned to hide under the wooden
deck where I had lunch this afternoon and wait the following
morning to go back to Battambang look for Lon. He would
have to help me contact Hai Hoc and I would go back to
Saigon. My mind was busy looking for a way to go back to
Battambang. It was not easy because of my ignorance of the
Cambodian language and because I did not have any local
money. I had four hundred Dongs, Dong being the
Vietnamese currency unit, and I did not know if Cambodians
would take Vietnamese money. I put my hand in my pocket
and touched the roll of money to make sure that it was still
there. I had made the right decision not to give all my money
to Hai Hoc in Phnom Penh, otherwise I would be in deep
trouble then. Beside the money, I still had a gold ring that I hid
on one of my toes under a thick bandage simulating a wound.
I had decided that I would not utilize the ring until I had used
up all the money I had. The evening sun had cooled down but
the heat was still intolerable. I had walked more than half an
hour alongside the road and should arrive at the open market
soon. On the road, I saw from time to time a bicyclist pass by
but nobody paid attention to me.
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I arrived at the Sway market, now deserted, with the stands
empty. I saw a large area unrecognizable because there were
only tables and chairs piled up, cabinets and shelves covered
with plastic sheets and chained together. I walked around and
found the food stands area where I stumbled on some water
remaining in big earth jars. I used my hands to ladle out the
water and drink it to quench my thirst. I was so exhausted. I
looked for the wooden deck and went under it. The heat vapor
still came up from the earth. I was not hungry and I knew that
even if I were, I would not have anything to eat. I lay down
and closed my eyes. I was lost in thoughts for a while then fell
asleep.
The sounds of motorcycles, the music from radios, and the
voices exchanged between people, the noise made by
oxcarts rolling and some other sounds woke me up. I realized
that dawn had come and people doing business at the market
started preparing for the day. It was still dark and I saw
people unloading merchandise under the light of kerosene
and oil lamps. I got out of my hiding place and went toward
the road where bicycles, motorcycles and oxcarts brought
people and goods to the market. I heard indistinctly
Vietnamese amids the talking in Cambodian and I knew that
among the peddlers were also Vietnamese-Cambodians who
lived in Battambang.
In 1977 and 1978, many Vietnamese merchants living in Tay
Ninh, Chau Doc, Long Xuyen, and other cities near the
border, had moved to Cambodia to make a living. They either
lived in Cambodia or made trips back and forth. After his
arrest in Sisophon, my son was jailed for a month and
released. He had to find his way home by himself. It was a
miracle for a boy of twelve to be able to manage to get back
to Saigon from thousands of kilometers away. He had luckily
met some Vietnamese women at Sisophon and they had
helped him to get on a truck to go back to Tay Ninh, where he
was discovered by the local authorities and arrested again.
He was sent to the Central Prison in Saigon for six months.
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I also got the help of two Vietnamese women I met at Sway
market that morning to get quickly back to Battambang. As I
was hiding and listening, I saw a group of four or five
Vietnamese women who were looking for merchandise to
buy. They spoke Vietnamese between themselves but used
Cambodian to deal with smugglers. The activities at Sway
Market started at the first lights of dawn. Buyers and sellers
went back and forth looking at the goods and the
merchandise was exposed on shelves and tables, all kinds of
luxury items from products of beauty to jewelry, fabrics,
shoes, electronics, and items of consumption such as
pharmaceuticals, wine, liquor, cigarettes, candies and other
edible items. Sellers were people who peddled these items
back from the border or intermediaries who bought the
merchandise the days before to resell them making a profit.
Buyers were mostly peddlers who brought the items they
purchased in Sisophon them back to Battambang or Phnom
Penh and sell them. They wore on their shoulders large bags
and went by groups of two or three, one performing the
transaction or doing the bargaining and the others to hold the
goods they had purchased.
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I nodded. Then I told them that my son was arrested and I
must go back to Battambang to get help from Lon and Hai
Hoc. I followed them in a food booth. They had pity on me
and asked what I would like to eat. I told them that I did not
eat anything since the day before and asked for rice and
coffee. During the meal I talked and they became friendlier. I
explained that before the communists took over the South, I
was a schoolteacher but after 1975, I did odd jobs to survive.
A week before, I followed some friends to Cambodia with the
intention to escape. Both my son and I were arrested in
Sisophon. I fled and came to this market to pass the night.
The older woman, Lien, looked at me and said:
“You are a teacher. How could you be so audacious?”
Then she laughed. Lien told me that she had been selling
fabrics at the Central market in Long Xuyen and had married
an officer in the South Vietnamese Armed Forces. Her
husband died in 1973 in a battle with the Viet Cong. In 1978,
she left Vietnam to settle down in Phnom Penh and then
moved to Battambang. The other woman, Dung, was seven
year younger than Lien and was her protégé. Dung was also
from Long Xuyen and had been in Battambang only two
years.

I had followed two young women who spoke Vietnamese. I
intended to ask for their help as I needed to go back to
Battambang. I saw them buy fabrics, pharmaceutical items,
and cosmetics. In an hour they had filled their bags and had
finished their purchase. As they were moving toward the food
stalls area I knew that they were going to get their breakfast
then go back to Battambang. I went closer to one of them and
boldly asked:
“Excuse-me, are you Vietnamese?”
The women looked at me, surprised. They must be wondering
why there was a Vietnamese male at Soy Market. The young
woman answered:
“Yes, we are. You must be Vietnamese also. What are
you doing here?”
“I was going to the border but my guide had
disappeared.” I answered.
“You are planning to escape?” She asked again.

When we finished eating, I told Lien that I did not have
Cambodian currency but I had Vietnamese money. She said:
“Don’t you worry about it. I’ll pay for the three of us!”
I thanked her for her kindness, and she replied:
“It is not something big! Please do not thank me.
Meeting you is a joy for us!”
I thought that she must be homesick and asked:
“Did you have the chance to visit Saigon?”
“Before 1975, I went to Saigon a few times. Lately, I
have not had the opportunity.” She answered.
I gave her my mother’s address and invited her to come and
visit me when she could. She smiled and said:
“It would be nice to come and see you. I will try to visit
one day!”
She never came. I had asked my wife whether Lien had come
and visit us but she said there was nobody from Cambodia or
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Long Xuyen looking for me. I do not know if Lien is aware of
my being now in America and I wonder how she feels about
my recounting the meeting with her on that fateful day.
Without her help, I might still be in Saigon; I might still drive
the cyclo, waiting to see her again in another circumstance, in
a situation not as pathetic as this one.
We walked to the road; I followed Lien and Dung to an oxcart
where four or five people already had their seats. We joined
the group and the oxcart slowly took us to the central part of
the town, about two kilometers away. We got off and Lien
paid the driver. We walked through several streets and
arrived at a deserted square where I saw an Isuzu truck
parked at the curb. On both side doors of the cabin, I saw the
UNICEF emblem. I believed that the government of Japan, for
humanitarian reason, had donated the truck to the people of
Cambodia. Lien talked to the driver then went to the back.
She climbed up to the top of the bags of rice and Dung
followed. They tried to find a way to sit more comfortably and
when Lien saw that I was still at the curbside, she said:
“This truck goes to Battambang. Why don’t you come up
here? You can sit right here, next to me!”
and she giggled. I climbed up and sat next to Lien. I showed
her the roll of Vietnamese money and asked her to exchange
it so that I could have some local currency. She pushed my
hand away and said:
“Please keep it in case you need it when you go back to
Phnom Penh. For the time being, you can use this.”
She took from her bag a roll of bills and gave it to me. Her
generosity touched me and I felt a little uneasy for taking
advantage of her kindness. I told her:
“You are so kind, Lien! I should not just take your
money. Can you please accept my money in
exchange?”
Lien put the roll of Cambodian money in my hand and said:
“Please do not make a big thing of this! I am very happy
that I can help you. If some day I am in a position like
yours, somebody will help me!”
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Ten minutes later a man came out from a building and
hopped in the truck cabin. The driver started the engine and
the truck began its journey towards Battambang. The brand
new truck fared well on the potholes-filled road. Lien, Dung
and I held to each other for fear of all falling down. At each
jump of the truck, the women shrieked then laughed. I
laughed too when Lien fell over me.
At other times, I was pensive, as I wanted to arrive quickly at
Battambang so that I could start looking for my son. The truck
moved slowly because of the condition of the road. It did not
go faster than 50 kilometers per hour. Two hours later, we
arrived. Lien paid the driver and the truck continued its route.
Lien called a bike-cab to go home. She invited me to visit her
place but I could not accept. I apologized saying that I had to
go look for Lon. As the two women left I stood there a few
minutes watching the bike-cab disappear. I felt that Lien and
Dung were two angels that Buddha had sent down to earth to
help me. I would remember their kindness for a long time.
It was very hot and the time was only 10:00 am. On the road,
there were many bicycles and a few small motorcycles
running. On the trails leading to the villages far away, I saw
some people walking. I followed the road for about thirty
minutes and saw the new bridge that had scared me so much
the day before. Now under the daylight, it did not seem that
terrifying and people crossed it freely. I was calm when I
came closer and I went with the throng across the bridge. I
passed the control post and my heart beat a little faster but I
could reassure myself and did not make any inappropriate
move.
I arrived at the red dirt road leading to Lon’s house, the small
dirt road paved with gravel 500 meter long with a cement
bridge ahead, several mango trees on the left side and the
headquarters of the district office of the people’s committee
on the right side. Suddenly I raised my hand to touch my neck
and realized that I had lost my red and black scarf. I walked
into an alley and looked for a shady place to sit down. Sweat
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had poured out and rolled down my face and my neck, and I
did not have the scarf to sponge it. I tried to find out what
happened to it and how it disappeared. I recounted the steps
that I had taken and remembered that when I was inside the
interrogation office at the checkpoint where I was arrested, I
had already lost it. I did not have it to dab my face. Then I
remembered the hat that Lon had bought and he had tied the
scarf around it. Now I did not have the hat with me. It could be
that I lost it during the commotion of the arrest. It seemed
strange, but in that utter confusion, everything could happen
without my noticing it. It was also strange that I did not realize
that I had lost it until then. When I was on the bridge, without
the scarf, I must have looked different from people around me
and I wondered if somebody had noticed the difference but I
was not in trouble. I felt very lucky. I sat there for five minutes
to rest and resumed my walk to Lon’s house. I heard the
same Vietnamese music and the same announcements about
the elections and I remembered to turn left and walk 100
more meters to arrive at Lon’s house.
Lon was not home and Vi said she did not know where he
was. At first, she pretended not knowing me although I had
told her that I was one of the five people Hai Hoc had sent
with five guides to the border. Scared, Vi did not want to talk
much and she kept saying that she did not know anything and
pretending that she could not understand what I said. I had to
threaten her that I would go to the secret police and denounce
Lon and warned her that if I went to jail, he would go with me.
She calmed down and invited me in. I sat down and Vi gave
me water to drink and told me to wait for her to go look for
Lon. I asked her if she knew where he was; she said he went
to the Buddhist temple to pray for one of the guides who died
in Sisophon. Vi laid a mat under a high wooden deck, a piece
of furniture common in South East Asian countries used as a
kind of bed and sitting place for several people. She told me
to hide out underneath the deck so that nobody would notice
my presence in the house. I slid into the hole and lay down.
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I waited a long hour and did not see either Lon or Vi coming
back. I fell asleep and when Lon woke me up it was already
evening. He got water and soap for me to wash my face then
told me to go to the backyard to sit down and have dinner. Vi
and her kids had already eaten. Lon and I ate and chatted
under the light of an oil lamp. The weather was cooler but still
hot. Lon asked me when I was released. I told him that was
not released, that I ran away under a hail of bullets and that I
was lucky I did not die. Lon said he did not expect me coming
and apologized for not preparing a better dinner for me. We
ate rice with a dried and salted fish that he grilled and we
drank plain water. I said I did not care about food. I just
needed him to find a way to go look for my son who was
arrested in Sisophon.
Lon told me that he was stopped, checked, and then
released. He took his bicycle back home. He said the scout
guide, Sophie’s brother, was shot dead and he would have to
take care of the funeral and that was why he had been at the
temple the whole day. When I asked him if he knew where my
son was, he said that both he and Huan had arrived at the
border and were now in the Nong Chan refugee camp for
Cambodians. I asked where Ket was, he said he would be
back soon. I told him I suspected that both my son and Ket
had been arrested and was now in Sisophon prison. I ordered
him to go to Sisophon to gather information and find a way to
get the kids out. Lon said that the death of Sophie’s brother
was a bad omen and he would not venture to go to Sisophon
for fear he would be also arrested. He felt lucky not having to
go to jail the previous day.
I told him I knew that everybody in the group were arrested
and put in prison, including Mr. Luy and Huan. I also told him
about Hinh resisting arrest and that I heard gunshots right at
the moment the soldier told him to stop and he did not stop.
Lon said that the trip was doomed and that Hai Hoc had done
harm to him and his friends. He looked so miserable and
down–spirited. When I asked why Ket and the guide who
carried Huan did not come back yet, Lon said he did not know
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what happened and was very concerned. He said they might
be at the border with the two boys. I said that I did not think
that was the case and that I believed they were in prison with
the two kids.
Later, I asked Lon to contact Hai Hoc so that I could go back
to Phnom Penh and then to Saigon. He said that it was not a
good idea to go to Phnom Penh because Sophie had told him
that the police had made many arrests there. He kept saying:
“Toi pas aller Phnom Penh, Très dangereux!”
(You cannot go to Phnom Penh; it is too dangerous!).
“Pourquoi dangereux?”
(Why is it dangerous?) I asked him.
He said Sophie told him the area of Phnom Penh had been
tightly guarded. He wanted me to stay in Battambang a few
days and said that, after he finished arranging the funeral, he
would take me back to the border and I would be reunited
with my son. He said:
“Toi rester ici avec moi deux jours, trois jours. Quand
pas dangereux nous aller frontière. Toi trouver ton petit.”
(You stay here with me two or three days. When things
calm down, we will go to the border and you will find
your son)
I could not decide whether I should try to go to the border a
second time or go back to Saigon. If I went to the border and
could not find my son, I would have to move on. Once
reaching the border, I would not return to Battambang and
would let my son get by alone. How could I, a father, abandon
a child in the middle of danger like that? Once I entered a
refugee camp, who would take care of my son? But if I went
back to Saigon, I would risk arrest. My escape would be a
total failure. I would spend time in jail again, which I did not
want to. I had just escaped jail in Sisophon; why would I risk
going to prison again? I would not be able to evade the police
in Phnom Penh and in Saigon. And even if I were able to get
back to Saigon safely, how could I return to Sisophon to look
for my son? That was my dilemma.
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Lon told me to take a shower before going to bed. He got me
two large buckets of water and I showered just in his
backyard, in the open air. I felt good as the cool water flowed
from above my head down to my body. The shower had
calmed me down. Lon took a shower after me. When it was
time to go to bed, Lon pointed to the space under the deck
where I had been earlier and said:
“Toi coucher ici. Personne entrer pas voir toi!”
(You sleep here. If somebody comes in, you would not
be seen.)
The following morning when I woke up and got out of my
hidden place, I saw Vi, Lon’s wife, swinging the hammock to
get her baby to sleep. I asked her where Lon was and she
said he went to the Buddhist temple. I knew he was a devoted
follower of Buddha when I saw him the night before holding a
bunch of burning incense sticks and praying. As he believed
in Buddha, he also believed in the Buddhist principle of crime
and punishment.∗ In this operation, a person had died. Lon
believed that it was a bad omen and he needed to go to the
temple to ask for redemption. He prayed for the blessing of all
those who had survived the trip.
He came back late in the afternoon and gave me a pack of
cigarettes, sweet bread, and some coffee. He sat with me and
watched me eat my lunch. Then he told me that he had to go
back to the temple again to arrange the funeral for the dead
guide. He planned to have the funeral service done the
following day. After the funeral, he would take me to the
border again. I told him that I would rather stay in Battambang
to wait for the possible return of my son, or at least the return
of Ket, from whom I would get information about my son. But
Lon said that it was not safe for me to stay in town and I

∗

You always pay for the crime you committed whether you did it in this life
or in your previous life. No crime will go unpunished. The Vietnamese also
believe that if you do not pay for your crimes, your children or grand
children will.
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should go as soon as possible to Nong Chan where my son
was waiting for me.

with Hai Hoc, to let him know my situation, and to have him
help me to return home.

Before he left, he told me to go back under the deck and to
remain there. I had to stay there the whole time and I could
not even smoke for fear that somebody would notice my
presence. That night Lon bought two bags of chicken and rice
and the sour drink made from fermented palm juice. I found
him tired and sad. I asked him if there was anything new, he
shook his head. We had dinner, then a shower. Before I
retired to bed, I took the roll of money and gave it to Lon,
telling him to buy offerings to Buddha at the funeral. He was
in tears as emotion filled his heart. He hugged me and said:
“Toi très bon, merci toi!”
(You are very kind, thank you!)

When the rooster sang in the morning, I woke up but
remained under the deck. Lon might not have slept well either
as he had so many things to worry about. He heard my
fidgeting and told me to get out of the hole. We went to the
back yard to sit down and smoke cigarettes. He said that the
monk at the temple had predicted that our next trip to the
border would be a success. He also said that he would go the
market that morning to exchange the money I gave him and
he would offer one part of it to the temple and and use the
other part to pay for the funeral. He believed that by giving
money to the temple, I would get the benediction of Buddha. I
knew that he was sincere and wanted me to have a happy life
in the future. He said:
“Toi arriver Siam, toi vivre heureux, il faut toi aller.”
(Once you arrive in Thailand, you will start having a
happy life! You must go.)

The second day in Battambang had passed by without my
having any news about my son. I had hoped that Ket would
return with my son, or if he returned alone, he would know
what happened to my son and where he was. I was almost
sure that Mr. Luy had been arrested but what happened to his
guide? Why did not this guide come back to Battambang? He
might know what happened to Ket and to my son. I had so
many questions without answers and I still was not able to
decide whether I should go to the border once more or go
back to Saigon to look for help.
That night, I did not sleep well partly because I had slept the
afternoon. I was awake and wanted to go to the yard to
smoke but did not want to ask Lon. I sensed that Lon had
been gloomy the last two days. I did not know what he had in
mind and he did not share his thoughts with me. He might be
worried about the three other missing guides. I saw that Ket
and Lon were as close as if they were brothers and this
morning I had spoken to Vi. She told me about the
relationship between the two men. I knew then that Sophie
was Ket’s wife and Vi’s sister. However, I had not seen
Sophie the last two days although I wanted her to get in touch
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When the morning came, Lon left and I got back to my hiding
place. I spent my idle time re-examining the events of the past
few days to try to figure out what was going on. I could not
determine what had happened to my son. I saw in my mind
the moment I was arrested, but could not say what occurred
after that. Ket was behind me; did he witness my arrest? If he
did then my son knew that I was stopped but he would not
know that right after that, I had run away. It could be that he
was still in the office of the post waiting for his interrogation
when I escaped. It could also be that the soldiers saw that he
was just a boy and had let him go. In that case, it would be
difficult for him to go back to Battambang, and even if he
could, how would he be able to find this house? I tried to
examine all the hypotheses to find what could have happened
and where my son would be at the time. Could he be at the
border, as Lon believed he was? I made all my mental efforts
to find out what made Lon believe so. Nong Chan would be
the best place for him to be and even I would wish to be there
in this critical moment. What reason did he have to say that
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both my son and Huan were in Nong Chan? Lon would not
deceive me, I am sure, and I trusted him. I knew that he was
honest and would never lie, especially when he was
despondent about the death of one of the guides. Moreover,
he was a fervent Buddhist, and as a Buddhist he could not
harm people. He did not have any interest in lying to me.
I thought of my wife who, at that moment, was also going to
the temple to pray for the two of us; she was also asking the
blind monk, our Master, to give us his blessings. She did not
know about my arrest and the disappearance of our eldest
son. What would she think about these two terrible events?
She would not believe that I had run away at the risk of my
life. Nor would she believe that I had lost track of my son.
How did I dare let the boy go by himself? Why did I not keep
him with me? I was ready to hear her blaming me for my
irresponsibity, my lack of sense of duty, and my selfishness. I
had known her for fifteen years, she was easy to put
everything wrong on my head and condemn me.
I also thought about the guide who was shot dead. Why did
the soldiers kill him? Why did he attempt to run away? He
was Cambodian and he had all the papers to show that he
was not doing anything illegal. Why did he behave as if he
was a criminal? Then, I thought about the funeral that Lon
was organizing at the temple for him. Would they bury him at
some place close to the temple, or would they cremate him?
How many people would be there to pray for his soul? I knew
Sophie would be there and that the death of her brother had
traumatized her. Would she continue to do this dangerous job
for Hai Hoc? In a moment of sadness and compassion, I
recited an improvised prayer for the soul of the dead, begging
Buddha to love him and let him join other souls in the Nirvana.
He was already dead but somehow his image I saw on the
roof of the train leaving Pursat to go to Battambang, the
image of a mobster wearing a beret with a hooligan attitude,
was haunting me for some time.
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Does Paradise, or the Nirvana, or any other word to designate
that place where happiness filled the soul of humans after
death really exist? The dead does not wish to have his or her
soul go to the Nirvana or the Paradise; it was only the dream
of the living. People pray for the dead but in fact, they are
praying for themselves. Only the living fear hell; the dead fear
nothing, as he/she could not feel anymore. Death is the end
of everything; to die is to finish paying the price of life, as the
Vietnamese often say. It was obvious that we live to endure
sufferings, then why do we all envy living? “Life is a sea of
misery,” says the Buddhist theory, “Living is suffering.” So
why do we love to live?
In that hole, between the wooden platform and the ground,
the world that had become mine for the last three days, the
peaceful place where I had been resting, I had imprisoned
myself, I had spent the time wandering from one thought to
the other. I had gotten used to staying under there and I
remembered the time I was a little boy, I often went under
such a platform bed either to do some forbidden game or to
avoid corporal punishment from my father. I used to lie down
like that under hundreds of pineapples when I was under the
boat that took me from Chau Doc to Phnom Penh.
Lon had been gone the whole day and when he returned, he
brought back some sticky rice, steamed chicken, roasted
pork, oranges, and bananas. I knew that he had taken those
offerings to the dead home so that I had something to eat at
dinner. I asked him why he did not leave them at the temple,
he said:
“C’est bon, toi manger!”
(These are good. It’s for you to eat.)
His tender thoughtfulness moved me. By that time, I was used
to his broken French. Lon just put the French words together
without worrying about the syntax and the conjugation of
verbs. I knew that he did not go to school when he was young
and he had learned to communicate with his French bosses
just through practical acquisition of the language. Sometimes,
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I also used broken French to talk to him and he laughed and
said:
“Toi pas parler comme ça!”
(You should not speak like that!)
I told Lon to share the food with Vi and the kids, and keep just
a little for him and me. I asked him if he could buy some rice
wine but he did not understand right away what I said. I had to
use many different French expressions such as “alcool de riz”
(rice spirit), “vin de riz” (rice wine), “vin Vietnamien”
(Vietnamese wine) to get him to know what I asked him for.
Finally he understood and said:
“Moi aller acheter tout de suite!”
(I am going to buy it immediately)
Lon left on his bike. Half an hour later he came back with a
bottle of rice wine and we could sit down and enjoy it.
Because it was still early and Lon was afraid that somebody
would come and surprise us, he told his wife to stay on guard.
Lon poured the wine into two cups and we cheered. The heat
was still high but I was used to it. I saw that Lon was less
tense and he smiled when looking at me. He told me:
“Toi beaucoup chance, Bouddha aider toi.”
(You’re lucky! Buddha will help you!).
I did not understand why he said so and I did not ask him. I let
him tell me freely what was on his mind. Then he explained
that he had gone to the temple and had asked the monk to
pray for me so that I would be blessed and would be able to
arrive at my destination safe and sound. He had also given to
the monk his jacket to have it blessed. He said that I would
wear the jacket to be protected from danger and accident. He
said that this time the trip would be successful and I would
arrive at Nong Chan and find my son there.
I saw Lon drinking the wine constantly and I was afraid that
he would be drunk. We spent almost an hour talking and
drinking and we had finished one half of the bottle. Lon had
forgotten reality and was living in his past. He talked to me
about his life, how he got into the military at age 19, how he
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ended up becoming a serviceman in the palace of the chief
commander, head of Battambang, then later at the service of
other high ranking officers under the Sihanouk regime, how
he married his first wife who passed away when he was only
thirty, how he left the military in 1960 and married his second
wife in 1978. He had so many stories and I was not in a mood
to listen but I still let him tell them because I knew that he had
needed to open his heart to somebody for a long time. I knew
that after he spoke out he would feel better; he would feel
mentally lighter as if he had shed a heavy burden from his
subconscious.
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Walking to the Border from Battambang
I also had spent many days, many months drinking and
thinking about my life and my fate but I did not have any
person to confide in. Sadness kept accumulating in my mind
and with time, I had resigned to live for myself and to keep all
the sorrowful secrets to myself. That was why I kept drinking,
and my loved ones who did not understand kept blaming me.
They said that I had created my own problems and caused
my own sickness.
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By nature, I am not talkative when it comes to personal
matters, I do not have many friends, I have never confided to
anybody. Writing this memoir is a means for me to voice out
some of the things that I had kept deep inside me for so long.
I do not know how I got the courage to write these pages, how
I am pushed to reveal my heart and my soul, reveal my
secrets, things that I never wanted people to know. I have
been depressed for a long time and according to friends and
medical people, I will feel better after I accomplished this
difficult operation. And I honestly hope so. I think Lon and I
are in some respect similar. He is a man of honesty and great
courage that I respect and esteem much.
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going to bed, I told him in case my son came back to
Battambang, he must take him to the border and I made him
promise to do so.

I told Lon to put the bottle away. I did not want our mood to
cause us to drink excessively. We smoked and stayed
pensive for a while, and then we had our dinner. After dinner,
we sat there watching the starry sky and smoking cigarettes.
When it was late, Lon got buckets of water for me to shower
and I went to bed. We would depart the following day very
early and Lon told me that I needed to sleep to have the
necessary strength to make the long trip to the border. He
said that we would cut the jungle area to go to the border
instead of taking the road like the previous time. We would
not have to pass the control posts and that would lower the
risk of my being arrested.
I felt encouraged by what he said and I hoped that we would
shorten the trip by going directly to the border, in a straight
line. I did not really understand how we would cut the jungle,
but I was happy anyway. I knew Lon would do his best to take
me to the border and I did not bother ask him any question. I
just relied on his judgment. But I was still concerned about my
son. I did not want him to go back to Battambang and find that
I had already left for Nong Chan. I still wanted to stay in
Battambang a few more days and wait for Ket to come back
with my son but Lon did not let me. He said it was too
dangerous for me to stay longer and that I should leave as
soon as possible. He also believed that my son was at the
time at the border with Ket waiting for me to arrive. Before
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Chapter Thirteen

Walking to the Border
We woke up very early the following morning to prepare to go.
Lon’s wife, Vi, had cooked rice and she made balls as large
as tennis balls and wrapped them with banana leaves. She
put the dozen rice balls in a cloth bag. Lon asked me what I
would like to bring with me. I took the US Army raincoat that I
brought along from Saigon. I asked Lon where my glasses
were and he said that he had put them in the jacket’s upper
pocket and he gave me the jacket. He told me to wear it at all
times to be protected from harm. He repeated that the monk
had blessed the jacket the day before. Lon said that my
slippers would not stand the long walk and he gave me a pair
of Vietcong sandals. I also got another scarf since I had lost
the one I had had. He went looking for a big flashlight and a
scimitar, a tool that locals used to hack bushes and
vegetation on the jungle trails to open the way for them to go
forward. He spoke to Vi for a few minutes then took the bag
containing the rice balls and we left the house.
I thought that we would use a bicycle like the previous time
but Lon said we would only use our feet and walk. He added
that in the jungle a bicycle would give us more trouble than
help. At first, I was afraid that I would not be able to walk
such a long distance but then I told myself that if Lon could
walk, I should also be able to. Instead of going toward the
asphalt road, Lon kept moving farther on the dirt road until it
ended and no more houses were seen. We crossed the
immense wasteland and Lon walked so fast that I had trouble
following him. The sun did not rise yet, the sky was still dark
and there was no one around beside the two of us. I saw the
dark bushes with crooked branches appearing against the
lighter skyline and had the impression that I was entering a
phantasmagoric world. Lon was in front of me, like a ghostly
shadow, with his bag hanging at his shoulder, his water can
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on his side and the scimitar and the big flashlight in his hands.
He kept saying:
“Vite! Vite!”
(Hurry up! Hurry up!)
I was walking and running at the same time like a small boy
trying to keep up with his mother but I could only do it for a
while. Then I was tired and lagged behind again. I knew Lon
wanted to get out of Battambang before daylight came and
indeed, an hour later, we were far away from the city. We
climbed a hillside and continued walking on the trails. Behind
us, the town was appearing in the daylight like a small village.
I felt the heat coming from the jacket and asked Lon to take a
break but he said:
“Pas maintenant.”
(Not now!)
Under me, I also saw the road we had biked along the
previous time we went to Sisophon.
We kept walking in silence, none of us talking to the other, for
maybe another hour and we arrived at a place covered with
some green vegetation. We stopped, Lon gave me the water
can, and as he wanted to save water, he told me:
“Pas beaucoup!”
(Don’t drink too much!)
I took a sip and gave the can back to him. He did not drink
and instead took his tobacco and rolled a cigarette. He did not
seem tired at all while I was exhausted. I asked him how far
we had gone and he said fifteen kilometers.
We rested for about fifteen minutes, and then Lon told me to
take off my jacket and hand it to him. He hung the jacket up a
branch and mumbled a prayer. He gave it back to me and I
put it on. We resumed the walk on these narrow trails,
sometimes going up, sometimes down, sometimes crossing
immense wasteland devoid of grass, the earth blackened by
the burning hot sun, and sometimes passing an area with
some vegetation. Some trails suddenly divided into two and I
just followed Lon wherever he went, still running after him as
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he walked much faster than I did. The effort tired me quickly
and Lon kept saying:
“Vite, vite!”
(Quick! quick!)
I did not know why he was in such a hurry! I had lost sight of
the asphalt road I saw earlier. This meant that we had gone in
another direction, and soon we penetrated into a forest area.
Every hour and a half or two hours, we took a 15-minute
break. As we moved on, I was more exhausted and lagged
farther behind. Lon had to stop and wait for me and he urged:
“Plus vite! Plus vite!”
(Faster! Faster!)
I told him that I could not walk extended legs anymore and
begged for longer rests. He just ignored my request.
When we rested, Lon always found a shaded place and
asked me to give him the jacket so he could pray for
Buddha’s benediction. I saw him pray ceremoniously as if he
were at the temple: he knelt down and prayed. I got used to
his doing this and instinctively, I would pray also. I did not
know any specific prayer. The times I went to the Buddhist
temple, it was to accompany my wife, or visit the urn
containing my father’s ashes. When I had to pray, I just did it
my own way, mumbling whatever I wanted to say, whatever
came up to my mind.
I remembered the one time I had to do it seriously. It was
when my father died and the funeral was serviced at a temple
on Cong Ly Street near Tan Son Nhat Airport. Our entire
family had been going to that temple because we venerated
the head monk of the temple, a blind man who had dedicated
his life to Buddha. At the funeral ceremony, we had to recite
the prayers from a Buddhist bible and that time I had to do
exactly what I was prescribed to do. That was the only time I
recited formal prayers.
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a day. My mother told me the more I recited, the more effect it
would do. I believed in what she said and made all my effort
to fulfill this religious duty. Then whenever I had a problem, I
recited the prayer, and it seemed that in fact the problem
vanished. Sometimes it did not vanish and I kept reciting days
after days. Even now, I still remember that prayer which I
recite like this, “Nam mo dai tu dai bi, cuu kho cuu nan, quang
dai linh cam, bach y quan the am bo tat….” and some more
that I never could remember.
I wonder why most people think about Buddha, Jesus Christ,
or any other sacred entity only when they are unhappy or
when they are in misery. Why do they not go to the temple or
to the church, do they not ask for God’s blessings when they
are happy, when there are in good health? Is it true that the
prayers would have some beneficial effects for them?
However, I followed Lon and believed fervently in Buddha’s
blessing and I had prayed the whole time I was on the trails
that took me to Thailand.
At about four in the afternoon, we were walking on a hillside
when we saw a small river, almost dry, and a village in the far
away. The sky suddenly darkened and ten minutes later,
large raindrops fell down. I opened the raincoat, and Lon and
I held it over our head as we sat next to each other on a large
rock. The rain stopped as quickly as it started, and ten
minutes later, the sun came back. The rain had cooled the hot
weather down. Lon told me to stay there waiting for him to go
and get some water. I went under the shade of a tree, spread
my raincoat on the ground and lay down. I felt tired. We had
walked the whole day. I stayed awake for a while. My head
was empty as I could not concentrate and did not have any
thoughts. Then I closed my eyes and quickly fell asleep.

When I was a kid, my mother had taught me a short prayer
named “Kinh Cuu Kho” or “Prayer to Save us from Misery”. It
was only a few lines and I learned to recite it dozens of times

When I woke up, I did not see Lon but I saw the can of water
and the scimitar on the ground, next to me. I knew that Lon
had been back and as he saw me sleeping, he just went away
to let me take a nap. I took a cigarette and lighted it. I waited
almost an hour to see Lon return with some dried fish,
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bananas and palm juice. He said he went to the village and
bought some food. He sat down and opened the bag to get
some rice balls. We ate the rice with fish and drank the palm
juice. I asked him how far we went and he said that we were
half way to Sisophon. He added that we would arrive the
following evening. I ate a rice ball and drank the entire
bamboo container of palm juice. Lon gave me another rice
ball, and I refused it Lon insisted:
“Toi manger, toi plus fort demain. Route encore long!”
(You must eat so that you have more strength tomorrow.
We still have a long trip!).
After I finished the second rice ball, he gave me the bananas.
I never liked the bananas and shook my head. He took two,
gave me one, and told me to eat it. Afterwards, he sat
smoking while I lay down and rested. We kept quiet.
Darkness started to fall. We had finished the first day of my
second trip to the border.
The following morning, I was still sleeping when Lon woke me
up. He told me to give him the jacket; he hung it on a branch
and recited his prayer. After he finished the ritual, I got it back
and we resumed the trip. Ten minutes later, we arrived at the
river I saw from the hillside the day before. There was almost
no water and we crossed it without any difficulty. In a few
more months, the rainy season would be there and the water
would quickly rise. We were lucky that it was not the rainy
season yet, otherwise we would have trouble crossing this
river.
The entire day, we walked on the trails covered with rocks
and gravel on the hillside and we had not encountered any
people. Either these trails had been abandoned or peddlers
who used them had retreated to the neighboring forest during
the day and came out only at night. I had heard than peddlers
carried contraband on their shoulders or transported it on
bicycles to secret places in the forests or in villages where it
was sold to merchants who brought it to Sisophon. By doing
so, they did not have to pay fees or taxes to the soldiers who
controlled the area and could make more money.
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Every two hours we took a 15-minute break. In some places,
there was more vegetation, may be because of some rainfall,
which had started coming. We cover less distance than the
day before because often we took wrong trails, trails that did
not lead anywhere, and we had to come back and start over
on another trail. Lon did not want to wander outside the trails
that bore the footsteps and the bicycle wheel marks because
he feared that we could step on a mine. Lon said that some
people unknowingly went over areas where nobody had gone
in before and were killed by mine explosions. Peddling
contraband was a dangerous job that only few people dared
to do.
When evening came, we rested in a place on the hillside
overlooking the grasslands. I looked and searched for the
town of Sisophon but did not find anything resembling to a
town or a village. I was anxious to reach the border. Lon
climbed on a tree to look at all four directions and when he
went down, I asked if he saw anything, he frowned and said
no. We ate rice balls with fish, and then we took a rest. The
weather was a bit cooler, maybe because vegetation had
absorbed part of the heat and the sunlight. I asked Lon for
water. He gave me the can and told me to drink just a little
and to save the rest for the following day. During this trip my
mind was not working. During the day, I was too busy
following Lon and at night, I was too exhausted to think.
The following day I woke up when the sun was already high in
the sky. I looked around and, not seeing Lon, I was
frightened. I had been exhausted and slept like a log. It was
only two days walking these trails and I felt already
weakened. I wondered if I could stand the entire trip to the
border. I stood up and walked around trying to see where Lon
was but did find him anywhere. I resigned to stand there
waiting for him, impatient and afraid that somebody would
notice my presence, and wondering what happened to him.
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I waited an hour and Lon had not returned. I planned to go
look for him then changed my mind as I was afraid that he
would be alarmed for not seeing me at his return. Hundreds of
questions whirled in my mind, driving me crazy. Fortunately,
Lon returned a few minutes later. I was both happy to see him
and mad at him. I asked where he went; he said he went
looking for directions. I asked him if he saw anybody; he said
no, making me more anxious. I asked if he knew the way to
go; he said yes. He told me to give him the jacket so that he
could get it blessed. He prayed then we resumed our trip.
We walked for more than an hour then the way diverged into
several trails going in different directions. I saw several
parallel lines imprinted in the half-dried mud, which indicated
that oxcarts had rolled recently on these trails and had left
these wheel marks on the ground. We followed these marks
and we arrived at a place where vegetation grew dense and
Lon had to use his scimitar to hack some of the branches that
went across the trail. Later we arrived at a zone planted with
young trees. I heard bird sounds signaling life. Some bushes,
no higher than one meter, had flowers that gave out a stinging
scent. The air was very humid although the heat was still
sweltering and sunlight darted down from above our heads
through the tree leaves.
Lon was still walking ahead of me. He still walked steadfastly
as if he was not tired at all. Breathing loudly, I felt worn-out as
Lon did not let me rest enough. Lon did not exhort me do go
faster anymore because he knew that I would not be able to.
Every time the road divided itself, Lon stopped and pondered,
not knowing which way to go, and I could catch up with him.
Many times, we just went around for half an hour to come
back to the same place we had been before.
Lon had proven to be persevering. After we got to a wrong
track, he stayed calm and wanted us to try another one. I did
not see him lose his temper or get discouraged and I was too
exhausted to have any reaction. I start feeling discouraged
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but did not say anything. I knew that we got lost because we
did not get anywhere and did not see any people. We had
gone through deserted areas, jungle and forest, but never had
we seen any village or population. Lon had twice climbed on
the top of the trees to find his directions and look for villages
and he did not seem to find any. We were stuck in the forests
and we could not find our way to get out. I sat at the foot of a
tree as mosquitoes bit my face and my neck. I had heard that
many people had died of hunger and thirst in this forest
because they could not find their way out of and I felt
doomed. I did not understand why Lon had brought me in
there, but it was too late to blame him. I did not want to make
matter worse and just kept silent although I was very sad. I
wished I could do something to help Lon. I did not have any
survival skills and was very inexperienced with orientation. By
nature, I was hot-tempered but somehow I controlled myself, I
could be because I trusted Lon and believed that eventually
he would get me out of the jungle. I knew that Lon was kind
and responsible, He would do anything to pull me out of
death, as he kept saying, “Toi pas mourir; garcon attendre
toi!” (You cannot die! Your boy is waiting for you!) He would
never let me die on this trip.
When evening came, Lon found a flat area in the middle of a
dense group of shrubs; he took his big knife and chopped the
surplus vegetation and we sat down. We ate two rice balls
and the rest of the bananas then we rested. I was not that
hungry, I was only thirsty but there was not much water left in
the can and Lon wanted to save it for the following day. My
legs started to hurt and my feet were swollen. I was
exhausted and did not want to think about the difficulties that I
would encounter the following days. For three days, we had
been walking and there was no sign that we were
approaching Sisophon or the border. I did not know if Lon’s
prayers were any good because we had just been going in
circles in this forest.
Another day came, the sun rose, the sunlight darted its rays
through the branches down on my head and woke me up. Lon
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was sitting on the stump of a tree smoking. I crawled out and
Lon saw me. He said:
“Toi dormir bien?”
(Did you sleep well?)
I nodded. He told me to give him the jacket. He hung it on a
branch and prayed. Instinctively, I mumbled my short prayer
too and when he stopped, I stopped. When I was a boy, I
used to count how many times I had recited that short prayer.
But I was too preoccupied with so many things that I just
mumbled and did not think about counting.
For some unknown reason, I told Lon that we should back
track, and then try to find the right trail to get out of this jungle.
Confused, Lon resigned himself to do what I had suggested.
We walked back and arrived at a place where the road
branched out into many directions. On the ground, I saw
traces of oxcarts wheels and footsteps on many different
tracts and I was puzzled. Lon stood there and did not know
what to do. We chose randomly a trail, walked it for an hour
and then come back to the initial place. Sometimes, the trail
led to an impasse and we had to go back. We wasted time
and energy, walking hours and hours. I was discouraged and
tired at the same time. I asked Lon to let me rest; he let me sit
down a while and before I felt better, he wanted to resume the
walk.
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wheel marks. We were walking now on a trail that had rocks
and gravel and not much vegetation and the sun darted its
rays on our head. I was thirsty and we did not have any water,
which made me lose my strength quickly. I had to ask Lon to
stop many times to regain strength. Lon went around and
found some herbs for me to chew that would make me feel
better. He put some in his mouth, chewed and swallowed the
juice, then spit the residue. I imitated him and I felt in fact a
little bit better. We chewed a bunch of that herb and we
resumed the trip.
That evening, when the sunset had started, Lon came down
from a tree and told me cheerfully that he saw a village and
he wanted us to go there quickly. The good news gave me
strength and we walked for another half hour and arrived at
the small village. Lon climbed the ladder at the front of an onpile house and waited at the door. An old woman came out
and talked to him and I saw him disappear inside the house.
A few minutes later, both Lon and the woman came out and
went down the ladder. I got some water, which gave me back
some vigor I needed, and a rice ball on a leaf. We spent that
night in the back yard. Fatigue had subdued me and I slept as
quickly as I lay down.

When we walked on drier trails I knew that we were saved,
that we were on our way out. Then, the trail connected to
another that was going uphill and had footprints and bicycle

The following day, the fifth day, Lon told me that we were at a
northeast position of Sisophon and that we had only fifty more
kilometers to cover to reach Nong Chan. He said that while I
was sleeping, he had gone asking people for directions. He
assured me that I would be in Nong Chan in two days. The
good news motivated me and I wanted to resume the trip
immediately, but Lon said he needed to go buy some rice and
water. When he came back, we prayed for five minutes and
we got back on our feet. We went through the small village
made up of six or seven houses built on the top of piles.
Under the houses, people raised chickens, ducks, and pigs. I
did not see any men around. It could be that they already
went in the forest and only women and children stayed in the
village. Some skinny dogs barked at us as we passed by and
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We spent the entire day trying to get out of the inextricable
maze and fortunately, at the end of the day we arrived to a
place with less vegetation. The atmosphere was less humid
and the heat seemed higher. I was staggering after Lon. We
did not have any water left in the can and there was no
stream or river around. Lon seemed to be tired and dejected
also, although he was not in as a bad shape as I was.
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I saw dozens huge earth jars containing rainwater for
drinking.
After two hours walking, we entered the dense forest area
where thirty or forty-meter high trees grew and green
vegetation flourished above the ground. I guessed we had
entered the region controlled by the Khmers Serikas, the Blue
Khmers opposed to the Khmers Rouges. I heard that this was
where Para soldiers and other bandits operated. They
stopped peddlers to force them to pay “road fees”. They
robbed Vietnamese people who crossed their territory,
abused and raped women and young girls, and tortured and
killed men to threaten their families.
Beyond the Thai border was the land where different
nationalist factions belonging to Son Sann and Norodom
Sihanouk operated. Son Sann was the former premier in the
Lon Nol government and Prince Sihanouk, the deposed king
of Cambodia who lived in exile in North Korea and China at
the time. The place where I would arrive, called Nong Chan,
was controlled by the “paras”, an abbreviation of the French
word “parachutistes” or paratroopers In English.
I was disappointed to know that the paras in Son Sann’s
revolutionary forces were only a disparate unit composed of
bad, undisciplined, and criminal elements who entered the
armed forces to take advantage of their uniforms and used
their guns to terrorize, oppress, rob, rape, torture, and murder
people. They raped every woman who went through their
territory; they robbed every person that they stopped; they
stole everything they put their hands on: gold, jewelry, money,
watches, glasses, pens, shoes, medicines, food, and even
clothes. They even confiscated papers. Not a single
Vietnamese going through them had anything left. They took
turns to rape women until their poor victims passed out or
died. They did not let pregnant women who implored for their
pity go. People who brought gold and money with them were
robbed and then eliminated for fear of reprisal. Sometimes,
they killed people just to have fun, or to deter people from
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fighting back. They tortured their victims when they could not
find gold and money that they wanted. These ignominious
soldiers were as cruel as the Khmers Rouges.
I could not understand what the leaders of the Khmer People
National Liberation Front had in mind when they created and
maintained a barbarian force such as these paras. These
troops were not trained to fight, had no discipline to keep
them under military rules, they had no combat experience and
bore no military spirit. They were the most inhumane
creatures I had ever seen. Even the Cambodian people hated
these paras because they were oppressed too. How could
Son Sann or Sihanouk get the support of the Cambodian
people when their soldiers behaved so rowdily? Were these
leaders foolish or naive?
This region was also dangerous because mines were planted
to stop the Vietnamese communist forces from crossing this
border area to go after their enemies. Many people like me
had gone through this area and unknowingly stepped on
these mines to have their bodies pulverized into thousands of
small pieces of bloody flesh. They had become an excellent
fertilizer for the plants growing in this area. I shuddered at this
frightening idea and asked myself what would happen to me.
Would I be blessed by Buddha and evade such a terrible
death or would I have to suffer the same fate as the
thousands of people whose souls were haunting this part of
the border region?
Lon did not show any fear. He walked eagerly and briskly
forward, his hand holding his scimitar, his eyes looking ahead
as if the border was already right there and that we should
move quickly to reach it. I reluctantly walked behind him even
though I felt more motivated than the other days. The
previous terrifying thoughts still occupied my head. Half of me
wanted to go ahead, half did not. However, it was too late to
go back, and even if I would want to, Lon would not let me,
because he was determined to accomplish this mission, the
mission I had assigned to him since the beginning when he
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had accepted the two gold rings from Hai Hoc. I believed that
he had considered this mission an honorable one given to him
by Buddha. He wanted to fulfill his responsibility not because
of money but because of a noble cause. In fact, money did
not count much because it was only two gold rings and one of
his friends had died, the rest had all been arrested and sent to
jail. And Hinh had probably died too. It was really a miserable
trip, not as Hai Hoc had described it when I was in Saigon.
Hai Hoc had only been to Battambang. He stayed safely at
his home imagining that the trip was easy and would be
successful. We were the ones to suffer the anxiety and the
physical pain. We were the ones that had to put our lives at
risk and had to pay the high cost with our lives and our
freedom.
By that time, I had in fact set foot on these forest trails marked
with a network of foot and wheel traces that led me where I
did not know. I imagined heavy oxcarts, filled with onehundred kilograms burlap bags of rice, running on these trails
and making these deep but narrow burrows in the muddy soil.
I imagined hundred of these carts converging on specific
points at the border to get either rice or contraband and their
wheels drawing on the ground that network of traces that they
left behind them. I wondered how many of these meeting
points there were along that long border between Thailand
and Cambodia.
Later after I had arrived at refugee camps or even after I
resettled in America, I did not have the desire to look on maps
and find out. I wanted to leave the bad experience behind me.
After I escaped death and dangers, once I was in America, I
had another life to build and other things to worry about. I did
not even have the time to think about these experiences.
Even if I had the time, I would not like to go back to my painful
trip, because I was at a new stage of my life and I had to
concentrate my mind on it. What would be the use of thinking
about the unfortunate past anyway?
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The deeper we went in, the more sinister the forest was. The
sizzling heat had first ceded place to a kind of freshness, then
to a sort of coolness, especially in the evening when the hot
sun had declined, ready to set. I was not yet used to that
coolness because the previous days, I was only subjected to
the skin-burning heat. I had a bizarre feeling, not a feeling of
comfort or discomfort, but a feeling of apprehension, which
triggered a pulsation in my spine. I did not know whether that
feeling was a physical effect or a phenomenon caused by my
imagination.
By the evening, my feet were in pain; I had to sit down and
massage them. I regretted not taking my bottle of medicated
oil with me when I left Battambang. We could not go as fast
as on the previous days; anymore. We went maybe fifteen to
twenty miles that day as I had to rest longer and more often. I
found that my strength was serious declining. I could not walk
more than 30 minutes and could only walk at a much lower
speed. Lon had started to show signs of fatigue also. I did not
know why the weather was much cooler and I still sweated a
lot, soaking my shirt, which made me feel cold when I stayed
in one place.
Lon and I sat at the foot of an enormous fifty-meter-high tree,
which must have been one hundred years old. The bark was
rough, the roots protruded above the ground and spread far
away. Lon took the two rice balls the woman gave him this
morning and we ate to get some strength. We rested over an
hour and as the evening had started to fall, I thought we
would spend the night there but Lon wanted to continue to
walk until it was completely dark. Lon said that we had
entered the zone controlled by the Blue Khmers, and that they
usually showed up during the day to control people walking
on the trails and collect road fees. Lon decided that, starting
the following day, we would walk only in the late afternoon
and evening to avoid soldiers and brigands.
We resumed the walk along the trails, the same forest trails
marked with footsteps, bicycle wheels marks, and long traces
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of oxcart wheels. Lon was still walking ahead of me, his right
hand holding the curved Cambodian style scimitar and his left
hand the flashlight. We walked until it was completely dark,
the forest becoming gloomier, and I could hear the rattling
sound of animals crawling or running quickly in the shadows.
Then, the big trees disappeared progressively and we entered
an area covered by high reeds with silver-flowered heads.
The trace of oxcart wheels also disappeared leaving place to
only footsteps, a lot more footsteps. I asked Lon if we were on
the right trail as I had the vague apprehension that these trails
would not lead to the border but Lon did not answer. He kept
walking forward until we reached an area where the
vegetation was so dense that Lon had to hack our way ahead.
I knew that the trail had been abandoned recently as I saw
growing vegetation. I told Lon that if we continued to move
forward, we would be lost and would have to back track and
waste time. Lon did not listen to me and we walked for half an
hour and arrived at a cleared area where we found five or six
abandoned huts that had belonged to smugglers, bandits, or
Khmer Rouges. We decided to spend the night inside one
these huts. When I fell asleep, I still saw Lon sitting at the
door smoking.
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to ask for directions. However, he kept calm when we got lost
and I hoped that he would finally find the way out.
Lon had excellent resistance power. I was physically larger
than he was and looked stronger but I could not stand the
physical wear and tear as well as he could. I have felt that I
had lost a lot of my strength, my feet had swollen, and I could
not to walk for more than an hour. If we did not arrive at Nong
Chan quickly, I would never see that place and would die here
in this jungle, as many others had. I never anticipated that this
trip would be so difficult, because if I did, I would not get into
it. I had thought it was easy and I had blindly jumped in. Now
that I had realized my naiveté, it was too late.

The following day, the sixth day in the trip, I woke up tired
both physically and mentally. If the calculations of Lon were
right, I would already be in Nong Chan. As my fear grew, I
started having doubts and wondered if Lon would be able to
take me to the border, as this was the first time he used this
route. The previous times he had used roadways, the route
used by peddlers to smuggle goods. During the five days we
walked these trails, we had not seen any peddler, which
meant that contraband was not smuggled in via this route, or
not anymore. Could it be that Lon took the wrong route, not
the one that smugglers used to go to the border? I heard that
they usually went by groups of eight or ten and used various
trails to avoid being caught. They were professionals, knew
this jungle well, and never got lost as they knew how to find
their way. Lon did not know this jungle that well and often had

I stood up and staggered to the door. I did not see Lon. He
usually let me rest while he went asking for help and I had
become acquainted with his behavior then. The sun was
already high in the sky and it would be noon in a short time.
From the day I left Saigon, it was difficult for me to tell the
time as I did not have a watch. There were no sounds, no
noises around me. There were no birds singing, no wind
howling in the trees, no cracking of dead branches or rattling
of the dead leaves. It was total silence, the silence of the
dead world. It was an extraordinary environment,
extraordinary because of the absence of living creatures.
There were no kids laughing, no persons talking, no dogs
barking, no rooster crowing, no birds chirping, no branches
rattling. It was an immobile world, a dead world. Sitting alone
at the doorstep of the hut, I looked at the immensity of the
forest, I had the feeling that I was isolated, surrounded by a
world of invisible entities, by ghostly shadows, by the souls of
those who had perished in this jungle. I was not afraid. On the
contrary, I felt that I was associated with this strange
environment and that I had accepted it. I did not know if I was
in a dream, in a loss of consciousness, or in a nightmare. I
just sense that I was losing control of my mind and had weird
visions. Just by looking at what surrounded me, I thought I
was entering the dead zone. It was unbelievable!
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Then I saw a man standing in front of me, I heard a voice
talking to me and I woke up. Lon was there, his arms falling
along his sides, holding his scimitar in his right hand. He told
me to get ready. What did I have to do to get ready? Maybe
he wanted me to get ready for another tough day. I did not
ask him where he went as if it did not concern me. Physically,
I still followed him but mentally, I started detaching myself
from Lon. I started to live for myself, live the subconscious
that was emerging inside me and invading my mind. I did not
know what had instigated that transformation in me. Had I
become crazy or foolish?
We went back on our steps that we had made the previous
evening. We had wasted our time, we had walked four hours
just to arrive at that hut and spend the night, and today we
had to back track to the tree where we ate our rice balls. I did
not know if Lon had any rice ball left in his bag. I was not
hungry but for some reason my stomach hurt.
We walked about three hours on the trail and suddenly we
heard voices and heavy steps as if people were stomping the
ground. Lon stopped and signaled me to go into hiding. I went
into the dense wicker bushes on the side of the road and sat
down Lon just stayed behind the trunk of a big tree.
Approximately five minutes later, we saw a group of
Cambodians wearing black pajamas and red scarves, some
holding AKs others carrying on their shoulders antitank B40s
and B41s, walking on the trail perpendicular to the one we
were on. They walked in single file, about twenty of them,
shouting from time to time some slogan that I did not
understand.
After they had passed, I waited five minutes to get out of my
hiding place. I asked Lon who they were, and Lon said,
“Khmers Rouges”. I realized that we had gone too far
northeast because the northeastern part of the border region
was under the Khmers Rouges’ control. Nong Chan, more to
the southwest, was under the control of the Khmers Serikas
or blue Khmers, the ones belonging to the KPNLF. In fact, I
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could not tell which direction was north or south, east or west
in that big jungle and I did not know if Lon did. I saw him
climbing on a tree looking for directions or for a village, but if
he could not find people, we would have to starve and I would
not have the energy to continue walking. We did not have
water either. For the last twelve hours, I did not get a drop of
water and my mouth had dried up. Chewing some leaves
would not help stop my thirst and Lon could not always find
the kind of leaves we chewed.
Incidentally, as I was walking I saw everything swirling in my
head, I staggered and stumbled to the ground. I saw Lon
continue his march and as he had moved way ahead, I tried
to stand up but my feet were wobbling and I fell down again
after making a few steps. I called Lon but my voice was to
feeble for him to hear me from the distance. The road was
curved at that spot and Lon had disappeared, as I lay semiunconscious on the ground. I attempted to crawl but my arms
could not support me. I resigned to lie there, accepting
whatever happened to me.
Ten minutes later Lon came back and saw me on the ground.
He crouched next to me, put his large knife on the ground and
touched my forehead with the palm of his hand. I knew he
was checking if I had fever. He asked me:
“Ça va?”
(Are you OK?)
I shook my head lightly. Lon stood up, took his scimitar and
went on the side of the trail. He used his large knife to clear
an area as wide as a bed. He came back to me, carried me to
that makeshift bed and told me:
“Toi coucher ici!”
(You lie down here!).
Then he disappeared. It was early evening and the sun was
not as hot as it was that afternoon. I lay there five minutes
then sank into a coma.
When Lon lifted my head and poured some water into my
mouth, it was already morning. He pulled me 100m farther
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inside, among the high grass, and left me there. I was still
half-unconscious and saw Lon lie down next to me. I fell into a
long stupor. I slept for a whole day, unaware of what was
going on around me. When I woke up it was the evening. Lon
gave me more water, and then he pulled me up, took me to a
tree and let me sit there. Near there, I saw a dying fire where
Lon grilled some yams not bigger that a few fingers. He took a
dozen of them and we ate. He must have found these yams in
some cultivated area set up by the Khmer Rouge soldiers
who had to supply food themselves. When they regrouped
and left the area, yams and cassava still grew in the wild. I felt
lucky that Lon had found something I could eat.
The following days, I did not remember where I went and
what I did. I was in and out of a state of coma and my mind
registered only vague images of what I saw with my blurred
vision. These were images of horror, which in normal
circumstances would give me gooseflesh and scare me to
death. I was so weak that I could not go more than two or
three kilometers in a day. Lon had told me that we had
twenty-five more kilometers to cover, but those were the most
dangerous kilometers before arriving at Nong Chan on the
other side of the Thai border. We had to cross the mine fields
set up by the Khmer Rouges, and I did not have the strength
to walk steadily. I just stumbled down after making fifteen or
twenty steps, and Lon had to pull me up and force me to
continue. He constantly said:
“Toi dois aller; garçon attendre toi!”
(You must go. Your son is waiting for you!).
I thought about my son and tried to stand up, to walk, and I
stumbled again.
I did not know why I could stand this physical challenge. I had
driven the cyclo for almost a year, I had trained my body for
the toughest physical experience and still I was not ready.
Where did my steel-like mind go? The strong determination to
go until the end, that determination which told me to arrive in
the Free World in order to save my family, the strong will
which pushed me to run away when they shot after me in
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Sisophon, where did they go? I thought about surrendering,
about quitting, about letting down the people I loved. If it were
not for my son, if his image did not haunt my mind, I would not
try to stand up anymore. I had told Lon several times to go
home since his family was waiting for him. He stubbornly
refused and said kindly:
“Toi arriver Siam, toi heureux”
(You arrive in Thailand and you will be happy)
I did not know what linked him to me, what made him
inseparable from me. Was it his conscience? Was it his sense
of responsibility? Was it an unnatural force? Did he not
believe in Buddha? I strongly believed that Buddha had
blessed me, had sent him to help me, because another guide
would already have abandoned me. Lon did not gain anything
to stay with me. He was an extraordinary man, he took me up,
dragged me forward; he refused to let me die, he did not let
me give up.
He had dragged me on the muddy trail where hundred of
oxcarts had rolled through, where I found decomposed bodies
lain naked with eyes still wide-open, longing for relatives to
come them pick up, or some skulls lain on the roadside far
away from the rest of the skeleton, relic of a “Cap Zuon” or
decapitation, frequently happening in Cambodia. The night we
spent in the jungle, I heard all kinds of sounds, trucks moving
in columns, Vietnamese troops talking while they moved in
formation to attack Khmer Rouges positions, cannons or
mortars shelling enemy positions across the border, and the
roaring of a tiger, which seemed quite abnormal to me. How
many days and nights did I spend there? I made the count
later on and found that I stayed moribund five days, hoping to
die but I did not die, five days living in an eerie state, clinging
to life.
Now that I am recounting these memories, I am not sure if
what happened on these trails were facts or were just objects
of my imagination. I knew them at a time I was too weak to be
conscious, too apprehensive to be clear-minded, and too
desperate to think that I could survive the trek. After so many
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days walking on these trails without being able to find the way
out, I did not have any strength left to stand and continue my
walk; my feet were swollen big, and I had to crawl on the
ground to move forward or lean on the arms of my devout
guide. I had implored him many times to leave me there and
go home but he refused to let me die. He took me up, pulled
me forward, and we could walk fifty yards before I stumbled
down again, almost unconscious. Lon took a towel, went to a
swampy place, dipped the towel in the muddy water, and
brought me some to drink. I had seen him dip his towel in the
murky shallow water in a swamp and wrung it to squeeze the
water out and put it in his can for us to drink later. At times, he
let me sit with my back against a rock or a tree, and he told
me:
“Toi rester ici. Toi attendre. Moi aller chercher riz, toi
manger”
(Stay here and wait for me, I am going to get some rice
for you).
I did not understand what he said; I did not care about what
he told me; I was just happy that he left me alone. All I wanted
at the time was to die. I had sat many times on a rock or next
to a tree, waiting long hours for Lon to go look for some fruits
or plant roots to eat. Lon disappeared, sometimes for two or
three hours, to resurface with some rice and a little water in
his can. He opened my mouth and forced me to drink water
and to eat rice, so that I could regain my vitality. He revived
me for a few hours and made me walk a few miles. The
following day I would collapse again.
To us, those who accepted death to get an acceptable life, a
life with human dignity, with hope, and liberty, a life without
constraint, without abuse, and without enslavement, nothing
could stop us from going forward. To flee the red hell, these
forest trails, as frightening as they were, could not deter us
from walking on them. We had closed some eyes that were
still open, as if they continued to look at the miserable life; we
had buried some decapitated head, the corpse of which was
not seen around, and we had prayed for the soul of those who
had perished ignominiously on the trail, far away from their
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loved ones, far away from their motherland. These trails had
entered the history of our survival. They were the symbol of
our struggle for life, of our unwillingness to accept domination
and cruelty. We had challenged these trails for the future of
our children and their future generations. They should raise
high their head and be proud of their ancestors. Recounting
the trek through these trails was recounting some of the many
difficulties that we had faced in order to secure our life in
America.
After we escaped death on these trails, we had exited the
ordinary world of cupidity, and conflict, the world of hatred and
revenge, the world of materialistic interests. These trails have
taught us to understand a life with lesser desire and want. We
had accepted a look at life under a different prism. We
understand that compassion, love, and friendship are more
important than money and riches, and human feelings are
precious and not for sale. You cannot buy these with money.
It is funny, illogical, and difficult to believe that these trails
could make you get out of yourself, get out of reality, and get
out of the ordinary and meaningless life! It is funny but you
cannot laugh because that illogical life had hurt you so much,
you had become bitter; but you had matured from
experiences you got walking on these trails. You can only
understand life truly if you have engaged yourself. You can
only appreciate love fully if you have suffered. Even if you
look tough on the outside, on the inside your heart is still
weeping. Only those who have been thrashed by their destiny
can endure that experience. In fact, if you have only been
home, you cannot value the feeling of missing your country or
comprehend the sobbing of those who have to leave their
motherland and live in exile.
On the last day of this horrifying trip, Lon smiled and told me
to listen to the lively Cambodian music that echoed from far
away. He said:
“Maintenant, toi né deuxième fois”
(Now you are born for the second time).
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I would remember what he said to me forever, the meaningful
statement that expressed our victory over fate. His eyes
lightened when he said:
“Nong Chan là-bas!”
(Nong Chan is over there!)
The announcement strengthened me, my spirit was revived, I
did not want to die anymore. I wanted to live; I wanted to live
to become another man, to rebuild another life, to fight again
like I had fought long before.
Lon was right when he said that I was re-born. I had not died
to be resurrected. It was as if I had a new life, I was born
again. I was empty-handed, I would have to start from the
beginning, I would have a totally new life, may be I would
have to relinquish my past. I asked him how far Nong Chan
was and he said one kilometer. I asked him to accompany me
there but he said I should go by myself, he had to go home. I
told him to take me there then come back; he said he would
not be able to come back once he was there. I did not
understand what he meant until later. What he wanted to say
was that if he came to Nong Chan, he would be interrogated,
sent to Khao-I-Dang, the refugee camp for Cambodians, and
would not see his wife and his kids again. For security
measures, nobody reaching Nong Chan could go back to
Cambodia. Even the peddlers had to meet at some other site
close to Nong Chan because the paras were firmly controlling
the place.
Lon told me to sit down and take a long rest before continuing
the walk. He sat next to me, watching me without saying
anything. He opened the can and gave me another sip of the
water that smelled putrid, the smell of dead fish or dead body,
I could not tell. I wanted to spit it out but I could not because I
needed to regain my strength to walk that last leg. Several
times, I stood up to go, but Lon pulled me down and told me:
“Pas encore!”
(Not yet!).
It was approximately noon and the sun was right over our
head. We were at the top of a hilly slope, and I would have to
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walk down the trail to arrive at Nong Chan. I asked Lon where
the hospital was. He said he did not know, because he had
never been in Nong Chan.
When Lon agreed to let me go, he looked at me with tears in
his eyes. He said:
“Toi aller là-bas, Toi pas besoin manteau et ceinture.
Toi donner moi!”
(You are going over there; you do not need the raincoat
and the belt. Would you give them to me?)
I looked at him and felt so much I loved him! So many days I
had spent with him moribund! I gave him what he asked for
and told him:
“Lon, tu dois venir avec moi. Nous allons en France
ensemble, ou peut-être aux États-Unis. Je peux gagner
de l’argent et tu restes avec moi.”
(Lon you must come with me. We will go to France or
maybe to the United States. I can make money and you
just stay with me!)
He shook his head and said:
“Merci toi beaucoup! Moi dois aller maison avec famille.”
(Thank you very much! I must return to my family.)
He hugged me.
Suddenly, I remembered the gold ring that I kept on a toe of
my right foot. I had hidden it under a layer of tape to simulate
a wound. I pushed Lon away, sat down, uncovered my
“wounded” toe, and took the gold ring off. I gave the ring to
Lon. He could not hold his emotion and said:
“Toi donner moi ça? Merci toi beaucoup, beaucoup!”
(You give me this? Thank you very, very much!)
I took off the jacket to give it back to him but he wanted me to
keep it.
I staggered away. I did not want to see Lon cry and did not
turn my head to look back. I had not made ten steps when I
saw Lon rushing toward me. I was surprised and asked:
“Qu’est-ce qu’il y a?”
(What happened?)
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He said:
“Moi aller avec toi, puis moi demi-tour.”
(I go with you, and then I will come back).
Lon held my arm to help me walk. When there were only
200m left, he stopped. He hugged me for the last time, very
hard, and said:
“Bonne chance à toi!”
(Good luck!)
I held him in my arms, tears flowing out of my eyes rolled
down my cheeks. I said:
“Merçi Lon, merçi!”
(Thank you Lon; thank you!)

Crossing the Cambodian Killing Fields

memorable past. I waited until later on when I was in full
peace to reminisce about him, to see his image again in my
memory, the image of a skinny man with a dark tan and a
face transpiring determination and two illuminated eyes. He
symbolized the extraordinary human being, extraordinary
because how many people could be like him? I would
remember him for my entire life, yes for my entire life, until I
die.

Then I crossed the grassland to go toward a wooden building
that I saw in front of me. I did not look at Lon when he went
back. I did not want to look at the past, because starting at
that moment he was part of my past, even though it was a
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Chapter Fourteen

Destination: America
Arrival at Nong Chan
Nong Chan was a small town at the Cambodian-Thai border
where thousands of hunger-stricken Cambodians fleeing the
Khmer-Rouge terrorist regime gathered from 1979 until 1989.
This refugee camp was under the control of former
Cambodian Prime Minister Sonn Sann’s KPNLF (Kampuchea
People’s National Liberation Front). Because the camp
occupied a very large area, it was divided into three zones,
each managed by different leaders in the KPNLF. These
leaders competed in abusing their powers to smuggle goods
into Cambodia, rob people, steal donated goods, and oppress
refugees. They detained Vietnamese escapees to force
international organizations to pay ransom in rice. Nong Chan
was the place where clashes between the Vietnamese armed
forces and the Khmers Serikas or Nationalists Khmers often
occurred, and mortar shelling happened regularly. In
consequence, as a security measure, people working for
international organizations there had to retreat farther inside
the Thai territory at night.
Arrived at Nong Chan, I could not find the hospital where, I
had heard, the International Red Cross had its operations but
I saw an elementary school. I was exhausted and did not
want to wander around. I went in there asking for help. Didn’t I
know or was I foolish and mesmerized when I entered that
small school located in the middle of that arid area under the
burning sun called Nong Chan? I knew that Cambodia, like
Vietnam, was long ago a French colony and I thought that
when I went in a school, I would have a good chance to find
somebody speaking French, to whom I could talk. An old
woman took me to the office where in fact I found a young
fellow who spoke some French. When he heard that I was a
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Vietnamese man who had crossed the border and was
looking for the International Red Cross and a refugee camp,
he offered me a glass of water and told me to wait for
somebody to arrive and take care of me. I felt happy and
relieved. I thought that I was saved, that my misery had
ended, that from then on, I would only encounter my good
fortune. Fear, anxiety, sadness, desperation, hunger, death,
would for me become only notions of the past. I thought that
Buddha had blessed me with happiness and that a new life
would start for me to enter. I thought that I would be to enjoy
my human best condition, that I would be free until the rest of
my life. Free! I would be a free man, something that I had
never imagined I would be! I had escaped the world of
communism, escaped jail, escaped mental torture. I would not
have to endure communist control, I would have to listen to
silly propaganda talk anymore. At night I would be able to
sleep peacefully because nobody would bring AK rifles to my
bed to wake me up and question me. I would not have to
bribe to stay where I want to stay. And thank Buddha! I would
not end my life as a cyclo driver.
But fifteen minutes later, two young Cambodian soldiers
carrying M16s came to the school office and told me to
identify myself. When I said that I was a Vietnamese
intellectual in search of freedom, they asked me why I had a
US Army jacket but were wearing a Viet Cong pair of sandals.
I honestly answered that the Cambodian guide gave them to
me but they did not believe me. They suspected that I was a
Viet Cong spy. They pointed their guns at me and they led me
to an army camp belonging to the National Front of Liberation
armed forces, locally called “paras” forces.
I realized that I was in trouble again, that I was unlucky, that
once again I would go to jail. What I thought belonged to my
new happy life had not realized yet. I would still have to suffer
new miseries! I regretted not having made the effort to go look
for the hospital where International Red Cross operated,
because if I did, I would be directed to a refugee camp and all
my troubles would end. I was not smart, I was shortsighted, I
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have only thought of teachers when looking for somebody
who could speak a foreign language. I should have looked for
people working for international organizations to get their
assistance. It was foolish of me. I was naïve. I had not
anticipated that I could be interrogated, searched, suspected,
and put in prison when I entered a school.
I had heard so many stories about these savage paras and
was lucky not to be stopped by them when I was walking the
jungle trails. But I ended up in their hands anyway. I
remembered the many chilling stories about their cruelty and
saw in my mind the gruesome crimes they had committed.
They stopped land people to rob them. They searched them,
beat them, interrogated men, women, and children to steal
their gold, jewelry, and US dollars. When they could not find
what they wanted, they tortured their victims until death. They
took everything they could put their hands on: clothes,
medicines, food items, even glasses, belts, pens, etc… They
took women and young girls into bushes to rape them, took
turns to abuse them. Some of the paras who participated in
these orgies were only kids in their teens. They found joy and
fun in raping girls and manifested their excitement by
laughing, clapping hands and often by sadistically mutilating
their victims, cutting nipples, biting or scratching while raping.
Often times, they killed the victims in front of family members
to intimidate them and force them to reveal gold and money.
Whoever dared to resist would be gunned down immediately.
Sometimes these barbarians cut off people’s heads and held
the bloody head by the hair to play with it and scare other
victims. They blew open people’s head to extract their brain,
they cut open people’s bellies, showing their bloody hands
and laughing out loud. When angry, they shot and killed
dozens of people at the same time.
These paras acted wildly not only in the jungle but also in
refugee camps close to the border, such as Nong Chan, Nong
Samet, and Dong Krek. International team members
operating in these camps did not dare intervene for fear of
retaliation. Women and young girls were still apprehensive of
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these soldiers’ fierce misconduct even after they had settled
in refugee camps. Many were raped at night or were
abducted and some disappeared forever. Ninety nine percent
of all women and young girls in these camps were victims of
these paras, many had been raped dozens of times, and
some became pregnant and had to get abortions performed
by camp health officers. These victims suffered mental
traumas, and the deep scars in their subconscious could not
go away, they became so depressed that some took their own
life while others became prostitutes and made money by
selling their bodies while in refugee camps.
Subsequently, I was taken to a small bamboo house adorned
with the flag of the KPNLP, a blue flag with a golden towererected temple at the center. A Cambodian in civilian clothes,
probably an interpreter since he spoke French and English,
gave me paper and pen. He told me to write down my
personal data and to recount my trip from Saigon to Nong
Chan, specify the places I went through, and state how long it
took me to reach the border and recount all the incidents that
happened to me on the way to Nong Chan.
After that, the two paras with ferocious faces took me inside in
a closed room and forced me to take off my clothes so that
they could search me. I did not have any gold, money, or
jewelry left on me. All they could confiscate were my pants,
my blessed military jacket, my glasses and my pair of
sandals. I asked them to give me back my glasses saying that
I would be like blind without them but they ignored my
request. Then they took me across a deserted area and put
me in a small jail surrounded by barbed wire. Minutes earlier,
I had thought they were going to eliminate me; I was
trembling with fear and praying while following them. I was illfated. I had thought that once I had reached the Thai border, I
would be a free man, and had never imagined going to jail
again.
Luckily, I was incarcerated in jail with a Cambodian captain
from another faction of the KPNLF, who was captured on the
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grounds of this camp, away from his territory. The man spoke
French and fortunately I could communicate with him.
Because he was also a nationalist, a Blue Khmer, his wife
was allowed to visit him daily to bring him food and other
things. Immediately, I got the idea of asking for her help. On
the back of the empty pack of cigarettes that the man had
consumed, I wrote a message in English and in French and
begged her to take the message to the International Red
Cross which operated in the hospital nearby.
The message in both English and French read:
“S.O.S --- To the International Red Cross
authorities operating in Nong Chan,
I am an intellectual who fled Vietnam and
arrived at the Thai border. Unfortunately, I was
arrested by the Khmers Serikas forces and am
actually detained in Nong Chan, Please come
to my rescue. Thanks. Name and signature”
“S.O.S --- Aux autorités de la Croix Rouge
Internationale opérant à Nong Chan,
Je suis un intellectuel Vietnamien. J’ai quitté
mon pays clandestinement et je suis arrivé à la
frontière thailandaise. Malheureusement, j’ai
été arrêté par les forces Khmer Serika et
emprisonné à Nong Chan. Je vous prie de
venir me sauver. Merci.
Nom et signature.”
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The next morning, the two paras took me, guns pointing at my
back, to an administrative area surrounded by several shacks,
the middle of which was a courtyard with a tall bamboo
flagpole. The flag of the KPNFL was flying at the top. I
entered an office and was ordered to wait on a bench.
Outside, the two paras who escorted me sat on the steps and
across the courtyard, several soldiers, some not older than
fifteen, leisurely stood smoking, chatting or listening to music
from a radio-cassette player.
Ten minutes later, the civilian who interrogated me the day
before called me into a decently furnished office to see the
commander of the base. He courteously told me, in French, to
sit down then began questioning me. I wondered why he paid
attention to an ordinary prisoner I was. Minutes after, I knew
that that he had read my confession and was curious to see
me. He asked what I did in Saigon, how life was in Vietnam
after the communists took control over the South, where my
family was, how many kids I had, what I was planning to do,
and so on. I answered all his questions appropriately and took
the occasion to tell him about my son, lost in Sisophon. I
begged him to let me go find my son. I sang his praises
saying that he was a hero, that I respected him much for what
he was doing for his country and his people, and told him that
I believed that some day the NKPLF would liberate Cambodia
from communism.

Para jail was not as dreadful as communist jail that I had
experienced. In Nong Chan, I was luckier. I was not treated
badly. While in prison, I was hoping to get some news about
my son. I wanted to go look for him and each day would
distance him farther. It could be that he was already in a
refugee camp, somewhere. I needed to get out of there as
soon as possible.

He listened to me, seemingly mesmerized by my fervor. He
told me that I would not go anywhere, that I would stay and
work for the Front of Liberation of Cambodia as an interpreter
because he needed someone like me speaking French and
English to work with international delegations coming to Nong
Chan. I argued that I would not be able to do the job as I did
not understand Khmer but he said that, an intelligent man, I
could learn Khmer in no time. Again and again, I pleaded with
him to let me go so that I could look for my son then go to
France and work on having our entire family reunited.
Listening to my pleading, his eyes suddenly became desolate.
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The kind woman took the messages to the hospital and I
waited anxiously for the rescue.
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He thought about his wife and his daughter, also in France
since 1975, and he told me that he missed them. For some
unknown reason, he began recounting to me his life, the time
he grew up and went to French school in Phnom Penh, when
he graduated the Military Academy, and how he started
serving Prince Norodom Sihanouk and then Son Sann, the
prime minister who ousted the former prince. It was a long
story that I had to listen to. Before dismissing me, he ordered
me to come every morning do some chores for him. During
the ten days I was imprisoned, I did not have to perform hard
labor, I just had to clean his office, type some papers, and do
his laundry, the simple jobs of a servant. In return, I got a few
cigarettes, coffee, bananas, and most importantly, leftover
food.
Then one day, a white jeep entered the compound and a
Japanese man came looking to see me. He showed me the
empty cigarette pack on which I wrote the S.O.S. message
and asked if it was I the author of the message. I said yes and
thought I would be rescued. But amazingly, he left without
saying a word, leaving me a sudden feeling of desperation.
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rescued! International organizations operating in Nong Chan
had found a way to buy me out of prison for a cheap price.
Later, I heard them teasing me:
“Do you know how valuable you are? Three bags of
rice!”
They had paid the little ransom to get me out. “Three bags of
rice! Less than three hundred dollars! That was what I was
worth! Three hundred dollars, freedom for a human life! Who
would believe that?” I told myself.
I was so glad to sit in the air-conditioned jeep which took me
to the famous hospital. Never had I been in an air-conditioned
car in my life! I was like a man out of the jungle. The comfort
of the jeep mesmerized me! I had not sat in a car since April
1975. The communist regime had changed me into a
caveman. At the hospital, I signed some release papers, had
a good meal, and then I was transported to North West 9
refugee camp. I asked to stay at the hospital to see if my son
would arrive but was told hat it was too dangerous for me,
especially at night, when unfortunate incidents often occurred.
Arrival at North West 9 Refugee Camp

When the camp commander knew about this, he called me to
his office. He was mad and swearing. I knelt down to beg for
his forgiveness. He said he that he would sew my mouth. I
told him that I did it for the love of my family and after a while
he calmed down a bit. The following days, I was no longer
allowed to carry out my servant duties in his office. I thought
that I had seriously put myself in deep trouble. The nights I
spent at Nong Chan, I heard that camp detainees, Khmers
Rouges and Vietnamese land people, were occasionally
executed in the nearing fields by gunshots. Terrified, I thought
my fate was ending and waited for the day I would be
executed. The days I remained alive at dawn, I had prayed
and thanked Buddha for saving me from death.
Three days later, on the 27th of April 1981, the Japanese man
returned in the white Jeep adorned with the UNICEF emblem
on both side doors. Never had I been so happy! I was saved,
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Camp NW 9 was established at the proximity of the ThaiCambodian border in April 1980 to shelter land refugees
arriving from Vietnam. This camp was closed a year later and
was destroyed in July 1981. When in operation, NW9 was
managed by the UNBRO (United Nations Border Relief
Operation) and assisted by voluntary agencies - Catholic
Relief Services, International Rescue Committee - Médecins
Sans Frontières or Doctors without Borders), and
International Committee of the Red Cross. Since the camp
was located in Thai territory, the Thai Marines- under the
command of Major Viroh Tobias - provided for the security. At
its peak, almost five thousands land people overcrowded the
camp and when it closed, most refugees had been transferred
to a transit center in Panatnikhom, the remaining was moved
a former prison at Sikev.
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When I arrived at NW 9, I was interviewed by a screening
committee in a small hut located outside the camp on the
road leading to a small bridge which crossed a trench
surrounding the camp. The trench was a reminder of the
attacks and shelling by communist Vietnamese armed forces
which controlled the Cambodian side of the border. During
these attacks, people had to go take refuge in these trenches.
In the reception hut, individuals who arrived at the camp the
same day, like myself, were one by one interrogated by camp
representatives to ensure that communist agents could not
infiltrate the camp. Communist soldiers who defected and
arrived at the border were sent to Camp Sikev and
incarcerated, where they stayed for years to be checked and
to apply for asylum in the U.S.
When my turn came, the screening committee knew that I
was a former staff member of the Saigon school of Law and
quizzed me on the school and its administrative staff and
faculty. The committee concluded that I was not a Viet Cong
spy and I was quickly admitted. I consented to observe all the
camp rules, signed some papers, and was given an ID
number - TC #155905 which was - and some personal items
such as soap, cotton towel, tooth paste and tooth brush, lined
paper, pens, and some stamped envelopes. I crossed the
bridge to go inside the camp and was given a small housing
square that I shared with two other young men. The square
was part of a 90-feet long barrack, temporary shelter made
with bamboo and thatch. The shelter was only covered on
three sides with the front side left open. Each square, 9 feet
wide, housed up to five people.
When I arrived limping on my swollen feet with a haggard look
on my face, one of the two young men, Thien, could not help
laughing. Later, he helped me fetch empty rice burlap bags
and make a hammock so that I had a makeshift bed because
there was no cement floor, the shelter being built directly over
the earth, it would be unhealthy to sleep on the humid ground.
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The days I was at NW 9, Thien was a good companion to me.
We spent a lot of idle time chatting and he somewhat helped
me forget my misfortune and my feeling of loneliness. We had
our meals together. He went picking our supplies and cooked
our daily meals which consisted mostly of rice and canned
fish. I remember the three of us got fifteen liters of water per
day for all of our daily activities: cooking, laundry, and
personal use. Later, when the rainy season came, we did not
have to worry about water being rationed anymore.
I had thought that once I escaped Vietnam, once I reached
Thailand, my mind would be freed from anxiety and sadness,
I would be liberated from the mental torture which subdued
me for so long, I had thought that I would be happy again,
because my future would change from bleak to rosy. But I
was wrong. The time I was in NW9, I often sat alone in a quiet
place and let tears flow out of my eyes. I regretted that I had
left alone, leaving my wife and my kids behind. Far away from
them, I realized more than ever the importance of their
presence. I felt sad, I felt how much I missed them and I felt
lonely. I found that my life had lost its meaning, its rationale,
its objective. I wondered what and how my life would be,
where I would go. I feared to have to struggle by myself, to
have to overcome insurmountable obstacles. Devoured by
anxiety, I forgot the lofty goals of my leaving the country. I
forgot the mission I had to accomplish, I forgot that I had to
save my family from misery, and, most of all, I forgot that
once resettled, I would be able to bring my family over by
submitting an application for family reunion. Unhappy, I found
that my logical sense had failed me and I could not reason
anymore. I swam in an ocean of bad feelings and remorse.
How could I find peace and joy when I was so deep in pain?
I then realized why some people, at the lowest point of their
life, could become irrational, and not finding a way out, they
could do foolish things, such as committing suicide. A cousin
of mine had spent five years in communist labor camp and his
wife had done everything to get him out of jail. Five days after
he was released from Viet Cong labor camp, he hung himself
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in his bathroom. He had patiently waited five years to be
freed, go home, and reunite with his wife. At home, he did not
find the happiness he thought he would get, and fearing that
he would not be able to overcome new challenges, he
cowardly chose the easy way out by killing himself - cowardly,
because he had surrendered the search for his own
happiness. In a minute of desperation, he had committed the
foolish act that ended his life ignominiously.
I had known times of desperation also. I had also thought of
the easy way out but fortunately, my reason had pulled me
back on time and I could save myself from doing a shameful
act. I had been lucky. I did not know what would happen the
day I fell into despair again. Would I still be able to control
myself as I had?
I had a former student who, at the age of twenty, had to
struggle hard to support his young wife, his kid, and himself.
His parents were rich business people before the communist
take-over. The communists confiscated their properties, and
both father and son had to drive the cyclo to make their living.
It was something that nobody could conceive. Before, the
family lived in a sumptuous home and had a comfortable life
with everything imaginable. They rode a fancy Mercedes to
go to expensive restaurants every day. Now, every evening, I
saw father and son sitting at a street corner eating junk food
and drinking cheap booze. They drank the kind of alcohol
distilled from the sugar cane waste∗ that destroyed their
bowels but made them drunk quickly. Once I told him:
“You are still young. You have a long way to go. Why do
you drink this cheap booze, which hurts you?”
He looked at me with his sad eyes and replied:
∗

After 1975, rice was expensive and people could not make rice wine.
Instead, to make alcohol, they used the sugar cane waste i.e. sugar cane
that had been pressed and the juice extracted to make sugar. Before 1975,
sugar cane wasted had been used to make ethylic alcohol for general use
but not for consumption. After 1975, people drank that alcohol even though
they knew that it would make a destructive effect on their liver and stomach.
They did not have any other choice than consuming that poison.
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“Teacher, you know that I do not want to drink this stuff
which is bad for my health, but what can I do? I am
desperate. I have nothing else to lose other than my
body and my soul. I just do not care anymore. Alcohol
provides me with a temporary escape!”
His answer saddened me for days. It reflected the
hopelessness we all had sunk into, after Saigon fell to the
communists. Everybody, old or young, male or female, had
that feeling of desperation, the sorrowful feeling that his/her
life had come to an impasse.
For seven years, I had lived in a closed environment and had
no access to the outside world. I was victim of constant
propaganda. My eyes had been blinded and my ears
deafened. My mind had been ruined and I could not
differentiate fiction from reality. I had lived too long with my
imaginative creations. I had believed in fictitious events that
were rumored around, such as the rumor that our troops had
regrouped in the mountains and the jungle, and had started
fighting back our enemies, the Viet Cong. I had believed that
our rangers, marines, and parachutists had joined forces and
had been able to occupy a vast zone near the Cambodian
border. I had believed that the previous night our agents had
been in Vung Tau to recruit volunteers. Did I not go to Cat Lai
and Vung Tau to look to joining these rebel forces? Was it not
my desire to fight against the communist oppression?
However, when the entire chimera was gone, it was only sad
disappointment. How could there be opposition forces?
Where could I find a rebel soldier when South Vietnam had
already surrendered to the enemy? It was ridiculous to listen
to the rumor that an entire division of the South Vietnamese
Armed Forces had gone underground in the jungle with its
artillery and tanks. But it answered our dream. How about the
rumor that American jets were back bombarding certain areas
to support our troops? What a stupid joke! I had dreamed of
these impossible dreams anyway because I was too
distraught by the reality.
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In the same way, I had dreamed to leave and then return one
day victorious. I had made chimerical plans, assigning to
myself tasks that I would have to accomplish once I arrived in
a third country. Now that I am sitting in a refugee camp, ugly
reality has whipped my soul and dissolved all my wonderful
dreams. I have faced the tragic life of a refugee. I have read
papers published made by the Vietnamese who were living
abroad, read Alain Kouchner’s book “Ile de Lumiere”∗, read
the French, Thai, American newspapers, I suddenly realized
that I was wrong, that it would not be possible for me to
accomplish all my dreams, even when I was in a free country.
Was I naïve, foolish, or eccentric? After living so many years
in despair, I had dreamed too far, I had too much hoped in the
future, in the Vietnamese people, I had blindly believed in the
concept of freedom, equality, and generosity, believed in
human charity. I had dreamed of an ideal society. In
desperation, I had created for myself a world of love, a world
of mutual assistance. When I returned to reality, I suddenly
relized that people outside Vietnam were not much different
from people inside Vietnam. They were as selfish, inhuman,
greedy, and as bad as their counterparts. Which world was
the world that belonged to human beings that Saint Exupery,
the French author of “The Little Prince”, had dreamed of when
he was piloting his plane far up in the sky? Which world did
he talk about in his book “Terre des Hommes” (Sand and
Stars, 1939)? He was unhappy with a selfish world where
compassion between human beings was missing. However,
his misery was not comparable to mine. I had to live in a
world of red wolves, where human soul was trampled, human
brain was washed, and human life was ignored. How could
the communists reduce human beings to the rank of animals
and machines? They had viciously stepped on our rights to
live as human beings. President Carter had established a
∗

Ile de Lumiere was the name of a French ship equipped with necessary
rescue gear which patrolled the China Sea to save the lives of the Boat
People. Its humanitarian mission had raised the hope of the Vietnamese
who planned to escape by sea.
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strategy to protect human rights in the world. But are there
rights for people who live in small underdeveloped countries,
for the dispossessed, the “naked”, those who are classified
under the term “proletariat”?
I stayed at NW 9 forty-seven days, the most sorrowful time of
my entire refugee-camp life. I was constantly consciencestricken by the fact that I had abandoned my son and did not
know what was happening to him. Every night, I was haunted
by the image of his being all alone, struggling to circumvent
the many difficulties facing him in a foreign country. This
image kept floating in my mind, preventing me from having an
undisturbed sleep. I often went to an isolated place in the
camp to sit all by myself, smoking a cigarette while my mind
wandered to where he was, and tears came out of my eyes. I
imagined what I would do, if I were him, in order to stay alive,
to send messages home and to find my way back to Saigon. I
kept asking myself questions that I could not answer; the
same heartbreaking questions that would come back the
following days to haunt me again. I did not get any words from
the International Red Cross operating in Nong Chan, even
though they had said they would help me find my boy, or at
least, get some information on his whereabouts. I prayed
Buddha daily, begging him to let my son reunite with me at
NW 9.
I had become a fervent follower of Buddha, I had prayed
when I was in the jungle walking the trails to go to the Thai
border, I had prayed when I was far away from my son who
was imprisoned in Sisophon. I prayed when I brought the ball
of rice to my mouth and suddenly thought about the fate of my
son. I could not swallow the rice as tears fell down my cheeks
and I visualized him hungry and thirsty in that jail far away
from his home. I had prayed every night when I was in the
hands of the Blue Khmers, the Khmers Serikas, held in
captivity for ten days. And I prayed while sitting with my legs
spread wide open on both sides of an empty carton of
sardines’ cans that the government of Japan donated to
refugees, writing these lines. I could not understand why
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human beings have so much suffering in their life. When will I
be able to retrieve the happiness I had lost?
Yet, what I lost was of no comparison to what many other
people who, like me, had gone searching for their freedom,
had lost. How many people had been insulted, beaten,
abused, and raped while fleeing their beloved country? How
many had died angrily and ignominiously in the hands of
thieves and felons? How many young girls had, in the hands
of miserable rapists, lost what was most precious to them?
What did I lose compared with the kids losing their parents,
the wives losing their husbands. How could I compare my
misfortune with the one suffered by people arrested and
bashed on these trails, put into prison, interrogated and
tortured savagely by barbarians? How pitiful it was for these
children who stepped on mines and died instantaneously
while they were laughing, smiling, or playing? Children do not
know sadness, or anxiety, or fear. In their innocence and
naiveté, they do not take dangers or risks seriously and do
not understand the misery of life. The children who died on
the trails did not realize that they died, and most of the time,
they did not have the time to suffer. They died and left their
suffering to their parents and friends who were still alive on
this earth.
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I had not gotten any news from Saigon about my son. Letters
sent from NW 9 took months to reach Saigon and I was so
anxious to know if my wife had done anything to locate him.
To expedite mail, I resorted to send my letters to my brother
living in France who would forward them to my wife in Saigon
but this detour was not always efficient because not only it
would take longer for letters to circulate but also because the
communist government held letters coming from foreign
countries to censure them. For a father anxious to get some
news from his lost son, slow-coming mail would only
compound his misery and kept him from sleeping at night.
Staying awake, I would spend time counting the Vietcong
shelling over the frontier. This reminded me of wartime in my
country, Vietnam. In the Thai border zone, we heard the
shelling, cannoning, and bombing almost every night.
Because of insecurity, Thai Marine units protected our
refugee camp. In spite of the repeated protests by the Thai
government, Viet Cong infractions of the border happened
daily and Vietnamese units kept conducting military
operations inside the Thai territory to annihilate KPNFL and
Khmer Rouge forces and they used mortars to shell over the
border, often near refugee camps and Thai villages.

And to make matters worse, the Thai government had
announced that it would close the border to all Vietnamese
trying to enter Thailand. The Thais had the reputation of
having a hatred for the Vietnamese, and this feeling was
acerbated by the multiple military strikes the Viet Cong had
been carrying out across the border. I felt so lucky I reached
the border just in time; otherwise, I would have had to return
home. But what would my son do if he was kicked out of
prison and attempted to reach the border? How would he be
able to join me? How could he be rescued by the International
Red Cross if the Thai authorities forbade him to cross the
border?

Incidentally, many individuals in the Thai military forces
operating in that area were crooks and criminals who abused
their power and participated in illegal activities. They
considered refugees as prisoners, robbed, abused, and raped
them. Some Thai officers led contraband activities, while
different factions in the KPNFL and the Khmer Rouge also
competed in goods smuggling and went against each other.
They had smuggling rings going up to Vietnam. In July 1981, I
read an article in the Far Eastern Economic Review, a weekly
magazine published in Singapore. It recounted the
assassination of a high-ranking officer of the KPNFL and
suggested that the reason of the murder was the involvement
of the victim in goods smuggling and that he was eliminated
by adversary gangs that were competing with his. The
governments of Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam tolerated
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contraband activity because all three countries benefited from
it. Vietnam did not have foreign currencies to import
merchandise legally and used smuggled goods to satisfy the
demand of the market. This image evoked in my mind the
image of the Basques smuggling of goods into France across
the Pyrenees during World War II.
In addition, problems generated by the camp mismanagement
lowered my spirit. Representatives of the camp stole goods to
sell them to refugees at black market prices; they abused
their powers and caused trouble instead of assisting us and
providing us with services that we desperately needed in our
daily life. They were a band of greedy hoodlums devoid of
scruples who just wanted to make money sucking people’s
blood, creating an unsafe living environment for already
insecure and displaced people.
I suddenly realized that not only people in the socialist regime
were unkind and dishonest profiteers, people in the so-called
Free World were also. In both worlds, money blinded people
and they lost their human conscience. Everywhere, people
were greedy as money could buy them happiness and fulfill
their ambitious desires. In NW 9, many women became
prostitutes just because their only way to make money was to
sell their bodies. They were individuals who could not endure
abstention and had too many materialistic needs. I found out
that the more human beings suffer, the more they rely on their
instincts and returned to their animal origin.
To feel better, I often spend time visiting the small school in
the camp where volunteers taught kids and adults Basic
English and French to prepare them for their future life in
foreign countries. I met with kind and warm people who were
united by a common ideal and a sense of fraternity. We all
had the desire to do something beneficial to others while
staying in the camp. When the school director transferred to
Panatnikhom transit center, I replaced him. The job provided
me some fringe benefits, such as housing, extra meals, and
unlimited water supply. I started to live right next to the school
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in a small bedroom with a bamboo bed and a
kitchen/bathroom. Everyday I got a meal offered by the
Catholic Charities. To keep myself busy, I taught the whole
day English and French classes. In that common difficult
situation, the same feeling of affection and empathy closely
connected teachers and students. By keeping myself busy, I
got some relief at least during the daytime.
Just when I was to move to Panatnikhom Transit Center to do
the relocation process paperwork, I received the news from
home that my son had safe and sound returned to Saigon but
was incarcerated at the Central Prison of Chi Hoa. He had
paid the toll for my escape, Hoang, the friend of mine who
could read people’s destiny, said. Without my son, I would
have to pay the price by my own life. Although I was
distressed by his being kept in jail, I felt relieved as he was
alive and back in Saigon. He had followed the Vietnamese
smugglers to Tay Ninh, another Vietnamese border town
where secret police arrested him again and sent to prison in
Saigon. My wife would have bought him out but she did not
have any money left. Moreover, she had thought that a little
boy like him would be released in a month, which was proven
to be wrong. Not only was my son imprisoned for six months,
he was not authorized to be visited like any other prisoner and
therefore could not get any food supply from home. Luckily,
he knew how to use his gymnastics skills to entertain people
in prison and get extra food in return. Once again, in these
difficult circumstances, he had proven to be witty and
courageous. After his release, he went home and knocked at
the door. When my wife looking out thought he was a beggar
and told him to go away, he said, “But Mom, it’s me!” He was
so skinny and physically misshapen that even his mother
could not recognize him.
Speaking about NW 9, I had some other vivid memories from
the time I was there. When I was director of the camp
language school, the military commander of the camp, asked
me to give him Vietnamese lessons. I was quite surprised
because the Thais did not like the Vietnamese. Whenever the
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commander had to speak to refugees in the camp, he used
the Khmer language, and a Cambodian Vietnamese was
enlisted to do the translation. I enjoyed teaching him
Vietnamese and in return, he gave me cigarettes, coffee and
sugar, and bananas. These were luxury items that, in a
refugee camp, I had not dreamed of having.
Ten days before I got the news that I would transfer to
Panatnikhom, I thought I would have to stay in the camp for a
long period of time. When a friend informed me that a joint
US-Thai operation at the border needed a Vietnamese
interpreter to interrogate captured Viet Cong, I applied for the
job and was waiting to be hired. The position was tempting
because it paid $500.00 a month for twelve months and a
bonus – a visa of entry to the U.S. But when I was called to
move to the processing center, I knew that I would be
resettled soon and I cancelled the application.
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Finally, on the 12th of June, along with more than one hundred
other refugees, I left Camp NW 9. We went by bus to
Panatnikhom, which was a processing center in Chonburi.
The International Red Cross organized the camp transfer and
an American delegation from the U.S. embassy in Bangkok,
supervised the move. This delegation included Mrs. Chan, a
beautiful Vietnamese-American woman, well known among
land refugees for her dedication and her kindness. The bus
left NW9 at 11:30 am and arrived at Panatnikhom at 2:30 pm
crossing hundreds of miles of countryside with sceneries
similar to ours in Vietnam. For several hours, I could see
paddy fields covered by golden crops of rice. Panatnikhom
Holding Center was in much better shape than Camp NW9
and just looking at it gave me a sense of relief.
At Panatnikhom Holding Center

During the time I was at NW 9, I befriended several officials of
the International Red Cross. When they went to Bangkok to
spend their weekends I could ask them to mail letters to other
countries without my having to pay the postage as the
International Red Cross had that privilege. That way I could
send many letters to friends of my uncle and my aunt around
the world to ask for help. I have sent letters to Thanat
Khoman, senator in Bangkok, Lee Kwan Yew, former premier
of Singapore, Dr. Congdon in the US, Dr. Varee Vichayanonta
in Bangkok, Dr. Florence Gellerman in New York, and Dr.
Pierre Catala in Paris, who was my law professor and mentor.
Dr. Gellerman later requested Congressman Norman Lent to
intervene in my favor and as a result I was admitted to the
United States. Dr. Catala accepted to sponsor my coming to
France. Dr. Gellerman sponsored my coming to the US. And
Dr. Vichayanonta, a professor of Law in Bangkok visited me
at the refugee camp and gave me a supply of items that I
desperately needed. When I went in Bangkok, she took me
around and I had lunch with her at her home. After years in
the US, I lost contact with her. I wish I could get in touch with
her again.

Panatnikhom Holding Center, also named Panatnikhom
Processing Center, was the place where most boat people
and land people had to stay during the period of time their
applications to be resettled in a third country would be
processed. Delegations from countries all around the world
came to that center to interview refugees. Many voluntary
agencies had offices there. This center had a French school
called École Sans Frontières where young French volunteers
taught French classes to refugees who would resettle to
French-speaking countries.
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At Panatnikhom, refugees lived in shelters made with fibrocement sheets forming a square with an empty open space in
the middle where people grew vegetables for daily
consumption. Roads leading to the living quarters did not
have electric lights at night; only the area where foreign
delegations had their offices had street lights. The time I lived
at Panatnikhom, I was assigned to shelter #2G37.
On the outskirts of the center, there was a market area where
all kinds of food, clothing, and bazaar items were sold and
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people were allowed to go shopping there or to eat in
restaurants also open in that area. Panatnikhom was a large
center and walking from one place to the other took time and
effort. During the day, it was very hot and at night, it was cold
making life quite unbearable. Rice is plentiful, unlike in other
camps where each individual had only a limited ration. Food
consisted mostly of canned fish, and to live a little bit better,
people had to buy extra meat and vegetable at the open
market.
At Panatnikhom, I met Dr. Tâm, a former student of mine
when I taught Medical French at the school of medicine in
Saigon. He remembered me and we spent a lot of time
together, especially with other friends at École Sans
Frontières where I volunteered to teach a couple of French
classes.
At Panatnikhom, I applied to go to the U.S. and to France. I
was called for an interview by the French delegation first. In
that interview, a former colonel of the French Armed Forces
was the delegation chief. He was a funny guy of the name of
Colonel Tricorneau. He asked all kinds of question in French
to which I responded also in perfect French. He asked me
why I wanted to go to France, how far was my education,
where I had studied, what I did before and after 1975, and if I
was married. I answered all his questions and finally told him
that yes I was married and had four children. He then asked
why I did not have my wife and kids with me at the interview. I
told him they were in Saigon. He suddenly chortled and said
in a loud voice:
“Ben alors! Vous êtes géographiquement célibataire!”
(Then you can say that geographically speaking, you
are single!)
At the end of the interview, he told me that in principle I was
accepted, and unless there was something unanticipated, I
would go to France in August.
A couple of weeks later, the American delegation called me
for an interview. The person who interrogated me was a
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former officer in the Marines. The questions he asked me
were the same as the ones that Colonel Tricorneau had
asked. I gave the same answers. When we reached the end
of the interview, he told me that since the French delegation
had already accepted me, I should go to France, not to
America. I told him that the French were not involved in that
second Vietnam War. That they accepted me for
humanitarian reason, and that the U.S. should take me in
since it had a debt toward the people of South Vietnam. He
was a bit uneasy and asked me why. I said because the
Americans had abandoned the South Vietnamese in the
hands of Ha Noi, their former enemy. He accused me of
talking politics, and I denied it. Then he asked me if I had
training in the U.S. I said I had not. He asked me if I was
associated with Americans in Vietnam. I said all the South
Vietnamese were, directly or indirectly. Before letting me go
he said that I had no priority to be admitted to the U.S. and
advised me to go to France. I said I did not need his advice. I
just wanted him to consider my application fairly.
Two days later, I received a letter with the “Congress of the
United States of America” letterhead from Congressman
Norman Lent endorsing my application to the U.S. I took it to
the American delegation to update my application. I met a
beautiful young Caucasian woman with long blond hair falling
down her back. She walked barefooted. I asked her to make a
copy of the letter so that I could get the original back. She
took my letter and showed it to the man who had interviewed
me. He wanted to see me about the letter. He asked me how I
got the letter. I said that Norman Lent was a friend of my
friend. He told me to clarify what I said. I told him that the
person who sponsored me was Dr. Gellerman, in New York,
and she had many friends, among them Congressman Lent.
He asked me how I knew Dr. Gellerman. I explained that I
was a lawyer in Saigon and I had the opportunity to know
many Americans who visited Vietnam at the time. When I left,
he shook my hand and said that he would review my
application favorably. He told me to check the list of persons
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accepted by the U.S. which would be posted a couple of days
later.
When I saw my name three or four days later, I went to the
French delegation to withdraw my application to France and
to thank Colonel Tricorneau. My friends Bernard, Christophe,
Annie, and Bernadette at École Sans Frontières got the news
that I would not go to France, and were a bit disappointed
since we had talked about seeing each other in France. To
cheer them up, I told them:
“C’est ma destinée! J’espère vous revoir en Amérique
alors!”
(That’s my destiny. I hope I would see all of you in
America then!”).
To make me feel less guilty, I showed them the letter of
Professor Pierre Catala, my mentor at the University of Paris
School of Law, in which he wrote to me:
“Les horizons sont beaucoup plus ouverts en
Amérique. Si vous pouvez y aller, n’hésitez
pas, cher ami…” (The skies are more open in
America. If you have the opportunity to go
there, my friend, do not hesitate …)
At Panatnikhom Transit Center
The day I saw my name of the list of people admitted to the
U.S., I also knew that I would be transferred to Panatnikhom
Transit Center on the 27th of July where I would received
some health check and papers to go to Galang refugee Camp
in Indonesia while waiting for the day to go to America.
Galang is an island near Singapore, and people accepted to
America had to go either there or to another refugee camp in
the Philippines. I was lucky, because if I had to go to the other
camp, I would have to stay there longer. In all I was at
Panatnikhom Transit Center fourteen days.
Going to Bangkok to board the ship to Galang
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On the 10th of August, I boarded a bus to go to Bangkok,
where I waited about three days to get onto a huge ship with
approximately five hundred other people to go the Galang an
Indonesian island in the sea of Java. It took us five days and
four nights to go from Bangkok to Galang Island, five dreadful
days on a ship moving like a turtle, not much different from
the expedition made by the boat people escaping Vietnam.
Hundreds of people were lying down on the front, back, and
upper decks, eating and sleeping there, suffering from
seasickness, whining and moaning. They just stayed at the
same place for five long days, quiet and heartbroken, as if
they were going to be exiled or deported. Luckily the scenery
at night was attractive to me, as in the darkness, I could not
see what was on the boat. Looking at the sky, I saw hundreds
of thousands of shiny stars, and a full moon.
I had always loved natural scenes especially at the moonlit
nights. When I was in Camp NW 9 for land people, I used to
take a chair to the middle of the yard and sit on it for hours
admiring the moon and enjoying its phantasmagoric light
caressing the trees and fooling with the wind. I sat there
thinking about the past, the present and the future, missing
my beloved people that I had left behind and my friends who
were still in Saigon and were aching to go, while I was longing
to return. I did not know why I loved the moonlight so
strangely. I could not sleep whenever I saw the moon in the
sky. The moonlight had prevented me from sleeping so many
nights when I was in captivity at the Thai border after I was
arrested in Nong Chan by the barbarian paras.
I stood long hours on the deck of the boat to admire the moon
reflecting in the black water of the Java Sea. I had been
standing that way because I was devoured by melancholy
and my soul was drifting away as if it was attracted by the
moonlight. I stood alone, all by myself on the upper empty
dock of the giant ship, looking at the moonlight flirting with the
waves and I thought about my life. I was sad. To overcome
my sadness, I had raised my voice and sang a song the title
of which I don’t remember. I sang to compete with the howling
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of the wind, to forget the present, and to boost my spirit. I
sang to the hope of the future. I had not sung for so many
years.
Suddenly, on my way to resettlement, in my loneliness and for
the new life that I had started, I sang again. I had resumed a
habit that I had had in the past, I sang to chase away the
feeling of sadness that had invaded my mind and blemished
my soul. I sang to deceive myself and to deceive those who
were around me. People who were not aware of the deep
thoughts I had in my head and the sad feelings I had in my
soul, believed that I had found joy in life again, that I was
contented, that I had retrieved the happiness I had lost. It was
just the crust, the visible outside; the unnoticeable inside was
different. No, I was not happy, I did not have joy in life, I was
not contented. I was only sad, sad because there were still so
many worries weighing on my mind, so many obstacles
preventing me from moving forward, sad because I did not
have anybody to go with me on the road that would lead me
to some place still unknown to me. How lonely I felt although I
was among so many people as I had never been before. We
lived in a complex and disorderly camp, altogether,
heterogeneous but mixed, close together, in a communal
state of living. So many people around me, had helped me,
liked me, loved me, needed me, came and visited me, talked
to me, consoled me. Nevertheless, I still felt empty and lonely,
all by myself walking on the path that would seem neverending to me.
We arrived at Galang on the 18th of August to spend the last
phase of our refugee life. I was given a new identity number,
T#282626, and was given a shelter in Barrack 193, room 7,
Zone E, RPC Galang 2.
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and forth. At the harbor, dozen of boats, which brought the
refugees directly from Vietnam, lay dead there, historic
vestige of the flight from communism and the human strength
struggling to get a life in a better place, a place where
freedom and other human values were considered sublime.
How many could reach this island to die before they could see
a better life? Just count the number of tombs in the
cemeteries on the island, the portion of the land given to the
dead called Galang III.
There were three zones on the island. Zone 1, called Galang
I, was for refugees who reached the Indonesian shores by
boats, thousands of them waiting to be considered as
refugees asking for asylum in countries all over the world.
Zone 2, called Galang II, was for people like me, already
accepted to America. Zone 3, or Galang III, was for the
people who died from misery and diseases while living on the
island. They were luckier than many others were because
they were buried here on this very romantic place while others
died in the depth of the ocean or on the Cambodian trails
filled with horror and were never buried, their souls wandering
and they would never find peace.
In Galang II, refugees lived in two-floored wooden barracks,
pretty nice and clean. I got a room upstairs from which I could
see the panoramic view of the area. I often sat on the
staircase watching the activities of the camp or the blue sky
and the green mountains, listening to the wind or the birds
singing, thinking about Saigon and all the people I loved who
had stayed behind.

Galang, covered with tropical vegetation, had many beautiful
natural scenes, majestic mountains, exquisite beaches
covered with white sand, splendid ocean views, and a small
harbor where speedboats brought members of the
International organizations from Singapore or Djakarta back

I had to live two long months in Galang, two months that
seemed two years to me, because I had nothing to do, all
paperwork had been done, all resettlement procedure
completed, nothing to worry about, just the date of departure
to long for. I spent most of my daytime wandering the island,
going to a small pagoda adorned with a giant white Buddha
statue in Galang I, where I could spend time meditating about
life and death, about suffering, about the miseries each of us
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had to go through, about fate, about our human condition, and
about our religious beliefs. I could sit for hours on the swing
hung to the branch of a tree in front of the temple, smelling
the perfume of incense and listening to chanting and prayers
coming from inside the hall. Galang I there also had small
shops and cafes where people gathered to shoot the breeze
or to drink coffee and listen to music. There, I could listen to
the old songs that I heard before 1975, songs that were
banished by the communist government for they reminded the
people of the time they were happily living in a more
democratic regime.
In the evening, the sun was still high in the sky, the scenic
route along the coast was full of young people holding hands
and walking happily by pairs murmuring love talk. Some days,
when melancholy struck me, I also walked down the rocky
trails to go to a café hidden among the branches to have hot
black coffee, and to smoke cigarettes hoping to kill the
melancholy which engulfed my soul. Most of the time, I sat
alone in a dark corner to feel the weight of sadness and
sorrow strain on my mind and my heart.
I had been inclined to dreaming and that was the reason why
I loved the moonlit nights. On the nights the moonlight fell on
the entire island, shedding light on the forest covered with
dense vegetation, I sat on a second floor balcony and gazed
at the beauty of the nature, drinking coffee and smoking
cigarettes. I regretted not having a companion to share these
magic minutes, a person who had a soul like mine, a state of
mind like mine, a friend who could understand me, so that we
could spend together the moment of insatiable sadness mixed
with enjoyment, one that I would never forget and would
never have again. On the way to resettle in a third country, on
the way to exile, these moments were so wonderful although
no one wanted to experience them twice, because who would
want to be a refugee and resettle more than once?
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providing medical services to refugees on the island. I met her
somehow and we talked, and became friends. Sometimes, we
went out on the island together; we spoke about our beloved
countries, two countries so close to each other but opposite,
one endowed with peace and happiness and the other
devastated by war, death, and destruction. When she heard
about the misery and bad fortune of the Vietnamese, she felt
compassion for my country and its people. In the café when
she listened to the Vietnamese sad songs, she wanted to
understand the lyrics and asked me to translate them into
English so that she could share the sorrowful feelings with
me. She saw the grief on my face and just kept quiet; I knew
she sympathized with me. On the day I was to depart for
America, she said she would like to go to America also, I did
not ask her why. Now, I still have the picture of her as a
memory of the time I was on that island.
The day we boarded the boat to Singapore she was on the
pier, waving her hand to say good-bye to me, or to all the
refugees who got her heartfelt care, I was not sure. In
Singapore, I bought a pair of jeans, some shirts and a pair of
sneakers, the lightest ones similar to the shoes my mom had
bought me when I went to elementary school. I did not have
much money, only fifty dollars that I received from my aunt
who lived in Paris. I remember when I was in college I used to
wear chic clothes. All the money I had earned by tutoring high
school students, I had spent on shirts and trousers made to
order by Van Quan, a tailor on Le Loi Street in Saigon, and on
Italian shoes made and sold also on that street. I was a happy
young man, living in a peaceful time, the short time that
followed the signing of the Geneva Accord, which divided my
country in two. A few years after I finished college, war
resumed and slowly escalated until it became an infernal
chaos in the late sixties and beginning seventies.

I remember the times I sat next to my Indonesian friend. She
was a physician working in the health delegation in charge of

I stayed two days in Singapore to sign papers among them
the I.O.U with I.C.E.M, the Intergovernmental Committee of
European Migration, which took care of our transportation
needs and I took a chartered plane with hundreds of other
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refugees to go to America. On the plane I kept thinking about
the word “migration” that transpired through the acronym
I.C.E.M. printed on the white plastic bag that each refugee
received before boarding the plane. Migration? Was I like one
of these birds that move towards warmer land every year to
avoid the cold winter? I did not go south like them but I was
sure that I was going towards warmer skies, where I would be
able to rebuild my life and find happiness. If some day, I
could reunite with my family, and I sincerely hoped so, my life,
and the lives of my kids, would be filled with a comfort, liberty
and happiness.
On My Way to the Land of Freedom
On September 23rd, 1981, carrying a large white plastic bag
which contained a stack of papers and X ray films in my left
hand, and a small suitcase of used clothes and personal
items in my right hand, I climbed the stairs to the plane that
took me to San Francisco, the famous city that I only knew
from books. On my chest was a label stuck onto my shirt with
all pertinent information such as the destination of my trip,
and the name of the voluntary agency, that would take care of
my resettlement in the United States. In my pocket was the
ten-dollar bill that I regularly checked to make sure that it was
still there. The years living under the socialist regime had
taught me to be vigilant of pick-pockets, and I still had that
instinctive gesture.
The plane landed at San Francisco International Airport on a
late afternoon, when it was already dark. ICEM delegates and
representatives of various voluntary agencies welcomed us
and we boarded large buses to go to a transit center. Never in
my life had I taken such a long flight and I was exhausted. I
did not even know what I was doing. I just followed the flow of
refugees. It was a cold night and I was shivering as I had only
a short-sleeved cotton shirt on me. I sat on the bus looking
with amazement at all the surroundings. I was coming from a
barbarous country that went back many decades in history
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and everything I saw was a marvel, a sensation, everything
was awesome, was beautiful.
The bus transported us to a place unknown to me. All I
remember was that we crossed a long bridge, the longest
bridge I had been traveling on since I was born. We drove for
over an hour and we arrived at an empty army base. Years
later, I found out that the place was Hamilton Camp,
approximately eighty miles north of San Francisco, and the
long bridge we crossed was the Golden Gate Bridge, the
most famous bridge in the world. We went into a large dorm
with bunk beds and lockers. We put our belongings in the
lockers and went to an immense cafeteria where we were
besieged with food: all kinds of meat, vegetables and fruits. I
came from a world where hunger reigned in the life of its
citizens. My stomach had shrunk for we ate so little for so
long. For years, I had not seen so much food at the same
time and in the same place. I could not eat much, even
though I envied eating. Now when thinking about the feeling I
had at the time, I feel pity for myself. The socialist world had
reduced me to the rank of an animal with all the natural
instinctive needs and desires. I remember that before 1975, I
was an intellectual with a respectable social standing. I had
lost my human values after years of suffering the communist
regime.
After the dinner, I went outside to look at the sky, at what was
around me, but I saw only desolate grasslands. I was
inundated by a mixed sense of bliss and misery, as the
feeling of loneliness filled my heart. “Will I be happy? Will I be
able to shed what kept casting a shadow in my mind?” I
asked myself. It was a cold night and I went back inside.
Most people had already returned to the dorm. That night I
slept like a log. I had not slept on the plane and I needed a
good sleep. That was my first night in America, the first night I
could sleep in total security since the fall of Saigon.
Most people came to America with other members of their
families accompanying them. A very few, came alone like
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myself, but they were much younger than I was. We banded
together to feel less lonely, and in the common desperate
situation, they had accepted me because of my wisdom and
knowledge of English.
The following morning the voluntary agencies posted the lists
of people with their destination, the name of their sponsors,
and the time of the departure. I looked at the list and saw that
I would be sent to Alabama. The voluntary agency which took
care of me, the United States Catholic Charities, or USCC,
found out through my papers that I had an uncle living there. I
never wanted to go to Alabama, nor did I want to live with my
uncle. He already had too large an extended family, and I did
not like to be a burden to anybody. I expected to resettle to
New York where Dr. Gellerman had secured all the
necessities for me to have a comfortable life, at least for the
beginning of my new existence.
Thus, I quickly went with another young fellow, a new friend of
mine, to see the USCC officer at the camp. I asked him to let
me go to New York instead of Alabama. The officer was a
Vietnamese immigrant like me, with the only difference that
he came a few years earlier and worked for the USCC
resettlement program. When I expressed my wishes, he took
a nasty attitude toward me. He thought that he could
dominate me. He treated me as if I came from the jungle. He
loudly said that I had just arrived to America, I did not know
anything, I could not ask to go wherever I wanted, and
ordered me to go to Alabama on the flight that would leave
that night at 4:00 am. His haughty attitude drove me mad, and
I angrily protested his behavior. I told him that my sponsor
was Congressman Norman Lent of New York and that I never
intended to get help from USCC or from him, nor did I know
why USCC wanted to ruin my resettlement. I was yelling and
told him that if he wanted to fight with me, I was ready but he
better get things straightened out for me or he would hear
from me soon. I was swearing that I would not let him live in
peace and he was scared. He resigned himself to let me go to
New York.
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That night the flight list to Alabama did not bear my name.
Three days later when almost all the refugees had gone,
when only twenty people were left to go to New York, I was
awaken by a guy in the middle of the night and was told to
prepare to go to the airport. All the other people knew in
advance about the departure but I did not. I hastily took my
belongings and went out to get on the bus. I saw that
everybody else had gotten a winter jacket and asked the
USCC man for one. He haughtily said that because I was not
supposed to go to New York, USCC did not have a jacket for
me! I knew that he lied, that took his revenge on me but I
could not do anything. Later, after I arrived in New York, I
found out that he did another trick to make me suffer so much
that I had to cry like a baby. That bastard really overdid it and
I wished I could go back to Hamilton Camp to pull off some of
his teeth! The time I drove the cyclo on the streets of Saigon, I
had fights with communist agents, and this bastard was
nothing compared to them.
At 2:00 pm the plane landed and we walked into the terminal
under the guide of an ICEM agent and I saw that all the
voluntary agency representatives and the sponsors were
there waiting for our arrival. Twenty minutes later, everybody
was gone with his or her sponsors except me! I waited and
waited for several hours in vain. After almost three hours
waiting, I panicked and did not know what to do. I was tired
and sat down on the floor next to a United Airlines office.
Tears started to come out of my eyes. What would I do if
nobody picked me up? The bastard at Hamilton Camp’s
USCC did not inform the Gellermans, my sponsors, of my
arrival. He wanted me to die in New York, he wanted me to
suffer, and he must have been laughing now thinking about
my desperate moves to bail myself out.
I had never been to America and I did not know what to do
except sit there holding my cheap belongings and chewing
my pain. Then suddenly God sent me my savior! A United
Airlines manager, passing by, saw my tears and stopped to
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inquire about my problem. I told him my trouble and he took
me into his office, gave me a cup of coffee and told me to
calm down. He tried to call USCC office in New York and
some other agencies but got no answer. It was a Friday late
afternoon and most offices were already closed.
“The worst thing that may happen to you is to spend the
week end with me at my home and we will see what we
can do Monday.” He told me.
I thanked him. Then, I suddenly thought about the letter that I
got from Norman Lent. I fumbled into my bag and found it. I
gave it to him and he called the Congressman’s office, which
in turn called Dr. Gellerman, my de facto sponsor. Seymour,
the husband, said that he would be there in half an hour to
pick me up. I realized that was safe, that I would not die! How
could I die in New York when I had not died in the Cambodian
jungle?
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Alien registration # Ạ-277-501
CAT IV/ GT 282616
Visa issued September 23, 1981

I had the status of refugee and was given a verification card
called I 94, which showed the following details:
I 94 issued September 30 1981 in San Francisco

On Saturday morning, Florence told me:
“You will have to go to Manhattan to look for a job. To
get work, you need to apply for a social security number.
Monday, I will take you to the Department of Social
Services to apply for a social security card. In the
meantime, let’s have breakfast”.
I did not really understand what she said. I did not know
where Manhattan was, or what the social security number
was. Nevertheless, I wanted to please her and said OK. We
sat at a small table in the kitchen. She poured orange juice
from a big jug similar to the one we keep fish sauce in
Vietnam. She gave me a small piece of bread, peculiarly
shaped like a tiny tire inner-in air tube, which reminded me of
the time I was ten when I learned to swim wearing such an air
tube around my waist at Do Son Beach, a beautiful resort
twenty-five kilometers from Hai Phong. Florence also handed
me a white kind of tasteless cream which had a grit-like
consistency to eat with that bread. I asked her what these
were and she said:
“Bagel and cottage cheese”.
I had never had bagels and cottage cheese before, but I liked
the bagels, which I ate with butter. Florence stated that bagels
should go with cream cheese or cottage cheese, but I did not
care. I ate them with butter. She gave me the cereal box, a
banana, and milk but I did not like them. I said:
“No, thank you! In Vietnam, we eat bananas yellow ripe
with tiny black dots. We do not eat green bananas.”
“Here people do not eat dotted yellow ripe bananas!”
she said.
She asked me what the Vietnamese have for breakfast, I told
her that we usually eat a special beef noodle soup called
“pho” and we drink very thick black coffee. She was amazed
at the idea of having beef soup for breakfast. I added:
“That was what I missed most.”
“What?” She asked.
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While waiting for Seymour to arrive, the United Airlines
manager and I chatted and I knew that his brother, a captain
in the Marines died in Pleiku, Vietnam. Not like other people,
he did not have an aversion to the Vietnam War and the
Vietnamese. I felt so lucky to have met him. I had heard that
most Americans were weary of Vietnam War and resented us,
Vietnamese refugees.
Seymour arrived half an hour later. He shook hands with the
manager, I said good-bye to my benefactor, and went with
Seymour to his Cadillac. He looked at me and innocuously
made fun of me:
“Florence (i.e. Dr. Gellerman) told me that you were a
law professor in Saigon. Don’t tell me that a tiny boy like
you could be a law professor!”
And he laughed. I was happy and I laughed too.
My First Days in America.
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“Beef noodle soup and thick black coffee!”
The whole time we had breakfast, Seymour did not say a
word. He was concentrating on reading the newspaper while
eating his cereal and his bagel, and ignored what was going
on around him. I suddenly realized that in this family, only the
wife talked, the husband having no opinions just kept quiet.
Later, I found out that Florence made most decisions and I felt
a little uneasy. In Vietnam, the man makes decisions.
After breakfast, Seymour went into the family room and
turned on the television set. Florence sat down in her usual
armchair reading the newspaper. I quietly approached her.
She looked up at me with all the tenderness in her eyes:
“Yes, dear?”
It took all the courage I had and asked her how I could apply
for welfare. Her eyes suddenly lost their compassionate look
denoting that she was quite surprised and apprehensive. She
said:
”You were a Law professor in Vietnam. You can apply
for a job here in America. Why would you want to be on
welfare?”
Then, she explained how Seymour’s parents and her parents
emigrated from Israel without a lot of money and how hard
they had worked to make their living, not relying on social
assistance. I understood that the Gellermans were proud
people and that, becoming a part of this family, I should not
apply for social welfare, I should work and build my life with
my own empty hands. I then realized why she had told me
that I needed to get a social security number and to look for a
job in Manhattan.
On Saturday evening, after dinner ended, Seymour and I put
the dishes in the washer and clean the pots. The pots, not
only did we clean them, we polished them until they shined,
and then we dried them up with cotton towels and put them in
order where they belonged. Seymour had been doing this job
for thirty-five or forty years and he must have been tired of it.
After a few days, when he saw that I had learned and did the
job well, he wanted to delegate the cleaning work. He stayed
with me for a short while then said:
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“You help me to do the rest, OK?”
And he went into the family room, where the television set
was. I was left alone finishing my pot-cleaning mission.
On Sunday morning, I was still dreaming in bed when
Florence knocked at the door. I opened to see Florence
smiling at me:
“Good morning, Trinh! Breakfast is ready!”
I was still reluctant to get up and wanted to go back to sleep
when she said:
“You have to wake up! We are going to church after
breakfast!”
Poor me! Florence wanted me to go to the Jewish synagogue!
And I was not Jewish.
“I am Buddhist; I cannot go to a Jewish church!”
“Yes, you can! You’re going to meet the members of our
congregation! You will see the rabbi!”
I did not know what “rabbi” meant but I got up, for I feared
upsetting Florence.
The first time in my entire life I saw a Jewish temple. Amazed
at its new modern style, I gazed at its geometric lines. I
followed Florence around, getting to know each of her friends.
I did not count the handshakes I got. As they scrutinized me
as if I was an exotic creature from some far away land, I
smiled and said hello. “How did he learn to speak English?”
they must have wondered.
Seymour had disappeared somehow somewhere. He
reappeared when the service was ready to begin and
Florence gave me a small round cap to put on the top of my
head. She kidded:
“Trinh, you are the first Vietnamese Jew!”
On Monday morning, Seymour went to work. I asked Florence
what he did and where he worked, she said he worked for a
newspaper agency in Manhattan. I asked where Manhattan
was, she stared at me, surprised:
“You don’t know? Manhattan is the main part of New
York City!”
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At 9:00 a.m. she took me to the Department of Social
Services to apply for a social security card; she showed me
how to fill out the application and we waited for an hour to get
our turn to talk to the officer and hand in my application. On
the way home, she said:
“You need a good pair of shoes to go to work.”
We stopped by a shoe store close to home. In the store, she
showed me the display of all kinds of shoes and asked which
ones I would like. I pointed at an Italian style pair of black
shoes but she objected:
“What you need is a pair of sturdy shoes that would
allow you to walk in the snow, because winter is coming
and we expect lot of snow this year.”
I stared at the shoes and pointed at a nice fancy pair of long
neck shoes but she said:
“No! They are not on sale!”
I did not understand and asked:
“What’s “on sale”?”
She explained that some items had a lowered price to sell
quickly and selected a pair of yellow low-collar boots. I tried
the shoes, and they fit. She paid and we went out. Back at the
car, I declared timidly:
“I owe you sixty two dollars for the shoes. When I get my
first paycheck I will pay you back!”
She said OK.
Early Tuesday morning, Florence woke me up and told me to
follow Seymour to Manhattan to look for a job.
“Do you have money for the train ticket?”
I had a ten-dollar bill but wanted to save for emergencies and
I said no. She gave me ten dollars. We walked to the train
station, and Seymour showed me how to buy a round-trip
ticket.
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“Five o’ clock this afternoon, right here, at this same
place, do not miss it! Now you are on your own. Good
Luck!”
He walked toward the bus stop. I was busy scribbling the
details of the place on my notebook so that this afternoon I
could recognize it. I did not see Seymour going on to the bus
and leaving. He must be laughing quietly, thinking about all
the trouble I would be having. “How am I going to find a job? I
have never had to look for a job even in Saigon, how can I
manage to find a job in New York?” I told myself.
Since I knew medical terms – I taught at the School of
medicine in Saigon, you remember! - I thought I could get a
job in a hospital as an interpreter, so I was focusing on
looking for medical centers in Manhattan. Wherever I saw a
big red cross, I entered and asked the information booth to
apply for a job. They kept sending me to the personnel office,
where somebody let me know that there was no position
open. I asked to be a janitor; they inquired about my
background and said that I was “overqualified”. I did not
understand what that meant.
For the whole day, I was wandering about Manhattan. I was
tired, hungry, and thirsty. I planned to buy a sandwich and a
cup of coffee but changed my mind. I did not want to use the
little money that I had. I wanted to save it for more pressing
needs. I felt exhausted and disheartened. When I saw my
dejected image in the large mirrors in front of the immense
department stores, I asked myself, “What am I doing here, far
away from my family? Why did I choose to be here to be as
miserable as before? What is going to happen to me? How
will my future be?” A multitude of questions that I had no
answers for came up to my mind.

As the train arrived at Penn Station, I almost fainted when I
saw thousands of commuters getting out of the trains and
scrambling to exit of the station and pouring out onto the
streets. Before we parted, Seymour declared:

I went to a few more places, one place was a college named
Adelphi University. I saw a group of Asians in front of the
entrance door. I approached one of them and found out that
they were Cambodians. I asked what they were doing there
and learned that they were in a social work training program,
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which allowed them to get a stipend of $300.00 a month. I
was interested and went in to apply for the program. I was
given papers to fill out and was told to come back the
following Monday to start the training. Another place was a
hospital close to Chinatown. I inquired about job openings
and they told me to look at the ones posted in front of a
window where a man was sitting. I went to him, told him that I
was a Vietnamese refugee, and needed a job. I explained that
I just came to America. He was a Korean American who was
in Vietnam during the war. He was interested in knowing how
I escaped the country and invited me inside and we talked. I
got a cup of stale coffee, but it was better than nothing. I
recounted how I went through the Cambodian territory and
arrived in Thailand. The man listened to my escapee’s plight
and said that he had a security guard job and asked if I would
like to take it. I would make $15,000 a year and have full
benefits. I felt that I was so lucky. I took the application packet
home with the intent to fill it out that evening and return it the
following day.
When I returned home, Florence asked what I got from the
job hunting day. I told her about the Korean American and the
job of security guard that he had for me. She immediately
said:
“Trinh, you are not going to take that job! You are new to
this country, you don’t understand! The security job is
dangerous! You cannot deal with criminals and thugs.
They are going to kill you!”
I was mortified and did not know what to say. I got a good job
and she did not allow me to take it. I had to accept the training
program, which would at least give me a little money. Out of
the $300, I would spend half of it on train tickets, but what
else could I do?
At this moment I am in my room, sitting on a used mattress
that I brought back from a street corner. I am writing these
lines in a notebook put on a small coffee table. I reminisce the
moment I was in the Cambodian jungle and feel how
unreasonable, how crazy I was. I ask myself,” Why was I that
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silly? Why was I not confident in myself? How did I lose my
sense of judgment? Where had my sense of courage and self
control gone?” But I forgot that I am now safe in America, I
am not at the Thai-Cambodia border, the place controlled by
many adversary armed groups, the land plated with mines
that could explode at any of my faux-steps. I was in the land
of horror occupied by crooks, thieves, rapists, spies, and
police agents, the land of hatred and revenge, of killing and
decapitation. I was subjected at any moment to arrest,
imprisonment, mugging, physical abuse, and even death.
Now even if I were given diamonds or gold, I would not go
back to such a terrible place.
Many of my friends said that I was brave. I was not brave. It
was just that circumstances had induced me to do what I did.
I was pushed against a wall, I was cornered, and had to find a
way out. I believed they were the ones who were brave. Yes,
they were brave just by staying and enduring for the rest of
their lives the multiple pains caused by the socialist system.
They had the tenacity to bear communism and I had not.
Because I left the country alone, I was labeled irresponsible,
selfish, and epicurean in a dozen letters in which my wife
blamed me for just thinking about myself, leaving the family
behind and not taking care of my son who was captured at
the border. She accused me of enjoying a good life in
America and spending time with beautiful girls while she had
to take care of our four kids. In fact, I was only a miserable
refugee earning a few dollars an hour doing odd jobs, such as
bussing tables in restaurants, or restocking shelves in
supermarkets. When I thought about my life and my wretched
fate, I shed tears in silence, alone. Yes, I did cry since tears
rolled down my cheeks. I did not want to let them come out of
my eyes but I just could not help it. I did not want to be weak
and cowardly but my heart kept throbbing, my lips kept
trembling, and my eyes watering. I just did not know why.
I was ashamed of myself; I had wandered on New York
streets and looked at myself in giant mirrors in front of the
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stores. I saw myself dejected and pitiful, and wondered why I
was in America alone, far away from my homeland and my
family. My mind kept swirling and my head spinning as if I
would faint. I had to find a place to sit down, calm down, and
rest for a while. I kept asking that question many times during
the first few years I was in America.
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just a matter of acceptance, acceptance of fate, of destiny as
the Jansenists do.

I would asked myself that question again when I was in the
large kitchen chopping up frozen chickens, dozens of them, to
put in a giant electric pressure cooker to make chicken broth
for a French restaurant in San Francisco. My hands were
freezing and I stopped hacking for a minute when Robert M.,
the French chef said:
“Dinh, tu es déjà fatigué? Tu veux que je te donne un
coup de main?”
(“Dinh, are you tired yet? Do you want me to help you?)
I replied very courteously in French:
“Non, merci! Tu es très gentil, Robert!”
(No, thank you Robert. You are very nice!)
In fact, inside my head, I wanted to say “Can’t you leave me
alone? I am not in a good mood! I am thinking about my
miserable human condition right now!”
I had asked myself that question when I had to wake up at six
in the morning, in the dark and the cold winter to walk with the
snow half up to my knees to go to work at the produce market
in a small town of Long Island. And many other questions, as
absurd as that earlier one, came to my mind to express the
contradicting, illogical, and irrational character of my mind and
my soul at the time.
I had learned that the American people were weary about the
Vietnam War and wanted to forget that bad experience.
Poking on that wound to make it bleed again would not do
any good. When I was in Saigon enduring the hardships of
communist domination, I had hated the Americans for
abandoning us in the hands of the enemy. Now, I understood
that hate or love would not change the course of history. It’s
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Last Chapter

A few Words in Conclusion.
The trip that lasted more than six months took me out of a
miserable world devoid of any hope for a better future, in
which sorrow, anguish, tears filled the heart and the soul of
each individual. I turned up in a world in which human values
were treasured, each individual could have a decent life, and
compassion and understanding were prevalent. I understood
that in either world, I must learn to overcome the obstacles
scattered along the road, but only in this world could I see the
brightness of my future, the shining light that pushed me to go
further in that dark tunnel until I reached the end of it.
The road to the future was not an impasse which I had been
driven back against, so that to get out of it I had to go through
death. It had changed into a large avenue on which anybody
could go forward toward liberty and happiness, as long as one
possessed enough determination and courage.
The Cambodian road filled with horror I thought I would never
overcome had taken me to the gate that opened to the world
of freedom and democracy. Because of the firm belief in
myself, in Buddha, and in other human beings, I have
vanquished my own destiny. Without Lon, my Cambodian
guide, I would never have made it to the Thai border. To me,
Lon was not an ordinary guide. He symbolized human
compassion and love. When we were lost in the jungle and
could not find our way out, when I was so desperate and
wanted to be left to die, Lon did not want to abandon me. He
wanted us to fight our fate and to win. Both of us were
sentimental and believed in love and compassion. His simple
way of talking expressed the entire human belief that came
from his heart. An ordinary man like Lon is worth much more
than an intellect that does not possess his generosity, his
conscience, and his ideology.
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I left my country to end a life of ignominy and indignity, to
evade human misery, to stop suffering mentally, and cease to
live like a plain animal with only physiological needs. I
escaped to free my soul, to be able to live my dreams and to
express my thoughts truthfully without any restraint. I escaped
to be free, to search for my happiness, and to find a life worth
living.
However, as I left my country, I left behind half of my life. I
had renounced my deepest and most precious feelings, my
beloved past, and all the links that connected me with the
other side. For some unknown reasons, I could not belong to
two countries like many do. I live here but my soul is over
there. I am grateful to this country for providing me with the
opportunity to live as a human being, but I cannot forget that
the other one is where I had lived the most meaningful part of
my life, something closer to me, something that I relate to, the
place I want to spend my entire life but cannot.
Later in my daily struggle, I have encountered quite a bit of
bitterness, of sorrow, of humiliation and hatred but I have
learned to grow from these experiences, to triumph over my
destiny, to overcome all barriers to my happiness. When I
write these last words on my memoir pages, I have ceased
shedding tears, and I have triumphed over myself. I may still
have some moments of melancholy but then I would go to a
deserted place and sing to forget my despondency and my
loneliness.
In San Francisco, October of 2005.
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Vietnam and China had fought against each other using both
military forces and psychological warfare.

Epilogue
On Communism
Before 1975, I only knew communism through the deforming
prism of the “capitalist” view, a superficial view that could not
show the deceptive real face of this doctrine. The anticommunist propaganda did not dig deep into the Marxist
theory and its principles. It did not analyze how the
communists applied that theory into practice. At that time,
people who took an interest in Communism were sent to jail.
The Saigon government had feared that people would be
enthralled and would support the communist-led National
Front of Liberation (NFL) of South Vietnam. In fact, the
chimerical aspect of Communism appealed to many
intellectuals and students. They followed the NFL into the
jungle and participated in the fight to overthrow the Nationalist
government in Saigon.
The North Vietnamese had used the alluring side of Marxism
to attract those who naively believed in idealism, not realizing
that there could not be an ideal society such as the
communist society. Understanding communism requires the
study of its practices. It takes a look at the practical
application of Marxism in real life to discern its wicked side.
Marxist Leninism, a chimera born of the imagination of some
ailing and crazy minds is impractical because of its utopist
aspect: how could the communists achieve their “perfect
society” where all social classes are eliminated, everybody
would be the same and have a happy life? How could
communism lead a unified world in which all nations would be
equal and would treat each other like brothers in a family? In
fact, in the few communist societies currently in existence, we
see that the majority of the people are destitute, and these
countries are not considered each other as “real” brothers.
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Speaking of social classes, members of the Vietnamese
Communist Party have formed a new class of the rich and
powerful. As they hold the political power they have recourse
to criminal acts to protect their status and their property. They
were the only ones to be allowed to own property and the only
ones who had found the Marxist-defined “happiness”. Since
1975, they had become millionaires and own both industrial
and commercial properties, as well as hidden bank accounts
in foreign countries.
Under the socialist system implemented in South Vietnam,
like in any other communist society that had existed before
the Soviet Union fell apart, there was no law protecting the
people. Socialist systems do not need law because under
Communism there were only the interests of those who detain
the power i.e. the interests of the Party and the interests of
the state. Law protects only the police and the political
cadres. Law does not protect the penniless and powerless
people.
In 1975, as staff member of the School of Law in Saigon, I
was forced to take a ten-month training course in Marxism
and Communism during which communist instructors had
talked about what they called “a socialist legal system”. What
was that socialist legal system? It was simply a tool to protect
the communist regime. The law in that system carried the
dialectic characteristic, which means that the socialist law was
always changing to adapt to the needs of the ruling class.
Because under communism the economic factor regulates
every other factor, such as political, legal, social, and
educational factors, the goal of the socialist legal system is to
respond to the material needs of the socialist society or, in
other words, respond to the needs of the socialist production.
It seems strange and difficult to understand but in fact, it is
quite simple. The Marxists gave the following example:
according to the needs of the production, sometimes labor is
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needed, sometimes it is not. When labor is needed, workers
are well treated. When labor is not needed, workers are badly
treated. There is no law to protect the workers. The law only
protects the production.
Communists also talk about the Proletarian Dictatorship. But
there is no such dictatorship in this world, as the proletariat
does not have the power in their hands, how can they build
their dictatorship? The communists have abused the word
“proletariat” and took advantage of this class to establish their
rule and exploit every class in society, including the
proletariat. After the bloody struggle in which the proletarian
class sacrificed their lives, the communists get the power and
ignore those who have sacrificed their lives to bring the
revolution to a victory. What did the proletarian class get from
the revolution that bore their name? Which proletarian could
hold power in his hand? The class of workers and farmers
had been through miseries and had been deceived by the
communists who promised them better life and better
opportunities. In fact, their life had become worse than the
lives of their peers in capitalist countries. The communists
had used political manipulation to take advantage of the
honesty and sincerity of the workers who had suffering and
who, desperate, believed in Marxist sweet talk.
Communism has betrayed the proletariat by making the poor
poorer and by establishing a class of red mafia living on the
bones and blood of the people. In theory, the Proletarian
Revolution, after eliminating Capitalism, was supposed to
establish equality. In practice, it had instituted a new social
system based only on political power. Those who retained
power were those who could become rich and enjoy the
success of the revolution. The communists had blemished the
meaning of the word “revolution”. Today when we talked
about revolution, the communist revolution comes to our mind
with all its fearful consequences, its abominable outcomes, its
bloodshed and its enslavement.
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How many intellectuals in the world left the Communist Party
when they saw the deceitful face of communism? They had
followed communism with all their fervor and their trust but
afterwards, realizing that they were conned, they got angry at
themselves for being fooled. After leaving the Party, they
were most ardent to fight against Marxism and Communism.
In Vietnam, how many people who had supported the Front of
Liberation were later disillusioned? When they knew they had
misunderstood Communism, it was too late. They regretted
having helped the communists’ rise to power. Realizing that
the Front of Liberation had misled them, they angrily told the
Viet Cong, “So many years we carried rice, meat, and
vegetables into the jungle to feed you. Now that you are the
winners, is it how you pay us back? You betray the people
who had supported you all these years! Now that you have
guns in your hands, you can do whatever you like to do. Do
you know that you are making the people suffer? If we knew,
we would have let you die of hunger in that jungle!”
The communists had been bragging that only under a
socialist system could people enjoy freedom and democracy,
only under a classless society could people find real equality,
and only by liberating human beings from exploitation could
we humanize society. Theoretically speaking, that was how a
socialist society was defined. Under socialism, freedom was
at its apex, independence was total, and people had the
highest kind of ownership called collective ownership of
nature and the society. However, in reality it was the opposite.
Communism was a contradictory theory. Marx and Engel
wrote this theory but never realized that one day it would be
put into practice the way the communists did. Communism
had betrayed their father founders using Marxism as a tool to
gain power. Its goal had never been to bring happiness to the
people.
By the way, how could Marx and Engel believe in a classless
society, a society in which everybody was equal materially,
morally, and spiritually? These philosophers had created an
ideally perfect human model and put it to the communist
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society, which is an inconceivable thing as human society can
never have only one type of person especially a human type
characterized by his assiduousness, his diligence, his
honesty, his good character, his loyalty, his patriotism, his
large knowledge, and his generosity. The basic human
concepts would go against such a definition of a society.
I am not interested in – and not capable of – defining a human
being, but I know for sure that never could a human being
become a saint and have only the good and none of the bad
attributes. Similarly, a society in its pragmatic viewpoint would
never be the kind of utopian society that Marx and Engel had
dreamed of. There would never be the kind of society that
they were longing for, where people could eat what they
wanted to eat, wear what they liked to wear, live where they
want to live, do what they want to do. How could everybody
be conscious of his or her responsibilities, be equally
hardworking and eager to learn, have the time to entertain
oneself? How could everybody be equally knowledgeable and
spend equally his or her time to develop their mental abilities.
In other words, people would never be all the same, equally
good and respectable. They would never all get what they
wanted, and be equally happy. There would never be only
one type of person: the person who was content to be a
human being, completely happy and living in a perfect
society. Consequently, it was simply a chimera.
In a society where people were mostly uneducated and could
not distinguish between reality and fantasy, where people
wiggled in pain and suffered from hunger, poverty, inequities
and exploitation, these fictitious theories responded to their
dreams and therefore appealed to their soul more than
anything else could. Sunk deep in desperation and
unhappiness, the poor people dreamed to end their
misfortune and their miseries. They wanted to end the
exploitation that victimized them, break the chains that tied
them to their current slavery. When they heard about the
revolution of the proletariat, “their” revolution, they instantly
supported it. They would sacrifice their own lives for the sake
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of their children; they would be ready to die for their cause.
When they did not have anything to lose “except their chains
of slavery”, they were quicker to decide and to engage
themselves. However, they did not realize that it was only a
painted cake, that somebody had painted the cake and put it
under their eyes to dupe them, to cheat them and take
advantage of them. The proletariat did not gain anything after
the success of the so-called Proletarian Revolution. The
communists had publicly declared the establishment of the
“Proletarian Dictatorship”. It was true that a dictatorship had
been established but the dictatorship was not proletarian. The
proletariat had not gained any power and had nothing to do
with that dictatorship. The true dictators were those who were
leaders of the Communist Party, those who had become the
“neo-capitalists.” Only the big bosses in the Communist Party
had gained immensely from the dictatorship establishment.
The fathers of the communist theory had been bilked. The
communist plotters, such as Lenin, had never, from the
beginning, believed in a utopian society such as the
communist society. They had never believed that the
Proletarian Revolution would lead to that product of pure
fantasy. However, they were convinced that their leading the
Proletarian Revolution to success would allow them to detain
the political power that they would never be able to get by
other means. To reach that goal they had to play the role of
fanatics who blindly believed in Communism, who loudly
acclaimed it and exhorted other people to sacrifice their lives.
The Vietnamese who had blindly believed in the revolution to
liberate the country from the French and the Americans had
thought that they had died for a just cause. They never
realized that they were duped until they saw that they were
forgotten right after the Communist Party won the power.
Even the leaders of the National Front of Liberation in the
South had hoped that they would be given the power in the
"newly liberated zone” but they were betrayed by Hanoi when
their Revolutionary Government of the South was dissolved in
1976. “Liberated” people were disenchanted but could not do
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anything because the communists governed by force of the
arms. What could these people do when guns were
constantly pointed at them and when the least provocation
would send them to death, prison, or labor camps?
Like other people, intellectuals in the South, suffering from
despotism, were unhappy and angry and they hoped that one
day the country would be freed from communist domination.
They would participate in an uprising to break the chains that
immobilized them and restore democracy, freedom,
independence, and peace. Nobody wished the communist
regime to live except those who benefited from the illicit
power. Only this heretical class was defending with conviction
their position. They would die if the communist system died
and they would lose whatever they had stolen. Other classes
had already lost everything and the fall of the communist
regime would only bring them freedom and independence.
Communists governed by the use of treachery and violence,
terrorism and elimination causing fear and obedience.
Nobody dared go up against them because they had guns
and means of destruction that the people did not. Emptyhanded, they could not foment an insurrection for it would
lead to a useless sacrifice and a terrible failure. I had learned
in primary school an Aesop fable that said, “The reason of the
stronger is always the better.” Who would dare showing his
bare chest to let bullets pierce through, especially when death
would not lead to anything, when the sacrifice would be
meaningless? In a society dominated by hypocrisy and deceit,
any sacrifice would be interpreted as a betrayal or would be
concealed from the public. The Communist propaganda
machine would be working to render a good cause dirty,
foolish, or enemy-driven. The crimes such as “betray the
people”, “work under imperialists’ instigation”, or “international
conspiracy” were labels that would be assigned to anyone
who fought for democracy and civil rights.
On Freedom Rights
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Since the day the communists took control of South Vietnam,
people had lost all freedom rights. They were not free to make
a living as they wanted. They had to declare and register their
profession, even when it came to simple jobs, such as
pedaling the cyclo, repairing watches, dressing hair, repairing
cars, and tailoring. People who wanted to do business had to
apply for authorization and pay taxes. Teachers were also
tallied and they had to register with the local Office of
Education. Many teachers quit their jobs because they did not
register on time. Professionals had to register with the local
authorities so that the government could control and tax them.
Doctors and pharmacists were not allowed to have private
practice. Engineers had to register in order to get a job with
the new government. Nobody was allowed to do his or her job
without making a formal declaration with the authorities.
Hundreds of thousands of high-ranking officials were sent to
concentration camps and hundred of thousands of others had
fled the country.
Freedom of the press:
The old press had ceased to exist as all newspapers and
other news agencies were forced to close. Only two new
newspapers, the official “Liberated Saigon”, and the “Morning
Sun”, a newspaper managed by southern journalists and
writers puppets of the regime, were allowed to function. The
goal of letting the Morning Sun operate was to simulate
freedom of the press, to allure opposition and intellectuals,
and to organize propaganda for the Communist System and
Marxism. The Morning Sun was a place for journalists,
writers, and intellectuals in the newly liberated region to
pledge allegiance to the Party and show their respect and
obedience to the new dictatorship.
In every activity domain, new publications mushroomed,
showing how eager publishers and writers were ready to soil
their reputation. Religions had news magazines; sciences had
newsletters; arts and literature had publications; women had
newspapers and periodicals. People bought all kinds of
papers and magazines, not for reading but for the paper - the
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material - itself because they could sell it as a recycling
material at a much higher price than the price they had paid.
There was a phenomenon in Saigon at the time: people
waited in line at newsstands to buy every newspaper and
magazine they could buy, brought then home not for reading
them but for stocking the paper and then reselling them to
make a profit. Newsstands’ owners themselves did not want
to sell newspapers because if they sold them as a recycling
material they would make a profit triple the one they made at
the newsstand.
Freedom of religion:
Religious activities were limited. Catholic churches and
Buddhist temples were under strict government control and
masses were celebrated with the arrangement of the
authorities. Worship institutions such as convents and
pagodas closed and nuns, parsons, and monks participated in
the production of goods, quitting their holy life to return to
secular life. The new principle was “everybody who wanted to
eat had to labor and produce.”
Programs to train priests and monks were restricted and
Marxist ideology was added into these the curriculum to
acquaint priests and monks with the basic principles and
concepts of Communism. In masses, priests and monks
mentioned communist ideology and new rules in the socialist
society. Priests and monks enrolled in “progressive religious”
or “patriotic” organizations.
Freedom of residence:
Vietnamese became citizens of a newly independent, free,
and unified country and got new duties and obligations. They
live in designated areas and once they had a residence, they
were not allowed to move. Changing residence required a
valid reason and an authorization from local authorities which
came up after waiting months or even years. People bribed to
get the authorization sooner and had to bribe the right official,
otherwise they lost their money.
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The citizen did not have the right to own a property. In
communist regimes, properties belonged to the state. The
state ownership was called euphemistically “common
ownership of the people.” If the house was small and had little
value, it would be of little interest to the authorities and the
owner would be able to live there until he died without being
disturbed. However, if the house was large and had a high
market value, he would be asked to offer it to the state. If he
refused, he would be labeled either “capitalist” or “People’s
blood sucker” and taken to courts, then to jail, or forced to go
to the New Economic Zones. The property would be
confiscated and turned over, in principle, to the state and in
fact to the police agent who succeeded in kicking the owner
out of the property.
Property ownership under communism was reduced to the
right to reside on the property. People could not sell a
property or rent it without a valid reason and the consent of
the authorities. The person who bought or rented the property
would also need to have authorization to buy or rent;
otherwise, he would not have permission to move into that
house. By selling or buying a property, in fact the seller was
just selling or buying the right of residence. The right of
ownership still belonged to the state. Of course, owner, buyer,
and renter had to resort to briberies to get the required
authorizations.
Freedom to travel:
The law also forbade people to travel. Under the socialist rule,
the people were not allowed to go freely to other cities or
other parts of the country. Before the departure, the
anticipated traveler had to apply for a permit, which required
that he had a valid reason. Getting a permission slip was
complicated unless the applicant was a communist cadre or
member of his or her family. The applicant could also easily
get a permission slip if he knew the person who signed it or
bribed that person. The main goal of travel restriction was to
prevent people from moving from small cities to larger cities,
especially to Saigon. Life in small cities was harsher because
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local authorities applied strictly the law while in large cities the
application of the law was more flexible. Economically
speaking, large cities also had a certain advantage over small
cities because of foreign scrutiny. On the contrary, people
were welcomed to leave the cities and move to the
countryside - As the goal of the government was to increase
the agricultural production of the South, it encouraged the use
of physical labor to do field work. Their slogans “Labor is
honor” and “No food to people not working” demonstrated the
communist shallow, if not stupid, view of economic
production. It was to control the people and ensure the security of the
regime that the government restricted the right of the people
to travel. It seemed odd that the people, proclaimed to be the
“true owners of the country”, were not allowed to go freely
from one place to the other. In order to travel people must
have the permission of local authorities. Whether to make a
family visit on a death anniversary or to go back and forth to
do business, people had to have a permit. The permission to
travel slip verified that the applicant had a valid reason to
travel. Without a valid reason, people should not think of
traveling. People were not supposed to travel for their own
pleasure.
However, in a corrupt society such as the one I lived in, when
leaders used authoritarian measures to govern and enslave
the people, only the local authorities could take advantage of
the situation to gain benefits and get rich. The party and the
state had conferred on them the power of giving out
permission to the people but had not given them an income
sufficient to live with. Therefore, to circumvent famine and
poverty they exacted and accepted bribes, and soon became
corrupted and power-hungry. These officials did not have
anything to sell besides their authority, so they sold the
signatures they put on permission slips. Thanks to corruption,
people could go wherever they wanted as long as they had
money and were willing to pay. A permission slip at the time
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cost fifty Dongs, an equivalent to a month’s wages of the
official.
Government officials did not sell permission papers to local
residents only. They also sold pre-signed permission slips to
people residing in other districts. These pre-signed and prestamped slips were blank official authorization papers that
people could buy and take home to fill in at their desire name,
home address, destination, and reason for the travel. As a
result, with fifty Dongs, people could buy a permission slip
from another district, and leave home without letting local
authorities know where they were going. Of course, in this
instance, people could use false identity and false addresses.
Another way was to buy forged papers. Counterfeit
organizations sold these travel slips for only 30 Dong apiece.
These organizations did not only fabricate travel permission
papers. They produced all kinds of phony documents, from
leave of absence permits to assignment certification papers,
transport permits, school diplomas, and driver’s licenses.
Phony driver’s licenses from the former government of Saigon
were the documents highest in demand because Vietnamese
living in abroad needed them to change over foreign driver’s
licenses. Each phony driver’s license was sold for between
300 Dongs and 1500 Dongs depending on whether you
bought them directly from the source or through
intermediaries. Phony driver’s licenses were fabricated on
real materials that were stolen from the Ministry of Transport
on April 30 1975, when Saigon fell. Only the data and the
signature on the document were phony. The same thing
occurred when it came to school diplomas. Phony diplomas
were created on real printed forms and bore the real stamp
that was stolen from the former Ministry of Education in
Saigon. These documents therefore looked authentic to the
bearer and to those who tried to determine their veracity.
On New Economic Zones
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Many people were forced to go to New Economic Zones
NEZs because they were considered non-productive people.
Life in these NEZs was so harsh that few people could
survive. The majority had to find their way back to the cities
living with parents, relatives, or even on the streets. The
NEZs plan, copied from the Soviet Union, was doomed to
failure because of the irresponsible way of implementing it. In
the years 76 to 78, the government instigated general
assaults on the bourgeoisie in the South. The rich class,
which consisted of property owners was portrayed as the
exploiting class and was condemned as criminals. Its
properties were seized and they were sentenced to die or
sent either to prison or to NEZs. By doing so, the socialist
government eradicated all germs of opposition. This was the
political goal of the anti-bourgeoisie movement, and sending
them to NEZs was a way to punish them.
Another goal, of economic nature, was to ensure that the
bourgeoisie would stop have its foot in industry and in
business and consequently would not be able to compete
economically with the state. By condemning the big
bourgeoisie to death, the middle bourgeoisie to prison and the
small bourgeoisie to NEZs, the party and the state robbed all
the rich people of all what they had – means of production,
private properties, bank accounts and manufacturing licenses
and secrets. During the period of economic trouble, they used
what they could confiscate to continue the state production as
Vietnam had adopted a policy of closed door and suspended
all imports from other countries in the western hemisphere.
By nationalizing all means of production, the socialist
government could survive at least for a few years while
waiting for better times. As the party annihilated the
bourgeoisie, the private sector disappeared, the free market
stopped existing, and the state had monopoly in the
production of goods. The government’s policy was to control
the people by controlling their consumption needs.
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The communist leaders had declared that “the nation was still
poor and had no foreign currency to import goods for the
people.” According the statistics, means of production,
privately-owned machinery, materials, spare parts, and fuel
confiscated in the South had allowed the government to
continue its production for at five years. Therefore, the party
could “rest in peace” for a while and did not have to worry
about the nation’s economic downturn. In fact, until the end of
the seventies, the manufacturing plants could still function at
a low level, but at least they did not have to close. Only
starting in the eighties, the economy showed signs of
disaster. Plants and manufacturers decreased their activities
gradually then stopped because there were no raw materials
and fuel, and no spare parts to fix broken machinery. Small
plants started to close; larger plants functioned only a few
days a week. Workers were either fully or partly unemployed;
the situation was desperate because even when workers
worked, they could barely survive with their meager salaries.
Now that they did not have jobs, they were doomed, and did
not know what to do.
As many bourgeois went to jail, many others to NEZs. In
principle, all people not participating in producing goods had
to go to wild or barren regions to “produce”. These people
were given the responsibility to convert these arid regions into
cultivable land fields. The party and the state believed that
these regions were rich and productive, but for some reason
were not exploited yet. Their motto was, “Our country is
opulent, our people heroic, we could beat the Imperialists;
therefore, there was nothing we could not do.” Our people
could do anything. They could clear the wilderness to build
living areas, cut the trees to build houses, dig canals to bring
water into dry regions, change infertile areas into cultivated
land, transform the jungle into paddy fields. According to the
Marxist Leninist theory, human beings are intelligent
creatures and according the party, the Vietnamese were
especially hard-working people. By being conscious and by
accepting labor, we can defeat and control Nature. We had
defeated the Americans; we had toppled the puppet
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government of the South. We were the owners of this entire
country, owners of this society, the bourgeoisie had been
eliminated, our people had had a new society in which human
exploitation had ceased to exist, everybody owned collectively
both the riches of this nation and its society. The only mission
that remained was to defeat Nature, to own Nature
collectively. We had to overcome difficulties, own every inch
of this land, and participate enthusiastically in the production
of goods. To exploit the arid land was to produce; it was a
collective mission and everybody should be proud of
participating in it, especially if you were a bourgeois and only
knew how to count money. You had not had the opportunity to
combat the nature, to use picks and shovels to produce. The
Party and the State gave you, the bourgeoisie, the honor to
participate in the collective production at the NEZs so you
could learn that “to produce is an act of glory”, and “if you do
not produce, you will not eat.”
Therefore, in the middle of the night, when the bourgeois
were sleeping in their nice warm bed and were dreaming, the
Party and the State sent trucks and security agents to their
houses and invited them to go to NEZs. They had only fifteen
minutes to gather the necessary personal items and go. They
were told that in the NEZ, the government had already
prepared everything for them to have “a good new life.” And
they were deported there, hundreds of them, thousands of
them, young and old, males and females, adults, children and
babies. They arrived to see that all they got was a small
bamboo hut, with some picks and shovels. Those were the
only tools they needed to work miracles and to produce. Each
family was responsible for a certain area, and they stood
there contemplating that infertile and barren piece of land and
realized that suddenly their luck had changed. They were
then conscious of their new human condition. A few months
later, they realized that they had shed more tears than sweat
on that piece of land that they had started to hate. Then it was
time to think about a plan to leave that place, to go anywhere
to survive. The best plan was to escape, i.e. to leave
permanently not only this place but also this country, even if
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they had to die. However, it was only a plan, a plan conceived
over sleepless nights, and that plan was not easy to
implement. How could that be easy when we talked about
facing danger, facing death, or arrest? How could they find
courage to flee this place of birth where life had become
unbearable?
For those who were not determined to go away, they slowly
encountered a total transformation, a “life change.” Yesterday
they just handed out a bill and they got in return what they
needed: rice, meat, vegetables, and fruits. Now they had to
extend their arms, sprain their shoulders, and grasp with their
hands these farming tools and they could not reform their
land. They had to cut trees to build their homes, go to the
forest to gather wood for their fire, dig canals to bring the
water in, plough and sow the soil to plant yam, corn, and
vegetables, and dig wells to get their drinking water. They
realized how difficult it was to get some tomatoes, some
yams, or some corn. This land from the time of their ancestors
had never surrendered any thing edible, and it persisted in not
giving out any food. In fact, it never had the capability to give
out crops to humans.
By the way, the communists had never considered the
bourgeois human beings. With the victory of the Proletarian
Revolution, the bourgeoisie had become a means, a tool for
the workers’ class to show their political power. Sending the
bourgeoisie to NEZs was a slow and pseudo-human way to
eliminate that class of people’s blood suckers and purify the
new society, and at the same time benefit from their labor.
When the party and the state did not have modern tools,
machinery, and technology to exploit new land, using the
bourgeois work force was the only way to have the job done.
The bourgeoisie had become bulldozers or water buffaloes,
and that did not matter because they were to be eliminated
anyway. For the sake of the Party, the sake of the dominating
class, for the future of those who were enjoying the governing
power, the elimination of the bourgeoisie was justified.
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However, nothing compelled the bourgeois to stick to that
piece of infertile land. When sweat poured on it and they
could not get in exchange a bowl of rice, a few yams, or some
vegetable, their instinct of survival would induce them to
react. They would not stay there and wait for death. Uncle Ho
and the party would not be able to force them to remain there.
Some would go back to their native village. Those who did not
have a native place to go back to would return to Saigon and
live on the streets. If they still had some money hidden
somewhere, they could use it to bribe the corrupt local
officials and buy back their property and their papers, and
sometimes even their old business. Thanks to corruption, they
still could find a way out because if the communist cadres had
listened to Uncle Ho, their leader, and considered themselves
as the slaves of the people, if they had followed the
“revolutionary principle ethics” and had been honest, the
bourgeoisie would all have perished.
On the “Association of Patriotic Intellectuals”
The communist government had established in Saigon an
institution placed under the aegis of the city political
committee. The institution bore the name of Association of
Patriotic Intellectuals. It was the place for disoriented Saigon
intellectuals to convene and inquire each other about what
they should do and what was going to happen to them. With
the revolution, the southern intelligentsia had become divided
into two groups. The first group consisted of “intellectuals of
the 30th of April” i.e. those who chose to be the slaves of the
communists in order to get some favors from the enemies of
the nation. They volunteered themselves to praise the new
regime and to offer their free services. Regrettably, among
these were some highly educated people, University of
Saigon professors, my “big-brother” intellectuals who ignoring
their conscience wrote articles to eulogize the regime and
praise the crimes that the communists. I did not know what
had pushed them to do so, fame? How could they get famous
by besmirching themselves? Instead, they upset their peers
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and got people’s contempt. Would the communists use them
and give them a place in their ranks? These intellectuals were
fools, because the communists would never trust them as
they had been considered enemies of the people. They might
be used temporarily to boost the government’s propaganda
and spy on their peers. Would they get money for doing it? Of
course not! There was no money reward in the communist
system. They might get in return a kilogram of sugar, a couple
of cans of condensed milk, a kilogram of pork, or a fish.
Which intellectual would sell one’s name and one’s selfrespect just for these insignificant things?
The second group that often came to the association
comprised young intellectuals who needed a place where
they could see their peers. Fear was also a factor urging them
to be there, as they found consolation in each other. Not
participating in collective activities could be a reason for the
government to suspect an individual of being reactionary.
Therefore, they needed to be with the group to be safe, to
avoid incrimination. However, they were there mostly because
they needed mutual support. Living in an atmosphere of
terror, the intellectual like any other human, was driven by the
self-preservation instinct. Who did not fear communist prison?
Living in a scarce economic environment, some intellectuals
were impoverished and needed assistance, often not for
themselves but for their families. As a member of the
Association of Patriotic Intellectuals, they could receive
material help, food supplies at official prices or a little money
in return of some odd jobs done. We usually look down at
material needs, but in dire economic circumstances,
threatened by famine, pushed by the instinct of survival, little
material things are not insignificant as people thought they
are.
That was what the communists had planned. They wanted to
lower the southern intellectuals to the rank of instinctive
beings, physiologically driven people. When the intellectuals
were busy thinking about their material needs, when their
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minds were preoccupied with food supplies, how could they
think about moral and ideological concepts? They were
rendered as inoffensive as a lamb, a child in a mother’s care,
or an uneducated farmer living in a far away village. They
would not have the time to think about freedom and
democracy, about social justice and humanity. By controlling
their stomach, the villainous communists had controlled their
brain,, they had destroyed their original spirit and their pride.
In these somber days, the “Association of Patriotic
Intellectuals” office was a good place for me and my friends,
the so-called “old intellectuals” to gather and exchange our
intimate ideas and secret information. The communists
labeled us “old” intellectuals in opposition with the “new”
intellectuals, those who came from the North, who “grew up
and matured in the socialist environment.” We had many
opportunities to meet with these new intellectuals, some of
whom were trained in communist countries. We found out that
they had only the “intellectual” label. They were no more
intellectual than peasants. They were politically-centered and
spoke of Communism and their party like parrots. They did
not have much expertise in their fields. One thing they had
though was resounding titles, such as vice-doctor, doctor, and
post-doctor. However, these were only given-away titles, their
brains were empty. The only think they knew was to recite
with conviction what they had learned from Marxist schools.
Discussing with them was a waste of time – and Henry
Kissinger had experienced discussing with them - as they
were stubborn and could not see the real “logic”, a term that
they liked to use. The miserable thing for us was that they
were sitting on our heads and we had to listen to their
imbecilities. We were, as Jean Lacouture, a French
correspondent and author had said, “Un people de lions
gouverné par des ânes - A lion people governed by donkeys ”.
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the doctrine and the new regime because who would like to
live under oppression and terror? However, on the outside
they had to show their false fervor. They came there to
participate into the indoctrination sessions organized by the
government. The training in Marxism, which was supposed to
allow us to understand the benefits of the communist system
in fact had alienated us and given us more determination to
escape the country. The more we learned about Communism,
the clearer we saw the evils of its policies and its practices.
During open discussion sessions, we were required to selfcriticize, to pay tribute to the Proletarian Revolution, praise
the new system, and thank the government for its leniency
toward the intellectuals in the South. We had to go according
to the “direction of the wind”, but deep inside we resented the
socialist impoverishment of our country, the terrorist approach
to dominate us, and the loss of freedom and democracy. We
resented the hypocrisy of the government as the communists
were just attempting to subjugate and control us. They did not
honestly need us in the rebuilding of our country.
On the eradication of Western culture
In 1976-1977 many campaigns were organized to “eliminate
American and puppet culture, degrading books and other
publications.” Under the communist system, western culture
was considered a poison for the mind. In fact, they were right
to fear the western democratic system with its sacred
concepts of freedom, democracy, equality, generosity, and
humanity. In communist regimes, these concepts did not exist
really they were just words used for propaganda. In fact, in
the name of national and human liberation these concepts
had been eulogized and even magnified.

Not everyone participating in the activities at the Patriotic
Intellectual Association center was zealous about
communism. On the contrary, the majority gad an aversion for

So, western books and publications, whether they were
textbooks or literary books, whether they were used for
teaching and learning or for entertainment, whether they were
about culture and civilization or about love and sex, were all
condemned. They were all considered poisonous and bad for
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the socialist culture. Even if they were valuable books, they
still had to be destroyed. I had seen many families hide their
books and then burn them in secret to avoid prosecution.
School textbooks that were harmless could be turned in to
local cultural and education offices, or sold for recycling.
Hundred of thousands of tons of valuable books had been
turned into paper paste as the paper manufacturing factories
had used up their supplies of raw materials. Just hearing the
radio speakers on the streets announcing the inspection
campaigns to eliminate reactionary and immoral books and
other publications or by reading announcements made by
local information and culture offices, people already felt fear
and anxiety. We all waited for a group of armed guards to
come to our home, inspect our bookshelves and steal our
books.
Eliminating a large number of books deemed bad to the
socialist culture was not easy. Burning a large quantity of
books may attract the attention of the neighbors who could go
to the secret police and denounce you. The police would find
you guilty of various types of crimes, such as attempting to
diffuse and keep reactionaries ideas, attempting to plot
against the socialist government and attempting to get involve
in politics and do propaganda for the old regime. They could
assign to you any crime they liked, especially if you had an
enemy living in your area and wanting to take revenge on
you.
Many communist cadres participating in these campaigns had
taken advantage of their positions to demand money, threaten
people, and confiscate valuable books. Many illiterate cadres
confiscated any foreign language books, without regards to
whether they were dictionaries or technical books, novels, or
textbooks. In principle, these campaigns were aimed at
eliminating only books that publicized reactionary ideas and
pornographic materials, educational, scientific, and technical
books and dictionaries should not be confiscated. However,
the people who conducted these searches were not illiterate
and could not distinguish different types of books. They
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confiscated all the books they found suspicious. They also
warned or intimidated people, and nobody dared to protest. If
somebody protested, they told him to go to the Culture and
Education Office. When he went there, they gave him forms
to fill and turn in. Then, they told him to go home and wait.
After waiting a long time without hearing any response, he
came to the office to inquire. An official would tell him that the
forms were at the district office and if he wanted, he could go
to the district office to find out. When he went to the district
office, he was told to go to the city office. By the time he got to
the city office, he was told that all books had been sent either
to warehouses or to paper mills. How could he know if his
books were still in warehouses or were already sent to paper
mills? How could he recognize his books among hundreds of
tons of books in each warehouse? Therefore, the only way
people can keep their valuable books was to bribe the officials
who conducted the searches or hide them in some secret
places.
A type of book that communist inspection agents would like
confiscate first was books translated from Chinese novels and
romance novels written by South Vietnamese authors.
Because most officials assigned to lead these campaigns
came from the North and never had the opportunity to read
romances, they liked to take these books to their families in
the North and made collections of them. During the bookelimination campaigns, the first things they looked for were
these romance novels. On the outside they declared that
these books were morally offensive but deep inside, they
were planning to get the books for themselves. They opened
the book, read some pages, and smiled with happiness. Then
they declared that one book was bad because it talked about
sorcery or mysticism, the other was bad because it involved
love and passion, and another was bad because it was
pornographic. In fact, they just wanted them for themselves.
These books would not go to the warehouses or the paper
mills. They were too precious for these hypocrites and their
families.
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However, after a few times, the city Committee of Saigon
received too many complaints from the people and the
intellectuals and the campaigns were stopped to appease the
discontentment. The government stopped the campaigns not
because of illegal confiscation of books or improper behavior
of local officials but because the leaders of the Communist
Party in Hanoi wanted to woo the South Vietnamese
intellectuals and stop these people from leaving the country.
They wanted to temporarily keep these technocrats until they
could train people capable of replacing them.
On Social disintegration
1. There were many heartbreaking stories about South
Vietnam after April 1975. The war had ended and instead of
being able to enjoy a peaceful and happy life, people had to
suffer immensurable miseries. Death in time of war was not
as painful as suffering in time of peace. So many families
were broken because of the arrival of communists to the
power. I had witnessed cases of fathers in re-education camp
getting news that their daughters had married communist
soldiers. I had known many cases of husbands who went
home after being released from prison to see their wives living
with communist cadres. What terrible news for them! Nobody
would want to believe that a woman had to live with another
man so that her kids could have food and shelter or she could
get money to send food supplies to her husband in
reeducation camp. Nobody thought that a girl had decided to
marry a soldier in enemy ranks to get the means to help an
old mother. People always look at the appearance, the easily
visible outside, and rarely tried to find out what is behind, i.e.
the motive of the blamed action. We are all quick to criticize
and slow to commend or to pardon.
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to new social conditions. From a homemaker, she had gone
out to find work to earn some money for her children but how
could she find work when she had no skills and hundreds of
thousands of skilled people were competing with her. She
tried to engage in business to earn some profit but she did not
have the experience and like many others, she lost her
invested money. She realized that she was stuck. All the
savings were gone. The government had stolen a part of it
when they implemented the currency exchange, she had lost
another part in her business attempt and had used the rest in
family expenses. She had to sell what she had at home to
have some money to feed the kids. All cherished objects in
her home had slowly changed hands in exchange for
bankrolls. The furniture, the television set, the refrigerator, the
cassette tape deck, the fans, the camera, everything that
could be sold would gradually go away. She would look at the
loss of these objects with sadness in her eyes and torment in
her heart because with these, disappeared the memories of a
happy and comfortable life. They would disappear forever
because she would never have them back or have them
replaced. Her life was spiraling downhill. When she looked
around the empty house and could not find anything else to
sell, she decided to sell her most precious object of
memories, her jewelry. She was not rich because rich people
would not have to sell items in their home to survive, they
would sell the gold they hid somewhere. Or they had already
left the country as they had the means to escape.

There was nothing immoral or wrong in these actions. The
woman had to sacrifice herself to deal with a dead-end
situation. She had tried to do everything before having
recourse to this last measure. She had tried to adapt her life

When the jewelry had been sold, there was nothing left in the
house. She needed money to go hundreds of miles to visit her
poor husband in re-education camp and bring him some extra
food or some personal items. She needed money to buy her
children’s daily meals. For the last few months, a man had
been following her and had been gentle to her. He had
offered to help but she had been resolute. She did not want to
take his money. But now she was in a desperate situation. In
addition, the man had been persistent. He knew how to
persevere as he had anticipated that one day she would
surrender. He was enjoying the conflict between her obstinate
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mind and his slow plan of attack. He had been a winner in the
big victory over the southern government, now he would be
the winner in the small battle against the wife of his former
enemy. He would enjoy having the woman in his arms. Now
he had a lot of money. Money from briberies, money that he
stole from the people, but it was money anyway. As she was
in desperate need of money, his sweet talk was the last straw
to her reticence.
“I understand your situation; I know that you love your
husband and your children. I just want to help you
because your situation breaks my heart. I love you and
would not do anything wrong to harm you. Here, take
this money and go visit your husband! Go buy food for
your family! You do not owe me anything! I just want to
help! Please do not hesitate because I suffer to see you
in difficulty!”
She knew that it was just a trap, that he was not sincere. She
would like to stay faithful to her husband. People would insult
her if she did otherwise. But the roll of banknotes at that
desperate moment was irresistible. Seeing that she was going
to capitulate, he opened her hand, put the roll in and left in a
hurry. It was too late for her to do anything. From the instant
that she had bit the bait, she was victim of her fate, victim of
circumstances, and victim of herself. She realized that she
had done, what in normal circumstances, she would never
have done and she panicked. She cried and her cries relieved
her from the pain she felt at the beginning. She thought about
her action and believed that she had done what she had to
do, a painful but magnanimous action. She had made a
sacrifice for the people she loved. She did not care about
what other people would think of her. They could look down at
her, they could isolate her and she would understand and
would not consider it an insult.
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her former husband. Now that she had a man living with her,
her new husband, she had learned to distinguish between
new and old and realized that circumstances had forced her
to have two men in her life. Who besides her could
understand that she felt ashamed to go with an ugly man with
little education but much money? Her husband back from
reeducation camp was sad and hurt to see that his wife, like
many other women, had been disloyal; but if he knew that it
was because of him and his kids that she had to commit
herself to another man, he would hurt much more.
2. Under the Communist System, the fair was a means for
local officials to make money. The fair entrance ticket was
one Dong when an employee made only two dongs a day.
Inside the fair, eating, drinking, playing games, watching
shows, everything cost money. In Saigon, starting the end of
1980 and the beginning of 1981, Tao Dan Garden was the
place that permanently held fairs. At Christmas, there was a
fair. During the Tet season, there was a fair. Afterwards,
there was no need for a holiday to have a fair. Next to the fair
were hundreds of amusement centers with music
entertainment for young people. Musical bands played and
singers shouted and yelled all kinds of songs. At the
beginning, it was socialist countries songs, such as Cuban
songs, Soviet Union songs. Then French songs, British songs
came. It was a big mess.

Whether the woman who took that difficult road then later was
the subject of rumor, loathing and insult, had committed a
crime or made a sacrifice, only she knew. Nobody else could
understand better than she the situation she was in, nobody
could suffer her destiny, including the man she loved most,

It was an illogical and immoral act. While people lived in
misery and did not have rice to eat, government officials
opened these amusements centers for desperate and
unhappy young men and young women to come enjoy for a
short moment, and forget their problems and their pains. I
was driving the cyclo at the time, and for cyclo drivers the
more fun time people had, the more money we could make.
Partygoers usually used cyclos to go places and we had good
fares. Cyclo drivers only made money on special occasions
such as at Christmas or Tet, when young people wanted to go
out, have fun, spend money and enjoy without thinking. They
lived some good moments of their lives, men and women,
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boys and girls and forgot the bad times, the times they felt
sad, disoriented, disillusioned, hopeless, and miserable. They
had hated life and had learned to take revenge on
themselves. They drank, ate, smoked, and did drugs. They
forgot their education and their own future. They took
advantage of what they could have that day and did not think
about the future. They only cared about themselves, they did
not care about others, including their loved ones.
A teenage girl wearing sexy clothes showing her body and
heavy make-up took a ride on my cyclo at midnight to go
home from the Tao Dan fair. She smelled alcohol and looked
tired but excited and happy. She told me:
“We live any day we can live and enjoy any time we can
enjoy! Who cares about tomorrow?”
I gently reminded her of her school duties:
“I thought at your age you need to think about school.
You should not think about life enjoyment”.
She was upset and protested vehemently:
“Come on! You should let us, young people, have our
good time! We need to enjoy life before we die don’t
we?”
The young generation killed themselves slowly. They lived the
present without thinking about the future; they promoted
materialistic enjoyment and stimulated their physiological and
instinctive needs. The mental state of people, young and old,
male and female, was total desperation and sadness. It was
not because they were happy that they went out to
restaurants, to the movies, to bars and cafes or to music
shops. They did it because they were tired and hopeless, they
could not get out of their current miserable situation, because
they were stuck. Going out, wearing fancy clothes, drinking,
eating, smoking, listening to music, having sex were the
means for people to forget their grieving realities, their painful
lives that they had endured for so many days, so many
months, so many years.
On weekends, Saigon re-lived its glorious past with the same
lively scenes of the pre-75 period, with its streets still filled
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with passer-bys, its eating stands full of patrons eating,
drinking, smiling, chatting, and laughing. It was the same
brand of cigarettes they smoked, the same kind of beer they
drank but that was only the surface, the outside that popped
to our eyes only for a couple of hours and then all would fade
out and disappear in the night. It was the sorrowful life of a
moribund Saigon, a Saigon still attempting to flare up a brief
moment, a Saigon trying to survive in a negative and
unproductive South Vietnam.
I was tortured with pain when I saw the city that I loved live in
complete denial and contradiction. It had pushed me to leave,
as I could not continue to watch that sad scene anymore. I did
not want to see the young generation degenerate. I could not
watch the country drifting away from its healthy path to a
bright future. As a teacher, I could not see students
disoriented, not knowing what to do, desperately searching for
better days. I did not want to see them living negatively while
waiting for the help of whom nobody knew.
The party and the government had launched their slogan,
“Ten years to grow a tree, one hundred years to grow
people.” But the children of communist cadres had learned to
live the way their peers lived. Girls also wore jeans to show
their behind, short pulls to show their belly and high heels to
look cool. They also had their hair done the civilized way, put
make-up on their face, and have their fingernails painted in
red like the daughters of these “puppet armed forced and
puppet government” officials. Life had changed. The Vietcong
who used to wear black or brown pajamas and sandals made
from used truck tires had learned to wear western pants,
shirts, blouses, and shoes. They were in a process of physical
change although their brains were kept intact. Those who
used to live in the jungle now lived in large villas they had
confiscated from people who had left to go abroad or who
were forced to go to new economic zones. Their feet, used to
walking and running the Ho Chi Minh trail or some other trail
in the forests, had learned to stay idle in fancy cars.
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I had not realized that in provinces the mood was the same.
When I went back to My Tho to take care of the paperwork
after I was released from jail, I saw the same thing, the same
cafés filled with young people smoking and listening to music,
the same kind of vivid music that came from blaring speakers.
Then in Sadec, a small provincial town I passed by on my
way to Chaudoc, it was also fair, also the throng of mostly
young people going hand in hand to the amusement place to
enjoy some hours of happiness and forget the current
miseries.

and I had changed from a proud man into a human piece of
scrap, letting my life drift according to my destiny. I had put
myself in a situation that had no way to get out. Every day, I
had taken alcohol as the prescription for my sadness, taken
tobacco as a means to blur my mind. I had struggled to
eliminate the misery that consumed my soul and my mind.
Smoke and alcohol had brought me to another world. I had
escaped the terrible world marked by communist terror,
degradation, cruelty, despotism, and human exploitation.

In Saigon, thousands of cafes, music boxes, entertainment
centers had opened to attract young generations. Thousands
of amusement centers were created where the South
Vietnamese youth could live for today and forget tomorrow,
enjoy life and have fun. They did not realize that they were on
the track of depravation and self-destruction. Dozens of stateowned eateries opened in each district selling cheap booze
and imitation beer to all the people who wanted to get
intoxicated in order to forget their pains. They gathered there
every evening to drink. Hundreds of bar stands had popped
up on the side of the streets every evening, and some even
during the day, for desperate men to come and get high on
cheap booze. How many dozens of liters of bogus rice wine
had been consumed every day, the kind of rice wine not
made from rice but from sugar cane waste that used to be
thrown away? That wine was ethylic alcohol and was
poisonous, but who cared?

On the Fall of Saigon:
Incidentally, I saw the illogical character of the fall of the
Saigon regime. It was one of the thousands of illogical
happenings in a free society, the type of society the
communists labeled “capitalist.” I could not determine a
reason for the collapse of a solid and firm-minded
organization such as the South Vietnamese Armed Forces. I
could not find an explanation for the disorderly retreats from
Buon Me Thuot and the strategic pullouts from the Central
Highlands, which led to the chaotic disbandment of the ranks
during the withdrawal of the troops from Central Vietnam, a
place considered as the border outpost in the fight against
Communism. All these facts bore secrets for which history will
probably give us the answers.

I had been myself a victim of this social decadence. I had no
more inner strength to fight the terrible sadness that slowly
killed me. I had lived with my grief and my unhappiness for so
long that I felt like I could not live without the help of the
cheap booze they sold on the streets. I was addicted to that
cheap stuff and to forget my life misery I plunged into a world
that only belonged to me. The last couple of years that I spent
in my beloved country had been the most horrific ones in my
entire life. I had completely lost all my courage and my will, I
had lost the combative spirit innate to me, I had lost my soul

The simple explanation was that the Americans had
abandoned Vietnam and did not even want to continue to
support militarily their former ally. I was not a military
researcher to evaluate the situation at the time. I was not able
to weigh up the balance of forces between North and South
Vietnam, but like any other South Vietnamese, I was
convinced that if America had continued to provide us with
military assistance, our armed forces would have the means
to fight the North Vietnamese and defend our country. We
were not only motivated by our hatred of Communism, we
were also determined to fend off any attack of the Vietcong.
The South Vietnamese soldiers were courageous,
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experienced, and patriotic. They would never surrender
without a fight.
I could not understand the reversal of the Americans, as we
had fought side by side for ten years and we had firmly
subdued any communist attempt to swallow South Vietnam.
The southerners had lost the war without a single battle.
There was no victory or defeat. It was a political resolution of
the Vietnam issue without the input of the South Vietnamese.
I was sad to see that the collapse of the free regime in my
country was due to a cause external and subjective. The
South Vietnamese people had to sacrifice for the interest of
superpowers – China and the United States. We had to
surrender to the communists unconditionally, drop our guns,
and accept a painful lot. Vietnam was a small and weak
country; it did not have the right to decide its own fate; it had
to accept an arrangement that went against its interest. For its
selfish interest, the United States had abandoned Vietnam
and made a deal with Communist China at the expense of the
Vietnamese people.
On Mr. Luy
Mr. Luy had two sons and only these two. In 1963, his oldest
son graduated from high school and got a scholarship to go
abroad to further his studies. A few days before his son left for
the foreign country, Mr. Luy allowed his two sons to spend a
few days to visit a beautiful place, Dalat. When the two boys
went back to Saigon, the Viet Cong stopped the bus they
were on and they murdered several young people, among
them the two sons of Mr. Luy. How much sorrow and grief the
death of his sons had given him and his wife! These deaths
had intensified his hatred for the communists but he could
courageously hold back his pain, forget the misfortune that
happened to his family and engage in social activities. He had
fought ardently for the interests of the poor people, the
miserable, and the unfortunate in our society, the ones that
were like him when he was young. Mr. Luy could proudly say
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that his personal life had no meaning, and that he did not care
about himself. All he cared for were the ones who were
suffering under his eyes, the ones who had not enough to eat,
no clothes to wear, and no place to call home. Mr. Luy told
me proudly that his life did not count. He wanted to spend the
last years of his life fighting for his country, for all the
Vietnamese that he passionately loved. He wanted to put all
his enthusiasm into doing whatever he could to help those
who were suffering atrociously because of the domination of
the Vietcong.
Mr. Luy confided to me that he had nurtured the idea of
leaving the country since the days he was in prison. He was
determined to escape, determined to leave his wife behind,
determined to do what he had planned and dreamed to do a
long time before. That was the reason he did not stay long at
home. After he got out of labor camp and returned home, he
had spent many days with his wife to explain to her what he
was dreaming to do. He revealed his plan to her, and did the
best he could to convince her to let him go, to set him free, so
that he could implement his plan and do what he wanted. He
knew how to be patient with his wife, he knew how to tell her
what was at the bottom of his heart, the little flame that was
still burning inside him, that passion for the motherland that
he loved with his entire heart and his entire soul. He
persuaded his wife that he did not have much time left, that
he had a mission to accomplish, and that Mother Mary would
help him as much as she had helped him. A devout Catholic,
he had gone to church and prayed daily to have Jesus’
benediction. He had to hide his sadness and his pain when he
saw his wife cry. He had to surmount his weakness and
implore her to be strong. He explained to her what was right
and what was wrong so that he could have her permission to
leave her and go. Deep inside himself, he was suffering too,
he was also crying, he was also weak but he had been able to
repress all that to look ahead, to get the courage to continue
his planned course of life.
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I believed that people who had most love, most passion were
those who suffered easiest, because they were humans and
suffering was a human character that denoted weakness. The
stronger we were, the weaker we could be in some instances,
especially when there was a struggle between reason and
sentiment, between the head and the heart. I believed that
people like Mr. Luy were the most sentimental, the most
prone to pain and suffering, and it was just because he was
sentimental that he had to implore his wife to let him go. Only
those who were inhumane like the communists could be
vicious, could not have feelings, could be murderous and
without pity.
Mr. Luy had successfully convinced his wife to let him go
alone. He had also successfully convinced himself not to let
sentiment pull him back. He had the guts to go on the road he
had traced for himself. He had passionately followed his noble
ideals. Enlightened by Mother Mary and by Jesus Christ, as
he had said, he had willingly sacrificed his personal interest to
the benefit of his country.
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